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I, by various coni Linations of which the radio experimenter or 'mateur ¿an 
build up any type of receiving set or circuit. . - 

" Cosmos 
have been. designed 
to secure the utmost 
flexibility. -They en- 

able the "listener" to build up his set gradually as his means allow, yet 
the bricks obtained at f rst never hecome useless but can be utjlised as 
part of a more elaborate set. 

are thoroughly well 
"Cosmos made and moderate 

inprice. 
ASK YOUR REGULAR WIRELESS DEALER TO SHOW YOU . 

Cosmos If he doesn't stock 
them, write, sen.ding - - - 
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The latest type 
of receiving set 

"Cosñios" 
- are made by the manufacturers of thè- we1I-'known "- 

COSMOS" RADIOPHONES. 
,, comprise a dom- 

Cosmos 

- 

4 - - 

- his name to the manufacturers- - - - MN 
f$ 

The above Ils raleo,, and dagra, e s'eous ¿berce o cita CO LTD ANO CONVENTION 
F sel nada up aille LADIOBEIX Gal a copy of Oie n s LETRJ 

WHITE CITY Ç 

R book BUILDING WITH RADIOBIX, full of - WORKS: TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER. - OV.8OtONOV2' - useful cercu,tS weht lb,eorelecal and Wiring diagrams. r 
X02 OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE, ONE SHILLING BUILD YOUR RADIO SET WITH RADIOBRIX 
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8o 

gestion about this, that the B.B.C. have been 
as it were " engaged " and, from their lofty 
position have agreed to demonstrate a little. 

If this is the position of affairs, it is. en- 
tirely a false position. The B.B;C. is the 
exhibition just as much, or more so, than the 
array of well-designed and perfectly-finished 
¡nstruments upon the stands of the exhibitors. 

It remains for the Exhibition to remoe the 
last vestige of doubt from the public miìd, 
to show how simple, efficient and worth-whiia 
the reception of broadcasting really is, and 
are confident that this result will he attained 
if it is remembered that not merely wireless 
instruments, but wireless broadcasting is 
being exhibited. 

delight, and is, in fact, to be out-of-date. 
One or two points occir to us in this con- 

nection. Last week we referred to the unde- 
sirable transmission of gramophone music. 
This should be taboo during the period of the 
exhibition, and in its placè orchestral music, 
instrumental solos, and well-rendered vocal 
items should be transmitted. 

We note that-" by special arrangement 
with the B.B.C., demonstrations are to he 
given." To us, there appears to be a sug- 

Trade Revival. 

That the tide of wireless, recently at a low 
ebb, is flowing again there is no longer any. 
doubt. Orders placed for tons of aluminium 
condenser vanes and thousands of loud- 
speaker bases and, in another direction, a 
month's turnover exceeding the best month of 
the boom at the beginning of this year, are 
indisputable proof of this. 

:ll points of view, of the All-British \Vireless 
Exhibition. 

It is undoubtedly a fine opportunity for the 
wireless industry as a whole, and by that we 
mean the British Broadcasting Co., as well 
as its individual members, the manufacturers 
and dealers, to co-operate and demonstraie 
to the thousands who will make their first 
practical acquaintance with the science, that 
to he without a wireless receiving set is to be 
deprived of a new and certair source of 

Although rather of the opinion that of laie 
we have had a little too much simultaneous 
broadcasting, with its attendant delays, in- 
terruptions and upsetting of time-tables, we 
hope the B.B.C. will introduce into each even- 
ing programme, at least one interesting itni, 
perfectly relayed to London from a distance. 
If it can be a really iniportant public speech 
or event, so much the better. It would un- 
doubtedly have a great effect upon those who 
hear such a performance for the first time. 

The Exhibition. 

S we go to press,' practically all (lie 
leading wireless firms of the qountry 
are making their final arrangements, 

urging delivery of the very latest apparatus 
f rom their works, checking advanced copies 
of new' pamphlets and catalogues, and geiler- 
ally niaking sure that nothing is left undone 
',hich will help to assure the success, from 

In the opinion of the non-technical public, 
the, whole appeal and utility of those instru- 
nients, depend not upon their desigi and 
finish, hut upon the pleasure and satisfactioii 
they can yield in receiving whatever the 
B.B.C. transmits. 

Throughout the period of the exhibition, 
the transnìrsions should be the most varied 
and of the highest quality ever auemptsd. 

i 

Wireless WeeKly 
t. .,' . 

Î\ ovember 
.7, 

1923 
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just outlined. The resonance wave coil, as 
vel1 as its application in elirnitating 

atmospherics should challenge the interest of 
the experimenter. 

The original resonance wave coil consisted 
of a hollow cardboard tube, 38 in. long and 
2 ¡n. in diameter: \Vound around this tube 
vas a single layer of No. 32 gauge insulated 

wire, affording about too convolutions to Ihé 

SI 

- ______ 
Fig. 2.-Receiving circui with rejecior betweejz guaìd 

ring and earth. 

stat ions, orcli narily operating on va ele ngths 
varying from 200 to óoo metres, a single layer 
of No. 30S.W.G.-d.C.c. wire, i8 in. long, 
on a cardboard tube 3 in. or 4 in. in diameter, 
is worthy of a triaL. 

Atmospheric eliminators, drain, coils, .re- \ A 

sonance wave coils and other forms of 
appliances - for. reducing atmospheric dis- 
turbances, with certain modifications, adhere 
to the principle of draining or filteriig 
at the receiving stations. Notably among 

bane of radio telegraphy and telephony is the 

the comparatively recent inventions, or 
application thereof, for minimising the 

-Ia ,IIlI 

adaptation of the resonancé wave coil, a corn- T 

pact form of aerial, to the specific purpose 

f?, 

permissible to describe the separation, of the 
merwingless noises from- the -uniform sounds 

s a filteriiig process. 

&C'ARD 7Z,e 

Fig. i-The resonance wave coil wit!, 'solid guard 
ring and split collector ring. 

atmospheric disturbances, there is no arbitrary 
requirement with respect to the size of the 
wire or method of winding same. Dr. Louis 
Cohen, who has adapted the resonance wae 
coil to the suppression of atmospheric dis-. 
turbances, suggests that in the reception of 
signals on a wavelength of 200 metres, a coil 
wound double-banked on a four-inch card- 
board tube io in. long is suitable. No. 3o 
S.W.G. wire is suggested, but this recom- 
mendation is not arbitrary. For the recep 
[ion of music and speech from broadcasting 

THE 
partial elimination o1 ubduing f 

atmospheric disturbances, in the majority 
of instance-s, has involved the draining 

off of such distracting noises at the receiving 
station, separating them from the orderly wire- 
less signals before the latter reach the ears of 
the listener. If we could compare electro- 
magnetic waves and the attendant atmos- 
pheric disturbances to a licjuid, it would be 

inch. Teimina!s re placed at each end 
of this tube for making connections with the 
receiving instruments. A brass banc! or ring, 
approximately in. wide, and just large 
enough to slip snugly over the .'ired coil or 
'tube, has a split in i-t to avoid the possibility 
of the development of annoying eddy currents. 

However, when a resonance wave coil is 
employed in the capacity of suppressing 

THE RESONAÑCE. WAVE COIL r 

ELIMINATOR. 
Th S R HIITERS - 

The follovzng ar'zcle dealing tiIb a practical inetnod of eliminating almnospherics will appeal 
particularly to those 'rea dci's who haue experience4 (lie difficuilliei of bug distance reéepliòn. 

November 7,. 1923 --,. Wireless: Weekly 
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Fig. 3.-The circuit arrangment when using a 
- separately tuned aerial. 

Atmospheric disturbance are assimed 
ravel n trains of extremely low freqiiencis- 

jetween 200 and 300 cycles a second. On the 
basis of this assumption, what iS the effect of 

582 

-- SuppoSe the electric cirçuit of the resonance 
wave coil is adjusted to a frequency of 300 
ilietres, all other electric waves are conveyed 
to the ground. The 300-metre wavelength is 
-rejected, or arrested, niore -properly spe&dng 
and the signals are - transferred to the - 

collector ring." Fhe '' rejector circuit ' 

coil in it suppressiòn of atmos.phric 
disturbances at this stage, but thanks 
to the ingenuity of Dr. Cohen ançi 

\ 

-es his co-workers, there is ä resourceful 
addition to this arrangement which reseres 
the orderly radio signals for reception by I means of the head telephones It is called 

+ uIi the '' rejector circuit '' ; ohiious1y, because it 

useful signals. This is accomplished by 
rejects the useless noises and conserves the 

earthing the '' guard tube '' in such a manner 

- 

T T that the connection functions as a ready con- 
- - ductor on all wavelengths except one. 

The resonance wave cou when functioning 
in the capacity of reducing atmospheric disL 
turbarices involves the use of a so-called 

' guard tube." The latter, which may or 
may not he slit, is from one-half to one-third 
as lpng as the resonance wave coil itself. Thé 

' collector ring " is located at the opposit 
nd of the coil.. If the " guard tube '. i 

earthed it appears feasible that it will capturé 
all of the wireless voltages that trike the coil 
find that nb electric impulses will find théir 
vay to the opposite end of the coil where the 

coflector ring is stationed. 

Fig. 4.-Duplicate. ?eiqnancè. coils, and guard rÌng 
may be used as shown. . 

oscillate at its own frecjuenc. The giia'rd 
tube," however, conveys a large share of the 
atmospheric impulses to earth, avoiding the 
oscillation of the resonance wave coil. 

When a person desires to render a harsh 
criticism or maybe expert judgment concerning 
any " atmospheric eliminator," he will 
usually. exclaim, " Oh -it kills atmo- 
spherics aid signals, töò." - This occurs 
in the arrangement of thè resonance wave 

from the particular point on which it ¡ - - :. -- 

located, and transfer it to the grid element of 
- 

the valve. By the use of two such metallic 
rings, invoiving tue services ot two -raub vvv 

- .: ________ 
operators, signals may he obtaiñed f im t«'ó -: : . . '-.: 
broadcasting stations, operating oh differelit - - : :: 

- wavelengths, simultaneously. - This i 
. :. .. - i - r - -- 

- 
accomplished by placing both métallic bands I - 

- r : 

I on the same resonance wave coil, with each . - - :."- . 

operator connecting the grid element of 
receiving valve to one of the rings 

The principle governing, the Operation of the crashing noises of " atmspherics 
the resonance vaije'coil mai' be explained in. .. the resonance wave coil?. When this nois 
this way The cardboard tube around which abrupt impulse invades the aerial, a high 
is wound he insulated wire, also ¿ontairis' â oltage is setup on the left end of the reson'- 
ring of metal which forms a capacity coniec .. .. ance. wave coil (see Fig. i).'' The electric 
lion to the coil itself, yet insulated therefroi ,' charge is imposed abruptly, and then proceed,s 
itt other particulars.' This circular band, . .' .totvel along the coil, the latter absorbing 
described as a " collector ring " because of the impulses, as it ere If this tendency 
its ability to assemble or collect electio- is not interrupted, the resonance wave coil will 
thagnetic waves, is enabled to'take the volcag .......... - - 

. ....... . .... 

Wire1es:. Wèekl.y 
= 

: 

Nove,nbe7, 
i - 
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plete screening s absolutely essential, which 
requirement indicates that the entire outfit 
must be enclosed in an air-tight copper case 
of reasonable thickness, r8 gauge, for in- 
stance. The batteries or wiring to and from 
the latter to the radio instruments must not 
be exposed. The telejhone cord should be 
protected by copper braid, connected to the 
copper shield. 

The resonance wave coil-lends itself to use 
w ith a variety of electric circuits in the 

mine the position and altitude of aircraft in 
flight. Still another type of resonance wave 
coil enables the laboratory of the Signal Corp6 
in Washington, when using six stages of radio 
amplification, to receive signals from a radio 
telegraph station of the United States Navy 
Department located at Guantanamo, Cuba. 

The application of resonance waye coils ii 
the - reduction of atmospheric disturbances, 
however, offers the most fascinating field fur 
racho experimenters.. 

these instruments in this connection demands 
a tuned secondary circuit connected to the grid 
element of the vacuum tube. Regeneration is 
also possible by means of the resonance wave 
coil in the absence of additional windings of 
wire. 

In this capacity of reducing atiospheric 
disturbances, both the resonance wave coil 
and the radio-receiving instruments must be 
screened, if the most violent crashing and 
rumbling noises are to be suppressed. Coni- 

atmospheric disturbances. 
Resonance wave coils, in their multiple 

variations of size and windings of w ire, lend 
themselves to à diversity of uses. One type 
of coil constitutes a full-fledged wireless aerial, 
dispensing with any radio-receiving instru- 
ments other than a detector and a pair of head 
telephones. Np earth connection, either 
counterpoise or actual, is required. As a 
single-unit radio direction finder another 
design of resonance wave coil is able to deter- 

this " atmospheric-eliminating '' deice are 
macle of brass and should fit snugl'. By way of 
suggestion, the winding may be covered with 
a layer of thin paper and then tubes employed 
that will slide smoothly over the paper. It is 
optional with the constructor whether the 
''guard tube '' is split or not, but the 
" collector ring " necessarily contains a split. 

A reaction or plate-circuit variometer is 
employed if regeneration is desired in this 
particular electric circtiit. Use of either of 

wave coil for holding the " collector ring." 
The second resonance wave coil, in winding, 
is a duplicate of the first one. Stich a circuit 
permits the use of radio-receiving apparatus of 
practically any design. 

The performance tests of this new de ice, 
or rather applications of an instrument 
invented several years ago, indicate the possi- 
hility of receiving long-distance radio com- 
munications that would otherwise be in1 

audible because of the prevalence - of 

tise of heavy wire in the' construction of the 
inductance coil and a variable condenser of 
unquestioned quality, with small losses. Such 
a variable condenser may, suitably, he of 
o.00t microfarad capacity, shunted across a 

coil having 55 turns of No. ¡4 or 16 S.W.G.- 
d.c.c. wire wound upon a tube 3 in. in 
diameter. This arrangement will afford an 
inductance of about o.i of a millihenry. 

Structurally, the '' collector ring " and 
" puard tube " enterinp into the formation of 

is provided so that the coil may be connected 
above the tuned primary circuit when receiv- 
ing weak signals, or below (at the earth con- 
nection) when listening to robust signals 
through interference. (See Fig. 3.) 

Experiments conducted over a period ot 
three years indicate that greater suppression 
of atmospheric disturbances may, occasionally, 
be obtained in the absence of critical adjust 
ments by dividing the " guard tube " 'into 
Iwo parts, and including a second resonance 

not only drains the atmospheric disturbances 
to the earth, but likewise conveys signals of 
frequencies other than one particular wave- 
length to the grouiid. The latter action 
should prove useful in eliminating some of 
the interference now caused by a nearby 
broadcasting station. 
'The " rejector circuit " is öne possessing 

low electrical resistance, which necessitates the 

capacity of" atmospheric eliminator." It may 
be employed with a single-circuit, commonly 
found in homes of broadcast listeners, or with 
a loose coupled tune!. The latter ar- 
rangement is likely to result in sharpness of 
tuning. Likewise, the resonance wave coil is 
adaptable to use with a tuned aerial system, 
which arrangement, hovever, is conducive to 
extreme selectivity. In this instance, a switch - 

Noventher 7, 1923 Wireless Weekly 
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS NOTES-No. .12 
CRYSTAL DETECTORS 
require a certain amount of con- 
sideration apart from the mére 
selection of and making careful con- 
tact with a sensitive spot upon the 
surface of the crystal. In the first 
place the surface of the crystal (or 
crystals if two are employed) 
should be clean. Any accumulation 
of dust should be removed with a 
soft brush, not with the finger tip. 
Crystals which have, become 
slightly greasy,' due to handling, 
should be cleaned with a soft ra 
and a few drops of petrol. 

If the detector is of the cat- 
whisker type, the tip of the fine 
wire should also be perfectly 

clean. A new and pointed tip 
should be obtained from time to 
time by cutting the wire obliquely 
with a pair of scissors. It is very 
desirable that crystals should make 
the best possible contact with their' 
cup or holders, and, although in- 
volving perhaps a little 'mora 
trouble, the method of securing 
with Wood's metal, a special alloy 
having a very low melting point, 
is strongly recommended. Ordi- 
nary solder should not be used, as 
many crystals are impaired by the 
temperature required. 

Where the crystal is to be 
gripped by screw points or between 
metal jaws, the Contact will be 

considerably improved if the lower 
part of the Crystal iS wrapped with 
several thicknesses of tin- or lead- 
foil. 

In many cases insufficient atten- 
tion is paid to the matter of 
pressure between a pair of crystala 
or a cat-whisker and a Crystal. 
With many of the cheaper foims of 
Cat-whisker detector it . is ad- 
mittedly very difficult to obtain a 
nice adjustment in this respect, and 
it will be found well worth while 
to employ a detector in which the 
movement of the cat-whisker is con- 
tolled positively by means of a 
fine-threaded screw provided with 
an insulating knob. . . 
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COMPONENTS REQUIRED 

} 
Variometers. 

D : Crystal detector. 

C1: o.000 F (if necessary). 

..1 !_,.82 
GENERAL REMARKS 

This two valve circuit involves 
the use of variometer coupling 
between the valves. The vario- 
meter L3 is of larger pattern than 
ordinarily employed and should be 
tuned to the incoming wavelength. 
If an ordinary variometer, as used 
in aerial circuits, is employed, a 

fixed condenser C1 of 0.0003 F 
capacity should be connected across 
L2. 

The plain variometer arrange- 
ment is best if the right size is 
used, but, on the other hand, if 
the selectivity is inferior a reaction 
effect is obtainable by connecting 
a variable condenser across the 
grid and anode of V1. 

N 

u 
. 
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u 
u 
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. 
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583.i' ) 

Three nights ago he telephoned 
me to say that as soon as the 
broadcasting station had closed 
down and made room in the ether 
for the serious-minded he would 
make his first essay in tele- 
phony. Would I listen and 
report? I would? Splendid! 
Wavelength i8o mètres. As he 
lives within ten miles of me, I 
shed one high-frequency valve 
and a note mg as a precaution 

eagerly awaiting the great 
moment. It came. He switched 
on his generator. It started off 
with a cheery hum which changed 
into an angry growl as the hand 
of the milliameter swung over to 
the hundred milliamp mark. A 
smell of burning rubber assailed 
his nostrils. One vahe exploded 
(a fact !), whilst the other twain 
gave up the ghost in more seemly 
fashion by quietly burning Out. 

He joined the wireless club soon 
after his arrival and usually 
managed to do most of the talk- 
ing at our meetings. There was 
a kind of finality about his pro- 
nouncements which rather tended 
to stifle discussion. 

What we disliked most was the 
patronising way in which he 
conducted conversations. He 
assumed as a matter of course 
that eery other member of the 

fired our hero with the noble 
(lesre of ascending to the higher 
planes of Ç.W. and telephony. 
To that end he acquired by 
devious, and in some cases 
nefarious, courses three B vulves 
an assortment of coils and con- 
denser's, a microphone and a 
mighty generator which 'as sup- 
posed to deliver oo good volts 
at its business ènd. 

The Vigil 

exchange (i) " no reply " ; (2) 

number engaged '' ; () '' the 
line has been out of order for two 
days," I gave it up as a bad 
business and sought my couch. 

and What Happened 
Next day I met Borrow in the 

train. Woebegone was his 
usually sunny countenance, 
broken his voice, sad the tale that 
he unfolded. As zero hour 
approached he sat at his bench 

to make up his apparatus. 
The Man Morple. 

Little Puddleton was the scene 
of quite a pretty little comedy 
during the sorting out of the 
sheep and the goats in the licence 
round-up. In the spring of the 
year there came to live amongst 
us one named Morple, a loud- 
voiced, rather domineering fellow 
who appeared to be a kind of 
walking Outline of Everything. 

'ere not to be relied upon, sent 
thereafter code messages request- 
ing them to write them down. 
This brought to light thè beauti- 
ful fact that many of those who 
had previously reported getting 
every ord could not read a 
letter of morse unless transmis- 
sion as at the rate of about otie 
word every five minutes. Ah, 
me, what sad knaves some of us 
wireless folk are 

The success of his spark set 

brought in other amateur en- 
gaged in theirnightly cross talk. 
Two Oh Emma was dealing out 
fatherly ach ice to the members of 
his flock; the ether was full of 
beers and tocs and dons, but of 
I2BF, the enthusiastic Borrow, 
there vas never a sign on any 
wavelength. I tried for him 
high, I tried for him low, with no 
result whatever. The land line 
was euallv hopless; after re- 
cèiving from the lady at the 

of a round thousand. Add to 
this a set of valves which having 
seen much preious service in 
other hands, had softened home- 
what, and you have all the 
ingredients necessary for a first- 
class firework display. To judgc 
from the appearance of the 
débris, it was quite a good effort. 
I am deeply sorry for Borrow, 
but I am sorrier still for those 
from whom he obtained the bau 
of the various gadgets that went 

At It Again 

1ORROW, I regret to say, 
has been and gone and done 
it. You may remember 

that I gave you the week before 
last some account of his adven- 
tures with the spark transmitter 
and the friends whose zeal outran 
their truthfulness. He dici even- 
tually get this bag of tricks work- 
ing, and having found out that 
the ordinary reports of his pais 

against his dulcet tones waking 
the sleeping household 

At 10.30 pip emma I had the 
receiving set carefully wave- 
metered and adjusted. A quarter 
of an hour later, that being the 
agreed moment, I st itched on and 
waited. Nothing happened for a 
few seconds, then came an eerie 
screech that left my ears a-tingle, 
followed by silence titter and 
complete. A little tuning 

The- milliameter showed hitn 
that something vas amiss, but lie 
sat as though hypnotisecl and 
unable to switch off until the 
wreck was complete. l'l-ie 
generator on subsequent testing 
-you can search me if you wailt 
to know why it wasn't tested at 
first-was found to deliver the 
goods *ith both hands, so to 
speak. In place of a mere oo 
volts it churned Out the best pait t--- 

'ï 

- - 

II 
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Tue Conirol ROom at St. Assises ith thIchgear in the foeEround ánd aerial tui,iginctanc in rear. 

to many a stiicken heart.. 
mT 

the baccy counter. But if Morple 

f , 

WIRELESS WAYFARER 

know \vliere they were, the man 
- was distinctly useful. He took 
the chair, and having told us, in 
case we had forgotten it, that he 
'vas the holder of an experimental 
licence, he made quite a nice little 
speech explaining that all who 
had been naughty boys in the 
past might make bygones into 
bygones by planking down their 
fifteen bob. Au fait with the 
latest regulations, he answered 
questions ably and gave comfort 

" I want one of those new 
constructor's licences," said a 
muffled voice. " Fifteen shil- 
hogs,'' replied the maiden; 
" full name, please.". I had not 
recognised the macintosh- 
swathed figure, and when I 
heard the voice bleat out, 

Morple, Henry Augustus Pot- 
tinger Morple," you could have 
knocked nie down with a grid- 
leak. No, I did not slaphim on 
the back. I retired noiselessly to 

The Experimenter's Undertaking. 
Such a marking of men would 

save you, for instance, from 
putting temptation in the way of 
the genuine experimenter, who 
has subscribed to the dread 
covenant, by suggesting that he 
should entertiin ydu with music 
from a broadcasting station. 
Ah, my friends, I forese& that 
there will be grave trouble over 
that undertaking ere we are done 
with it . . 

Club had either a broadcast 
licence or none at all " Quite a 
good circuit, but of course you 
won't be able to use it. Now, 
Ive an experimenter's licence, so 
L can do what I like. They're 
difficult to get, you know, but I 

don't see why you shouldi't 
manage to qualify for one in a 
year or so. Bring me your form 
before you send it in and I'll help 
you to fill it up. Perhaps my 
influence might be of some 
use. . . ." 

The Helping Hand. 
That was the kind of thing 

that got on our nerves. Morple 
was not the most popular mem- 
ber of the Club. Still, when we 
held a meeting just after the 
P.M.G. had promulgated (that is 
the word) his pronouncement to 
consider what should be done and 
to help those who did not auite 

As the days went by we noticed 
a kind of worried look in Morple's 
face. - His correspondence 
seemed to have grown enormous, 
for he was always in the post 
office buying stamps. The post 
office at Little Puddleton is also 
a kind of miniature '' White- 
ley's," since there you may buy 
baccy, boots and bacon at 
different counters. The result is 
that it is always fairly full. 

In the Post Office. 
One day as the close season for 

pirate hanging vas drawing to 
it end I had to go out at lunch 
time to bend a reply to an urgent 
telegram. As it was pouring 
with rain I donned gum boots. 
These deadened the sound of my 
footsteps as I crossed to the post 
office counter, so that a man 
whose back was towards me did 
not hear me. 

is ever uppish again I think that 
the last word will rest with me. 

Mark Your Man. 
All this business of silly little 

paper licences that you stick into 
a drawer and lose makes things 
very confusing. You cannot tell 
who are the experimenters, who 
the constructors and who the 
broadcasters. It would, I think, 
be far better if the wireless man 
were provided with a neat round 
cardboard ticket with a pretty 
design upon it like the things that 
you stick on to the dashboard of 
your car. 

There ought to be a law that 
the licence should be carried in a 
holder stuck in the buttonhole r 
slung on the watch chain. Then 
one would know. There would 
be no risk of offending suscepti- 
bilities by unfortunate remarks. 
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____________________ - 

- Fig. I-A front view of the panel. - 

actuates the filament rheostat. Fig. 2 - « 

shows how the various components are dis- 
posed t' thè back of the panel, vhils the - 

piafe circuit to the crystal detector, is made 
by winding 53 turis of No. 22 S.W.G.-d.c.c, 
copper wire upon a 3 in. diametei former, 
tapings hen taken at eveiv 3rd turn, 
beginning with the 20th-i.e., 12 tappiugs in 
all, connected to the cóntact studs of the 

of these, it will be noted, is provided with a 
vernier adjustment. The remaining knob, 
situated centrally between the last-named con- 

i. ' 
- ár 

o::... ..°° 
.. 

The aerial circuit is tuned by the tappcl 
inductance coil L, which consists of 48 turns 
of No. 22 S.W.G.-d.c.c. copper wire wound- 
UOfl a 3- in. diameter fornier .and tapped at 
every fourth tUrn. Connected in series with 
this inductance is a single ioop of stout wire 

- . L2, which is coupled to the secondary induct- 
ance by being wound around the outside of 
the variometer, as shown in the lower right- 

hand corner of Fig.. 2. 

- The secondary inductance L3 is-the outside 
or stator winding of the variometer, and, in 
parallel with - k, -is the variable condenser C1, 

capacity 0.00025 p F. The variometer rotor 
- functions as a reaction coil, indicated at L in 

the circuit diagram. 
The high-fequencv transfórmel- T1, which 

transfers the .high-frequenc energy from the 

THE receiving set illustrated in Figs. 
i and 2 \as designed primarily for 
receiving broadcast music, and in 

selectivity and signal strength excels an 
ordinary regenerative set. It is a com- 
bination of the regenerative and reflex Circuit, 
employing a single-turn coupling between the 
aerial, and secondary circuits, a very tight re- 
action coupling and a tuned high-frequency transformer.- 

Fig. i is a front view of the panel showing 
the two selector switches, upon the left and 
rigit respectively, for tuning the aerial Circuit 
and the secondary of the high-frequency trans- 
former. Of the two knobs provided with 
engraved dials, that on the left varies the re- 
action coupling, and that on the right the 
capacity of the secondary condenser. Each 

circuit diagram, Fig. 3, shows the complete 
circuit 'arrangement. 

Fig. z.-Thsposition of the comp&ncnts as seeis from 
back of 1'anel 

A REGENERATIVE REFLEX RECEIVER 
This compact receiving sel, built by Mr. H. A. heÌps. of America, gained flic 

first pri e in a recent competition amongst Arnrrican wi eless expersinewlers 
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Surrey. - 

,, ,, - ,, 
O ,, ,, ,, ,, 

J.G.R. Glasgow .... Wireless Weekly Circuit No. i6 
25-9-23 WGY 4oó,485 J.O.J.H. Edmonton, N.i8 Modified STioo ... ... . - 

,, 
,, J.G.R. Glasgow ... Wireless Weekly Circuit No. i6 ... -. 

R.G.B. Loughborough - - 
- WLAF 300 ,, - - 

,, ,, 360 ,, ... 11.35 
WJZ ,, J.O.J.H.. Edmonton, N.i8 Modified STioo ... ... ... 2.0 -3.20 

WMAF ,, J.G.R. Glasgow ... Wireless Weekly Circuit No. i6 ... - 
26-9-23 WGY 400,485 S.W.H. Colchester ... r H.F.-Detector-i L.F. ... 1.0 -3.0 

J.O.J.H. Edmonton, N.i8 Modified STioo .... ... .. 1.16-2.25 
,,- ,, J.B. Lewisham, S.E. Detector ... ... ... 1.40-302. 

WMAL 360 B.D.B. Kirkdale, Liver- r FLF.-Detector-r and 2 L.F. 0.3 -1.30 
. pool. - 0 - 

El 

secondary circuit, which has the effect of the aerial very low. 

AMERICAN BROADCAST RECEPTION. 
Further reports received from our readers. 

\\'ave 
Date. ign. Length. Name. Town. Receiver. . G.M.T. 

in metres 

24-9--23 WEAF 400 N. Birkdile, South- 2 H.F.-Detector-i L.F. . .. - 
port 

, , 
P 185 - , , , , , , , , , , 

.' 

WTZ thn M.V.P. Kew Gardens i H.F.-Detcctor--i L.F. ... 

condenser across the secondary of this trans- 
former, and no grid condenser should be used 
either. For the American type of valve used 
in the original set the best results were ob- 

tained when the high-tension battery 132 had a 
voltage of 45. 

In addition to efficient long range recep- 
tion, the arrangement affords great selectivity, 
much more so than a 3-Circuit regenerative 
receiver, this being attributed entirely to the 
single turn coupling between the aerial and 

Fig. 3-Circuit arrangemenL of the receiver. 

oscillate without disturbing neighbouring 
receiving sets by radiation. The reason for 
the very slight radiation is the high ratio 
between the secondary inductance L3 and the 
single loop L2, which gives a decided step- 
down effect and makes the voltage applied to 

selector switch. This transformer viIl be seen 
upon the left-hand side of the shelf in Fig. 2. 

The crystal detector, a zincite-telluriun1 
couple mointed upon the same shelf and 
alongside the ILF. transformer, is connected 
in series with the iron core step-up trans- 
former T2 and shunted across the fixed con- 
denser C2. The primary of the iron córe 
transforier is provided with a bye-pass con- 
denser, C3, capacity o.000J F. - - 

The rectified signals are fed back into the 
grid circuit through this iron core trans- 
former, and undergo low-frequency amplifica- 
tion in the valve before appearing in the tele- 
phone receivers. It is best to use no bye-pass 

reducing practically to zero value, the 
capacitive coupling which in ordinary 
couplers broadens the tuning. 

Another advantage of the single turn 
coupling is that the set may he allowed to 

I 
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cover every plìase of electricity Portsmouth to undergo the five- the broadcasting developments 
and its uses, inclusive of wireless day course. in thern Irish Free-State. 

589 

gress between the telegraph de- 
partment and the firm in question, 
and it is now practically certain 
that a full agreement has been 
arrived at upon all disputed 
points. 0.0 0 

We note that the Electrical 
Federation of Victoria has de- 
cicled to hold an Electrical Exhi- 
bition at Melbourne, Australia, 
during September, 1924. The 
Exhibition will be designed to 

titted at all ¡bree naval depots for 
men in their last two years of 
service who have not taken cer- 
tain qualifying courses mentioned 
by the Admiralty within the last 
two years, or who have failed to 
take the opportunity of sitting for 
the P.M.G.'s certificate after such 
courses. In the event of the 
necessar) facilities not being 
available at any time at Devon- 
port or Chatham, men are to be 
sent to the Signal School at 

the President, expressed a hope 
that Ireland would manufacture 
its own apparatus. Mr. Han- 
cock, President of the Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, argued 
that there is no chance of w ire- 
less apparatus being manu- 
factured or even assembled ir 
Free State Ireland. The great 
factor would seem to be the 
attitude of the Government in 
regard to tariffs. We are watch- 
ing with considerable interest 

Service that it will not he lEng 
before Norway follows the ex- 

ample of other nations and enters 
the arena of broadcasting. In a 
lecture at Trondhjem the Director 
of Telegraph Services stated that 
the final recommendations for 
the issue of a broadcasting con- 
cession to a Norwegian firm 
W0UI(l, in the course of a few 
days, be submitted to the proper 
department. For some time past 
negotiations hae been in prQ- 

buyers should apply t £'heir sup- 
pliers for. the necessary forms of 
da i ni. 

D D D 

According to the Times, in re- 
sponse to a request put forward 
through the Nvy \Velfare Con- 
ference that telegraphist ratings 
might be given facilities in the 
Service to qualify for the 
P.M.G.'s certificate, a course of 
five worldnt days is to be insti- 

D D .0 

We note that at a recent 
meeting of the Radio Association 
held in Dublin the appearance of 
the words " instruments or parts 
made in Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland " in the new 
agreement, thereby emphasising 
the exclusion of those made in 
Free State Ireland, was dis- 
cussed by members. Prof. Lyons. 

r HOSE holders of experi- 
mental licences who have 
any doubts as to whether 

they may or may not use their 
apparatus for the reception of 
Broadcast prOgranimeS, except 
for experimental purposes; should 
note that the only experimenters 
who are being called upon to 
sign the form of Declaration are 
those who apply for new experi- 
mental licences at jos. per 
annum. There is no present 
intention of disturbing existing 
experimental licences. In the 
case of new experimental licençes 
the payment of an extra 55. 

(is. total) waives the question 
of the Declaration. 

D D fl 
We learn from Reuter's News 

- telegraphy and wirëless tele- 
phony. . 

o ño 
Members of the National Asso- 

ciation of Radio Manufacturers 
are prepared to credit their trade 
customers with the difference be- 
tween the old B.B.C. tariff and 
the scale now in force in respect 
of sets in stock oh October i, 
¡923. to which the B.B.C. tariff 
applies. Trade buyers desirous 
of claiñiing such - credit must 
lodge the claim with the respec- 
tive suppliers of the set on or 
before November io, 1923, after 
which (late no further claims will 
be entertained ; each claim must 
be accompanied by a certificate 
that the sets were actually in 
stock on October j. 102 . Trade 

At the forthcoming All-British 
Wireless Exhibition, thé Radio 
Society of Great Britain has \ery 
kindly allotted a part of their 
stand for the exhibition of radio 
apparatus màde by pupils from 
schools which are members of 
the Schools Radio Society. This 
should prove an attractive fea- 
ture, as it will give the piblic 
some idea of the advanced stage 
wireless has reached in schools. 
All schools wishiñg to exhibit 
apparatus should join the Schools 
Radio Society without delay. 

Members of the above Society 
can obtain tickets at the reduced 
fee of 9d. each by applying to 
the Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. J. 
Hibberd, of Gray swood School, 
Haslemere. 

: N\of the Weék'i 
- 

- - 
/ 
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- - 

at the centre, aiid the whole is to be given a 
-. - - -- -. - : - good coat of shellac varnish and left to dry. 

Fig i -Tke completed variometer (Concluded on page 59' 

IBE SURE AND VISIT OUR STAND (Ño. 47) AT THE WHITE CITY. 
590 - 

denser' bushes, having been coated upon the 
outside with shellac, are pressed firmly into 
the centre hole to form bearings for the rotor 
spindles. The two wooden plugs for the rotor 
are then drilled and tapped, and a length of 
2 B.A. brass rod is shellaced at the end and 
screwed tightly into each until about in. 
:projects on one side, as shown atß in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2.-CoflSlrUCtioflal details of the variometer 

The 4 ounces of wire is next to be halved, 
approximately, one end of each section is to 
be passed through the smalr hole in Cone f 
the wooden plugs, and soldeiedio the spindle: 
The plugs are then to be shellaced and fitted 
into the end of the cardboard tube, being 
made additionally secure by means of two or 
three panel pins, passing through the card 
board into the wooden plugs. - 

The edges of the cardboard tube or rotor 
former having first been bevelled as shown 
at C, in Fig. 2, to prevent the wire from 
slipping, 24 turns of wire are to be wound 
upon each side of the rotQr former, corn- 
mencing at F and F1 and finishing at F and 
F1 respectively. (See Fig. 2 C). The direc- 

- tion of the winding is to he the same from- 
start to finish. This applies to both rotor. 
and stator windings. The finishing ends of- 
each half winding are to b soldered together. 

IS No. 2 B.A. nuts.'. . '' 
:; i piece of cardboard tube, 2 in. in diameter 

by 2 in. long. -- ' 

-' 2 wooden plugs, to fit the cardboard tube;, 
2 small condenser spacing washers. - 

2 condenser spindle bushes. ,-, -. 

4 ounces (approx.) No. 24 S;W.G.d;c.c - - - 
copper wire. 

: - 
''' 

The two pieces of hard wod are first cut to, 
shape and drilled as shown at A in Fig. 2, 

'to form the stator end pieces. The two con- 

I 

k-----,?'71ó --- - 
- I - 

k ----- -2-14' ------ CoND,R.5,w,,c 
, 4'4s,ie,q - - 

F, F1 

WOODPL&'G 

'J 

- A COMPACT VARIOMETER 
By B. JACKSON. 

Cohst'uctional details of an casily made and very aie ful comoaest. 

THEvariometer herein described, 
although occupying only a space c,f -- /-----o- 
2 in. by 2 iii. upon a panel, covers a 2» - 

r.ange of wavelengths from about 250 to 700 - 
metres. It is simple to make, and costs very - - 

:- 

little for the materials, which are as follows 2'!" - - - 
- 

8 -- ßl,SA 
2 pieces of hard wood in. by 2 in. by - 

- in. thick. - -- j- - A - - - 

6 lengths of B.A. sòreved rod, each - -- - - 

: - ._ 

.3 in. long. ------ 
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than a sovereign. 
The panel is a piece of fin. 

ebonite ¡8m, by 8 in., mounted 
upon a suitable wooden base. 
The drawing shows the lay-out; 
actual dimensions are -not given, 

nce these will vary acrding to 
irdivdual needs. 

At the left-hand side are tv' 
large terminals, to which the 

Fig. 2.-Usual wiring of household 
switchboard. 

Tite first point to notice is that 
the fuses are on the mains side 
of the board. The object of this 
is to provide -a safety cut-out 
should anything go wrong with 
the switch.- A momentary over- 

59' 

200 E.M.F. ; therefore - = ¡.8 
110 

amps., which is the amount of 
current passing through the bank 
of lamps. 

This ill suffice for small accu- 
mulators; but for large ones it 
is better to use a greater cur- 
rent. If we use i-e.p. lamps, 
the total wattage will be 300, 

electrolyte is exctly what it 
should be, and as the charging 
statioì. is so near by, there is no 
excuse for allowing them to re- 
main for more than a few hours 
in a discharged state. The sav- 
ing in expense is also very con- 
siderable, especially if the neces- 
sary parallel lamps are so con- 
trived that they are part and 
parcel of the household lighting 
arrangements. 

The actual board is a very 
simple affair indeed. It can be 
jr ade by anyone at a cost of less 

the battery. From the positive 
end of the switch a lead runs to 
five ordinary lampholders wired 
in parallel. Their lower ends, 
connected to a common wire, pass 
via ah ammeter to the positive 
output terminal of the board. 

L 
'1.4MY 

rn 

equals 105.5 volts. Then 

i '6 amperes, which w ould suflice 
to destroy even the most robust 
accumulator in a matter of 
seconds. 

If we use carbon filament 
laiiips, whic1 pass far more cur- 
rent than any others, we may 
take their Consumption at 4 watts 
per candle-power. With a io- 
candle-power lamp in each holder, 
this represents a total consump- 
tion of 200 watts. To find the 
amperage, we divide by the 

¿vireN 

Fo//O I / s 

JP.0i r 

C' - 

Th ACCtiw(,LA 7CR 

Fig. I -Showing connections of 
charging board. 

can se that the rravitv of the 

produces the most bubbles is the 
negative. 

Between 'these terminals and 
the double-pole, single-throw 
switch are fuses the carrying 
capacity of w hich exceeds by 50 
per cent. the maximum charging 
rate. In the drawing their value 
is given as 4.Ç amperes, suitable 
for charging at 3 amperes. 

The negative terminal of the 
switch leads direct to the output 
terminal, to which 'ill be 
attached the negative terminal of 

would be as follows :-i io volts 
from the mains, less volts 

,t.,J* k 

- 

Fig. 3-Method of charging acc4nzula- 
Sor from house ;nain, utilising 
the household lights. 

THOSE readers who are for- 
tunate enough to have a 
direct current electric supply 

should instal a small charging 
board, so that they may attend 
to their own accumulators, 
rather than consign them to the 
tender mercies of the local 
garage. If you charge your own 
secondary batteries, they are 
always under your eye. You 

mains are connected. lt ¡s ex- 
tremely important that the 
polarity should be correct, other- 
vse the accumulator will be li 

charged violently and plates will 
become buckled. Find the 
polarity by means of pole-finding 
papers, or by immersing leads 
from the mains-with a lamp, of 
course, in series-in a solution of 
salt and water. The lead which 

load of o per cent. will do no 
harm to the accumulator. 

The lamps act simply as re- 
sistances. If we connected the 
accumulator directly to the mains, 
an enormous current would pass. 
The internal resistance of the 
accumulator would not be more 
than .6 ohm, and if a 6-volt accu- 
mulator were run down to an 
E.M.F. of 4.5 volts, the curt ent 

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS 
AT HOME. 

- By R. W. HALLOWS, MA., Staff Editor. 

: The following article shows how to overcome one of the 

principal difficulties attendant upon the use of a value set. 

n. - - 
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th stator winding. 
Each side of the Stator is to be wound with ''' CORRESPONDENTS. 

24 turns of No.' 24 S.W.G.-d.c.c. copper wire, '- We shall be pleased 'to hear from 
in a similar manner- to the rotor, the starting 

- readér in the Cardiff, Bournemouth 
end of one side being soldered to one of the and Aerdeen districts, who, possess-' 
brass securing rods, and the Startihg 'end of -' jug the necessary vireIess and jour- 
the other side being soldered to one of the ' nalistic qualifications, would be pre- - 

rotor spindlè hushes. The finishing 'ends are ' - 
- pared to act as our Broadcasting 

then to be soldered together at one end, and correspondents. - - 
a connection made from the remaining rotor 

A COMPACT vA1UOMETER; 
(Concluded from page 590.) 

When thoroughly dry a small spacing bush 
and one stator end piece is to be passed over 
each rotor spindle, and the four remaining 
lengths of 2 B.A. rod and eight nuts fitted in 
josition and the whole assembled ready foi 

spindle to another of the brass securing rods. 
The two rods to which connections have been 
made should be provided with additional nuis 
so that they will serve as terminals. 

vattage being abbUt one per 
candle-power: 

if it is decided to use this 
system it is best to have two 
small accumulators the charg- 
ihg rate of which is suied to the 
current of the house. Thus 'f 
normally five 30 c.p. and on 
50 c.p. metal filaments are in use 
the wattage vill be 200, which 
as calculated above gives a 

arrangement. 

'leads running to the various 
household circuits, are fuses. 

If now 'e disconnect the con- 
nection between the negative 
termiiial (A) nd the point B we 
can insert the accumulator as 
shown in Fig. 3. We shall thus 
be making use of the whole of 
the household lights, the current 

solder a lead. If now the a- 
plianee is inserted between the 
contacts of the switch instead of 
the tongue, and the leads are 
taken to the termirfals of the 
battery, it will be charged slowly. 
by the current passed by as many 
lamps as are controlled by the 
switch. Care must be taken that 
the polarity he correct, as before 
mentioñed. R. W. H. 

that the greatest economy is 
achieved when the lamps used for 
charging form part of the house- 
hold lighting circuit. In this 
case the diminution in the bril- 
liancy of the lamps is so small as 
fo be unnoticeable; hence, if the 
accumulator is put on charge 
whilst- the ordinaiy lamps àre in 
úse, the cost is literally nothing. 
Most of us use metal filament 
lamps nowadays for lighting pur- 
toses. They are very much móre 
efficient than carbon lamps, the 

board, the wiring of which is 
usually as in Fig. 2. Each of the 
main terminals is connected to a 
bushar between which, and the 

- ,,wo CON rACrs 

q. 

:11 

CONTAC 
Nj 

f) 
1ç 

Fig. 4.-Details of the tumbler switch 

There is a very simple aiid 
useful tip for charging small, 
accumulators slowly. 1f you 
screw off the top of the switch on 
oiie of your walls you will find 
that it lias two metal contacts 
(Fig. 4) between which a tongue 
i forced when you turn over the: 
knob. Cut out a piece of in. 
ebonite to fit in between these 
contacts, and to each edge of. t 
attach a strip of sheet brass by. 
means of countersunk 4B.A. 
screws. To each brass strio 

hich gives a charging current of 
2.7 amps. Or if we want to 
charge a large accumulator 
rapidly, we can insért 25-c.p 
lamps (and stouter fuses), and 
obtain a current of amps. 
'The ammeter (A in the drawing) 
will show exactly what current is 
being supplied to the battery 
under charge. 

It has already been mentioned 

charging current of 1.8 amps. 
Accumulators of from 40 to 6o 
ampere hours capacity would be 
suitable for this rate. One is 
kept on the Set whilst tile othèr is 
charging. In this way the bat- 
tery is steadily charged at a low 
rate and is never completely run 
down. 

To charge in this way we make 
use of. the household switch 

passed by - which we can calcu- 
late, besides measuring it with 
an ammeter (A.M.). We do not 
need a charging board since ve 
have -the household lamps, and 
fuses are already providel; but 
to make assurance doubly sure 
we can place a fuse of appro- 
priate maximum load in series 
with each of the leads to the 
battery. - - 

______ -- 
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with the B.B.C. Although the 
purely wireless intérest is, of 
course, the first consideration, 
ample provision will be macle for 
the comfort and convenience of 
visitors. The. organisation is in 
the hands of Bertram Day & Co., 
Ltd., of Charing Cross, S.W.i.; 

and experimenter for transmitting 
and receiving purposes, complete 
sets of parts for home construc- 
tors, and broadcast receiving 
apparatus ranging from crystal 
and crystal valve combinations to 
two- and three-valve receiving 
sets. 

The British L.M. Ericss9n. 
Manufac.turing Co., Lfd. (Stand 
No. 104), are showing an in- 
teresting line of receiving appara- / 
tus, in addition to their well- 
know n headphones and loud- 
speaker. . 

amateur and experimenter par- 
ticularly. It lias been organised 
in conjunction with the National 
Association of Radio Manufac- 
turers and the co-opel-ative 
efforts of its members should do 
inuch to further the development 
of wireless in this country. 

In addition to catering for the 
requirements of constructors and 
experimenters, those who have 
not yet taken up the fascinating 
hobby are by no means neglected. 
There will be a series of interest- 
ing lectures and demonstrations, 
the latter by special arrangement 

be their '' Claritone '' loud 
speaker and new " Claritone 
headgear, well designed and ex- 

tremely comfortable to wear. 
Another interesting departure vill 
be their new line of component 
parts, each specially packed in a 
small carton, together with work- 
¡ng instructions, and each carry- 
ing the Company's guarantee. 

Auckbnd WirIess, Ltd. 
(Stand No. 77), are showing a 
complete range of component 
parts required by the amateui 

three-electrode condenser, of 
special intel-est to the experi- 
menter who is interested in new 
circuit arrangements. 

The BowyerLowe Co., Ltd. 
(Stand No. 6), arc exhibiting 
their crystal and valve receivers, 
component parts, wavemeter, 
wave trap, audibility meter, and 
many other interesting devices 
for the experimenter. In particu-. 
lar, the new line of components 
for mounting upon wood panels 
deserve attention. 
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The Cossor V.alve Co. (Stand 
No. 56) are showing, for the first 
tirne, their new dull-emitter vaIvc 
luí which many advantngcs arç 
clamed. - 

smallest possible limits of space. 
telescopic tripod is supplied 

with the loud-speaker, although, 
if preferred, the instruient may 
be placed upon a table- or other 
Support. 

594 

No. 42); are showing their wel1- 
knbwñ receiveis and a new set 
ôf components fo? mounting updi. 
wòod panels, so enabling experi-- 
nienters to dispense with expen- 
sive ebonite sheets. 

In their Ethophone apparatus,- 
primarily designed for broadcast 
reception, tuner and receiving 
valves are ircorporated, the 
valves and high-tension batteries' 
being completely enclosed but 
readily accéssible. The new 
Ultra IV, Mark 2, is specially 
attractive a néw feature of 
importance having been intro- 
duced by. making the last stage 
of low-frequency arnplifiction. a 
power stage, using a special 
power valve. Amongst - the 
apparatus I which may - be' 
assembled by home constructors 
are a long-range two-vàlve set, a 
three-valve set, a speech amplifier 
and an Ethophone home con struc- 
tional power amplifier. - 

The Hazeltine Neutrodyne .keoeiver 
-. ' 

(Stand No, 43a). 

Alfred Graham & Co. (Staiid 
No. 113) will afford visitors an: 
opportunity of seeing their corn-' 
plete range of Amplion loud- 
speakers, including their latest 
development, a portable loud-: 
speaker, which iñ appearance re- 
sembles a high-class box camera. 
This portable loud-speaker is the 
result' - of much experimental 
work, conducted with the object 
of obtaining -maxirnnm sound 
amplificatión with iniproved 
tonal - qualities - within the, 

expe'rimenters and home con- 
structors. Of particular interest. 
to the latter class of 'visitor vilI 
be the home a'ssembly. 'sets of 
H.F components characterised 
by excellent designs and finish. 

The Natiönal Wireless & E1ec' 
tric Co. (Stand. Nô.': 3O).-In 
addition to a range of valve sets, 
and their " Gnat " long range' 
crystal receiving set, this firm 'is 
also exhibiting complete sets of: 

parts foi: assembly, and a line of, 
useful components, such as. 
variometers, condensers, frans-, 
formers, etc. - Their new cata-. 
logue will be available at th 
Exhibition, - 

Peto-Scott Co., Ltd. (Stand 

especially-designed power ampli- 
fying valves (type B4), which 
operate upon 6 volts and consume 
only 0.25 amperes. A variety of 
loud-speakers will also be exhi- 
bited, and altogether the Stand 
should prove very attractive. 

S. G. Brown, Ltd. (Stand No. 
102), are exhibiting the latest 
pattern of their well-known loud- 
speakers and a complete range of 
telephone receivers. 

Burndept, Ltd. (Stand Nos. 75 
and I 12).-This firm's exhibit 
should prove attractive to all 
visitors interested in wireless, as 
it provides for. the broadcast 
listener, the home constructor 
and the experimenter. All Burn- 
dept 's products, whether com- 
plete sets or component parts, are 
sent out with a written guarantee. 

stamped, of exceptionally, light 
construction, and . for which it 
is claimed that reception is free. 
from distortion. . 

The Ever Ready Co. (Great 
Britain), Ltd. (Stand No. 1), will 
exhibit all kinds and sizes of dry 
cells and accumulators, particu- 
larly their " Hercules '' dry 
batteries for dull emitters. 

case with sliding glass fronts, 
all the exterior connFtions being 
so arranged that the instrument 
canI be cloecl up after acljut 
nient has been made. 

Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. 
(Stand No. 43).-Amongst the 
many interesting components 
which this firm are exhibiting, 
are their variometers and vario- 
couplers. Their well-known line 
of comonents, including their 
honeycomb H.F. transformers 
and screened L.F. transformers 
will appeal to constructors and 
experimenters. 

L. McMichaêl, Ltd. (Stand 
No. 83); specialise in British- 
made receiving sets of a high 
standard of manufacture and 
performance. Their stand will 
also contain a varied selection of 
comoonents and accessories for 

The British Thomson Houston 
Co., Ltd. (Stand No. 99), are 
arranging to show a cOmplete line 
of receiving sets in addition to an 
iniplifier specially designed for 

use with loud-speakers when a 
comparatively large volume of 
sound is required. 

This amplifier, which is eri- 
closed iii an insulating case, 
approximately io inches by 
inches by 7 inches, is fitted with 

G. Davenport (Wireless), Ltd. 
(Stand No. 35).-The range of 
sets exhibited by this company 
will include a crystal set at the 
low price of , r is., crystal and 
valve sets, note-magnifiers, and 
their new regenerative receiving 
sets, comprising. H.K valves, 
detector and L.F. valv,e, with 
tuned aide - cbu'pling and re- 
action. They will, also, be show- 
ing a neviieadphoiie, B.B.C. 

Hazelline Neutrodyne Radio 
Sets, Ud. (Stand No. 43a).- 
This company is showing a 
range of instruments making 
USC of the Hazeltine Neutro- 
dyne circuit, of which they 
have the sole rights for this 
country. The circuit design of 
the instrunients follows the iii- 

vention of Prof. Hazeltitie, and 
the instruments themselves arc 
enclosed iii a polished wooden 
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ranges from 300 to 3,400 metres, Further exhibits are the "Polar" wavelength over the complete 
also a two-valve power amplifier. \Veconomy Peanut valves and scale. 

595 . 

I 

detector and three 10-frequency 
valves. - 

W. G. Pye & Co. (Stind 
No. 92) are sho*ing a number 
of very interesting components 
such as plug-in coils, of extremely 
low self-capacity, coil-holders, 
variable condensers provided 
with vernier adjustment, anti- 
capacity switches and a system 
of unit valve panels. In addition 
to these, they will have im view 
a range of receiving sets covering 

The MeMicha-el Three Valve 

Receiver. Stand No. 83. 

There are also the four- and 
seven-valve sloping panel and 
book case sets, already well 
known. A new feature for this 
firm is the " Polar " Bloc system 
which enables a complete receiv- 
ing set to be constructed in a 
short space of time, embodying 
any type or make of apparatus. 

iflClU(le many well-known items, 
such as the Baby, Standard and 
Magnavox loud-speakers, their 
combined valve - and - crystal 
receiving set, two-valve and 
four-valve long range recei 'ers. 
They are also exhibiting their 
radio unit system, together rjtii 
a variety of component parts for 
the experimenter, including a 
new design of variable con- 
(lensers, provided with velnicr 
attachment and specially designed 
to give an even variation in 

valve note-magnifier unit con- 
verts this nto a four-valve set. 
1ach unit is connected up to the 
next by a single plug which can- 
not be inserted wrongly, so that 
connecting up is simplicity itself. 
The " Cosmos " radiobrix com- 
prise a comprehensive range of 
units which will enable the home 
constructor or experimenter to 
build up almost any type of 
receiving set and to try out a 
variety of circuit 'rrangements. 
On this same stand may be seen 
a six-valve set, comprising 
three high-frequency amplifying 
valves, a carborundum crystal 

supplied in various period st'les. received. 

Rogers, Foster & Howell, 
.; Ltd. (Stand No. 96), are exhibit- 

ng a four-valve " super " set 
r r -, suitable for receiving all British 

and Continental broadcasting, in 
addition to their standard range 

- of sets.- The home constructoç 
. .', «' .. is catered for by many attractive 

- 

sets of parts, from which crystal 
- 

or valve receiving sets can he 
built up with very little trouble. 

The Ste1ing Felephone auJ 
Electric Co., Ltd. (Stand No. 

firm's exhibits vill 

LI 

receiving set. me special cir- 
cuit now employed in the 
improved " Cosmos " Radio- 
phone valve set gives excellent 
results, the performance obtained 
with two valves being fully equal 
to that hitherto obtained with 
three. The " Cosmos " Radio- 
phone two-valve set Consists of 
a two-valve tuner unit, with the 
necessary batteries and tele- 
phones. Th& addition of a two- 

The Bowyer-Lowe Plus Three." 

Stand No. 6. 

The Radio Communication 
Có., Ltd. (Stand No. 110), are 
showing apparatus to meet all 
requirements. Their very latest 
is their well-known seven-valve 
receiver, with remote, control, 
fitted into a cabinet which can be 

valves. All of these models are 
fitted with sloping hinged lids 
and arranged so that the instiu- 
meut can be closed with the 
valves, battery leads, etc., in 
position. An outstanding feature 
of all these receivers is their wide 
range of wavelength, all sets 
from two valves upwards being 
suitable for a range of wave- 
length of from 300 to 4,000 
metres, which enables all British 
and Continental telephony to be 

I' 

Metropolitan Vickers Electrical 
Co., Ltd. (Stand No. 98).-The 
chief features-- of this firm's 
exhibits w ill be their latest 
improved type of two-valve and 
four-valve sets, with dual ampli- 
fication circuits, and the " Cos- 
mos " radiobrix. - They will also 
be exhibiting a new six-valve set 
with frame aerial, and the 

Cosmos " Racliophone crystal 
set with single-valve and 
two-valve amplifiers, specially 
designed to fit into the crystal 

Radio .. Supplies, -Ltd, (Stand 
No. 38), are showing a special 
line . of broadcast receiving 
apparatus, experimental appara- 
tus, and components for home 
constructors. 

t - 

. 

- 

equipment and the Polar Speciâl- 
ised Accessories. 

Radio Instruments, Ltd. (Stand 
No. 105), will have a very 
attractive exhibit in their Lyrian 
series of four-valve cabinet 
recéivers, with self-contained 
loud-speaker and high-tension 
battery. These sets can be 
supplied in satinwood, silver 
birch, mahogany, or other woods 
to suit individual taste. There 
will also be on view a complete 
range of valve receiving scts 
employing from one to seven 
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selectivity arè wted and whére 
the small size of the coils needed 
makes it reasonably 'theap; and 
upon long waves to use a tappai 
semi-aperiodic i-eactatw roil, this 

walls of the bobbin for the pur- better than those given by resis- 
pose, and consist of loops in the tance-capacty coupling, but do 
wire ver' carefully scraped bare not quite equal those of the tuned 
and screwed down under the anode method. 
washers of the valve legs. G. P., K. 

598 
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Fig. i -Illustra line the onneclíons 

af the uiiE. 

operate, and its efficiency is high 
when the anode coil is properly 
designed. The amount of ampli- 
fication which is given is some- 
''hat greater than that of the 
resistance-capacity. system. 

For' an a1l-vave receiver a 
good arrangement is to use the 
tuned anode method of coupling 
upon the shorter waves w here 
the utmost amplificatioii and 

consisting of a valve-pin at the 
end of a short piece of flex. The 
connections to the .windings, the 
moving plug, and the standard 
coil plug upon hkh the bobbin 
is mounted are shown in Fig. i. 
As wifl he seen the method of 
connection is such that the 
unused turns are short-circuited. 
This is essential to siccess ith 
a coil of this type. 

The tappings are brdugh.t out 
through a saw-cut made in. the 

P4L VA' LEGS 

Fig. 2.-Plan of lije bo&bin. 

means of a short piece of flex 
passing through another hole in 
the bobbin to one of the screws 
of the coil plug, and the various 
other connections are made as 
indicated in Fig. i. The results 
obtained on waves between i,000 

and 20,000 metres with this 
coupling .un'it are considerably 

advantages; it is very cheap in 
comparison with the tuned anode 
method, it is extremely simple to 

An efficient anode reactance for 
the waves between i,000 and 
20,000 metres can be c1uitc easily 
made. Turn for yourself, or 
have turned for you (it will cost 
about 2S. 64.) an ebonite bobbin 
3 in. in diameter by in. thick, 
with a groove in. wde by in. 
deep in ts edge. 

The winding consists of 2,500 
ttirns of No. 42 single silk- 
covered resistance wire in the 
groove in the bobbin, having tap-' 
pings taken out at turns numbers 
300, 400, 500. 750, 1,000, 1,500 

and 2,000. These tappings are 
taken out to eight valve-leg 
sockets mounted in a circle upon 
the bobbin, thc variable contact 

tion is shown dotted in Fig. 2. 

The wander-plug is attached by 

\:;ç1 
f 

Conducted by R. W. 1-IALLOWS, M.A., Siaff Editor 
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FOR the songer wavelengths 
the semi-tuned reactance- 
capacity method of coupling 

high-frequency yalves has many 

latter being so mounted as to be 
nterchangeable with the plug-in 
coils used for the short-wave 
coupling. 

A plan of the bobbin is gwen in 
Fig. 2, showing the position of 
the valve sockets, etc. A centre 
hole (not shown) is required 
for attaching the bobbin by 
means of a 4BA brass screw to 
the coil plug upon which it is 
mounted. A hole to receive this 
screw is drilled and tapped in the 
top of the-coil plug, whose posi- 

ontructíóriäI 
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of mounting he multiple contact. 
Cut the fine brass wire intO s-inch 
lengths and make them into a 
bundle, binding them together with 
a few turns of florist's wire. The 
binding should stop about inch 
above the lover endof the bundfe 
so that the contact wires may 
spread a little. - 

Drill a hole near the end of the 
- thin brass strip just large enough 

to admit the bundle. This hole 
should be. immediately over thé 

unfortúñate possessor of, all- turn 
up with their friends on the same 
evening. Courtesy- demands that 
they. all get what they have corne 
for, so poor Jones has to turn to. 
and do his duty like a Briton. 1f 
he is a wis man (as, of course, 
all wireless enthusiasts are) he will 
have a small set rigged up for just 
that contingency, and also to keep 
himself popular vith his family and 
their friends. Een with the small 
set, he -has in all probability to 

the coil-holder.- -- 

Referring to our report on thefl 
A.C.H. Variable Condenser on 
page 515-of-Oct. 17th, issue we 
have to point out that owing in a 
printer's error the minimum 
capacity of the condenser tested 
*as giveh as O.000l5pF where- 
as lt should have read 0.000015 - 
pF. - 

s. ............. -t 

-'---4' 

Fig. 3.-A Drilljng Plan of the Panel. 

hexagon nuts, a iinch screw; two 
terminals; a crystal cup, a thick 
and a thin strip of bras, about a 
foot of fine brass wire, and a piece 
of ebonite measuring 3 inches by 

Fig. 3 shows how the ebonite 
is marked out and drilled. 

In Fig. 4 is seen the way in 
which the detector is assembled: 

drawing is self-explanatory, 
and the only point that calls for. 
detailed descriotión is the method 

sure by means of the screw. Even 
with galena a sensitive place is 
usually discovered at once. 

R:W.H. 

DDDEDDDDDDDDDDDDODDDD 
D 

A SIMPLE TELEPHONE 

9 SWITCH. 9 
D D 
DDDEDEUUEEDDEEDDDDDDDDÜ 

IT is very often the case that the 
busy experimenter is driven 
nearly to his vits' ehd by the 

coiistant arrival of visitors who all 
want to bear the " wonderful 
music." 

Perhaps Jones has - asked Smith 
to come up and assist. him to coh- 
duct some important experiments. 
As altvavs happens,. his. father, 
mother, sisters, brothers, aunts and 
añy other relátives he might be tIi.. 

of the piece of ebonite. \Vhen 
cDmplete, the whole should be 
placed in a suitable box. 

lt will be seen that the number of 
telephones in use could be increased 
qd infinitum, but four pairs is a 
very useful number. 

The complete arrangement should 
be made as small as possible, so 
that it will not take up room that 
may be required for more important 
panels.. L, H. 

In connection with our Edt- 
tonal notice regarding the C.F. 
E1well Universal Tuning Unit : 

appearing on page 483 of th 
Oct. 10th issue, we are advised 
by the manufacturers that they 
now have a spe'clal loose plug 
which permits the Insertion of 
any make of British coil into 

the contact is made n'& by a single 
wire, but by several, which greatly 
facilitates adjustments, since one of 
the wires is almost bound to be in 
contact with a "ticklish spot " on 
the crystal. It is very easy to 
make, and the cost of doing so is 
less than is. Once set, it is not 
easily jarred out of adjustment; the 
insulation is perfect, which makes 
a big difference to results. 

The materials needed are few 
and inexpensive. All that is re- 
quired is a 2-inch length of screwed 
rod (2 BA is recommended), six 

F The Cthnpletc Defector 

a few moments the solder will run, 
binding the tops of the wires into 
a solid mass, and attaching them 
securely to the brass strip. 

If hertzite, permanite, or one of 
the other specially treated crystals 
is used with this detector, search- 
ing vill be unnecessary, for one wire 
at least can be relied upon to make 
contact with a good spot. All that 
is necessary is to adj List the pres- 

t-e connected across the input ter- 
minais and secured to the underside 

:ç 

LOOF1 

.3. t 

Fig. 5 -The Telephone Switch Panel. 

EDDDcJDDDDDDDDDDDDIDEm 
D LII 

9 A QUICKLY SET 9 

9 DETECTOR. R 
D LII 
DDDD00000D00000000EDDDrn- 

ONE.of the disadvantages of the 
detector of the usual type is 
that the search for a really 

sensitive spot on the crystal rna'. 
entail quite an ámöúnt of trouble: 
Some crystals are more or less 
sensitive all over, whilst others, 
such as galena, have often a few 
tiny points on their surfáces which 
give vastly better results than any 
others. The detector about to I.e 
described has several good features: 

centre bf -thé crysthLIip wheh the 
detector is assembled. Smear the 
bound end of the bundle with 
Iluxite, and push it into the hole. 
Now lay a small piece of solder 
on the biass strip, and hold it with 
a .pair of pliers in the flame of. a 
spirit lamp oí- à bunsehburner. In 

-4-- 

2" 

t\'st telephre _leadfogether with 
bits, of vire, which makes an ugly 
sight of which no self-respecting 
amateur is proud. 

Here then is a simple switch con- 
trolling 'phones fi-om one to four.' 
The components required are :- 
One piece of ebonite abóut' 3itiTx 
2m. x iin., eight small terminals of 
tile tephone type, a small' selector 
switch, such as are used f6r tapped 
inductance coils, and five switch 
studs. 

The drilliflg of the ebonite and 
the wiring need no explanation, as, 
they may easily be followed from 
tie accompanying drawing. ' If a 
telephone condenser is used, it may 
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slot and worked until the wood- - 

- is sawn through, the resulting Radio Press-Exhibition Stand No. 47 () cut being a perfectly true anglc. 

L 
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B H 

i'he outline ¿f the slo't with 
steel scriber, hold a steel straight'r 
edge with the left hand 
along one of the long lines, and, 
holding the chisel in the right 
hand with its flat side against the 
straight-edge, and the cutting 
edge at an angle of approximately 
45 (leg. to the ebonite, run the 
chisel sharply along the straight- 
edge two or three times. If a 
little downward pressure from the 
hand is maintaiiied the result 
will be a V-shaped cut. The 
operation should be repeated in 
the opposite direction 

: 

on the 
other side of the slot, giving 
W-shaped Cut, and continued in 
this manner from one skIe to the 
other until the ebonite is eut 
about half-way through. 

Th same method is repeated 
upon the reverse side of the panel 
which has been marked out ith 
great precision. In this iva the 
panel may be cut right throuLrh, 
care being taken to work hiside 
the marking lines, as there is 
always a tendency to overlap. 
The ends are shaped with short 
downward cuts, and the slot is 
finally cleaned up vth a small 
fine file. H. B. 

winding l'a done first with 
enamelled vire, which ensures 
tightness and neatness, after. 
which about in. of the selected 
turns are scraped, of insulation 
with a knife, 

The tapping leads are Cut froni 
stiff brass ribbon, as shown in 
the draw ing, being about in. 
wide, with a slot cut ¡n one end, 
and a hay as wide as the diameter 
of the wire in the other end. The 
slot should be 'ide enough to 
he slid on to a small screw fas- 
tened to the tube by a nut on the 
other side. The lengt.s of the 
strips vary according to the dis- 
tance of the tapped wires from 
the screws. The small bay at 
the other end permits soldering. 

In order to bring the contacts 
exactly on the wires, the kwmer 
should be bent slightly down- 
'yard, and slid hack and forth 
under the screws until adjusted. 
Connecting wires are fastened 
with 'another nut on the screws 
inside the tube. The wires in 
the drawing are shown spaced 
only for cleai'uess. 

K.L.M 

burns.) The finish thus obtained 
is of a pleasing golden tint, with 
a very fine matt surface, and well 
repays the slight trouble taken. 

S.A.W. 

DD1JDmnDrnDDDDUDDnDDDDR 

9 THE USE OF A MITRE 9 
R BLOCK. 
El [1 

ElrnDuDrnElrnDüflDDDElEl 
r HE simplest type of mitre 

box is made from a solid 
block of hard beech wood, 

cut about 12 in-. long and shaped 
thus L. The top is slotted by 
means of saw-cuts to various 
angles, 90 deg. and 45 deg. being 
most common. 

The tenon saw is worked in 
the usuàl way between the slots 
at the desired angle, the wood 
being very liard, stands the wear 
and tear. The block is first 
clamped to the bench ready for 
use. Where it is desired tojoin 
corners cut at an angle of 45 
deg., the wood is clamped to the 
mitre block, the position where 
the cut is needed being opposite 
the slot of the desired angle. 

The tenon saw is placed in the 

operation as cutiing a slot in an 
ebonite pane!. Ebonite, being 
quite a different substance from 
wood, calls for quite different 
treatment, it being ver) neces- 
sary to proceed slowly and care- 
fully in order to avoid breakage. 

In the first place, a chisel 
should be procured which corre 
sponds with the width of the slot 
to be cut. Chisels are made in 
stadad widths from -i'e in. o 

in. Haine carefull marked 

J I ) 
\-cotitiec»»g ø-8s 

-I±. 
T11Ii1!i1 

f 
It$S s/rìû 

Srge' for 

Fig. 6.-.howing how lo tap coils by 
the ,nethod described. 

as follows -Slip each part to 
be dipped in a loop of 24- or 26- 
gauge wire, dip in strong nitric 
acid and out again, once only. 
This must be done as quickly as 
possible; the part is then rinsed 
in hot or boiling water, and dried 
in sawdust or bran. If it is in 
the acid for more than one or two 
seconds, uneven colours will re- 

suJt: (Be very careful not to 
splash the acid on the flesh or 
clothes, as it would cause serious 

DOD DDDDD0DDODDODDDDOD DDDD0D 000LJL][J00000[JDD DDDD000000000000000000 
-. EJ. Li . . . Li. .0. . . 

H CUTTÌÑG EBONITE WITH A CONVENIENT METHOD 9 MATT FINISHING. o 

9 
A CHISEL. R 9 OF TAPPING COILS. H R: 

BRASSWORK. R 
D-. - OD D D 

DDODDUDOULiLiDDLiULi0DE0ODLi 
DDDDLi0DDODDDLiDD0LiDDDDLi DDD9ODDEJDDDoDDGDDDDDO 

r[HÉ 
chisel miv be put to VERY neat looking job of VERY neat matt nish 

several uses from a wireless tapping tuning coils can be may be given to small brass - 

constructional point of view, done with little work in the parts, terminals, etc., b 
a reasonable proficiercy being fo1lovii-ig manner. The entire the process known as" dipping, 
readily acquired with a little which may be new to $one 
practice. Consider such. an- - readers, The modus operandi_is 
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 John Henry, entèrtainer. 
tu (SUN .).-Wirèless Orchestra and 
Choir. - Miss Yvette Gimblette, 
contralto; Mr. Stuart Robertson, 
baritone. Rev. Archibald Reith, 
M A. 

i3th (TUR5.).-Aunt Priscilla ort 
" This Week's Filai Talk.", The 

EJ D D 

Forthcàming Events - 

NOVEMBER. 
8th (TIIuRs.).-Station Orchestra. 
9th (FRI .).-Mr. \Vil fred R içlgeway 

on " The Appreciation of Music." 
ioth (SAT.).-Station Orchestra. 

601- -, 

haven, in Sweden, 800 miles 
away, states that 5SC's items are 
m9re learly heard than tliosç 
from any other station. A third 
writer, a Scotsman in Madrid, 
observes that nothing delighted 
him more than to listen to the 

Forthcoming Events 
N QVEMBER. 
7th - (\VED.)-Wireless Orchestra: 

Mr. Lee Thistlethwaite Miss 
Amy Buxton Noweil. Miss Irene 
Morris, soprano. 

9th (FRZ.).-7.3o, Mr. Maurice Cole, 
pianist; Mr. LyeII Johnston, 
singer. Hawaiian Players. 8.4v 
Speeches from Lord Mayor's 
Banquet. 

xoth (SAT.).-Orchestral Dance pro- 
gramme. Miss Nora Lynn and 
Mr. James B6lden, duetists; 

D Ò D 
BIRMINGHAM. - It speaks 

much for the merit of 51T's 
operatic performances that the 

encore " requests which fol- 
löved the recent programmes of 
'.' Faust " were so numerous that 
it was decided to postpone 
'.' Lohengrin,'' which had been 
arranged for Wednesday, Nov- 
ember 7th, to enable a repeat 
performance to be given. 

DEi 
GLASGO W.-T hat the pro- 

grammes broadcast by 5SC are 
appreciated abroad as well as at 
home is evident from several 
letTers which have just been 
received at the Glasgow station. 
One correspondent, resident in 
Baste, Switzerland, expresses his 
pleasure at obtaining such a fine 
reception of the Glasgow pro- 
gramme, and another, n Camer's- 

the form of a bandstand. 
0 0 0 

The B.B.C. are mking 
elaborate arrangements for the 
wireless Exhibition. There will 
he a replica of the studio in the 
liai! and the leading broadcasting 
artistes viil go d6vn to tlie 
studio and render their favourite 
items. The public will thus be 
enabled to visualise some of the 
conditions under which broad- 
casting is done. There will be 
one hour performances at 11.30 
and 3.30, in addition to the usual 
evening programmes. O 

O D i; 

Stl (THUR5.).-Orchestral selections. 
9th (FRI.) .-Orchestra! night, with 

solos by Miss Marie Stuart and 
Mr. George W. L. Rae. 

mili (S.T.).-Popular Concert. -. 

- D 0 0 

BELFAST. - The difficulty 
under which the B.B.C. is 

labouring in an endeavour to 
please everybody is exemplified 
in a communication ve have 
received to the effect that the 
dance music by the Savoy 
Orpheans is not by any means 
popular in Northern Ireland. 
The music, though good, seems 
to suffer from super-imposed 
noises and distortion. 

gili (FRI .).-Statiön Orchestra. 
ioth (S.T.).-Dance Music. 
i3th (TUEs.).-Augrnented Orchestra 

under Capt. Featherstone, M.V .0., 
with Mr. Davies' Welsh Choir. 0.0 0 

C4R . . 

Forthcoming Events 

NOVEMBER. . .... 
8th (THURs.).-\Velsh Concert. 
gth (FRI.).-The Silurian Gleemen. 
xoth (ST.).-Programme by Loc1 

Artistes. 
iith (SUN .).-Mr. Gilbert Bailey, 

baritone and Station Orchestra.' 
3th (Tuss.).-" Paolo and Fran. 

cesca." Station Orchestra. - 

LONDON.-At the moment 
the final arrangements for the 

procession on Lord Mayor's day 
have not been made. There will, 
of course, be a wireless car with 
at least four loud-speakers 
radiating a performance of the 
Irish Guards' band, which will be. 
playing. at 2 LO. The exact 
scheme about fitting the car his 
not been arranged, but there is. a 
uggestion that it should be in 

English Trio. Miss Carmen Hill, 
mezzo-soprano; Mr. Norman Not- 
ley, baritone. SaVoy Orpheans: 

J4th (WED.).-Birthday of the 
B.B.C. Wireless Orchestra, cori- 
ducted by Uncle Jeff and Members 
of the B.B.C. staff. 

. 

A BERDEEN. 

Forthcoming Events - 

NOVEMBER. 

ith (SUN.).-Rev. D. Waldergrave, 
Chaplain 8th Battn. Royal War- 
wicks. 

3th (TUE5.).-Lloyd's Rhythmic 
Dance Band and the University 
Literary and Dramatic Society iii 
Malvolo. . 

D ..,D.D 
¡30 URNEMO UTH. 

Forthcoming Eùents 
NO\EMBER. :.i 

BroiidcasJin News 
- 

November 
, i93 
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chestra. io.o, \Iiss Mary Ogden, 
contralto; Mr. Tom Sherlock, 
baritone. 

D E 

NEWCASTLE-Mr. E. L. 
Odhams is proving hihiy 

successful as Director of 5N0, in 
spite of the many diicu1ties with 

Covey soprano. 
12th (M0N.).-3.45, Miss Farrar, 

pianist; Mme.. Evelyn Longstaffe, 
contralto. 

i3th (TuEs.).-3.45, Miss Gladys 
Edmondson,pianist; Mr. 
Fletcher, 'cello. 7.30, Newcastle 
Wireless Orchestra; Gateshead 
L. & N.E.R. Temperance Choir. 

602 

7.30-10.30, The B.B.C. Birthday. 
c,.o, Mr. J, C. W. Reith (General 
Manager B.B.C.), the Year's 
Work. 9.10,. Senatore Marconi, 
G.C.V.O., . LL.D., D.Sc,, 
M.I.E.E. 9.20, Sir Patrick 
McGrath (the first journalist to 
report the success of Marconi's 
early experiments). 

ioth (ST.).-3.3o, Oxford Picture 
House Orchestra. 6.30, Organ 
Recital, Piccadilly Picture House. 
7.45, Miss Elsie \\ amer, solo 
violins Mr. J. C. Whipp, dialect 
entertainer; Mr. 11. Brown, bari- 
tone. 

xitli (SUN.).-Armistice Day. 8., 
Talk to Young People by Mr. S. 
G. Honey, assistant director. Man- 
chester station. 8.30, 2ZY Or- 
chestra. 9.0, Res'. J. H. Ward, 
of St. Clements', Salford. 

T3th (TuEs.) .-. 30, Ox lord Picture 
House Orchestra. 6.30. Or- 

9th (Fii.).-3.45, Miss Florence 
Farrar, piano; Mr. and Miss 
Golightly, vocal duets. 7.30, 
Miss Hilda Rood, of London, con- 
tralto; Mr. John Collinson, 
London, tenor. 

ioth (SAr.).-3.45, Mr. W. A. 
Crosse, piano; Mr. Purves, bass. 
7.30, Band of 6th Batt. North- 
umberland Fusiliers; Mr. \Vill 
Knowle, entertainer; Mme. 
Phyllis Howe, soprano. 

iith SuN.).-.3o, Miss 1. For- 
syth s Orchestra; Miss Ida 

pard, M.A. The Massed Bands 
of the Coldstream and .Welsh 
Guards. Sir Hall Caine, 
Address on " Peace." 

12th (MON.).-7.lo, Mr. John 
Strachey, Literary Critic, Weekly 
Book Talk. 7.30-9.10, All 
English Symphony Concert. 9.45, 
Continuation of. Symphony. Con- 
cert. 

T3th (TUES.).-To.o, Savsy Orpheans 
-Dance Music. 

i4th (WED.).-7.Io, Mr. Archibald 
Haddon. Dramatic Critic, News 
and Views of the . Theatre. 

D D -D 
Forlh:orning Events 

NOVE M 13ER. 

8th (THURS.).-II.3o 2ZY trio. 6.30 

Girl Guides and Boy Scouts' 
Bulletins.. 6.40, Gothic .\rchitec- 
ture in Medvar England, by 4r. 
G. \V. Thompson, of Liverpool. 
7.45, Miss J. Lamb, solo violin; 
Mr. Eric Fogg, solo piano. 

9th (FRI.).-3.3o, Miss Daisy Ward, 
contralto; Mr. W7. Lomas, tenor; 
Miss Beatrice Eveline, famous 
London 'cellist. 6.40, French talk. 
7.45, Miss Nora Delmarr, soprano; 
Mr. Ellinton Shepherd, baritone. 

-8.i., Piccadilly Picture house 
Orchestra. 

TRAN SM J S SIONIS 
O,USIg. Wovde,,g'0. 

rARD1FF..;...SWA ..... .253 net,,,. 
- LOSDON ...... SLO ...... 303 
50.0(11083ER . .2ZY ...... 375 
BOURNEMOUTH BBS ...... 355 
NEWCABTLE . . .500 ...... 400 
GLASGOW ...... 5112 ...... 41.5.. 
BIRMINGHAM .513 ...... 420.. 
ABEP.EEEN. .68D ...... 

27.II!8 OF IVORKING, . -. 

Weekder. ...... 3.20 to 4.55 p.m. and 5.0 
to 10.20p.m. 0.5.3. 

London 11.30 am. f100. daring the 
Irelèoo . Enhthltlon. 

EnuSai. . ... 3.0 p.m to 5.0 p.m. and.. 
8.30 to 10.30 p.n. 0.24.3. 

'ÇO?E -The ,rorrte,,qtha qie,, aboro 
are oUoent.i tenpnrrority ond 
f,rrlher elWr.nl!o25 . oro po,,din. 

Scholes, Musical Critic. 7.20, 

Radio Society of Great Britain 
'I'aik. 7.30, Shakespeare Even- 
ing. io, Dance Music by the 
Savoy Orpheans. 

9th (FRI.).-7.lo, Mr. G. A. .Atkin- 
son, B.B.C. Film Critic. 8.45, 
Speeches at the Lord Mayor's 
Banquet. 

roth (S\T.).-7.lo, Mrs. Kendall; 
the League of Remembrance. 

rith (SUN.)-II (approximately), 
Ceremony at the Cenotaph, 
Whitehall. 3.0-5.0, Trafalgar 

- Square i\ieeting. Speakers 
The Prime Minister, Viscount 
Grey of Falloden, tile Hon. 
Stanley Bruce (Australian Prime 
Minister), Miss Margaret Bond- 
field. LP.; Rev. H. R. L.. Shen- 

D D D 

fl,/f 
ANCHESTER.-The sixth 

"' symphony concert performed 
from 2ZY and relayed to London, 
was very successful, as far as the 
Manchester district as con- 
cerned at any rate, and we 
congratulate the conductor, Mr. 
Dan Godfrey, junior, A. R. A. M., 
on an excellent performance of 
works which have not hitherto 
been broadcast in this country. 

7th (WED.).-3.45, Mr. H. K. 
Cutchie, piano; Mr. G. Hill, 
tenor. 7.30, Newcastle Wireless 
Orchestra; Miss Beatrice Evelyn, 
'cello; Miss Nora Delmarr, 
London, soprano. 

8th (l'HuRs.).-3.45, Miss Florence 
Farrar, pianist; Mr. W. A. 
Crosse, clarionet. 7.30, . Mr. 
Lang, W estminster Abbey, 
tenor. 

week with the local broadcast 
programme, which maintains a 
standard worthy of the rrnisical 
reputation of Sheffield. D-D D 

Simultaneous Broadcasting 
Events. 

NOVE M BER. 
th (Wa).-7.o, News Bulletin and 
Time Signal. 7.10, Mr. Archi- 
bald Haddon, Dramatic Critic; 
News and Views of the Theatre. 

8th (THURS.).-7.Io, Mr. Percy A. 

Scots Night " and to hear the which lie has had to contend 
" hoochs " of th members of Since the introduction of simul- 
the wireless orchestra during the taneous broadcasting. This had 
dance music. the effect of completely d'is- 

ò o o: 
organising programmes arranged 
for a considerable time in 

ForThcoming Events. advance. 
NOVEMBER. o o o 

9th (FRL.).-Mr. Robert Murray, Forthcoming Events 
etitertainer. Popular Ci'ncert. 

ith SAT.).-Popular Concert. NOVEMBER. 

SFFI1) - The results 
from Sheffield relay station vary 

gr&atly, and for many listeners 
have been somewhat disappoint- 
ing. On occasions, however, the 
experiment justifies itself, btt the 
distortion encountered either 
through the medium of the land- 
line, or other causes, tends to 
discourage the modest tyro. 
Happily, a change comes once a 
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finished, and soundly con- 
structed ; it was noted that the 
components used were of high 
quality. All controls worked 
smoothly. A useful, point is the 
provision of telephone trans- 
former for L.R. phones, as well 
as the usual telephone terminals 
for H.R. phones. 

On trial on a fairly good 
P.M.G. aerial near London; 
Birmingham's' ,afternoon, trans- 

found to be as selective as coul:J 
l'e expected with such, a simplç 
circuit, but tuning would not be 
easy without some experience or 
without a wave-nieter, as there 
is no scale to guide one in 
searching. Hand capacity effects 
were quite noticeable with the 
anode condenser adjustment on 
distant signals; the remedy would 
be easy to apply. Another minor 
loint is the rather exposed posi- 

been expended in arranging the 
paits in so compact and practical 
order. The. crystal detector is f 
a form already noticed in thiee 
columns, on the RI. crystal 
receiver. 

A two-coil holder and Nos. o 
and 75 Igranic coils are providéd 
for broadcast reception. 

There is no doubt that ths 
will make 'up into an exceedingly 
efficient and handsome receiver. 

denser, is also embodied. Provi- 
sion for plug-in loading coils is 
made, the last point on the 7-point 
thpçing switch bringing this into 
the circuit to cover the longer 
waves. Separate filament resist- 
ances are fitted for each valvè, 
giving, with anode tuning con- 
denser, five éontrols; in addition, 
there is a variable reaction con- 
trol on the tuned anode. 

The instrument is of pre- 
jossessing appearance, nicely 

The Radio. Inst,'unents version of. the 
STioo. 

loud_speaker across a small room, 
whilst London was transmitting, 
and free from iñterference. 
Cardiff came in as strong, and 
Manchester was also picked up. 

On putting in the requisite 
coils, Radiola vas easily found, 
and distinct in the phones through 
bad jamming. The receiver was 

positions of the components 
thereby being already determined. 
These components submitted 
were of the highest quality, fila- 
ment resistances and condensei 
handles, e.g., having that silky 
feeling in operation that bespeaks 
good workmanship, whilst two of 
the well-known R. I. intervalve 
transformers were also included. 
A blue-print is given with the set 
with diagram of connections. 
Much thought had evidentl' 

Conducted by A D COWPER M Sc Staff Editor - 

A Two-Valve Cabinet B.B.C. mission was redily tuned in ät tion of the vaWs, for domestic 
Receiver. - T.. good strength in the phones. use. - 

HE M A NC H E S T E R Iater, 2L0 came in at very In all, a sound and efficient re7 
i A D o co.; LTD.,--- reasonable loud-1speaker strength, ceiver of the semi-experimental 
liave subinitteda two-valve and after dark . the Ecole' type, but sufficiently self-con- 

B.B.C. receiver, of the sloping Supérieure, Gldsgow, and New- tamed and free from traili 
¿abinet or desk tzpe, in a castle vere clearly audible in the vires, etc., for family " ram- 
jolished hard-wood cabinet fitted - 

. phone " use. . - 

with a convenient hinged door - .' - T. . 

. 

Thc circuit is the cus- - - 
Set of STIOO Components. 

t-omary H.F. and detector,with Radio Instruments, Ltd., have - 

tuned-anôde' coupling; a two-coil. k submitted for inspection their set 
holder (with fine motion gear-a - - . -. «- of components for the use of the 
good point), taking plug-in coils home constructor, to make up 
of the ordinary type for anode - -- 

- into an elegant and self-con- 
and reaction respectively, is pro- . tamed version of the STxoo cir- 
vided on the left side of the case. ----- - . 

fr 
cuit. All the components fit 

A tapped inductai-ice covering 
from 

-; 

7/ 

on to an ebonite panel, which 
forms box. well under 300 to over the top Df a polished 

: 1,000 metics, for aerial tuning --- .. Th panel, itself is already 
inductance, with a parallel con- 

. -- ' - ': 
finished, drilled and eñgra'ed, the - 

- Noventhep 7,-1923 - Wireless 
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metres to 400 metres. The application of re- explained in these notes. 

"MODERN WIRELESS" BINDING CASES 
' MODERN WIRELESS" has now completed its first volume, the October issue being the 

first number of Vol. II. The publishers are preparing binding cases and these, together with 
the necessary Index, will be ready on October 17th. 

The covers are In two attractive styles, one being a cloth-backed case and the other leather- 
backed, both lettered in gold. The prices of the cases are 2s. bd. and 4s. 6d. (post 4d.), while 

: if readers supply the necessary back numbers, they can be returned bound for 4s. bd. or 7s. 6d. 
(post Is.). 

has been found, the circuit in which reaction 
has been produced, for example, a tuned grid 
circuit or a tuned anode Circuit, should be 
particularly, responsive to the incoming vave- 
length. 

Another important effect is that as reaction 
is increased, the wavelength to which a given 
Circuit responds increases. If, for example, 
'a circuit is normally tuned to 363 metres with- 
Out reaction, as the coupling is increased, the 
wavelength will increase from, say, 363 

broadcast wave'band as a No. coil. When 
coils of smaller numbers are employed, insuf- 
ficient reaction is iisuallv obtained. 

The disadvantage of having a large induct- 
ance is that the natural wavelength is usually 
close to that of the signals to be received 
and owing to the capacity coupling effect 
mentioned above, the valve may readily burst 
into oscillation to one side or other of tue 
adjustment on which thé incoming signals are 
being received. This effect has already been 

Working say, with the adjustment at 45 de- 
grees, as we introduce reaction, selectivity 
becomes very much sharper, and, in fact, the 
circuit will become selective at a wavelength 
a considerable number of metres above the 
wavelength of the incoming signals-the 
result being that signal become weaker, 
instead of stronger. After increasing the re- 
action, the experimenter will find that he will 
usually have to reduce the value of his con- 
denser reading. When the new adjustment 

we have, unfortunately, to tise relatively 
large coil in order to get sufficiently tight 
coupling. Whereas a turn oil is ample 
in the case of an ordinary tubular coil, when 
a honeycomb coil is used for producing re- 
action, one having about turns is neces- 
sary. This is one of the disadvantages of 

honevcomb coils, and the experimenter must 
remember when using stich coils that the right 
value is essential. A No. too coil, for ex- 
ample, will not- give as good results on the 

Oso Weekly Causpie o'rillen by the Edito,. 

More About Reaction. - 

AVERY important point in connec- 
tion with reaëtiòn receivers is that 
w hene er the : reaction is altered 

the tuning will also be altered. There are 
two effects . which should be noticed; 
firstly, when there is .1-io reaction, tuning 
is much coarser and signals may conic 
in equally well wher the condenser is set at 
anything from, sai, 40 degrees to 45 degrees. 

action, therefore, without a corresponding re- 

adjustment of tuning, usually results in a 
decrease of signal strength. - 

I have found that when working on the 
broadcast wave band an average increase of 
5o metres wavelength is obtained, but this 
change will depend largely on the size and 
hature of the reaction coil. I am, personaIIy 
in favour of small reaction coils when un 
tuned, but in the case of honeycomb coils, 

'tainly aboj 
VJve5 11:k 
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Radio Valves and flow to Use 
Them. (Radio Press Series 
No. 12, 2S. 6d.) - 

This handbook is written by 
John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., 
in a popular style, and takes the 
form of questions and answers on 
the valve. It deals with all the 
points usually raised by the 

This handbook is really a cori- 
tinuation of " Practical Wit-eless 
Valve Circuits," and is by ihe 
same author. All the latest 
developments in valve circuits 
are fully dealt with, and a very 
useful feature of the previous 
book, namely; the description 
and criticism, of each circuit is 
retained.- The necessary values 

605 

explains in a lucid and popular. 
manner, the theory upon which 
the action of the wireles valve 
depends. He aims at giving 
his readers, possessing some. 
knowledge of wireless and desir- 
ing to make further progress, a 
sound working knowledge of 
what takes piace insidie a valve 
in a wireless set. ........... 

Pictorial Wireless Circuits. 
(Radio Press Series No. 8, 
xs. 6d.) 

This handbook,by O. J. Ran- 
kin, aims at overcoming the 
difficulty experienced by many 
beginners in understanding cir- 
cuit diagrams. Instead of the 
conventional diagrams, the num- 
erous circuits are illustrated 
pictorially, the actual com- 
ponents and the cònnecting wires 
being plainly shown. 

1)00k, by Percy W. 1-larris, 
Assistant Editor of Modern 
Wireless, offers an excellent 
selection of designs, with full 
and thoroughly practical con- 
structional details of each. A 
chapter is also devoted to the 
design and construction of wave 
traps. 

More Practical Wireless Circuits. 
(Radio Press Series No. i, 
35. Ed.) 

ing sets. Sufficient theory is 
included to enable the reader to 
apprecIate the action of the 
various sets, and chapters are 
devoted to the operation of 
receiving sets and considerations 
of design. . 

Wireless Valves Simply Ex 
plained. (Radio Press Serie 

.No 9, 2S. 6(1.) 

In this handbook the author, 
John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., 

The Construction of Crystal Re 
ceivers. (Radio Press Series 
No. 6, is. 6d.) - 

A handbook by Alan L. M; 
Douglas, devoted exclusively to 
Cr) stai receivers. In addition to 
constructional details of various 
types of sets, from simple broad- 
cast receivers to long distance 
sets, details are given regarding 
the conversion of the well-known 
Mark III tuner. - 

exactly 500 cliflIculties commonly 
met with by experimenters. The 
questions and their solutions are 
arranged in sections, numbered 
and well indexed, so that advice 
upon almost any wireless problem 
is readily obtained. 

Twelve Tested Wireless SetS. 
(Radio Press Series No. 14, 
2S. 6(1.) 

To anyone desirous of building 
his own receiving set, this hand- 

diagrammatically and pictorially, 
and should prove of considerable 
assistañce to ali experimenters. 

Wireless Sets for Home Con 
strtictors (Radioi Press Series 
No. 17, 2S. 6d.) 

In this handbook, the author, 
E. Redpath, Assistant Editor of 
IVireless Weekly, describes the 
actual construction of crystal 
receiving sets, valve amplifiers 
and. two- and three-valve receiv- 

How to Make Yoür Own Broad- 
cast Recei%er. (Radio Press 
Series No. 3, IS. 6d.) 

This book, by John Scott-Tag.: 
gart, F.Inst.P., Editor of 
Modern Wireless and Wireless 
Weekly, in addition to deal: 
ing in a lucid manner with 
the essential theory of wireless, 
describes the construction of 
several simple receiving sets, the 
constructional work involving 
only the use of simple tools: 

student and experimenter, and s 
particularly well ijlustrated. To 
sômé xtnt this book may be 
considered a sequel to " Wire 
less Valves Sirriply Explained," 
by the same author. 

500 Wireless Quèstions Answered 
(Radio Press Series No. '3, 
2S. 6d.) 

This handbook is the joint 
work of G. P. Kendall and E. 
Redpath, and it deals with 

are given of the components in 
the yarious circuits, each of 
which has been teted and proved.' 

Home-built Wireless Compo-. 
nents. (Radio Press Series 

-. No. i6, 2S. od.) 
This handbook is a collection 

of really useful constiuctional 
articles, dealing with practically 
evry component necessary in the 
construction of a wireless receiv- 
ing set. It is elI illustrated both 

- 

I 

- / J ii 
r 
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[If the ST76 is used, \Thich is 
ST75 with an additidnal low- 
frequency valve, the uniug i 

easier. When a 1ord-speaker is 
rsed vJth ST7ç, there shotild be 

no trouble at all. These circuits 

- " COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER." 
I-Iamptoa Wick. 

- STIQO 
SIR,--After two years in the 

wireless field 1. have come to the 

several others in this district, 
heartily dislike. 

lt would be interesting to hear 
other people's opinions on this. 
---I am, etc., 

W. E. PHILPOTT. 
Kent. - 

. CONSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS MAY BE SEEN ON EXHIBITION STAND No. 47.. 
Now that the Constructors' Licence is available, why flot make your own receiver or extend your existing apparatus 
Radio Press "How-to-Make" Handbooks gtve you reliable Information, and are obtainable at Stand No. 47, AU-British 

Wireless ExhtbitLn, also at all bookstall or direct from : Radio Press, Ltd., Devereux Court, Strend, W.C.2. 
V 

ming was bad at times,hut there 
was practically, no atmospheric 
interference. 

In conclusion, I should like to 
say that the ST75 circuit is the 
best- of its kind I have yet tried, 
its only drawback being that on 
H.R 'phones, tuning is very 
tricky, owing to capacity effects. 
çSC is nearly always audible all 
over the room with the telephones 
on the table.-! am, etc., - 

-\V.K. - ¡SLIP: 

: Cambridg. 

weet. 
- As one of a very large body of 
ctmmercial travellers, most of 
whom are wireless enthusiasts, I 
feel sure that any efforts you may 
make to induce the B.B.C. to 
transmit theatrical performances, 
better class concerts, and music 
and addresses by celebrities, dur- 
¡ng the week-ends would be very 
much appreciated. Further I 
believe that if this point is. put to 
the B.B.C. in the broadest sense 
they would see the reasonableness 
of the request.-! am, etc., 

SUNDAY CONCERTS 
- SIR,-! notice in Wireless 

Weekly, Vol. 2, No. 13, a 
remark concerning the reproduc- 
ing organ at the Steinway Hall, 
which is broadcast every Sunday 
afternoon. 

- Personally, I cannot find -any 
of the mechanical effect so 
obvious in the case of the Duo- 
art piano-player at the studio. 
This latter is a part of the pro- 
gramme which T, along with 

ST75 
SIR,--It may interest you to 

know that I have received WGY, 
on your ST75 circuit. consider 
this very good, especially as my 
aerial- is a very poor one, being 
25 ft. high at the lead-in aad 
sloping down to only 6 ft. at the 
far end. The length is about 

ç ft., and the set is situated on 
the top floor of the house, so that- 
I have a short lead-in and a long 
earth wire. 

I have also heard faint music 
O1 360 metres and 400 metres, 
but have not been able to identify 
the stations.- ry 's carrier 
wave could at times be heard ft. 
fròm the phoiies, and some of the 
musical items were audible 6 in. 
from the earpieces. Spark jam- 

were recently demonstrated j5ub 
flcly at Ilford. 

A modified ST75 particularly 
suitable for tise with 'phones is 
gwen - in my British Assodation 
paper, epduced in the October 
issue of Modern IVireless and 

also in Wireless Weekly, No. i, 
on page 545.-ED. 

j 

WEEK-END PROGRAMME 
SIR,-As a business man hose 

duties compel absence from home 
from Monday morning until 
Friday evening each week, it is 
very disappointing to learn from 
the programmes published daily 
what interesting fare is provided 
for th& " listener " who ¡s able 
to be home every evening in the 

conclusion that iti this line, as in 
others, there are sets and sets. 
The STsoo. apparently comes in 
the last category. Would it be 
another case of the age-old ex- 
aggeration to say that we have 
heard our nearest (a6 miles (lis- 
tant) broadcasting station from 
attic to cellar? Further, to say 
that all stations are loud-speaker 
strength? Nevertheless, this is 
true, and, in consequence, wç 
have three valves and various 
other components lying on the 
shelf - the remains of a " oncé 
was" five-valve set. 

How can we show our appre- 
ciation of your production of 
such a good circuit-I am, etc., 

W. DRAKE. 
Huddersfield. 

Còrreà,, 
t 

ence 
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length. The action is briefly as follows - 

Signals inducer! in the secondary of the loose- We reproduce herewith a diagram of a suitable 
coupled tuner are heterodyned by the valve y, arrangement. 

- 
. to generate a beat-note, which is still at radio- 

frequency, corresponding to a wavelength of H. D. (BIRMINGHAM) asks for values of 
about 3,000 metres, as stated. The valve V2 their condeñsers and coils in the circuit on page 20, 
amplifies this lower frequency, çausing it to VJ. 2, No. 1, " MODERN WIRELESS." 
appear in the circuit C2, L 400. These resulting The aerial tuning coil L1, No. 35 or 50, accord.. 
long wave signals re then successively amplified ing to size of aerial, for broadcasting, The tuned 
by the valves V3, V4, etc. The circuit is anode coil L2, No. the " rejector" coil L,, 

607 ................................. 

Under the new licensing regulations reaction 
direct on to the aerial circuit is permitted provid- 
ing that it is not used in such a way as to cause 
interference with the working of other stations. 
We reproduce her&with a circuit diagram fulfilling 
the condition yor specify. The aerial tuning coil 
L1 is a, plug-in coil having 50 or 75 turns tuned 
by the condenser C1 df 0.0005 F. The tuned 
anode coil L2 is a plug-in coil having 75 
turns, tuned by the condenser C2 of 0.0003 tF. 
The i-eaction coil L is a similar coil of 5 to 50 
turns. By means of the switch .S either two or 
three valves may be used at will. 

J. R. (BARNES) asks various questions 
concerning the super heterodyne circuit given 
in "WIRELESS WEEKLY," Vol; 2, No. lo, 
page 385, Fig. 2. 
The whole principle of this circuit is, that by the 
time the signals are passed through to thè 
resistance capacity amplifier, they are no longer 
of short wavelengths, but of a lower frequency 
corresponding to about 3,000 metres in wave- 

the United States, and it is suggested that the 
condenser C2 should in each case be variable and 
of o.0005 1F capacity. 

R. C. D. (WOLVERHAMPTON' asks for 
wiring diagram for two stages of resistance 
capacity L.F. coupling. - 

B. J. (LONDON) asks for circuit of three- 
valve receiver employing reaction direct on 
to the aerial if such is permitted by the 
P.M.G. 

especially valuable on the really short wave- 
lengths, such as 200 metres, but it is neverthe- 
less capable of giving extremely good results on 
the broadcasting wavelengths also. Coils 22 T 
and 20 T should be suitable for maintaining the 
valve V1 in a state of continuous self-oscillation 
at such a frequency as will produce a beat-note 
of a required frequency with the osciIlations in 
the tuned circuit. \Ve believe that figures 6 T 
and 22 'r, etc., refer to the actual number of 
turns in common use in the United States for 
these coils. The coupling between the coils 6 T 
and 22 T should be extremely tight. The values 
for the various condensers given in lVireless 

JVcekly àre merely those in common use in 

a S 

s 14 I 
:< 

1±T ____ _____ 
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prices. It is yours for the asking. 

B ONTONE PHONES (4000 ohms) COMPLETE SETS. ACCESSORIES & COMPONENT PARTS 
BRITAIN'S BEST : We were one of the very first Wholesale Factors of "Wireless," 

14/6 per pair. Carriage paid United Kingdom and our New Catalogue is the very latest thing in Wireless. 

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, AND 
- BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED. - STAGQERftG PRICES. HUGE STOCKS. 

Mnuf.ctured.entire1y by BRITISH labos,, ....... .. BUY FROM AN ESTABLISHED HOUSE. 
LIBERAL R_MS TO THE TRADE. . IMPORTANT-Trade Only Supplied;. 

D. & CO. (Edward A. Boynton) 
H'JBDAy BROS. LTD. 

(QEPT. B. 

21L2 
2,& 21. GET. EASTIRNST., 

WORKS: GOSWELL ROAD AND CITY ROAD. . - 
ON, C.2 

OICES 167-173, COSWELL ROAD Phone-CLERKENWELL 2800 (6 Iin) 
ADMIRALTY, WAROFFICE, AÎSID INDIA OFFICE CONTRACTORS - - . .' 

IH,CTlFlTzloY Show,000: 
Q_ULO?1DONW.1. EUSTON RD.. N.W.l. 

TWICKENHAMLj 

200,000 MAGNET LETTERS 
have been supplied by us to 

WONDERSIGN S of HOLBORN. Each letter is a perfect Magnet. 
Hence our knowledge of whìt a Magnet should be, and our ability 
to produce the BONTONE PHONE uader mass production 

Points to Consider. 
Lvcry Phone ¡s sold under 

Ercry Phone is tested before isv- 
guarantee. 

fj Factory. 
ire Old-Established British 

Manufacturers, whose object is to 
- 4,003 ulve complete satisfaction. OHMS .. Why saddle yourself with Conti- PER FAIR. neutal Phones distributed by 

unscrupulous Impurtors, with small 
ollices and elaborate note-paper, 
atad NO GUARANTEE or hope of 
redress if found faulty. ') Originals of upwards of too ura- 

- 
. solicited tesümonials and letters of / appreciation can be seen at our 

officcs. 
- . . , GUARANTEE-We agree to re- 

place or return cash if Phones do 
- not give complete satispctiou, sub- j .m - ject to Phones being returned to us 

withIn 7 days of purchase un- 
- damaged. 

"EL-BE" ANTI-CAPACiTY HANDLES. 

No Screws. (pz!n!reraontoj No Clamps. 

Fixed by Suction-Removed in a second. 
A Type for Horizontal working. Price 1 each 
C Type for Vertical working. Post free. 
A perfect consbination wIth t)e -BE" Coil Holder. 

Ark ,our DEALER for thon. 

"El-BE" tNSULATIIJ6 PANEL BUSHES. 
ExTerlmenters save cosI of EBONITE. '- 

4 B A. Plttor-TveooIsao silla on BtJSK, 9f- doo. 
.2 .............. af- ,. 

(with mat an i ozoher) 
Este, aSHES Terapenee por atoo. 

Barben tented for Inoubation to 25,000 voit,. 
YOUR DAtOO.R WI, nUt-LY YOU. 

LEIGH BROS. 
17. Sidmouth Siero). Orn'o Inn Rood. LONDON, W C.1. 

Telepbo.sO r Moor-am 4547. 

WÑOLESALE ONLY;- ........ j 

WIRELESS DEALERS. Our New 44.-page Trde 
parts now rdy she sing Trade and Retail 

THE "EEC" "TRAUDION" VALVE 
is beuig used by the Ieding Radio Eperi- 
meutert for detection, high and low fre- 

- 

quelscy ampll5caüon, power amplifiers and 
low power transmission. Price 15f- 
USE RECTARITE," the synthetic 
cryitel that make, Load speakers t,lk. - 

1/6 Large Specimen. 

Write to-day for 40 pa&e Rada, 
Catalogue mailed post free, 4d. 

300 milliamps. of direct current, and add, say, 
50 mllliamps. of oscillating current, half of each 
oscillation opposes the direct current voltage in '-. 
the circuit and produces a reduction of current 
to 50 milliamps. below the 300 point on the scale. 
The succeeding half of the oscillatorycurrent in 
the reverse direction adds itself to the dir eat 
current, making 350 milliamps. total. You will 
see that the total effect upen a slow-moving hot 
wire instrument is to produce neither increase nor 
decrease in the reading of the needle. You vill 
therefore see that this method is not a practicableS 
one for increasing the sensitiveness of the instru- 
ment to small current. - - 

- 
BEWARE Of WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE 

TRADE MARK ON EVERY GRID LEAK. 

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
(Patent applied for.) 

Suitable for use in 
The Resistance is y' aay circuit, and- 
steadily Variabe improves the work- 
between -to 5 p; 0,j; ing of any valve 
megohms. Onis deteotor. (50.000 

requires a n. hole to 100,000 ohms for 
in panel for fitting PR ICE 2/6 each, 

the STl00Ciiuit. 
ht V,hbl, Grid Lrk msde. 

WATMEL WIRELESS CO Connauht House. la, Edgware Read, 
' Marble Arch.W.l. Td.4575 Padó:ngton. 

o.000ç eF; C2, 0.0003 ¿zF; C1, 0.0002 F ; -C1, 

0.0005 ¿eF; C,, 0.0003 ¿eF; C7, 0.05 ¿eF. 

- 

V. G. P. (HIGH WYCOMBE) is using a 
O to 5 amp. hot wire ammeter under the 
impression that if the wire were first heated 
by D.C. so that it registers say 300 milliamps, 
then a very small additional high-frequency 
current should move the needle. 
The attempted method of. superimposing cliret 
current and oscillating current in the milliameter .!. 

circuit breaks down for the following reason :- 
\Vhen you adjust the milliameter to read, say, 

s 
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WIRELESS WEEKLY. ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 7TH, 1923. 1

incorporating the

WECOVALVE.
The WECOVALVE (Pea -nut type) is the most
economical valve existent, requiring only 0.25 of an
ampere at 0.8 to 1.1 volts, and having more than
twice the life of tungsten and other dull -emitter valves.

It can be used either as a Detector or Amplifier, and
operates off a single dry cell.

Filament current 0.25 amp.
Filament Voltage 0.8 to 1.1 volts.

Detector Plate Voltage 17-22 volts.
Amplifier Plate Voltage 22-45 volts.
Dimensions g in. diameter by 2- in. long.

Price 10s.

No: 44010.
Crystal Set with amble

Amplification.

The WECOVALVE (Pea -nut type) can be used with
your existing receiving sets by the use of the
Wecovalve Adaptor (No. 44092), which has contact
springs faced with gold and silver alloy, to ensure
perfect contact with the base of the valve.
Dimensions 11 in. by 11 in. Price 3s. 6d.

The Wecovalve Socket is a small type bayonet socket
arranged for four soldered connections. The contact
points are faced with a special gold and silver alloy,
to ensure perfect contact with the base of the valve.
Dimensions 11 in. by in. Price Is. 6d.

No. 44215-A.
Patent Nos. 175E0 (1915), 1E0090 (6641-1921).

The WECONOMY CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET No. 44080 is a combined crystal
pattern receiving set and two -stage Valve Amplifier. The Set, used for the reception of
local Broadcasting Stations, will operate a Loud Speaker direct, or if desired the crystal set
portion may be used alone with Head Receivers.

The excellent qualities of the Western Electric Crystal Set are well known, and the addition
of the Amplifier, containing special distortionless transformers, and the particularly silent
operation of the Wecovalves, render this combination almost perfect ;n its reproduction.
Dimensions 81 in. by 8y in. by 7 in. Weight 7 lbs.

COLUMBIA RADIO " A " CELLS
ARE RECOMMENDED

FOR USE WITH WECOVALVES.

The WECONOMY AMPLIFIER No. 44010 is designed primarily to fit into the
receiver compartment of the Western Electric Crystal Pattern Receiving Set. Two
Wecovalves are used and no accumulators are therefore necessary. Terminals are
provided for two dry cells for filament heating and for a H.T. battery of 45 volts for the
plate circuit.

Complete with Western Electric high efficiency transformers, condensers, etc., and
clearly marked terminals, this Amplifier when used with a Crystal Set will reproduce
speech or music from a local Broadcasting Station in sufficient power to operate a Loud
Speaker successfully. If desired, it can be used to secure at least double the range of
the Crystal Set by retaining the Head Receivers.

Dimensions 61 in. by 51 in. by 31 in. Weight 7 lbs.

COME AND
VISIT US ON

STAND No.100
AT THE

ALL -BRITISH
WIRELESS

EXHIBITION

WRITE FOR BOOKLETS-W.E.Co. 32,W. 528 and W. 529.

No. 44010.

Small Two -Stage L.P. Amplifier
for use with Crystal Set.

Western Electric,Compong Limited,
(WHOI,EsALE. ONLY)

Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : Central 7345 (9 lines).

Branches :-
Glasgow, Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Cardiff, Southampton, Dublin.

COME AND
VISIT US ON
STAND No.100

AT THE
ALL -BRITISH

WIRELESS
EXHIBITION

You CAA" A-07' be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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/taw you aemitioi nowt

Pti Vet-a?

BURNDEPT cater to all requirements whether you contemplate
purchasing a complete set, or constructing your own wireless
receiver ; you are advised to tear off, fill in and send off the coupon

on this page, when we will send you post free our new 88 page illustrated
descriptive catalogue. We have no doubt that this is the finest wireless
catalogue yet pUblished in this country.

The top illustration shews the Ethophone V. Mk. II, a 4 -valve
Broadcast receiver capable of enormous ranges and operates a Loud Speaker
without any additional apparatus. This instrument is a tuner, receiver and
Power Amplifier in one. Designed to give highest efficiency with simplicity
of control for home use.

The instruments illustrated on the left are (top) Ethophone Home
Constructional Set No. III, and (bottom) an Ethophone Home Constructional
Set No. II.

The first, a 3 -valve long-range receiver capable of operating a Loud
Speaker at least 80 miles from a Broadcast Centre. The second, a 2 -valve
long range receiver for Head Phone reception. Both these sets may be built
up by anyone fro'm detailed instructions, the only tools required being a
screwdriver, pliers and soldering iron.

No. 508. Ethophone V. Mk. II
with valves and self-
contained H.T. Batten ...537 10s. Od

To which must be added B.B.C. Tariff .. El -.- ,11

No. 531. Complete set of parts for
Ethophone Home Con-
structional Set No III...£10 2s. 6d.

To which must Ue added Marconi Licence Plate .. £1 17s. 6.1.
No. 532. Complete set of parts for

Ethophone Home Con-
struction -1 Set Nn. sr... £7 Os. Od.

To which must be added Marconi Licence Plate .. £1 5s. 0.1.

BURNDEPT of SOUTH AFRTCA
Agents: A. & S. ASH BROS.,

Cullinan Buildings, Johannesburg.
BURNDEPT LTD., Aldine House, Decherd Street, Strand, W.C.'!

." Visga'

COUPON.

BURNDF,PT LTD.,
Aldine House,

Bedford Street, Strand.

Please send me your new
Catalogue free.

Name

Address

WIRELESS WEEKLY

You CANNOT. be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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IN ancient times the
test of endurance lay

in the running of races
and in contests with
wild beasts. To -day the
demand for endurance is
just as insistent, and
anything which is to
survive the stern com-
petition must be of sound
design and construction.
For your wireless receiver
you need Valves of en-
durance which will give
un failing satisfaction
thoughout a long life.
If you wish to be assured
of this specify

Mullard
STAND

Look for us at
the Wireless
Exhibition,
White City,

90.

NOVEMBER 7TH, 1923. 1:41

(Theftr:

Obtainable from all leading electricians, wireless dealers, etc.
Advt. of The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balhanz, S.W.I2.

tt C I A. .VOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY.

ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 7TH. 1923.

At the All -British Wireless Exhibition, White
City, Shepherd's Bush, Nov. 8th to 21st, 1923,

If not visiting the
EXHIBITION
send for Folder

W.D. 8 describing

in detail " 1924

AMPLIONS."

I

I 11111111 llllllll lllll 111,

The Amplion Loud Speaker is so well known that it is hardly
necessary to draw special attention to the Amplion Exhibit on
Stand 113 (Hall C).
As the Amplion diSplay includes the entire series of 1924 models-of
exceptional interest to all present and prospective " listeners -in "-Stand 113
is recommended as one of the first to visit.
In design and construction the new Amplion represents a definite advance in
Loud Speaker efficiency, for speech as well as music is brought out in full
volume with remarkable clarity and freedom from distortion.
In tone the Amplion is delightfully natural and the result is due, in no small
measure, to the improved non -resonating sound conduit and oak or mahogany
trumpet fitted to all styles listed at £3 5s. and upwards.
An entirely new and original type of Loud Speaker now introduced is the six
guinea Portable All -Purpose Model, which may be carried like a hand -camera
and used both in and out of doors with equal facility.

MPLIoN
LOUD SPEAKERS

ARE ASSOCIATED WITH ALL THE BEST WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS.

Patentees & Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM & Co.,
St. Andrew's Works,

Crofton Park, London, S.E.4.
'Phone: 'Grams :

Sydenham 2820-1-2. "Navalhada, Catgreen, London."
West End Showrooms :

THE ALGRAPHONE SALON,
25-6, Savile Row, Regent Street, Lonfon, W.I.

'Phone: Regent 10,5.

STAND No,I13
WHITE CITY

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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A New Valve
tailing only

0.06 Ampere Filament Current
Accumulators no Longer Necessary.

LONG LIFE for the Valve

Price 30/ -

Visit
-

Stand No. 99 I

WHITE CITY I
November Vt-21st'

LONG LIFE for the Dry Battery

WE are now able to supply to
users of Radio Valves a new

Low Temperature Valve
known as the B.T.H.Type B5, which
has the following characteristics :

Filament Voltage 2.5 to 3 Volts
FILAMENT CURRENT 0.06 amps
FILAMENT WATTS 0.18 watts
Anode Voltage 20 to 80 volts

The B5 Valve has been developed
to meet the need of a detecting and
amplifying valve which will operate
from standard dry batteries
such as are used for electric bells.

The B5 Valve fulfils this condition
owing to its low filament cur-
rent and also ensures a longer
life from the dry batteries
than can be obtained with any other
valve on the market, without im-
pairing the life of the valve.
Fitted with standard British
4 -pin cap, thus obviating the use
of a special adaptor and the risk
of noisy operation due to additional
contacts.

MADE IN ENGLAND
by

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd
Works : RUGBY

(Wholesale Only)
London Office - " Crown House," Aldwych, W.C.2

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business
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D.E.3 Valve.

6'06 Ampere
Filament volts

2.4-3 v.
Plate volts

30-80 v.

Price 30/- each

ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 7TH, 1923.

A real Dry Battery valve with a
current consumption less than ONE
QUARTER that of any valve
on the market.

Here is a new valve, which bids fair to give
a new meaning to the word.
Its appearance on the market is just as epoch-
making as was the first car fitted with magneto
ignition.

Three ordinary dry cells in series will
run one of these valves for800 hours at a
cost of less than half a farthing per hour.
The D.E.3 valve embodies all the advantages
and latest improvements in Dull Emitter valve
manufacture.

NO ADAPTERS REQUIRED.

WrC97141!osRAm
VALVES

LAMP WORKS)

ALL roads lead to the White City Exhibition-and all roads at the Exhibition Jena in io3, waere this latest valve is being shown. Don't miss it I
Sold by all leading Wireless Dealers, Electrical Contractors, Stores, etc.

(Wholesale only), THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS 1A'EEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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Every day adds to the reputation
ofComponents with

a I2 months'
guarantee.

Ironclad Intervalve Trans-
former. Type A. Ratio i--5.
Price £1 2 0. Telephone
Transformer. Type T.A.
Ratio x-x o. Price £1. 0 0.
There are three types of
Ironclad Intervalve Trans-
formers, and three types
of Telephone Transformers.

WIRELESS COMPONENTS

Each component without exception carries with it a
12 months' guarantee, and in every way they are
ideally suited to the need of the experimenter who
requires " something better." This extract from a
report made by the Wireless Trader is conclusive
proof of their remarkable superiority
" Fuller Components are all made to a high standard
of quality and arc in no sense cheap goods. . . . The

Ironclad " telephone transformer was tested against
a large and excellent transformer renowned for its
performance. None -the -less, the Fuller has replaced

it on our set."

Our Wireless Catalogue is nearly ready. Send us a post-
card and we will put your name on our mailing list.

Call at our London Depot, 58, High Street,
W.C.2, or visit Stand No. 27 at the Wireless
Exhibition, White City, November 8th -21st,

and inspect them for yourself.

FULLER'S UNITED ELECTRIC WORKS LTD.,
WOODLAND WORKS, CHADWELL HEATH,

Telephone ESSEX. Telegrams
Ilford 1200 (6 lines). Fuller, Chadwell Heath:

Used by many
of the leading

mann faCturers.

Double Coil Holder.
Price 14J-. We also manu-
facture Single and Triple
Coil Holders, Fixed Con-
densers, Valve Holders,
Potentiometers, Filament
Rheostats, Loud Speakers,
Tone Selectors, etc.

2nd ANNUAL

ALL- BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION
AND CONVENTION

/11.1.-191.1,1511

WIRELESS
EXHIBITION

Vei.VENT10111

WHITE CITY
NOV.8 :'TO NOV2I!
Orgamosed by BERTR414 we

,1

ADMISSION

1/3
(including Tax.)

WHITE CITY NOVEMBER
Shepherd's Bush, W.12 8th 21st

10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
THIS EXHIBITION is arousing more interest and enthusiasm among every section of the com-
munity than any Exhibition of recent years. The Opening Ceremony is being performed by
Sir LAMING WORTHINGTON-EVANS, the Postmaster General. Over one hundred stands are

occupied, and the display of Wireless products generally is on a scale never before witnessed, A great
deal of apparatus entirely new in design and construction is on view for the first time. Among
numerous items of special interest are the B.B.C. Demonstrations of a particularly novel character;
prize competitions ; music by the Blue Electra Orchestra of London.

Specially reduced rates of admission are allowed in the case of Schools, Colleges and
Radio Societies, with regard to which application should be made to the

Exhibition Organiser : BERTRAM DAY

BERTRAM DAY & CO., LTD.
9 & 10, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1

Telephone Gerrard 8063, 8064. 8065. Telegrams : Adbertrada, lt'estrand, London:.

in conjunction with the

TRADE DAY
NOV, 9th
(Public admitted
after 6 p.m. at

usual price.)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RADIO MANUFACTURERS
You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business,
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JUST as our ancestors were in-
trigued by distance so we, in
this year of grace of 1923, are

intent on breaking records for long
distance wireless reception.

But special jobs need special tools.

NOVEMBER 7TH, I923.

1(123

P 2-the Valve with the red top.
This Valve is essentially one for
H.F. Amplification, and when used
with any of the usual types of coupling
- tuned anode, transformer, resist-
ance, reactance-capacity-it is capable
of the most astonishing results.

The Valve for long distance
work should be designed for
this specific Purpose. There-
fore, several months ago, we
set out to discover for our-
selves exactly what character -

TYPES :
P L For Detector and

Low Frequency use. 15
P 2. With red top, for

H.F. use only. EACH.
Dull Emitter

(released Nov. Fth) 27/6

istics should be possessed by a Valve
for High -Frequency Amplification.

- We made some interesting discoveries,
all of which are embodied in the

If distant

You will note, of course, that
it is built along standard
COSSOR lines-with curved
filament, hood -shaped Grid
and Anode.
Stations are out of your

reach, don't blame your Set-insert
a COSSOR P 2 as an H.F. Amplifier.

You'll be more than satisfied.

COSSOR VALVE Co., Ltd: Highbury Grove, N.5.
Ci11,1 Ad.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESSWEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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Lays awarded FIRST
in the race for supremacy, it is significant and
appropriate that Polar Guaranteed Accessories should

be allotted Stand No.

111
at the NARM Exhibition, White City,

November 8th to 20th.
Look for the above "Three Bears " Polar sign on the Stand, and ask
to see Polar Condenser, famed throughout the world for its open scale,
the first of which contains only one -tenth of the condenser's capacity,
thus permitting an absolute vernier over the section mainly used, and
demonstrating its superiority over the cramped capacity of the vane

type condenser.
In four capacities :-.00f, .0002, .0003, and .000s, of all Polar

Stockists', Unmounted, 14/-. Mounted, 20/-.

BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY.
RADIO COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.,
34/35, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.2.

I clephone : Telegrams :
Central 84So (3 lines). " Radiocomeo, Estrand, London."

FLEET AD CO.

You CANNOT, be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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Prices :
MODEL Hi.

21 inches high.
120 ohms...£5 5

2,000 ohms ...£5 8
4,oco ohms.. £5 10

0
0
0

MODEL H2.
r2 inches high.

Ito OhMS...E2 5 0
2,000 ohms...£2 8 0
4,000 obms...£2 10 0

ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 7TH, 1923.

the living voice !
NE can obtain no more effective demonstra-

tion of the extraordinary progress made
by Radio than to sit in the gloaming

listening to a iBrown Loud Speaker.
The miracle is complete-it is not that you are
Fstening to a mechanical reproduction of a voice,
perhaps several hundred mites away, it is the voice
itself. Every inflection and all the little manner-
isms peculiar to the speaker a: -e reproduces in
an amazingly life -like manner.
If your previous experiences with Loud Speakers
have not been too enjoyable, it is merely because
you have not yet heard a 36rowii.
Of course, no other Loud Speaker can possibly
give 1Brown tonal quality t etuuse its design is
absolutely unique and covered by world patents.
The aluminium diaphragm, the adjustable vibratory
reed-these are the features which have made the name
lerown known throughout the civilised world, and these
same features are maintaining the ifirown in its proud
position as Britain's premier Loud Speaker.

S. G. BROWN LTD.
RETAIL 19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1.

15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL.
WHOLE,ALE VICTORIA ROAD, N ACTON, W.3

Ion CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business-.
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American Broadcasting
received on a Set

made in TWO hours !

This is not a miracle but an understandable
fact when you know that this remarkable
result was achieved with a 3 -valve set made
from our new components, mounted on a
wood panel. By the way, you. have read
about these Components, but why not know
still more about them ?

Send for Free Desctiptive and Illustrated List.

A Postcard will do

We are looking forward to showing you our
products at the Wireless Exhibition at the
White City, November 8-21. Our Stand is
No. 6. Come and have a chat and, if you
have any wireless query, please mention
it to us.

The Bowyer - Lowe Co., Ltd.,
Manufacturers of Wireless Instruments,

Radio Works, Commerce Avenue,
Letchworth, Herts.

IVIa.'esr!e Dis!ributors :
Mili;an's Wireless, Lid., 23-15, Renfrew St,. Glosgow.
H. Wzdsworth Selleis & Co., Standard Buildingr, Leels.

"ATLAS"
THE COIL SUPREME

Agency applications
considered for districts when

not already represented.

The last word in efficiency.
Maximum Inductance. Minimum Self -capacity.

All Wave -Lengths covered.
Prices on application. Radio Components Catalogue on request.

Manufactured only by

H. CLARKE & CO. (M'cr.), LTD.,
Radio. Exagiri,e,er,

ATLAS WORKS,
OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

Telephone Nos. Telegrams:
613 & 793 Trafford 'Park. PIRTOID, Manchester.

Buy British Goods Only

Buy the valve
with the name

behind it.
Ediswan Lamps have been
world - famous since 18E0.
These salves are the product of
the same experience, research
and extensive manufacturing
organisation. That they are
used by H.M. Admiralty, War
Office, and Air Force is conclu-
sive proof of their superiority.
The name is your guarantee.

ElYSWAN TYPE "A.R."
1F/..

EDIS WAN TYPE "R."
15/-.

EDISWAN TYPE A.R.D.E.
(D 'II Emitter),

27/6.
Filament Volts
Filament Current '30
Anode Volts 20-53
Bulb Diameter 2g min.
Overall Length }
including pins mm. max.
Cap Standard 4 -pin.
Do not put more than z volts
across the filament. Eminently
suitable for reflex circuits. inimentmcn

Have you had your FREE copy of Illustrated Booklet,
" The Therrnionic Value"? If not, write us at once.

Manufacturers of Complete Receiving Sets and Accessories,
also H.T. and L.T. Batteries. -Ask or write for leaflets.

Your Dealer holds stocks to supply yol.
If not, write us direct and give his
name and address-a post card will do.

We are exhibiting at the N.A.R.M. EXHIBITION,
WHITE CITY, NOVEMBER 8th -21st.

STAND NO. 87.

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.
123/125, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4,

and 71, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Branches ill all
Principal Towns.
Works: Ponders
End, Middlesex.

Contractors to
H.M. Admiralty,
War Office,
Royal Air Force.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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WIRELESS WEEKLY SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS.
TINGEY UNIT SET, - 2 H.F., 1 Dec., 2 L.F, Set of Tingey Patent

Coils 300 to 8,500 Metres, Valves, 'Phones, 6 V. 50a Actual Ac-
cumulator. Bargain £15.-J. Goodfellow, 105, High Street, Clapham.
S.W. 4.
DECEIVERS AND LOUD SPEAKERS re -wound up to 2,000 ohms,
II- 3s. 6d. --A. Roberts & Co., 42, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W. 12.

ALL post paid, 60 volt H.T. battery and plugs, 8s. 4,000 -ohm 'phones,
12s. Filament resistances, Is. 9d. Igranic, 4s. 6d. Complete

list of similar values free.-J. H.Taylor & Co., Macaulay Street, Hod ders -
field.

TO MAKERS OF WIRELESS APPARATUS. Old -established house,
unique position, West End, has window and floor space available

for display. Prepared to devote same exclusively to one maker. Propo-
sitions invited. Interview can be arranged-Box No. Al, "Wireless
Weekly," 125, Pall Mall, S.W. 1.

MANUFACTURERS OF CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET, approved
by P.M.G., wish to enter into arrangement with wholesale dis-

tributor 'who can efficiently cover the country. This is an attractive
set, and will be followed by amplifiers, etc. --Replies, Box A8, " Wire-
less Weekly," 125, Pall Mall, S.W. 1.

pICKETT Cabinets.-They're good value, 1.6 each, highly polished.-
W rite for lists (W.L.). Works : Albion Road, Bexleyheath.

LOOK ! 1/6 only, a miniature wireless vest pocket receiving set.
Tested and guaranteed to receive broadcasting concerts within a

radius of 20 miles. Full instructions with each set. Money returned if
not satisfied. Post free. Send P.O.1/6 to T.E.P. Gibbs, 21a, Northwold
Road, Stoke Newington, London, N.16.

" QUPREME " EBONITE PANELS.-High grade, finest matt finish.
" Send stamp for Sample and list standard sizes. Working instruc-

tions accompany each panel.- Ebonite Accessories Co., 211, Albert
Road, London, N.22.

IRELESS HEAD -PHONES re -wound, re -magnetised and re-
vsadjusted ; lowest prices quoted on receipt of phones, delivery

three day's.-The Varley Magnet Co., Woolwich, S.E.I8-

42/-
Post Free

42 if'
Post Free.

The lo:d-neaker WITHOUT DISTORTION, asking like a torleiseshell
v so. On:y 31" high. Adjustable Diaphragm.

Sole Manufacturers -
C3NDUIT WIRELESS CO., 47, CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W.1.

'Phone : Regent 5475.
S ule Distributor for Scotland-JAMES G: CLARKSON, Electrical &
Ileelianie.d Engineer, 93, Waterloo Street, Glasgow. 'Phane Central 1478.

NOVEMBER 7TH, 1923.

EQUIPMENT FOR
N. . . it eXPERIMENTERS . Mal MBA

ASK TO SEE THE WEBBER
UNITS AT STAND 111

1.4 at the Wireless Exhibition
THE WEBBER

AERIAL TUNING UNIT
is illustrated as a typical
example of the highly finish-

"' ed arid accurate design of
 WEBBER EQUIPMENT.
LI' This unit gives simple and

accurate tuning and embodies
in its design the famous

I: Polar Variable Condenser.
You will want one when you
sec it.

Price as above ...
Without fixed condenser ... 27 6

Approved by the Radio Communication Co., Ltd., and
on view at 35, Norfolk Street, W.C.2.

Write for descriptive list, post free.

a
a

Es

 N. V. WEBBER & CO., Radio Engineers,
e

A

WALTON-ON-THAMES, SURREY.
asARI-.=.5 :ay

o w WE ME ME EN En Mil MS 1313 ES EN Ell MI NE ME ME ME as IME ME

CONDENSER

PLATES

INSULATING MATERIALS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MICA & MICANITE SUPPLIES, Ltd.,
MICA HOUSE, OFFORD STREET
CALEDONIAN RD., LONDON, NA

We iteitwe-fLaa y0-04,-oaecieo
The REVALCO process makes them perfect in all respects for simplifying or detecting.

GUARANTEED AS GOOD AS NEW.
Returned in 7 days. 7/8 Send to Agent or direct.

.-1Wc-i.At. Limited
wept. , 15, GRAPE ST., SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, WC2

EBONITE
Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut to any
required size while you wait, or sent by post on receipt of cash.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE.
BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, LTD.,

91'92, GREAT SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.I. 'Phone 8572 Central.

'Phone
North 805.

lRabio PtC59 information Dept.
2/6 QUERY COUPON. 2/6

WIRELESS WEEKLY. Vol. 2, No. 17. November 7, 0923.
(This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 26 for each

question, and a stamped addressed envelope.)

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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FULLER'S BLOCK
ACCUMULATORS.

Special
Offer of
Ex -Govt.
Stock, but
absolutely
unused.

2 volt,
40 amp.
Postage4, Price

10/6
4 volt, 4o amp.
Postage 1/, Price 21
6 volt, 40 amp.
Postage 1/6. Price 31/6
Boxes to hold 5 of these, fitted
with lid and carrying 1 /6
strap, post extra. Each /
Five Accumulators and Box

sent post free.

Regd. Trade Mark No. 438342.

ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 7TH, 1923. Xill

GAMAGES
will be at the WHITE CITY
with everything from a complete set to the smallest accessory. Make a note of
cur Stand No, Meanwhile write for Illustrated Wireless List-post free on request.

SINGLE VALVE
PANEL

SMALL UNMOUNTED SWITCHES.
These switch parts are nickel -plated and consist of
double switch arm with small black handle, together with
the necessary contact parts complete with fixing nuts.
Single Pole, change - ditto...

over ... Price
1/6 Double Pole, 0

//.Price 5.

FOR UTMOST RESULTS USE
" PERMANITE " CRYSTAL.

Users of " Permanite " as supplied by Gamages
(and there is a difference) always get the maximum
results, wherever the broadcasting station, It is the

only crystal that can guarantee this
efficiency-but it must be GAMAGES
Permanite-the one with the Regd.
Trade Mark. Highly sensitive and
remains in adjustment longest. Clean,
powerful results.

Price per large specimen, 1
post free.

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd. -

The ideal accessory for amateur
experimenters. This single valve
panel consists of valve holder and
filament resistance mounted on
ebonite panel on
box. Size, 41 ins, b 4/65i ins. Post 6d. Pric

HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1

It

Staid No.

81
HALL 2.

MORSE
TAPPING

KEY.

Mounted on polished wooden
base. Length of tapping key
base 31in x 2i in. Post 6d. Price 3 /6
Larger key, similar type to illustration.
Mounted on polished walnut
base 4} in. x 2-1 in. x t in. with
two terminals. Post 6d. Price

Superior Quality Voltmeters.
A most useful instru-
ment to the wireless
experimen-
talist.
o-6 volts.
0-12
0-15
0-20

Post 6d,

DUBILIER
ANODE

RESISTANCES
poi 1

1,
N.\...IA

- DUBILIER
Actual size.

These resistances are the result of careful research and experiment. They are submitted to a test of 200 volts D.C. and are

GUARANTEED TO REMAIN CONSTANT
Price, complete with holder as illustrated .. .. 5/6
Made in resistances of from 20,000 to 100,000 ohms.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921) Ltd., Dept. G,
Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, London, W.12
Telegrams i "Hivoltcon, 'Phone, London." Telephone i Hammersmith 1084. E.P.S.rg

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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8 63.SENSATIONAL REVOLUTION .&

I IN WIRELESS VALVES !8 63
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63 A real dry -battery valvew. Three ordinary dry cells in &

with a current consumption
&

less than a quarter that of any
series will run one of these ' 6e'

63
6) ,

otner valve on the market.
63

valves for 800 hours. The 63

& &
& No adapters required ! current consumption is 0'06 c

63b

& 6i

& Will fit any standard amp. Filament voltage 2.4 to
& 63

.30. Plate voltage 30/80.socket. &
63 63

63 8
6?) 63

8, 66
8 63

63 8
8

63 63
8 8

D E 3. (i
6}3
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63 Price : 30/® each.
63,

63 &636,
63

These Valves will be on view at our Stand No. 108/9 at the 63

All -British Wireless Exhibition, White City, Nov. 8th to 21st. 66
63 66
63 66
,63 &

STERLING TELEPHONE 6 ELECTRIC Co. Ltd. &
63 &63Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc. (Wholesale Only.)

Telephone House, 210=212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I. &
Telephone: MUS7T3N1 4144 (7 lines). Telegrams: " CUCUMIS, IVESDO, LONDON." 63

BIRMINGHAM : CARDIFF: MANCHESTER : NEwCASTI,F,-ON-TYNE : WORKS :
e) 150, Edmund Street. 10, Park Place. 14, St. Peter's Square. 21, Mosley Street. Dagenham, Essex.
& &
&
 ee 6i)&6M6e&&&6363,&e,636.&&6b6)&cM)636a63&&63&63c5i36b&&63636363

&@&)&636
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iManufacture of Broadcasting _Apparatus1
=MA Giiml111 amma almmi=1mai

USE OF PATENTS
The pioneer work of the Marconi Company in

connection with wireless telegraphy and telephony is

well known, and as the result of many years of
research work and considerable expenditure, the
Company controls numerous patents relating to the
manufacture or use of wireless telegraph and telephone
apparatus.
The Company is prepared to grant a license
for the use of its patents in ccnnection with the
manufacture of broadcasting apparatus to any
member of the British Broadcasting Company
Limited.
A large number of firms
manufacturers) are already so licensed and pay

(including the principal

royalty for the use of these patents, and all
apparatus manufactured under license is so marked.
Any persons or firms manufacturing or offering
for sale valve apparatus embodying patents
controlled by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company Ltd. without it's permission render them.
selves liable to legal proceedings for infringement.
Whilst hoping that it will not be forced to take
legal proceedings the Marconi Company wishes to
give notice of its intention to protect its own
interests and those of its licensees, and in cases of
infringement the Company will be reluctantly
compelled to take such steps as may be necessary to
defend its patent rights.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Specify "IGRANIC" RADIO DEVICES.

IGRAN,C HONEYCOMB COILS (De Forest
Patent 141341).

These world-famous coils are renowned for their
high efficiency, low self capacity, small absorp-
tion factor and minimum high frequency
resistance. No dead-end losses. Each turn
surrounded by air pocket. Made in two types,
plug and gimbal mounted. Wavelengths
approximately ioo to 25,000 metres. The
only coils that uphold their claims for negligible

Tosses. Prices vary with sizes.

TYPE S.R. VARIOMETER.
Designed for secondary and
tuned anode circuits. Wave-
lengths s5o to boo metres ap-
proximately. Similar to Type

H " but with larger winding.
Moulding insulation and wind-
ings impregnated solid.

Price 18/-.

149, Queen Victoria
Street,

LONDON.

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS.
Designed for the distortionlees reproduc-
tion of speech and music. The steel shroud
effectively shields from external interfer-
ence. Recent improvements in design
render it the finest amplifying transformer
obtainable.
Prices: Shrouded, 21/, Open, 20'-.

Call and inspect our products at

OUR STAND No. 43
at the

All -British Wireless Exhibition,
WHITE CITY-Nov. 8th to 21st.

If unable to call, Write for Lists Y 12.

IANICGRELECTRIC Co Ltd

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS. Patent No. 195503)

A splendid instrument for filament control
tinder all conditions. Novel method of con-
struction ensures smooth and silent operation.
Designed for individual valve control.
Adjustable contact fingers. Permits of resis-
tance valves from zero to four ohms by fine
variation. Supplied in two types, plain and
vernier. Prices : Plain, 4s. 6d. Vernier* Ts.

Works:
Flstow Road,
BEDFORD.

TYPE H VARIOMETER.
Recommended for use in the
aerial circuit of crystal and valve
sets. Wavelength range approxi-
mately 550 -boo metres, with P.M.G.
standard aerial. Stator and rotor
best quality mouldings, windings
self-supporting and impregnated
solid. Price, with knob, dial and
fixing bracket, 15/-.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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W. G. PYE 8z CO.,
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

TWO -VALVE RECEIVING SET (No. 520.)

Price, including all royalties (less Valves) .. £12 10 0

Price, including Headphones, Valves, Batteries,
etc., and all Royalties .. . £18 10 0

Two Valve -Power Amplifier of similar
design. Price .. £10 10 0

Manufacturers of Physical and Electrical
Instruments,

Granta Works,
CAMBRIDGE.

If you are building your own set, and want
the best components, you must use our :-

Tuning Coils,
Coil Holders,
Switches,
Condensers,
Panels, etc.

Complete Receiving Sets of 2, 3, and 4
Valves also supplied.

Let us demonstrate these to you at

STAND 92, WHITE CITY EXHIBITION.

Get the RIGHT Set, the
wonderful "PELMERSET "

Test it for yourself at

STAND 20
WHITE CITY

Enjoy wireless and enjoy it thoroughly with the
PELMERSET. Let PARIS and the HAGUE entertain
you-have all the British Programmes at your beck and
call. The PELMERSET will give you near and distant
calls clear and distinct. Its price is £9 without valves or :

E 1 0 I Os.
COMPLETE WITH TWO SELECTED VALVES

-one high frequency and one detector-the high
frequency valve being of the tuned anode type-H.T.
Battery, 6 volts 40 amp. accumulator, 100 feet stranded
copper wire, two insulators, one pair 4,000 ohms
Headphones. (B.B.C. and Marconi Taxes extra).

PERONET LTD. (W2) 38, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE,
LOND - - W.C.1

To Dealers :-Write for liberal TRADE TERMS. We only deal through yol

You CANYOT be out of WIRELESS VI EKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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RADIAX REFLEXIVE RECEIVERS
Up to the minute as
always-we are the first
to offer a complete series
of Reflex Sets with Re-
actance for the Construc-
tor as well as the non-
technical listener -in. The
instruments have been
worked out with great
Irefinement of detail,
having series parallel

4witches, loading plug
yockets, and on the 3 and

valve sets, valve switches.

mponen. s are corn -
let ely assembled, full
iagrams and instructions
rovided, panel is fully
ngraved and drilled and every screw included.
he 3 -Valve Set here illustrated is probably the ideal Loud Speaker Type

and can be used with 2 or 3 valves.
The I -Valve & Crystal is a marvel and is undoubtedly the finest small set
on the market, combining as it does both High and Low Frequency,
Amplification, Anode and Aerial Tuning, with Crystal Rectification. Its
tone is absolutely pure.

PRICES.
Complete Parts for Completed and
Home Assembly. tested by us.

No. 25 P. 2 valve £6 7 6 £ 9 5 0
 27 P. 3 £9 5 0 £12 15 0
 31 P. 1 and crystal. £4 10 0 £ 6 17 6

 33 P. 2 £6 18 6 £10 10 0
. All are subject to 12/6 per valve Marconi Royalty.

Send stamps 3d. for Illustrated Catalogue and particulars of all kinds of
sets and components.

RADIAX LTD., A
- AX.50, RADIRadio House, Percy Street, Tottenham

Court Road, London, W.I. WE SATISFY YOU
(5 mins. Tottenham Ct. Rd., or Goodge St. Tube) Museum 490.

2IIITHE WIRELESS EXHIBITION, LONDONQL-

 ON STAND No. 52.
OUR klANURACTUR ES

"EAGLE " COMPONENTS
== _LILO_ RECEIVING SETS &

-t i..POWER AMPLIFIERS.

EAGLE ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
WARWICK.

" Horne Constructors " Sets of Parts.

I.ondon Showrooms : 8. GREAT RUSSELL ST., W.C.1. -=.-

3111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111n11111i1111111ilild

" ROSEBROS MARKONI E"
The crystal for use on any set with any wire contact, sensitive in
every spot.
Over 250,000 crystals sold witlout one piece proving faulty.

Price per sealed box of two crystals, 2/- post free.

" ROSEBROS" MARK IV
The crystal for the combined crystal and valve circuits, once set
never needs attention. Price per sealed box, one crystal, 1 /- post free.
All crystals sold by us under either of above brands are guaranteedand
packed in sealed boxes. None genuine unless stamped " Rosebros."

TRADE - LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

ROSE BROS LONDON : 25-27, Milton St., E.C.2
GLASGOW : 194a, St. Vincent St.

Electrical Co., Ltd. MA
BRIN5CTHEoLS.T8E3TR2e5-d27ci:fie MillerstrceSt.t.

We teach above
trades by Post ;
particulars Free.

NOVEMBER 7TH, 1923. KVii

FREE
rAtiViPP..

HE DEMME, COWL!.
ALOSIAATED ENCYCLOPA,II

DICTIONARY OF
ENGINEERING
CIVIL. MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL. MOTOR.

ETC. ETC.

PART I

To extend the name of the Bennett College to
everyone engaged in the different branches of
Engineering, we are publishing an Illustrated
Dietionary of Engineering, in about 24
MONTHLY PARTS (16 pages each part). You can
have each monthly part as it comes out, FREE.

1/- Postage only to pay
The Dictionary is free to those engaged in any
of the following trades : Engineering, Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical, Structural, Motor, Sani-
tary, Boiler, Internal Combustion, Draughtsman-
ship, Marine, Shipbuilding, Naval Architecture,
Building, Architecture, Quantity Surveying, Avia-
tion, Chemistry, Foundry Work, Metallurgy,
Matriculation, Mining, Surveying and Levelling,

'Telegraphy, Telephony,  Wireless, and the con-
ditions aro. that you send your name and
address, your age and occupation, with ono
shilling (to cover postage on the 24 parts), writing
your name and address very clearly. We shall then
place your name on our Free List and send you part 1
at once. The others will be forwarded as issued.

Department D 133,
The Bennett College,..
Sheffield.

Components of Merit
for the Experimenter.

Our famous British Made M.H. Components for FLAT
MOUNTING on wooden baseboards.

Filament Rheostat.
Polished High Grade Ebonite,
smooth working contact, terminal
connections, as
illustrated. Price 4/6 each

Polished
High
Grade

Ebonite,
superior
insulat-

mg
quali-
ties,

terminal

VISIT OUR STAND (:10. 83) c°17onne -

at the All -British Wireless Pa
Exhibition, White City, each.

November 8th 21st. Buy British Goods Only.

McMICHAEL"
IN CONJUNCTION WITH B .HESKETH LTD

Showrooms : RADIO CORNER, 179, STRAND, W.C.2.
Bournemouth Branch : 6, Yelverton Road, Bournemouth.

All Correspondence to Head Office:
Hastings House, Norfolk St.,Strand,London,W.C.2

Valveholder.

1:11011111001111MININE 111.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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OVER HALF A MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
WIRELESS ! WIRELESS ! WIRELESS ! and EVERYTHING for it.
DON'T PAY MORE Pc INOENAEpE

PRICES.
RS EO:

exclusive
eBmir i e'ss

NOTE. We are exclusively WIRELESS - NOT DABBLERS !
QUALITY, QUANTITY, AND CONSISTENCY OUR MOTTO.

See Our Six=Window Display of Popular Bargains.
a' FELLOW'S"LIGHT WEIGHT HEADPHONES 181 6

SPECIAL OFFER -Sterling
4.000 ohms. A masterpiece of workmanship. A guarantee New Lightweight Headphones.
with every pair. Honestly worth 30 - ... Per pair Stamped B.B.C., 4,000 ohms. Our P

ELKAY LIGHTWEIGHT FRENCH THOMSON-HOUSTON N. & K. 'PHONES. The genuine
HEADPHONES. 4 ,coo ohms...12 9 HEADPHON ES. Each pair guaranteed... 15'11 article Our price ... 12r9

EDISWAN Valves ... 12,,3
COSSOR Valves... ... 12/3
MARCONI "R" Valves 12/3

NEW STERLING LOUD MULLARD "ORA" VALVES 12/3
SPEAKER, 2,0oo
Our price ... £2 13 6 EDISWAN DULL EMITTER. 26/9

Bankrupt Stock and of Limited Quantity. Guaranteed all New.

DUTCH VALVES .. 6,11 & 7 11
L.F. TRANSFORMERS Ratio 5 to 1. All

guaranteed (posing, .) .. each 11 3
CRYSTAL DETECTORS .. 1 9, 1 3, .mil 10".d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glass

case 2/6, 2 3, 1 6

AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 guaranteedhard-
ra \\ 11 copper, OD it. (postage 1/-) .. 1,101

CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving,
per doz. 3!d.

REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS each 2d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 1 5
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS each ld.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 70.
CONDENSER SCALES, 0 to 180 each 31d.
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles,

rile set 61d.
BASKET COILS, set of 6, up to 3,000

metre; 2 4
SLEEVING, 3 yds., assorted colours, for 11!,d.
NUTS, 2 B.A. .. ..per doz. 21d.
NUTS, 4, 5, 6, and 8 B.A. ..per doz. 2d.
WASHERS, 4 B.A. ..per doz. ld.
WASHERS, 2 B.A. ..per doz. 1(d
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers,

per (kn. 4d.
TERMINALS, with nut and washers. .

each. Id., lid., & 2d.
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A. ..each 2d, & 3d.
SPACING WASHERS, large ..per doz. Rid.
SPACING WASHERS, ,mll doz. 11d.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 servo -each 2d.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw..- .. each ld.
FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities - each114d.
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery

while you wait ... .. per lb. 3;6
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, - nuts and

washer, each 1 ..per doz. 1:3
W. 0. TERMINALS, nuts and. washers

each 2d
..per doz. 17

PANEL ''BUSHES, .. each 14.
..per doz 1;3

TOP CONDENSER bushes .. each id.
..per doe 9d.

BOTTOM CONDENSER bushes.. each 1d.
:.per doz. 70.

BELL WIRE, tinned copper, .12 yds. .. 6d.
SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite

knob, complete with panel, latish, nuts,
and spring washer .. Sid.

VALVE LEGS, nut and washer .. each id.
..per doz. 10d.

VALVE PINS, nut and washer .. each Id.
..per doz. 9d.

STOPS, with nuts ..per doz. 6d.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth

action, marvellous value .. 1'10
With engraved dials .. .. 2 9
PLUNGER SPRINGS, complete .. each 1d.
SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 ins. long, tin.

square, drilled .. each 31d.
SLIDER KNOB . . each id.
SWITCHES- ON EBONITE, S..P.S.T.

(quality the best) eachI 6
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T.

(quality the best) .-
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, D.P

each
1 11.D.T.

(quality the best) .. each 2 9
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in stock.

from
. each 11d.

SCREWED .ROD, 2 B.A., 121us long
each 3d.

SCREWED ROD, 4 B.A., 12 ins. long
each 21d.

RUBBER INSULATED LEADING -IN
WIRE .. ..per yd., 110. & 2d.

INSULATOR'S., white reel, 2 in., each 10.
per doe, 11 d.

INSULATORS, white egg, each 2d.
per doz. 1,8

WOUND INDUCTION COILS (postage 9d.):
12 4 9 4 8.21 6x3 6.2
2'5 2 3 1;11 1/8 1,1

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings
wound to 1,600 metres..each 1/11 & 2.'6

VARIOM ETERS (Tube type), complete
with knob 311 & 2,11

DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length 11(d.
HERTZITE, Genuine Large Piece .. 9(d.
TALITE, Genuine Large Piece .. 111d.
PERMANITE, Genuine Large Piece .. 91.d.
ZINCITE, Genuine Large Piece .. 8d.
BORNITE, Genuine Large Piece Gd.
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds) 9d.
CARBORUNDUM 5(d.
ZINCITE and BORNITE, both in box .. 1 -
COIL PLUGS, real ebonite 1,3, 10id., R 91u.
H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER :

.. 150 to 450 3"9
2 .. 250 to 700 4 -
3 .. .. 450 to 1200 .. 4 34 ....000 to 2000 .. 5 ri
5 .. 16(10 to 32(10 metres .. 4 9
6 .. 2200 to 5600 metres .. 5 -

FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RE-
SISTANCE SCALES, n to 300 each Cd.

EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND
DIAL . 1 9

SUPER -QUALITY 2 -WAY COIL HOLDER 5 3
REAL EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER 79
VALVE HOLDERS each 1/3, 1/- & 9(d.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high
quality. With aluminium top and
bottom plates : Complete with knob
and dial, guaranteed accurate :

Vernier
.0001 ..
.0002 ..
.0(103
.0005

4 -
4
4 6
5'6
6 -
7 -
8

NUTS .. per doz. 4d.
DETECTOR ARMS, Ball Joints, Ebonite

ifswile and WhiskerHolder .. 3/(1.
WOOD SCREW TERMINALS each 11(1.
SHELLAC .. .. per hot., 191d. & ed.
AERIAL PULLEYS .. ..from 41d.
TINFOIL _large sheet 4d.
COPPER FOIL, 6 in. wide ..per ft. 5d.
GRID LEAKS, 21 and 2 meg. each 10'.d.
FLEX (Twin). various colours per yd. 2d.
CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper, 20

gauge .3 yds. 2d.
ENAMEL WIRE in 1, 1, and 1 l'b. reels:

22 24 26 28
per lb. 2/4 2/8 3/2 3/6

Note. -Bobbins 2d. each extra.
POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up to

500 ohms, superior make, compact
size , . 7'3

CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed,
fitted on 4 2 ebonite panel with ter-
minals for aerial, earth, and 'phones,
already wired and beautifully finished 4 9

BATTERIES, H.T., dry:
36 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 5'9
00 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 9;6

FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS .. 9
AMALGO-PLASTIC METAL, for fixing

st els. No Woods metal necessary' 6d.
GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing

rod aIs 6d.
IVORINE NAME PLATES, all readings.

each if.
per doz. 9d.

EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable, each 5(d.
VARIASLE GRID LEAK, Pencil type, each 1/11
RADIONETTE CRYSTAL SET, complete,

stamped B.B.C. and including one
pair 4,000 ohms 'phones, 100 ft. 7/22
aerial wire, 4 insulators, head -in tube,
6 yds. lead-in insulated wire and
adjustable earth clip. Ready to
listen -in. Honestly worth 3 gas. .. 36:6

RADIONETTE ONE -VALVE L.F. AM-
PLIFIER for above . 34:6

CABINETS, all sizes in stock.
In view of the enormous increase in our Mail Order business, we

IMPORTANT NOTICE, wish to inform our customers that all post orders are dealt with in
strict rotation and at the earliest possible moment. Follow the Crowd to Elkay Corner.

Make no mistake 1 " ELKAY " WIRELESS 00.,
snug.

when you call 225 & 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.SEE T HAT I Open Saturday all day. (To the Trade -New Trade Counter now open.)
YOU ARE AT tincciol Terms to Radio Clubs.

We open Sundays 11 to 2-30.
OF -Note our Telephone Nos. : Wholesale, Bohoosgate 2313 Retail. Central 8544.

ELKAY'S I PLEASE REMIT AMPLE POSTAGE. Telegrams : " ELKAYWING, AVE."____I SAVE MONEY BY STUDYING OUR ADVERTS.
You CANNOT be out of \\TIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.



 Dependable Books 
-your greatest aid 

Choose your Books 
horn 'this List: attempt to understand Wireless 

1" z. Wireless for Al ....... . . 6d. without the aid of good books, is 
By JOHN SCOT'r-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. both foolish and shortsighted. True, 

2. Simplified Wireless ...... 1/- 
By JoHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. you can make a certain amount of progress 

3. How io Make Your Broadcast Re- 
ceiver ........ 1/6 

- 

by your own endeavours-just as you can 
By loeN SCOT'r-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 

4. Howlo Erect Your Wireless Aerial .. i/- learn to swim without the assistance of an 
By MIT1ELL, A.M.I.E.E. 

. 
The Construction of Wireless Re- instructor-but in each case progress is 

ceiving Apparatus 1/6 
8Y P. D. Tys. much more rapid and pleasant if you have 

6. The Construction of Crystal ReCeivers 1/6 
By ALAN L.M. DouGLAS. a helping hand to guide you. i 

................... 
7. How 4o Make a Unit" Wireless 

Receiver 2/6 The list of books given here comprises a By . REOPATH. 
8. Pictorial Wireless Circuits .. . 1/6 

BVOSWALD T R&wwrn complete library, dealing with every phase 

- I 

WIRELESS WEEKLY. 
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p. Wireless Valves Simply Explained .. 2/6 
By Jossu ScoTT-T&cwr, F.inst.P. 

o. Practical Wireless Valve Circuits . . 2/fl 
By iou ss SCOTI-TAGGART, F. Inst.?. 

e. Wireless Licences and How to Obtain 
Them ........ 1/- 

By E. REOPATH. 
2. Radio Valves and How to Use them.. 2/6 

By Joiess SCOT-r-TAQQART, F.Inst.P. 
3. 500 Wireless Questions Answered.. 2/6 

By G. P. KENDALL and E. REOPAT5e. 
. 

12 Tested Wireless Sets . . .. 2/6 
By P. \V. HARRIS. 

. 
More Practical Wireless Circuits .. 3/6 

By JOHN ScOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
6. Home Built Wireless Components 6/fi 
7. Wireless Sets for Home Conetructiors 2/6 

By E. REOPATH. 
lementary Text-book on Wireieoo 

Vacuum Tubes ...... 10/ 
By Joare SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 

(post free) 

of Wireless. Each book is written in a 
masterly fashion by an authority. The 
fact that Radio Press, Ltd., are publishers 
exclusively of Wireless Books is a guarantee 
of their accuracy and dependability. 

These books can be obtained from all 
booksellers or direct from publishers (postage 

2d. per volume extra). 

RAPIO PRESS, LTD. 
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.,. 
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CINTRAL News Aossc, LCD. 

r' 

be inclined at an angle upwards, thus minimising hand No. R 2790A-For -British Broadcast (300 to Prce capacity effects. 
. 450 metres) ........ -. . 

. loi.. 

No. R 2718-(Horizontal Type) on base, for mounting on No. R 2791-(800 to I,600 metres) : 10/- 
the top of instrument (as illustrated) .. Price £1 2 6 No. R 2792-(I,400 to 4,000 metres) 10/- 

No. R 2715-(Vertical Type) for mounting on side of a 
receiving set .. .. .. .. Price £1 O O 

Obtainable from all Electrical Dealers and Stores. 
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 
OF RADIO COMPONENTS. 

STERLING TELEPHONE ELECTRIC Co. Ltd. 
Manufactur.rs of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc. (Wholesale Only.) 

Telephone House, 210.212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON. W.l.. 
Telephone: MuseuM 4144 (7 lines). Telegrams: "CUCLIMTS. WESDO, L0ND0N.' 

BIRMINGHAM: CARDIFF: MANCHESTER: NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE: WORKS: 
150. Edomund Street. - IO, Park Place. 14, St. Peters Sqooje. 21. Mosley Street. Dogenhamn, Essex: 

a 

"STERLING 

? O O TRIPLE COIL-HOLDERS 
(Patent applied for). 

These coil-holders give the best -tuning results with any 
standard plug-in coils. The extended hanles provide 
the usual lateral adjustment, and also control the new 
patent "Sterling" Vernier adjustment. The sloping 
face of the coil-holders allows the coils, when inserted, to 

"STERLING" RADIO .flEQJJEN 
TRANSFORMERS AND SOCKET; 

Plug-in type 
; 

unique design 
selective high frequency tuning. 
The type for broadcast is fitted - ',, 
with revolving metal disc for 
Vernier tuning. 

No. R 2790-For British Broadcast . 

(300 to metres), as described. 
complete with socket. 

Pnce 14/-. . ,,. 

As above, but without socket. 

No. R 2110. various wave ranges. 

No. R 2710-Complete with adapter. For broadcast 
wave-range (280 to 500 metreS) .. .. Price £1 

Without Adapter. 
No. R 2711-For British Broadcast (280 to 500 metres) 

Price 12/- 

No. R 2712-For Aircraft Telephony and Dutch Concerts 
(800 metres to 1600 metres) .. .. Price 12/- 

No. R 2713-For high wave Continental Telephony (1400 
metres to 3000 metres) ....... Price 12/- 

With Vernier Adjustment (as illustrated). The auxiliary 
knob controls the Vernier vane -, Price 
No. R 2724, .00025 mfd ............. fi 3 0 
No. R 2725, .0005 mfd ....... .. - ... £1 5 6 
No. R 2726, .001 mfd ............. fi 10 6 

Do. do. mounted in metal case with white ivorine dial. 
No.R2733,.00025nlfd .............. £2 2 6 
No. R 2734, .0005 mfd ............. £2 5 0 
No. R 2735, .001 mfd ............. £2 10 0 

Without Vernier Adjustment, otherwise as illustration. 
No. R 2729, .00025 mfd ............. £1 O O 

No. R 2730, .0005 nifd ........... . - - £1 2 6 
No.R 2731, .00! mfd. ... 

. 
£1 7 6 

RADIO COMPONENTS 

, "STERLING ANODE REACTION 

UNIT (Paten! applied for). 

Constructed on novel lines; an 
effective method of coupling valve 
anode circuits and of introducing 
reaction. Gives extremely fine 
adjustment. The adapter may be 
permanently fixed to the instru- 
ment, horizontally or vertically, 
and reaction units clipped on for 

"STERLING" 
SQUARE-LAW VARIABLE 

AIR CONDENSERS. 

These Condensers have specially 
shaped vanes; permit of exact 
tunmg; have a straight wave- 
length curve, thereby giving 
uniform wave-length variation; 
and possess practically zero 
minimum capacity. The end 
plates are arranged for either 
horizontal or vertical mounting. 

Lii- 

- 
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COSMOS" RADIOPHONES. 
are made by the manufacturers of the well-known 

comprise a corn- 
"Cosmos" 

range of units 
by various combinations of which the radio experimenter or amateur can 
build up any type of receiving set or circuit. 

have been designed 
" Cosmos" to secure the utmost 

flexibility. They en- 
able the "listener" to build up his set gradually as his means allow, yet 
the bricks obtained at first never become useless but can be utilized as 
part of a more elaborate set. 

Cosmos 
are thoroughly well 
made and moderate 
in price, 

ÄS( YOUR REGULAR WIRELESS DEALER TO SHOW YOU 

ÏJH If he has not yet ob- 
tained his stock write. 

2 WIRELESS WEEKLY. ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 14TH, 19231 
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"Cosnios" 1ttJt!th 

sending his name to the manufacturers- O 

THREE-VALVE SET 

SHOWING'\ 

__ 
TROPOLIT4N b AT THE 

EXH I BITION 
_____ 

WIRELESk HE oe ark 
of Efficiency 

The above iliusîrajion and dia ram shows a three-valve 
________________ 

LTD I ANO CONVENTION N 
set made ut' with RADIOBRd. Get a copy o/the new 'I2EnCIT book "BUILDING WITH RADIOBRIX,' Juli of WORKS: TRAFFORIÇPARK, 'MANCHESTER 0V8t0 OV.2f 
useful circuits with theoretical and wiring diagrams 

XOa OBTAINABLE EVERYWHERE, ONE SHILLING ßUIJ YOUR RADIO SET WITH RADIOBRIX 
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The Amateur's Position. 

Elsewhere in this issue we publish details 
of the proposed reconstitution of the Radio 
Society of Great Britain, and we recommend 

therefore, will be an article to appear in our 
next issue, which embodies the results of cn- - 

siderable research on the part of our technical 
°taff, and which will prove of considerable 
service to all who intend to participate in the 
forthcoming reception tests. 

and the listening public. 
Of particular interest was the P.M.G.'s 

statement regarding the issue of licences. Up 
to date 492,000 licences have been issued, so 
that there is evéry prospect of the number 
reaching half a million by the New Year, as 
we suggested just a month ago. The P.M.G. 
stated that this number of licences would bring 
jn a very fine income for the B.B.C., and 
while they have done very well in the past, 
it was very obvious they had to do a very 
great deal better in the future. 

a: preliminary, and with a view to enabling 
experimenters to calibrate their receiving sets. 
the Radio Society of Great Britain are arrang- 
ing for the transmission of lo-power signals 
on a wavelength of about 200 metres. The 
first of these preliminary transmissions will; 
probably take place to-night (November 14) at 
about midnight. 

Experimenters of experiencé well know the 
difficulties of employing high-frequency am 
plification upòn the short wavelengths in a 
satisfactory manner. Of particular interest, 

The industry has every reason to feél grati- 
fled, at the P.M.G.'s remarks regarding the 
importance and the range of the future de- 
velopments of broadcasting, whilst his'furthèr 
remarks, carefully chosen to avoid controver 
sial matters, in connection with the provision 
of improved facilities for broadcasting and 
the futility of anyone endeavouring'to obstruçt 
the march of its progress, were certainly very 
encouraging, both to the wireless industry 

a resumption of friendly discussion with 
view to finding a way out of the difficulty. 
Possibly the proposed reconstruction of the 
parent Society may afford an opportunity' for 
bringing all parties into the on camp. 

Transätlantic Tests. 
Although details are not yet available,'we 

understand that the experimental Trans-. 
atlantic tests will commence next month. As 

The P.M.G. at the Exhibition. 

JUST às, we go to press the All-Britih 
Wireless Exhibition' has been opçned b 

Sir W. Laming W6rthington-Evans, the 
Postmaster-General, and all concerned have 
now settled down to a steady and united effort. 

to make the Exhibition fufi1 its real purpose 
-to popularise wireless. 

all experimenters to give th matter their carg-' 
f iii aÍtention. We fully endorse the principle, 
of " unity of control," and for that reason 
regret that there is no further news with regard: 
to an amalgamation or affiliation between the 
parent Society and the Transmitters' Society, 
the position. being, to the best of our kno- 
ledge, as' stated in our issue of October 24, 

in which, it will be remembered, we advocated, 

E:dL i 
.i i 

ll - 

.J ,-i 

: 

-- 
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casual visitor would be struck by Mr. Burneys characteristië remarks. There was verylittle 

6i 

ton Evans was to be seen moving from stand 
to stand, folloved by his staff. 

Luncheon time very soon arrived, and was 
followed by three speeches by Mr. Guy 
Burney, the Chairman of the N.A.R.M., Sir 
Laming Worthington Evans, and Mr. Reith, 
the General Manager of the British Broad- 
casting Company. Mr. Burney expressed his 
appreciation of Sir Lamings visit to the 
Exhibition, and laid stress on the rowing 
importance of the wireless industry. Even a 

predecessor did not realise that there was such 
a thing as an agreement with the B.B.C., 
which would have to be carried out, in spite 
of any committee's report. SirLaming spoke 
many words of encouragement to the industyv 
as befitted the occasion, but somehow there 
seemed little real sincerity in what he said: 
He had had ample opportunities of using his 
influence to benefit the industry, but h does 
not appear to have done very much. 

Mr. Reith, who next .poke, made sople 

to the exhibition must note carefully that the 
sheep have been separated from the goats, in 
other words, those firms who are members 
of the National Association of Radio Manu- 
facturers have their stand in the large hail 
beyond, while the non N.A.R.M. firms, to- 
gether with the humble members of the Press 
of the industry, are collected in the first hail. 

In the, forenoon of the first day a large 
gathering was present, and passing through 
the throng the figure of Sir Laming Worthing- 

There was a hardand fast agreement made by 
a predecessor, and he found it difficult to do 
anything to modify it. 

He evidently did not think very much of 
the Broadcasting Committee's report, or pre- 
tended not to. Of course, that is what corn- 
mittees are for. They work hard and leep 
harder, and when they ultimately make a 
report, nobody pays the least attention to it. 
The question certainly flashed across my mind 
why the Right Honourabie gentleman and his 

Never yet has the wireless industry been so 
well represented in one building. Stands of 
all sizes and shapes are there. Every con- 
ceivable kind of set is to be seen; every pos- 
sible kind of price is open to those who enter 
the portals of the White City Exhibition. 

As you enter the doors you see a large hall 
filled with numerous stands. This hail alone 
is as large as last year's wireless exhibition 
at the Horticultural hail. These are the 
goats (or are they the sheep ?), for the visitor 

ideal; hemmed in on all sides by the B.B.C. 
and the trade he somehow seemed dwarfed by 
the personalities on both sides of him; per 
sonalities which had unquestionably won a 
great victory in which he was rather an igno- 
minions loser. He somehow suggested a 
rabbit which hàd been driven into its burrow 
and, delighted at having saved its skin, was 
shaking the sand from its fur. He gave one 
the impression of weakness, but after ali, it 
was probably only his case which was weak. 

BEFORE, going to the Exhibition I. 
received an ordinary season ticket, 
a press ticket, an exhibitor's ticket, 

.a luncheon ticket, a complimentary ticket, a 
trade ticket, and a workman's ticket. After 
a little deliberation, I decided to wend my way 
to Shepherd's Bush armed with the workmants 
ticket, and also, of course, the luncheon ticket. 

It is good! There is no question about it. 

strong personality and obvious enthusiasm 
for the trade association of which he is a Chair- 
ma n. 

Sir LamIng Worthington Evans followed. 
To those who ere not familiar with his ap- 
pearance, it was a joy to note the similarity of 
his features to those so often caricatured in 
the papers. He made an excellent speech 
under circumstances which were far from 

MY.. IMPR'ESSIÖN.S OF' .FHE' 
EXHIBITION. 

By THE EDITOR 

Novenber 14, 1923. Wire1ess 
: 
WeeKly 
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 Regarding valves, the most interesting were 
unquestionably the new' .o6 ampere types, and. 
the " Peanuts." The former certainly pos- 
-sess exceedingly interesting features, and we 
inknd'. giving theesults of same' impartial. 
tests to our readers." The '.' peanut " valve is 
probably more robust, and has other -special 
features, but the filament.current' is consider- 
ably higher. .Bdth:types will, of course, have 
their supporters. ' 

Another interestig valve was the Fenton, 

gaining much headway.. 
The general-finish to the' apparatus shown at' 

the Exhibition is a great improvement, and the 
internal construction of practically all the sets 
seem's td indicate that the summer has been- 
spent in elaborating really efficient designs. 
Incidentally,, the 'summer, has appárently '' 
eliminated those firms who intended to maki 
the maximum profit out -of the public by 
giving a minimum in the way of design and 
workmanship.. - .. :.. t.. . - 

not leip noticing that .some of the larger 
electrical rms which were exhibiting did n'ot 
attract as - much attention as 'some of the - 

smaller, go-ahead concerns. Some of the; 
larger coìnpanies are merely dabl,ling. There: 
seems to. be no imagination pr originality 
being exercised;they are making pçtty, little 
efforts to see whether \vireless is really worth. 
going in for; they will probably in the end' 
decide that it is not, and the fault will be their,. 
o.wn .-.-. ...' _,%;, , .'-.. -? 

seem to have yet become very popular amongst 
the manufacturers, although several, without' 
specially announcing it, have incorporated. 
dual circuits. Thé difficuJty of stable opera-. 
tion and -effective design is no small one, and: 
the majorify of thé sets are :tlsiflg standard 
circuits. Curiously enough, the one hand!& 
control type of set does not seem to have' 
found much favour. People still seem to,. 
prefer a set with plenty of knobs on it. The 
enclosed cabinet type of instrumentis not 

factire is bettèr. The present time seems un- 
questionably the best to.buy sets and parts of; 

V sets., The demand is increasing, and their. 
is little .likelihood of a- further decrease in. 
prices.. I notice that the old, old story about 
receiving. all the broadcasting stations is still 

- very, popular. Manufacturers, especially the: 
smaller ones,yie with each other in their state- 
ments regarding range. It is be hoped 
that he innocent.buye,r will not purchâse the 
set with thlongest stated range. Iou1d- 

I was very pleased to see several interesting. 
types of àparatus which may be wired, up 
in numrôiís different ways for, different cir- 
cuits. T13e' most original was probably a 
system in which sets may be built up by 
mean of prnels in such a way that the whol& 
apparatus.p'resents the appearance of a single 
i hstrument.' I did not notice any Armstrong, 
oi Flewelling sets on view, although a Neutro- 
dyne in'strurnent has been placed, on 'the 
market.'. IDual' amplification' circuits do not 

pick out ay essential truths, and to put 
matters right. He once brought tears to my 
eyes at a meeting of the Radio Society of 
Great Britain when he told them in his earnest 
manner how anxious the B.B.C. was to help 
trie experimenter and not to interfere with his 
right of making his own set. It was wonder- 
fully touching, but that is another story. 

Now as regards the exhibits. These ere 
very varied, and, as regards the sets, the 
prices were lower, and the quality of manu- 

two-valve sets with high-frequency coupling 
between the valves, are generally the cheapest,, 
but on the other hand, the signals obtainable 
are not very loud. - 

As regards components, there is añ' ex- 
tremely large variety, and great ingenuity has 
been dislayed by the manufacturers of these 
parts. Some of the larger firms, of course,' 
have not yet condescendèd to anything but' 
complete sets. However, this will probably 
change in time. . - 

-: - - 

of the mutual admiration business in hisje-. - 

marks; he said he was out to improve the 
broadcasting service to the utmost extent, but 
he hinted pretty plainly that the Postmaster 
General would have to do his part as well. 
I like Mr. Reith. There is something very 
rugged and keen about his attitude towards 
his job. Moreover, in spite of the great 
amount of criticism which has been levelled 
at his Company, he always appears ready to 

which takes very little filament current, and 
which nevertheless is sold at a very reasonable 
price. This also will be tested. 

As I examined the, different sets, I could 
not help feeling that it must be extremely 
difficult for anyone to decide on what type 
of set to buy. Price, of course, is no 
criterion. For example, there are innumerable 
types of two and three-valve sets, and yet their 
working capabilities are widely different. The: 

Wire1êssr- WeeKly November ¡4; 923 
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Figs. i and 2 show the front receiver are as hereunder Quantity of No. iS or 20 tinned 
and back of the panel respec- One piece of ebonite, 9 in. by topper wire for connecting pur- 
tively. In the former may be in. by in. poses andsystoflçx. 

613 

t 

by means of plug-in coils 
and a series condenser in 
order to ensure the efficient recep- 
tion of the shorter wavelengths. 
Aerial reaction is employed, and 
readers are warned that when 
using this receiver for purposes 
of broadcast reception, every 
effort must be made to prevent 
the receiver from energising the 
aeral by careful and deliberate 
adjustment of stich reaction. 

denser and filament resistances 
may also be gathered from the 
photograph. 

In Fig. 2 is seen the disposition 
of the various components behind 
the panel, which for purposes of 
clearness are shown in the wiring 
diagram, Fig. 3. 

Materials Required. 
The materials and components 

required for the assenibjy of the 

One Polar cam-vernier two 
coil-holder (or other make). 

Set Atlas coils (or other make). 
If the receiver is to be used for 
broadcast reception only, coil'i 
No. 50 and will suffice. 

One fixed condenèr of 0.0003 
F capacity fitted with one grid 

leak of 2 megohms. 
One Eiwell low-frequency 

transformer (or other make). 
Eight valve legs. 

THE receiver about to be seen on the left the aerial and One ebonite strip, 6 in. by 
described ismade entirely arth terminals, with those for 3 in. by in. - 

from bought parts, and the telephones on the right. Eight terminals. 
was designed primarily for the Along the lower edge are seen, Two filament resistances with 
home assembler. The tuning reading from the left, the L.T. dials. 
arrangements are carried out negative and positive and H.T. One Polar condenser (or other 

negative and positive. The posi- make) of o.00z uF capacity. 
tions for the coil-holder, con- 

: 

Fig.2._-ackofpanel view. .. 

'T 

r; 

Fig.i.- - 

The front of the panel. - 

j 

A TWO-VALVE "COMPONENT". SET 
By STANLEY G. RA TTEE, Staff Editor. 

The following article gives fuit constructional details of a two-valve receiver for short wave work. 

'Ñve,nber 14, 1923 Wie1essWeeK1y 
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- Fig. 3.-A wiring ¿iagram of the receiver with the L.T. poitive 
- connectiori3 shown In black and the reaction coil circuit shown 

... .:,.. shaded for clearness'. 

614 

than broadcasting if the test is 
being made during broadcasting 
hours) and insert them in the coil 
holder with the smaller in the 
moving socket. Turn the coils 

the diagram may be ¿btained 
from the office of this joUrnal, 
price is. 6d. 

stuay of Fig. 3, is as fol- 
lows :-From the LT. negative 
make connection with the detec- 

fr? ûJ'IWG CO/L 

plate or anbde leg of the detector 
valve is connected to one end of 
the fixed (reaction) coil, the: 
other end of which is connected to 
the IP. of the L.F. transformer. 
From the O.P. of the L.F. trans-. 
former connection is made to the.. 
H.T. positive and on to the lower: 
telephone terminal. The O.S. of 
the 'transformer is connected to 
the grid leg of the L.F. valve, 
whilst the plate leg of the same 
valve is connected to the remain- 
ing telephone terminal. 

This last connection completes 
the wiring of the receiver and, 
subject to the instructions of both 
text and Fig. 3 having been car- 
ried out in the correct order, thc 
instrument is now ready for 
testing. 

First connect the accumulato, 
taking care before so doing that 
the filament resistances are in the 
." off " position, and test each 
valve. . Subject to the filament 

'brilliancy being consistent with 
the movement 0f the switch arms, 
the H.T. battery may now be con- 
nected. ' -. 

Attach the aerial, earth and 
telephones; select a suitable pair 
of coils (for wavelengths other 

by in. by in. is intended for 
mounting the valves and low- 
frequéncy transformer, and since 
the drilling of this may offer 
some difficulty, readers are re- 
ferred to Modern Wireless, 

Vol. 1, No. 6, wherein is given a 
template for drilling holes for 
valve legs. The positions of 
drill holes for the main panel may 
be gathered from Fig. 3, which 
is drawn to scale, or, if pre- 
ferred. a full-scale blue Irint of 

manifest before care and labour 
have been expended upon the 
finish of the final assembly. 

Assuming everything to be 
satisfactory, the components may 
now be mounted upon the panel, 
and so long as the arrangement 
of them is as in Figs. 2 and 3 
every connecting point is acces- 
sible for easy soldering. For 
quickness in connecting up, 
the best method to use, in 
conjunction with a careful 

aerial terminal Connection is made 
to one side of the condenser, from 
the other side. of which connect 
one end of the moving coil and 
thence to one side of the grid con- 
denser and leak. The other side 
of the grid condenser and leak is 
connected to the grid leg of the- 
detector valve. From the free 
end of the moving coil make con- 
nection to the earth terminal and 
thence to the L.T. positive and 
on to the H.T. negative. The 

The Pancia. 
The positions of the holc for 

drilling both the main and valve- 
panels should be determined by 
means of intersecting, lines made 
with the aid of a scriber, and 
with the holes drilled the panels 
should be rubbed on. both sides 
with fine emery paper until the 
glossy and undesirable surface is 
removed. The ebonite strip 6 in: 

Assembllng the Parts.: 
Before mounting the corn 

ponents permanently on the panel, 
it is suggested that they be laid 
out on a temporary baseboard 
and connected up in accordance 
with the circuit diagram, Fig. 4. 
By this means the reader is 
assured of results when the set is 
assembled, as any misunderstand- 
ing of the circuit will make itself 

tor valve filament resistance 
switch arm, - LS. of the L.F. 
transformer and switch arm of 
the L.F. filament resist?nce. 
From the ends of each of the 
two resistances make individuàl 
connection to the filament legs 
nearest to the main panel. Con- 
nect the two remaining (positive) 
filament legs together and then 
to the L.T. positive. From the 
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The Cinenna Traders, Ltd-We 
are in receipt of a copy of this 
firm's illustrated catalogue of 
apparatus, the wireless section 
of which is of interest. It 
shouFd bé noted that parti- 
culars of apparatus for charg- 
ing accumulators from both 
A.C. and D.C. mains are 
included' in this list. 

Lists relating to loud speakers 
and Weconomy wireless sets 
have been sent to us by this 
well-known firm. Thè' re 
well illustrated ánd6fntérest 
to readers. 

N. V. Webber & Co.-A booklet 
has been sent to us dealing 
with equipment for experi- 
menters in the shape of vahe 

6 

Alkum' Electric, Ltd.-We hav 
:yeceiv'ea 'a'riiphlets describin 
the uses Alk'um Storag 
Batteries. ese batteries are 
of the nÍckl-irGn type ith 
alkaline electrolyte, and it is 
claimed thát the cells 
'mechanically robust 

,are 
and have 

a very even discharge curve. 

the coiL holder, and for guidance 
in the matter of which coils to 
use for certain required wave- 
lengths, the reader is referred to 
the chart given in Modern 
Wireless, No. 6. To tune to a 
given wavelength the required 

The Griffin Wireless Supplies Co. 
-This firm has sent us a copy 
of its latest price list of wire- 
less sets, accessories and com- 
ponents, and will be pleased to 
forward a copy to any 
interested reader. 

produces not only interference 
with neighbours, but also bad 
distortioñ . in one's ovn tele- 
phones. 

Parallel Capacity. 
The arrangement for connect- 

ing the condenser in parallel, 

Fig. 6.-Constructionist details of tite 
containing cabinet. 

Fig. 6. The box is made from 
in. mahogany, whilst the back 

is made removable to permit of 
access to the interior for insert- 
ing the valves. 

j 

añd tuner panels, potentio- 
meters, etc. These incorporate 

TRADE NOTES: . . high-class cornponents,' and 
will - interest -. :tlióe experi-' 

- menters -who prefer the unit 
system. . Western Electric Co., Ltu.- 

parallel with the coil by connect- Operating the Receiver. 
As previously stated the tuning i a short-circuiting bar or piece of 

ing the aerial to A2 and bridging 

arrangements are such as to be ..j_. wire across A1 and AE. . - 

most efficient for short wave- 
lengths, but by altering the con- Fig. 5.-The suggested arrangement for . The Containing Box. 
denser from the series to the se.ies-parallel capacity switching. This may, of course, be left to paralle! arrangement a receiver the reader's particular require-.. of this type permits tuning over For the best results the set ments, but for the guidance of 
a multiplicity of wavelengths should be just off the point of those who prefer instructions full according to .the coils inserted in oscillation, which if exceeded constructional details are given in 

I. 

'4/ . ,. 1 
Fig. 4.-The circuit' 

j_, arrangement of the re- 
ceiver. The condenser 

/ '2 .. -- C3, shown dotted and 
- - connected across the 

- 

H.T. battery, may be 
.2 

L 
2 

found desirable, though 
the writer has omitted it 

R2 without any disadvan- 
r tage. When used this _________ _________ __________ 

condenser should be of ___ 
- not less than 0.02 F. 

at right angles to each other, 
'switch on the filament current and 
by turning tne adjusting handle 
of the moving coil towards the 
fixed, a relatively loud " plouk 
should be heard in the telephones. 
If no " plonk " is heard, it indi- 
cates that the set is not oscil- 
lating, in which case the connec- 
tions to one of the coils should 
be reversed. 

coils should be placed at right- 
angles to each other and by 
slowly turning the condenser, at, 
the same time bringing the 
moving coil nearer to the fixed 
coil in a very slow movement, the 
required signals are easily found.' 

A, 'A 
-- n' 

though-not embodied in the set 
under description, is best 
executed as shown in Fig. 5. A1 
is the aerial terminal shown in 
Fig. i, whilst A2 and AE are 
extra terminals fitted near to A1. 

Connection is made from A. to 
one end of the moving coil, whilst 
from the other end connection is 
made to AE. With this arrange- 
ment the condenser is put in 
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things go wrong if you have 
'phones upon your wireless 
table and a loudspeaker con- 
nected thereto in the drawing 
room. When things are so 
arranged the twain act as the 
earliest magnetic telephone in 
which transmitter and receiver 

entertainments as were tuned in 
upon the set. 

One evening, when the pro- 
gramme was not a particularly 
bright one, a junior member of 
the family cred during a "one 
minute, please" : " I say, Dad, 
let's switch off. I expect the old 

6i 6 

my masters. 
A Slight Misunderstanding. 
These wireless terms are 

a little confusing at times. 
Bloggsworth was holding forth 
the other evening before the club 
fire on frequencies. " And so 

carry a stigma with it like k!eto- 
maniac or bodysnatcher. It is 
said that listener-in suggests 
eavesdropping, and has a kind of 
furtive air about it. If that be 
so, let us call ourselves plain 
wireless men, and let that part of 
the world that knows nothing of 
the joys of radio find what name 
for us it vill. 

Mind Your Step. 
Talking of eavesdropping 

reminds me that ypu should be 
very careful what you say when 

The Ancient Blighter. 
A still worse adventure befell a 

friend of mine who dwells in 
Northern London. Next door to 
him lives an ancient man called 
by those who know him not a 
dear old fellow, and by those who 
do a confounded crusty old bore. 
Taking pity upon his aged lone- 
liness, my friend ran out a line 
from his set and installed a small 
loudspeaker near his favourite 
chair, so that he could listen 
when he listed to such wireless 

him, he has them, 'arid I can 
assure you that when Ihe has 
finished his investigations into 
the way in which basket coils are 
wound, the sight of the remain 
upon the hearthrug is enough to 
make gods and men burst into 
scalding tears. I-lis other pas- 
sion is for my earth lead, which 
he has twice dug up by the roo!:s. 
A few more depredations and I 
shall have to decide whether to 
give up dogs (whichheaven for-, 
bid) or wireless (which is not to 
be thought of). A hard world, 

FndInga Name. - 

SOMEBODY, I see, has been 
ventilating in the daily Press 
his dissatisfaction with the 

term " listener-in." as a 
generic name for the wireless 
man. He has the temerity to 
suggest that a new name be 
coined, and Jie even ventures to 
put forward " radiaud " as the 
ideal word for the purpose. You 
may call me a blighter or a silly 
ass or a pie-faced son of a sea 
cook without my taking off my 
coat preparatory to doing battle 
with you. Even more forcible 
terms of- -qualified endearment 
will leave me cold. But if you 
dub me a radiaud then you will 
do so at your peril. 

In America the . wireless 
enthusiast is called quite simply 
a radio fan. That is bad 
enough, but it pales into insigni-- 
licance beside the beastliness of 
radiaud a term that seems to 

were one and the same. If you 
speak within range of one of 
them your words are immediately 
broadcast by the other. 

That is what happened la3t 
week . to our old friend 
Snaggsby. Friends were sitting 
around the 1rawing-room fire 
listening toá delightful concert 
when suddenly the music became 
mute. Snaggsby rushed from 
the room to see what was amiss 
with his set, and next moment 
the amplion was delivering his 
bitter and profane lament upon 
the burning out of his most 
cherished valve. With great 
presence of mind Guppworthy 
rushed to disconnect a lead, 
otherwise the thing might have 
fused. Luckily for Snaggsby, 
the audience put the remarks 
down to Uncle Arthur, agreeing 
that you never know what even 
the nicest man will do or say 
when he is roused. 

blighter next door's had enough 
too." " No, the ld blighter 
jolly well hasn't," came a sten- 
tonan bawl from the spout. And 
then they, realised what had happened.. 

Solda Pup. 
Do not, I beseech you,- buy a 

Bedlington pup. You know 
them? The blue-grey fellows 
with woolly heads and long ex-. 
pressive tails. Ordináry pups 
confine their attentions to bed- 
room slippers and hair brushes; 
which they abstract and tear 
joyously into fragments. Bed- 
lingtons, however, have been 
bitten with the wireless craze, 
and having been bitten they 
retaliate by biting wireless 
gadgets. I know. I have one., 
A pup, I ilícan, not a gadget ;. tlie : 

pup has seen to that. '- ,' 
His particular speciality .is 

coils. No matter where you' put 
them or' how soundly you belt 

t ,jJ ott 1 
1' 

-\ by the vav - 5 4 
1 -/ J -I-' - 
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12.45 am. Regular Evening Programme 'A. 

2.55 a.m. Arlington Time Signals . . C. 

3.00 am. Dance Programme Saturday only. 

3.30 am. Late Programme Friday only. 

A. = Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday only. '' 

B. = Daily except Saturday and Sunday. 
C. = Daily except Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday. 

xx.00 p.m. Stock Quotations - B. 
to Produce Market Report 

11.20 p.m. News Bulletins .; 
11.30 p.m. Children's Stories Friday only. 

12.30 p.m. 
or Sunday Evening -Services - 

1.00 am. 

12.40 am. health Talks Friday only. 

escutcheon of my otherwise irre- 
proachable receiving set. Like 
the psalmist of old, I admit that I 
spoke in my haste, for really 
that battery was suffering- from 

The following are 

G.M.T. 

naughty vords.' rican toob and battery they are 
as, easy as rollingoff. a loge 

A New Theory. Such is my theory. 
I took the little fellow-really - 

he is a fat, heavy fellow-home. WIRELESS WAYFARER 

W.G.Y. 
:he latest particulars concerning this. well-known station. 

Wavelength 380 metres. - - Refer below. 

I know you did; shows what 
an idiot you are." And that is 
how the row started that called 
for ali the secretary's tact to 
straighten out. 

A Welcome Stranger. 
- Some weeks ago I told you 

pretty plainly what I thought of 
my high-tension battery, reviling 
it as a thing accursed, a breed- 
ing ground. of crackles and 
splutters, a blot upon the fair 

U.S.A. stamps and addressed to 
" Mr. Wireless Wayfarer." 
Within was a comely H.T.B., 
such as they dub a " B " battery 
in the States. An accompanying 
letter from the manager of the 
Burgess Battery Company of 
Wisconsin begged nie to accept 
the offering, which I did 
instanter. " We have removed 
all h's . noises," wrote Mr. 
Schulte; "he will save you from 
earning bad marks by uttering 

Within a short time he had 
settled down an-d was supplying 
nourishment nicely. Anxious to 
treat him really weil, I sat up till 
the wee sma' 'cors and searched 
around for U.S.A. broadcasting: 
Sure enough I got it and I don't 
think I have ever had such a clear 
reception. English valves and 
batteries, of course, find it hard 
to deal with the açents and the 
idioms of announcers across the 
Herring Pond, but to the Amur- 

you see," he remarked, " that 
- works out at a bit over 800 kilo- 

cycles for 2L0." " Kilo 
whats? " asked Pillsworthy; 
looking up from the paper in 
which he had been immersed. 
"Don't be more of an ass than 
you can help," sneered Bloggs- 
worth. " Who on earth would 
suggest 800- kilowatts for' 
2L0?" - 

I said ' kilo whats.' 

senile decay, having given me With English valves he was 
several months of good hard ser- _uasy, for he could not supply 
vice. It had let me down rather yoltae enough for -their unac- 
badly, and I was feeling sore. custorned ;plates: Americans 

Would you believe that my cry seldom use plate potentials 
of anguish thus broadcast -was beyond 22f, for rectifiers any- 
picked up in America-so far how. T1inking that he might be 
alleld does Wireless Weekly - lonely and homeick after his 
travel-where it fell upon sym! - long' voyage, I iouted out a 
pathetic ears. You may imagine quartet of U.V.199's and rigged 
my plèased sûrprise when onè them up. - Yoked to Ariè?ican 
day a parcel arrived covered with tubes his spirits rose at once. 

Noventher 1 1923 Wireless Wel(1 
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biS . 

densers as its tuning controls. 
The aerial coil was tapped at eich 
turn, so that any number of turns., 
up to io could be included; the 
grid circuit was tapped in three 
places, so that a fairfy wide range 
of wavelengths could be covered 
with the given variable con- 
denser, and the plate coil (reac- 
tion coil)was also-tapped at in 
tervals. - One variable condenser 

dispense' with the tappings on the 
inductances with consequent sim- 
plification of control. Obviously 
the grid coil need not be tapped 
if one can cover the necessary 
band of wavelen'gths with the size 
of inductance used and the par- 
ticular variable çondenser, while 
if the coil is wound with thick 
wire (No. 22 or larger), no dliii- 
culty is found in making the set 

and grid coils - simultaneQusly,. 
and then continuing the grid coil 
until the full number of turns 
have been wound on. In Modern - 

Wireless for Septémber a descrip- 
1iòn was given by Dr. Chapman 
of a receiver made in this. way. 

The advent of the Pea-nut valve - 

caused me to turn my mind to 
the design of a simple receiver of - 

high fficency which would 

contained three tappeçi indue- Mr. Stanley G. Rattee. tuner by Dr. E. H. Chapman. 
tances and two variable con- It hasbeénfound possible to It consists in winding the aerial 

- 
A Back of Panel View. 

-'-- 
tVI4' 

s. - 

V . - / 
e e ',1. -. 

w 
- 

- - -. 
I. 

. 
TheFonoflhePane1. 

THERein'rtz 

circuit, first in-. 
troduced .. to the British 
public by the present writer 

in the early part of 1922, was in- 
vented by John L. Reinartz, an 
American amateur. Its two 
points of special interest are the 
aperiodic aerial circuit, both in- 
ductively and conductively con- 
nected to the grid circuit, and its 
peculiar method of obtaining 
reaction. In its original form it 

was used to tune the grid cirut 
(the aerial was not tuned save by 
trying the best number of turns) 
and the other condenser gave the 
reaction control. The reaction 
coil was only varied.in its number 
of turns when adjusting the set to 
widely different wavelengths. 

A Reinartz receiver embodying 
these switches and general 
arrangements was recently de- 
scribed in Wireless Weekly by 

oscillate witÌout any plate cOil 
whatever-at least on the broad- 
cast band. Much experimenting. 
has been done to find the best: 
arrangement and the number of 
turns of aerial coil. The number 
does not seem to be very critical, 
and I have personally used 
various numbers of turns with 
almost equal successi A con- 
siderable improvement has been 
introduced into the Reinartz 

t' 
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is reached a loose end is left for - V 

V 

further connection. The grid coil, ,. - - V 

is then carried on until a total of V 

45 to o turns are wound (the 
V PHONES V 

- 

exact number of turns does not V 

matter within these limits and is - 

V Wiri ig'am:o the reCÍver :V. . - 

- V 
V 

619 - V 

. 

large dry cell, such as is supplied will be cut in the wood and hushes 
Fig. i-The cirui1 arrangement. by the leading firms for use with inserted, thus obviating leakage 

dull emitters, is quite suitable. along the lead pencil line. It is 

ott entirely on the left-hand con- ... .- A.,..., .-.-1l.-I - . ULtI L .aL.LJ.JLI IJCI1i ttJLI LI I..IIICSI 

vthy easil' and gradually by a 
movement of the condenser. on 
the right side. The general dis-. 
pditiotandiayout of the part 
can be seéñ from examination of 
the back of the panel, which is 
màde of wood and measures ex-, 
actly I2in.by 12 in. The terminals 
are fitted - in polished ebonite 
bi.íheS made by the Bowye'r- 
Lowe Co., and the twovariable 
condensers are also products - of 
this firm. The. intervalye trans-. 
former is the new- Igranic 
shrouded. type, a particularly nice 
instrument. Thé èoil is wound 
by the new metljod described by 
mè in Wireless Weekly, Vol. 2, 
No. i6, the dimensions of the 
former being exactly as given in 
that article. The wire is No. 22 
d.c.c. and 15 turns of aerial and 
grid coil are wound on simultan- 
eously. Loose ends of the two 
windings are left at the begin- 
ning, and when the fifteenth turn 

A 

The circuit is given in Fig. i. 
It will be seen that there are only 
two controls-the two variable 
condensers. Tuning is carried 

so fit these sockets at the begin- 
ning, for " Pea-nut " adapters 
can be obtained and the ordinary 
type of socket enables rapid 
changes of valve to be made. 

The instrument was designed 
to run off primary batteries, and 
in my experiments I have used 
the new Darimont primary cell 
very successfully. This is of the 
correct voltage to run " Pea- 
nuts " after the filament re- 
sistances of the ordinary type 
have been sutably adjusted. 
One large Darimont cell, or one 

through from the top and screwed 
into the hle, thus securing the 
former. If a suitable tap is :not 
availablé, the coil can be clamped 
in place with a strip of wood and 
two wood screws. 

Having cut and sand-papered 
the board, it is best to give 'it a 
coat of a water-stain (such as 
Stephen's) of a suitable tint. 
The positions of the various parts. 
should then be marked out on the 
back of tle panel. It is quite 
permissible to use lead pencil for 
markingout the panel, for holes 

utilise these jalvés to tle bst adL 
vantage. Its property of osciI- 
lating readily suggested that it 
would make an excellent valve 
for the Reinartz, and I accord- 
ingly set to work to build the 
Reinartz tuner with one stage of 
note magnification added. The 
completed set is seen in the 
photographs and diagrams 
accompanying this article. 

best decided by 'the rnimber of 
turns of wire yqu can get into the 
slot). Pea-nut sockets : are 
mounted òn the front of the board 
and holes are drilled in the panel 
so that leads can be taken from 
the back. If the reader desires 
to use this circuit with any other 
types of valves, he can fit the 
ordinary flange type of socket. 
It would perhaps be advisable to 

The mdhod of scurihg the 
former of the coil is best deter- 
mined by the facilities available to 
the experimenter. If he is able 
to tap a hole and feels so inclined, 
a single hole can be drilled in the 
centre of one of the ebonite strips 
(edgewise), and this hole tapped 
to take a 4 B.A. brass screw. A 
hole can then be drilled through 
the panel and the screw passed 

November 1923 
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ponets made for wood panel 
mount ¡ng). 

When the coil has been wound, 
the ends should be passed- 
through two holes- for. each tap- 
ping, so as to secure the wire. 
The beginning of the fifteen-turn. 
coil goes to the aerial terminal, 
the other end being joined to the 
beginning of the grid1coit, which 
is also connected tor earth, as 

When everything lias been con- 
nected up (high - resistance 
'phones, of course, are used with 
this set), set the reaction con- 
denser (right-hand side) at zero, 
and tune with the left-hand con- 
denser. When you have picked 
up the station you require, turn 
the reaction condenser slowly 
from zero towards the maximum, 
whereupon you will find the 

620 

tector, will find a complète design 
of such a receiver, together with 
a further note magnifier (making 
three valves in all),, in my book, 

Twelve Tested Wireless Sets,". 
just published: This latter re-, 
ceiver will give all broadcasting 
stations in this cöuntry quite corn- 
fortably in the telephones, pro-. 
vided a reasonably good aerial is 
used and conditions are normal. 

any good make. 
Suitable ebonite bushings for 

terminals. 
A suitable box to take the 

panel. - 
Tin copper wire (No. 22) for 

wiring up. 
Two filament resistances for 

panel mounting. 
Two valve sockets (if these are 

for .ordinary valves, the " A 
type flanged sockets should be 
used, or else one of the corn- 

ordinary valves, and I have been 
able to work the set quite satis- 
factorily on 12 to 15 volts H.T. 
On the two particular valves T 

tried in this set I could not find 
any appreciable increase in 
volume of sound with more than 
36 volts I-LT.; indeed, 2 LO was 
comfortably audible in the tele- 
phones with no high-tension 
whatever, the positive and nega- 
tive H.T. terminals being con- 
nected tógether. 

able values for the tuning coil, 
a,id although Dr. Chapman has 
given 20 in his article in It! oderi 
Wireless as a suitable number for 
the aerial, I have found admir- 
able results with i. The sharp- 
ness f tuning is one of the valu- 
able features of this receiver, as - 

readers will find who try it. 
Those rçaders who are inter- 

ested in the Reinartz circuit and 
desire to use it with a high- 
frequency stage preceding the de- 

One variablecondenser, 0.0003 
jzF. 

One grid leak and condenser, 
0.0003 tF, and two megohms. 

One Mansbridge condenser of 
j 1F. 

Coil former as described in 
l3ireless Weekly, Vol. 2, No. i6. 

A quantity of No. 22 S.W.G.- 
'I.c.c. wire. 

Insulating tubing. 
One ititervalve transformer of 

able to place a - or 4-Ohm. fixed 
resistance in series with each of 
the ordinary resistances if you 
must run them off a 2-volt accum- 
ulator. If, however, they are run 
off large dry cells, the ordinary 
filament resistances will do and 
will probably need turning half 
the way round in order to bring 
the valve to the correct operating 
point. With regard to the high- 
tension voltage, this is consider- 
ably lower than required on the 

cation, but also as a radio-fre- 
quency choke to prevent the 
signals taking the wrong path. 

This set should be particularly 
useful for those who are unable to 
erect an outside aerial, for it 
works excellently with an indoor 
aerial with only a few feet of wire. 
up to six or ten thiles from a 
broadcasting station. It is also 
a very suitable receiver for use 
with the Ducon. I have been 
at some pains to work.out suit- 

 the particular component is not 
suitable for such mounting, clear- 
ance holes can be drilled in the 
wooden panel and metal screws 
passed through, the components 
being secured. viti nuts on the 
other side. 

The following is a complete 
list of the components required 

One wood panel 12 in. by 
12 in. 

Ten terminals. 
One variable condenser: o.00 

The " Pea-nut '' valves, when 
operating, burn at a very dull red 
heat; indeed, in bright daylight it 
is quite impossible to see if they 
are alight at all. In a bright, 
artificial light it is sometimes 
necessary to shade the valve to 
see if the filament is alight. If 
used with a 2-volt accumulator 
the ordinary filament resistances 
arc not sufficiently large to bring 
down the voltage to the required 
figure, and it is therefore advis- 

proaching the best strength of 
signals on the reaction condenser 
you will need slightly to readjust 
your tuning condenser. 

Particularly notice that there is 
no shunting condenser across the 
primary of the intervalve trans- 
former. It is absolutely essen- 
tial to omit this condenser, as the 
intervalve transformer acts in a 
dual capacity in this set, not only 
serving to pass on the rectified 
currents for subsequent amplifi- 

best: to start work, by ruling a line 
i in. fi-om the edge óf the panel 
all round. On this, space out the 
terminals, as shown. r Those at. 

- The top left-hand side are 
separated by i in., whilst the 
fiir telephone terminals are each 
separated by an inch. Holes are 
next drilled for the condenser 
spindles and the spindles of the 
filament resistances. These com- 
ponents can be secured in.place 
either with wood screws, or, if 

shown. The end of the grid coil 
is connected to the grid condenser 
and leak. 

Be particularly careful to- con-; 
nect the moving and fixed plates 
exactly as shown- in the wiring 
diagram, for if the are differ- 
ently connected you may be 
troubled with body-capacity 
effects; - -- - 

Handling the Set. 

strength of signal will gradually;' 
and very steadily increase until 
a point will be reached when the 
set will oscillate. As the set in - 

this condition will radiate from 
the aerial, care must be taken to 
avoid self-oscillation when turn- 
ing. However, the control of re- 
action is so particularly fine on 
this receiver that there is no 
danger of the set being made to 
radiate with. ordinary cate in 
handling. \'Vhen you are ap- 

'L 
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teristics of the large coil. 
There are a number of ways of 

producing low-frequency oscilla- 
tions in a regenerative receiver to 
bring about the super effect. The 
method of using a large induct- 
ance, such as a 1,250 or i,5oo- 

turn honeycomb coil, the L.C. 
of which corresponds to a suitable 

should not be introduced across 
the variometer. Both grid and 
plate variometers should be free 
from capacity and the self 
capacity of both should be low. 

Practically any type of coHec- 
tive agency can be used. One 
thing of importance is that better 
results vil1 be obtained by using 
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plate circuits are unbalanced there 
is small possibility of picking up 
signals. This is particularly true 
of the plate variometer adjust- 
ment. - - 

It has been:noticed in numerous 
instances athat transmitting 
statiòns at considerable distances 
have been received ás well and 

generation being' rather critical 
when utilised in a super-regenera- 
tive circuit, was discarded in 
favour of the tuned plate method 
with which the control is less 
complicated and better advantage 
is taken of the inherent capacity 
of the valve. Furthermore, by 
the use of two variometers, one 
in the grid circuit and one in the 
plate circuit, the impedance öf 
both grid and plate circuits can 
be easily and most effectively ad 
justed to the same value or values 
most suited to the L.C. charac- 

Fig. I-The Circuit Diagram of ¿he 
A utoplex Receiver. With hard valvès 
the usual grídlea/e and condenser may 
be found necessary. - 

pass capacities are th'erefore not 
necessary; the use of them, in 
fact, considerably broadens the 
circuit characteristics. It will 
be noted that the collective 
agency (aerialor earth) is con. 
nected between the large coil and 
the grid variometer; this is quite 
important. The capacity exist- 
ing between the aerial and earth 

reached. This noise is even more 
noticeable when an audible varia- 
tion frequency is employed. In 
tuning, it is best practice to vary 
both variometers simultaneously 
and for every movement of one, 
follow up with the other until the 
rushing noise, mentioned before, 
is heard. Thus one can run from 
zero to i8o deg., keeping at 
balanced points throughout. the 
scale readings. This should al- 

ways be followed for it is at 
resonance points that the stations 
are picked up. If the grid and 

satisfactory operation is based on 
simplicity above all and secondly 
on the electrical efficiency of 
the apparatus employd. 

While speaking of its sim- 
plicity, it is well to mention the 
primary reasons for using the 
various parts it is composed of. 
A valve having large elements 
and consequently an increased 
internal capacity is most favour- 
able since considerable regenera- 
tion (reaction) is desired. The 

feed-hack " system of re- 

radio- and audio- fiequency oscilla- 
tions, the latter of which have 
considerable amplitude. The by 

circuit. The correct functioning 
of the receiver is denoted by the 
presence of a very high pitched 
whistle in the phones or loud- 
speaker. If a small oscillating 
inductance is employed at L1 (this 
applies to short wave reception 
only), so that the variation fre- 
quency is super-audible, it is. 
possible to determine if the super-. 
action is being obtained by the 
manifestation of a comparatively 
loud rushing noiSe when reson- 
ance or balance points are 

FIRST of all it is to be 
understood that the Auto- 
plex receiver is but a 

modified form of super-re- 
generative circuit. To be specific 
it is a common form of 
one valve super, minus one of the 
large oscillating coils and all con- 
centrated capacity (except that 
existing between the elements of 
the valve and the capacity of the 
aerial and the set to earth). Its 

low frequency, is by far the .best, 
since it will oscillate hen placed 
in an oscillating circuit which 
excites it. 

Referring to Fig. , let us con- 
sider the oscillating circuit. 
Radio- or audio-frequency cur- 
rents traversing this circuit are 
not impeded to any great extent, 
since the self capacity of both the 
phones and the oscillating coils 
are sufficient to pass both the 

a good earth- connection to point 
A " than if the earth connec- 

tion is allowed to remain and 
a make-shift aerial connected to 

A." In all cases connect the 
best collective agency to the point '' í_,, 

Operatioi. 
The operation characteristics 

of the Autoplex circuit are similar 
to those of a super-regenerative 

THE AUTOPLEX.' CIRCUIT 
By M. L. MUHLEMAN, A.M.I.R.E. .. 

We mean to take an early opportunity of testing this circuit ourselves. Meanwhile we shall be pleased lo 
hear from readers who care to try its merits. 
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frequency The latter can be amplification can be used without or speech frequency 

i 

SPECiAL FEATURES IN OUR NEXT ISSUE 

: THE COWPER CIRCUIT-A NEW METHOD OFHICH-FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION. 

Full, and practical details of. a long distance short wave receiver, of 
special interest in view of the forthcoming Trans-Atlantic Tests.' L 

HOW TO MAKE A SINGLE VALVE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER which gives 
excellent results'without an aerial of any kind. - 

small. This action can be off-set 
to an extent by proper grid bias, 
however, in a super-regenerative 
circuit, the grid bias is not con- 
stant at all adjustments, due 
principally to the eflects of the 
amplitude of the variation fre- 
quency. The most important 
considerations in the super-circuit 
are the grid-swing potential, the 
amplitude of the variation fre-' 
quency and the amplitude or the 
strength of the incoming signal 

Fig. 2.-Tile addition of one stage of 
audio]requency amplification to the 
autople. circuit will produce great 
volume of signals. 

type and exact size òf ihe collec- 
tive agency for the, particular 
lOcation. 

LowFrequency Amplification. 
1f considerable volume is desir- 

able one stage of low-frequency 

duced by the first valve finds a 
high inedance path in the ampli-: 
fying transformer, and is thcrc-. 
fore amplified only to a smatl 
extent or, in some cases, practi- 
cally obliterated. Signal and 
speech frequencies, however, ar 
amplified in the usual manner,' 
and what part of the variation 
frequency might reach the loud 
speaker vculd be so weak as to 
make it unnoticeable when com- 
pared to the strength of the signal 

proved that the amplification 
factor of a super-regenerative 
circuit increases as the signal 
strength decreases, and decreases 
considerably as the iignal 
strength increases. 

These facts are both interest- 
ing and distracting. They cast 
e nsiderable light on the sensi- 
tiveness of the super-circuit, but 
demand some suitable means by 
which incoming signal frequen- 
&s can be regulated as to 
strength. 

lt ¡s well known that in both 
crystal and valve the greatest 
current changes take place at 
rather ctitical potential points. 
A high potential will shift the 
locus of the grid curve of the 
valve to such an extent as to 

make the plate current changes 

weak as to volume, decrease the 
size of the collective agency. 
Even a ground connection may be 
unsatisfactory as it stands. In 
some cases a length of lamp flex 
may be fund the most efficient 
type of aerial to use with tlieset 

This all requires experimenting 
on the part of the operator, but is 
the only way to determine the. 

Added rmpedance, it is under- 
stood, can be connected in series 
with the primary of the amplify- 
ing transformer. The value can 
only be determined by experiment:. 
or by actual measurement of the 
plate filament impedance of the 
vacuum tube and the impedance- 
of the primary winding of the 
amplifying transformer. It should 
be remembered, also, that the 
primary leads of the low-fre-. 
quency transformer should be 
versed to determine the most. 
favourable connection. 

The addition of low-frequency 
amplification has another advan.. 
tage. Most low-frequency trans- 
formers are very ineflicient in. 
amplifying high - frequencies. 
Therefore the little of what there 
is of the variation frequency pro- 

sometimes better than local 
stations. Also, when employing 
iñefficient collective agencies, the 
volunie and quality of nearby 
signals are considerably im-' 
proved. This peculiar perform- 
ance might be attributed to shock 
excitation which would tend to 
destroy the' sensitive charac- 
teristics of the valve, brought into 
play by the use of thé super effect. 
By actual experiments it has been 

controlled by some form of coup- 
ling system. The other two are 
more or less relative and vary 
considerably with circuit adjust- 
ments (so tend to undo any good 
that might be obtained from, a 
'coupling system). It stands as a 
fact, however, that with the Auto- 
plex circuit the best means of 
signal strength control is by 
varying the size of the collective 
agency. When local stations are 

noticeably changing the operation 
characteristiãs of the' receiver as 
often experienced in Connection 
'with regenerative circuits. The 
connections for such an arrange.' 
ment are shown in Fig. 2 It 
may be found, in some cases, that 
the impedance of the primary of 
the amplifying transformer is not 
sufficient tò match that of thè 
valve, ,therefore added impedance 
will be a requiremtht.. - 
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one having a long life coupled with remazk, 
able uniformity in operation. - 

At present a life of I,000hours.is quoted. 
by the rnanufacthrers, but 4,000 or even 5,000 
hours life is by no means unusual whilst-in 
skilled hands; for e.cample when used in tele. 

the complex operations involved in giving the 
filament its many and varied coats- result in a 
comparatively high initial cost, but this ismore 
than off-set by the economy in current and the 
greatly. extended life obtainable with these 
very low temperature valves. A. J. G. 

.................. 
. 

_1. ........................................................................... .i....S... .... 
CONSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS MAY BE SEEN ON EXHiBITION STAND No. 47. 

- Now that the Constructors' Ucence is available, why not make your own receiver or extend your existing apparatus? 
Radio Press "How-to-Make " Handbooks giva you reliable information, 'and are obtainable at SOind No. 47, All-British E 

times greater than that obtained from a 
thoriated tungsten filametit and i,000,000,000 
times the, amount obtainable from ordinary 
tungsten at the same temperature. It must 
be remembered, of course, that ordinary 
tungsten valves are not expected to function 
at so low a temperature, but the comparison 
is drawn to show the great strides that have 
been made in valve development. The pro- 
duction of this new oxide coated filament has 
resulted in a valve not only economical, but 

pedance, and in turn this enables one to use 
efficiently transformers having a ìigh voltage 
ratio. The net result is to secure an ampli- 
fication factor for the valve-transformer com- 
bination considerably higher than that 
usually obtained with any other type of valve. 

The oxide coated filament valve therefore ' 

bids fair to being as great an advance on the 
thoriated tungsten valve as the latter has been 
to the ordinary tungsten valve. 

Unfortunately the nature of the filament and 

is far ahead of the thoriated tungsten. The 
oxide coated filament valves function at a re- 
niarkably low temperature, in fact the latest 
valve placed on the market for brôadcast 
receivers, that is. the small peanut valve, will 
operate to a limited extent with the filament 
at so low a temperature as to be invisible in a 
dark room. A slightly higher temperature 
than this, however, is desirable for ordinary 
operation and the emission at I,000 degrees 
centigrade, that is, a dull red heat, is then 30 

to use electrodes of small size for a given 
energy input, and this in turn enables a small- 
sized valve to be produced, which incidentally 
gives that low inter electrode capacity so desir- 
able for H.F. work and for all riioderncircuits. 

The use of an oxide coated filament enables 
a predetermined amplification factor to be 
obtained; with a comparatively low internal 
impedance. This permits distortionless work- 
ing to be secured when using L.F. intervalve 
transformers with primary windings of low im- 

the early attempts at their manufacture were 
not altogether satisfactory, the thoriated 
tungsten valve of which several patterns .are 
now on the market is a very satisfactory and 
thoroughly sound article giving an efficiency 
considerably greater than that obtainable with 
ordinary high temperature valves. This, 
however, is not the last word on the subject 
as valves- are now being manufactured in this 
country having an oxide coated platinum 
alloy filament which for thermionic efficiency 

Resulting from the high emission at low 
temperatures, the characteristics of the oxide 
coated valve are but very slightly changed by 
minor alterations in filament current, and 
further-a most valuable property-little or 
no permanent change occurs in the charac- 
teristic of the valve should the filament be 
inadvertently over-run. 

The great density of the emission, if such 
a term may be used, obtainable with the oxide 
coated platinum filament renders it possible - 

MORE ABOUT DULL-EMITTERS 
The following particulars haue been sent to us by the Western Electric Co., and, 
in view of the techiical interest taken in the new ualves, cire reproduced herewith. 

EANY excellent articles have appeared phone repeater stations, oxide coated valves 
from time to time on Dull- have been run for zo,000 hours and still 
Emitter Valves, and from these the remain active, being withdrawn then only to 

general impression is gained that whereas avoid possible interruption of service 
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The Chloride Electrical. Stor- 
age Co. (Stand No. 7) are 
exhibiting their well-known- stor- 
age batteries of every type, 
specially designed for wireless 
work, including filament lighting 
batteries for valves; high-tension 

D.C.G. (specially suitable for use 
with the " Pea-nut" type of 
valve). The last-named can be 

upplied in a dry-charged condi- 
tion, and requires only the 
addition of electrolyte to render 
it ready for service. 
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unfortunately more expensive, 
and is guaranteed to have a 
dielectric resistance of 25,000 

volts per millimetre, and to be 
entirely free from surface leakage 

On this same stand may be 
seen samples of " Paraflex," the 

The Bowyer-Lowe valve socket for 
wood-panel mounting. - 

- Climax Patents, Ltd. (Stand 
No. 25).-Of particular interest 
is this firm's -Monovalve set. 
The makers claim that this set is 
extremely portable, requires no 
outside aerial or earth connection 
and gives excellent results upon 
a folding frame aerial. It is 
British made throughout, simple 
and straightforward to operate, 
whilst the claims regarding its 
performance are supported by the 
firm's guarantee. 

The Exhuibition is open daily from 
Io am. -to Io p.m. The price of ad- 
mission is 1/3, iicluding Tax.Membcrs. 
of the Radio Society of, Great Britain 
and (through their secretaries) of affi- 
lia ted societies can obtâin dmission 
tickets at the special rate. of 9/- per 
dozen, from Mr. L. McMichael, 32, 
Quex Road, West Hanzpstead, N. W.6. 
Schools and Colleges can obtain tickets 
at special rates from the Organising 
Director, Mr. Bertram Day, 9 and so, 
Charing Cross, London, S.W.i 

batteries and two new types, the 
HZ. (specially designed for dull 
emitter valve filaments) and the 

The Igranic filament rheostat. 

Peter. Curtis, Ltd. (Stand 
No. 61).-The sole London dis- 
tributing agents for the Paragon 
Rubber Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
of Hull, have an interesting show 
of ebonite products, sheets, dials, 
valve holders, etc. Tht makers 
have adopted the welcome innova- 
tion of " trade marking " all 
their ebonite sheets, as a guaran- 
tee . of quality. Their new- 
material, " Paralite," is claimed 
tó be superior to ebonite, though 

Abbey Industries, :Ltd. (Stand 
No. 85).-T.his firm is shoWing- a 
comprehensive range of receiving 
sets and accessories, including 
crystal sets, at prices from 
ios. 6d. to Ls. There will also 
be shown for the first time, a new 
line of valve sets, B.B.0 sfamped, 
and permitting full use of re- 

, Ii 

m.'.' 

action. Other lines are their 
indoor: aeriál equipthènt; capable T 

of being erecfed in five minutes, . -. 
variable condensers, coil holders, 
and a new broadcast wavemeter. . 

IU --. .-p- 
lb- 

NJ 

NEARE5T 5TATIOÑS. 
MPH(RD$bI3M 

..d... 
IRI000 ROAD. 
NEPHRDT BUOR. 

CORRECTING 5ERVICO 
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Cy A 3..A 
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BUT ROUTES 

N.. I I, ID. ,7. 17b- IO.. 7. 7.. Ib 
hAt 4%.8& 

TRAM 7ERVICE 
.4... 

L.,Ô,(...A-7 

J; A... Coornes & Co,.Ltd. 
(Stand No: 91).-Iñ addition to 
an interesting selection of crystal 
sets, vâle sets, amplifiers and 
components such as transformers 
and variometers, this firm is 
showing, a new Battery Charger, 
of particular interest to users of. 
valve àpparatus who ish to re-: 
chargé their accumulators at 
home, but who have an alter-: 
nating current supply. It is 
claimed that the device is par- 
ticularly steady-in -operatioli arid 
will work for long periods with- - 

out attentiòn. - - 

THE ALL-BRITISH WIRELESS 
EXHIBITION 

A further last of interesting apparatus to be seen at the White City Shepherd s Bush, 
from November 8th to 23rd. 
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Tue Dubilier Condenser Co. 
(1921), Ltd. (Stand No. 107), 
illustrates upon this stand the 
large range of sizes in which 
their well-known condensers are 
now manufactured. Various 
types of these condensers are 
used for all kinds of wireless pur- 
poses, from the smallest receiv- 
ing set to the largest transmitting 
station. Special types of 
screened variable condensers for 

1,. 

effects are avoided when the 
switch is employed in valve 
Circuits. 

The Edison Swan Electric Co., 
Ltd. (Stand No. 87), are showing 
a comprehensive range of com- 
plete receiving sets (crystal and 
valve) and component parts. 
The principal item of interest is 
a two-valve set employing an 

I to 4; and t to , the last- 
named being the standard for 
ing1e-stage L.F. amplification.. 

They are also showing their open- 
core transformer, the Formo- 
densor, a new type of variable 
condenser, the Formo rheostat, 
the parts of which are carefully 
machined and' the base turned 
from solid ebonite, a plug-in 
detector and a, number of small 
component parts. 

V V V 

. . - V 

 

designed to have a small elec- 
trical capacity so that harmful. 

Darimont Electnc Batteries, 
Ltd. (Stand No. 7l).--.This firm 
is placing on the market a new 
primary battery, the invention of / 

a Belgian engineer, Mr. L. 
Darimont. The battery is of the 
two-fluid type, and owing to its ( 
special construction, local action 
is practically non-existent. The 
E.M.F. is about .6 volts, and 
the internal resistance varies very 
little during dischárge. For 
operating dull emitter valve 
receiving sets, especially where 
the charging of accumulators . - - 

presents difficulties, this type of 
battery should prove .very .useful. Fiillers United Electric Co.'s in.ter-valve 

transformer. 

A box of Radia-r components. 

complete with doors. Other 
interesting. exhibits include Edi- 
swan lap-h6nes and loud- 
.speakers a neatly designed low- 
frequency transformer, having a 
ratio of ito 3.5, and provided 
with a o.00z... ¿IF, tonclenser 
across its primary winding. 

The Formo Co. (Stand No. 4). 
-The principal item of this firm's 
exhibit is their range of low- 
frequency transformers, designed 
to give maximum results in 
.different stages of a multi-valve 
set, for which purpose they are 
made with ratios of i to 2 ; i to 

k The Siezens loud-speaker. 

'I 
:screening is desirable, are also - - 
sli6wn: The " Ducon " attach- 

- - - ment, which enables the ordinary 
house lighting wires to be used - 
in lieu of an orthodox aerial, will 

- - interest those to whom the 
- erection of the latter proves a 

difficulty. Of interest also is 
The "Brandes" telephones. th new " Minicap " key switch, È 

new ebonite composition flexible 
sleeving, and the Crystor Cowl 
Insulators. The Curtis V2, a 
two-valve receiving set, designed 
not only to be highly eThcient and 
to give purity of reception, but to 
be quite simple to operate, will 
no doubt interest many to whom 
ease of operation particularly 
appeàls. 

T 

use as precision or standard 
instruments, and for expe4- 
mental work on short wave- 
lengths where electrostatic 

improved method of dual ampli- 
fication with reaction, with which 
it is claimed remarkable results 
have been obtained. For long 
range work this firm make a 
four-valve set containing many 
refinements, such as the provision 
of a change-over switch for 
'phone or loud-speaker, and a 
selector switch for two, three or 
four valves. Either of these 
sets can be supplied in handsome 
Japanese lácquërd cabinets, 
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At the house end an eyebolt for 
each wire is driven into the wall 
at a suitable height above the 
ground. To this two insulators 
in series are attached by means 
of cabled wire. To the insulator 
farthest from the house is 
fastened .a.shor.t length of wire 

Fig. 2-A rrangenen1 for fiing coun- 
terpoise at house end. 

length of i-in. round steel rod 
to serve as axles for the winding 
reels. The latter are made, as 
seen in Fig. :,. from Meccano 
parts. - 

628 

a S 

During the preliminary fitting 
together ordinary Meccano 
screws may be used, but to make 
the reel thoroughly stiff and 
strong every joint must be sol- 
dered before it is used. 

The reel is now mounted be- 
tween nuts on the axle. The 

Fig. I.-.Illustrating the reels attached seired firmly to the far side cf 
to aerial mast, the mast. (Fig. s.) Into each 

end of this is screwed an 8-in. 
length of ground that is so little 
used that they are not in the way. EY 

it is an accepted rule that the 
counterpoise must consist of as 
many wires as the aerial itself; 
and be of the same length. 

Figs, s and 2 give a general It 
idea of the way in which a con- 
venient counterpoise may be -- 

made with the ability of being 
wound on a reel when not in use. OJS. 

Fig. 3 .-...'Showiiig 'dtails of reels. 

wise to form .an X, which s 
stayed by means of the pieces 
A, B, C, D. A second X is then 
made up and ilxed to the first by 
means of the 4-an, distance pieces 
W, X, Y, Z. The holes at the 
points where each païr of arnis 
cross are tb-en drilled out to in., 
and a 4..in. length of i-in.- dia- 
meter brass tubing (T) is soldered 
in position between the X's to 
form a bearing for the axle. 

very few cases it is possible to 
contrive to suspend them above a 

proper is fixed into the window 
frame. 

Six feet from the end of each 
wire an eye is made by bending 
the wire back upon itself and 
lashing firmly. As will .be seen 
from the drawing, these eyes fit 
on to the hooks already men- 
tioned, the free end of each vire 
being taken to the terminal of 
the lead-in tube, which is prd- 
vided with a wingnut to make 
attachment or detachment easy. 

A horizontal strut 6 ft. in 
length made of 2 by 2 in. deal is. 

Two 2-Ìñ. lengths are laid cross- 

- conducted by R. W. R ALLOWS, M.A.,Sttff Editor " 
- 

T H.Ereason why the counter- ............................ -... .......................................................... 

more commonly : - 

f usedb, amateurs for both SOLVING THE COUNTERPOISE DIFFICULTY: 
transnission and reception is 
probab1 that it takes mip more 
garden space than is usually - - 

available if fitted up in the ordin- provided with a stout hook. An To make one of these reels is -a 
ary way. Low wires hanging insulated lead-in tube fitted with very simple business, and if it is 
overflower beds, lawns and paths terminals exactly like that used Aone in the way described it will 
are more than a nuisance, and in for the down lead of the aerial be as rigid as could br desired. 

onstruct ion al 

,, 

=ii L 
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the end pieces fit a small block of 
sin. thick ebonite, and fi a piece 
of iin. square brass rod provided 
with a slider across the two, taking 
care that 'the pOint' of the slider 
makes firm contact with the tunis 
of wire. Scrape off the enamel 
along the slider's path. 

The secondary is a tube in 
diameter, and 7 in length wound 
vth 500 turns of No. 30 double 
cotton-covered wire. Tappings are 
taken in the way described recently 
in these columns at the 25th, 5oth, 
p5th, iooth, ì5oth, 200th, 250th, 
3ooth, and 400th turns. 

Fig. 4.-The Loose-Coupler 

round brass on which the secondary 
slides. These rods, 15m, in length, 
are threaded at both ends. One 
end of each is secured to the solid 
end-piece of the primary by means 
of nuts, the rods passing through 
the tube and the hole in the other 
end-piece. Their far ends -are 
secured in the same way to a hard 
wood support, on which two tet'-. 
minais are mounted, standing cn 
an ebonite block. Between these 
terminals and the pair on the 

cess along all four edges, four, 
(lead true corner points, are ob- 
tained where the-lines cross. A 
similar process is adopted for.. 
n3arking panel centre lines; or, in 
fact, any lines of centres which 
are required to be equi-distant or 
true. The process of using a 
marking gauge is much more 
satisfactory and gives a much, 
better result than the more 
tedious and undependable method 
of marking off distances with a 
rule B. H. 

OF all the many forms of tun- 
ing inductance there is none 
that can hold a candle to Ñhe 

loose-coupler for use with the cry- 
stal detector. A type that is quite 
easy to make at home is shòwn' in 
the drawing. 

The primary, coil consists of' a 
former4in. in diam. wound with 300 
turns of No. 26 .w.g. enamelled 
wire.' It i ii'iounted between two 
end pieêes of- the shape shown, 
6in.' high and 6m, wide. 

The method of mounting the coil 
is as follows. From one of the end 
pieces cut out with a fretsaw a cir- 
cular piece kin. in diameter. Fix' 
this disc to the other end piece by - 

means of two screws, having first 
sand-papered it down until it' will, 
just pass inside tile coil. - Secure 
the coil to it with glue. Push the 
other end of the coil former into 
the hole left in the second end piece,. 
and glue up. To the top of each of' 

.One end of the tube is fitted with 
a wooden plug, the other receives 
an ebonite disc held in place by 
screws. This disc carries a so-stud 
selector switch. 

One end of the coil goes to a 
terminal; the tappings and tile far' 
end of the coil are taken to the 
studs. A lead 'from the spindle of' 
the switch runs to a second ter- 
minal. Both end plugs are drilled 
to take the two parallel, rods of iin. 

E9ON,rF BLD(A'S 
WN6E,9 

,For marking out ebonite panels 
this tool is considerably useful. 
It comprises a square wooden- 
shank, along which slides a 
wooden block, the latter havipg 
a square centre bore to suit the 
shank. At one end of the shank 
is a fixed pin point. - To mark a 
line round a panel, say lin, from 
the edge, the face of. the sliding 
block is adjusted lin, from the ' '.' - 

pin point and tightened in posi- 
tion by means of a wooden,, 
thumbscrew. The face of the, 
block is then 'rested against the. 
edge of the panel, the fixed pin 
tòuching its face. By lightly. 
drawing the block along the edge,, 
an accurate line is drawn by the 
fixed pin. By repeating the pro-, 

reel winds in about a yard to the' side and inside the house as care-' possible numbe of turns, and the 
turn it is a matter of a minute fully insulated as that from the, least possible capacity, are in use. n 

or so to take up each wire. To aerial itself. R. W. H. - : 
Ilie secondary should always be 

- . , .,---. . . kept as loosely coupled as possible, 
- . . for in this way the selectivity of 

. . . . - . the tuner is largely increased. It. 
, - '. will require a variable condenser of. 

0005 F to tune it R W H 

A SIMPLE LOOSE COUPLER 

USES OF A MARKING 
., - . ' . .- .- - . : GAUGE. : 

counterpoise wire, provided at 
this end also with two iñsulators, 
should be attached to the brass 
bearing tube, its length being so 
adjusted that it hangs with just 
the right degree of tautness 
between the points of suspension 
when it is hooked nnto the insu-. 
lators at the house end. The wire. 
used shoild be 7/22's, which is 
sufficiently pliable to wind oh 
quite easily when it is desired to 
take up the counterpoise. As the'S 

fix up the counterpoise one simply 
runs out the vires and hooks 
them o«; to: take it down one un 
hooks them añd winds in. 

The insulators at the mast end 
are wound- on to the reel, their 
veigh making them sag down 

and fall below the turns of vire. - 

It must be remembered that 
the counterpoise shopid n9t be in 
any wayearthed. 1ts insulation 
must be of the best and the lead- 
in from it must be kept both out-. 

ebonite disc of the secondary are 
flex leads long enough to allow the 
smaller, coil to be pushed right 
inside the larger. 

As single turns of the primary 
can be taken in bymeans of the 
slider it is not neo&ssary to use a 
lárge -A.T.C.; in hict, a vernier 
cöndenser of 3 or 5 plates will be 
found to be all that - is necessary. 
1f a larger condenser is used the 
slider. and . the condenser knob 
should be worked one against the 
other when a transmission has 
been picked up until the largest, 
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rule. 
If, then the windings of the 

coil as seen in the sketch run 
clockwise, and terminal A is con- 
nected to the positive pole of a 
battery, the side of the cil to- 
wards the eye wfll be the smith 
pole, and the needle will be de- 
flected so ihat its south-seeking 
end points towards terminal A. 

The fact that there is a deflec- 
tion shows the presence of a cur- 
rent-flow, the direction-of the de- 

coil. A slot is cut at each end 
and on the same side of the coil 
in order to form a groove or 
guide for the runner. The coil 
is then pushed into position 
with the grooves retaining the 
runner, the side opposite the sl9t 
acting as a stop against the 
end of the runner. After push- 
ing. home the latter a small in 
is then passed through each end 
of the Coil into each runner. In 
Fig. (6)three methods of making 

Empire tape, may be adopted. The 
condenser C3, across the primary-of 
the reflex transformer should have a -: 

capacity of 0.001 s.F. 

Referring to 'the circuit diagram.of. 
the ,Five-Valve Receiving Set iVol. 2 
No. 16, page 560, the positive side 
of each group of grid cells should 
not be connected toithe L.T. negative 
lead, the only connection to this lead 
bhing a variable one indicated by 

the arrow. 

1-ij:. 3-The Ga.lvonzier 

flow. The old" clock rule "tells 
us that if, when we look at the 
end of a solenoid, the flow of 
¿urrent is- clockwise, the end 
viewed is the south pole. For 
this rule, be it noted, current is 
taken as flowing from positive 
pole to negative, not, as is now 
accepted, from negative to posi- 
tive. If, therèfore, your conce_! 
tion of currents is thoroughly 
modern, yot must reverse the 

It is often desirous to r.emove 
tapped coils in order to substitute 
a coil of a different type of wind- 
ing. The following device 
simplifies the matter and enables 
one to remove a coil from its 
supporting frame, yet leave the 
contact studs, switch arm, etc.; 
intact for the replacement of 
another coil. The method of 
doing this is shown in Fig. 6. 
Each side supporting the coil has 
a wooden runner screwed on the 
inside on the centre line of the 

method is to solder -a washer to 
the end of the wire tappings. 

H.B. 

ERRATA. 
: Referring to the Regenerative Reflex 

Receiver described in our last issue, ¡ 
the primary winding of the high- 
frequency transformer should con- 
sist of ten turns of No. 22 S.W.G... 
d.c.c. copper wire stuck upon the 
inside of the tube carrying the 
secondary winding. Although this 
is the method originally specified, 
the alternative plan of winding the 
10-turn primary over the secon- 
dary, but insulated from it by 

When curren flows round the 
vire, a magnetic field is formed 
which defleots 'the compass-. 
needle more or less violently 
accord ig to the stngth of' the 

j 

rERfrthVA 

ß./7 X'\\ 
- - rERHINAL -'1. - - 

.- !t L. 

oy uriving screws ¡rom oeiow, 
and fasten another wood strip 
across their fops. On this strip 
mount two terminals, A, B, 
attaching the ends of the wind- 
ings tothem. The compass is 
placed on its shelf, as shown in 
Ihe diawing, and the instrumeilt 
is ready for use. R W. FI. 

REMOVING AND 
1 REPLACING TAPPED 

COILS. 

i ¶1 t 

- Joe OtR 
ö WASNER 

.1. .2_ 
Fig. 6.-Details J the Fonner aiid 

Runner. 

stud screw. The seoond form- 
which gives a neater finish is 
made in a similar manner, hut 
the wire is wound in spiral form 
and pulled over to its corre- 
spondirg stud. The third 

ni.. 
A.SIMPLE 

..,,GALVONQMETER. 

ANYOÑE who possesses 
neither voltmeter nor am- 
meter, but desires to con- 

';truct a home-made instrument 
for detecting a flow of current, 
indicating -its direction and giv- 
ing a rough idea of its strength, 
will find their requirements met 
by the simple galvonometer de- 
scribed in this note. It consists 
of a compass-any kind of small 
compass will do-placed within 
a coil of wire whose ends fare 
connected to a nair of terminals. 

liection shows the direction of 
the current, and its magnitude 
gives:'a very tough 'idèa of the 
strength Of the cürrent. 'Here,í 
then, is an instrument that will 
be handy for testing for con- 
ti'nuity of windings and for de- 
tecting broken leads, short cir- 
cuits, and so on. 

To make it obtain a two-inch 
length of cai-dboard tubing and' 
wind 'on from á dozen to twenty 
turns of insulated wire. Across 
the diameter of 'the coil fasten 
the wooden strip X -by glueing 
its ends to the cardboard. 

Now cut out a baseboard four 
inches square. Fix to it the end 
pieces E, E, each 2 inches high, 

the tappings easily attachable to 
the securing nuts of the contact 
studs-, are shòwñ. The 'first 
showts the - irc twisted and. 
looped at the end, to a diameter 
which just clears the contact 

P/Np 
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contralto; Mr. Rupert O'Hea, 
tenor. . - 

iSth (SUN.).-3.3o, Miss . Hilda 
Declerich, pianist; Miss Gwen 
Godfrey, soprano; Mr. seth Lan- 
caster, 'cellist; Mr. Eric Godley, 
baritone; Palace Instrumental, 
Trio. 8.30, Oratorio selection. 
Mr. George Parker, baritone; 
Band of the 20th Battalion Lon- 
dorn Regiment (Queen's Own). 

21st (WED.).-OrchstIal - Dance 
Music. .0 D D 

BELF'AST. - According to 
Prof. Stanley, this city offers 

few attraçtions for the listener-in. 
He considers it torture tq hope. 
for music or speech triumphing. 
through the myriad of police, 
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CARDIFF. - 

Forthcoming Events - -, -; 
NOVEMBER. . 

x4th (WEii). - Genéral Concert. 
Miss Nora Delmarr and Miss 
Beatrice Eveline, - soloists; Sta- - 

tion Orchestra. - - - 

not like to hear him in the heroic 
numbers, when he gives his 
apparentlyoverwhelming exuber- 
ance full sway, at the expense of 
his otherwise golden voice which 
then seems to take on the harder 
quality of baser metal. 
- n n o 
Forthcoming Events 
NOVEMBER. 
x6th (FRI.).-Orchestral programme. 

Mr. Victor Smythe, entertainer; 
Miss. Mabel Twemlow. 

17th (SAT.).-Orchestra and dance 
programme. Miss Olive English, 

Forthcoming Events 
NOVEMBER. 
i4th (WED.). - Orchestra. Miss 

Nan Campbell and Miss Katli- 
leen Morgan. 

x5th (TnuRs.).-Orchestra and vocal 
selections from modern operas. 

17th (SAT.). - Concert by local 
artistes. 

iSth (SUN.).-Rev. A. W. Scuda- 
more Forbes, B.D.; orchestra. 

i9th (MON.). - Orchestra. Miss 
Poppy Cooper; Messrs. Harvey 
McCallum. 

20th (TUES.).-Mr. J. Rôssetti's 
Trio. 

Alice Couchman, solo pianist, 
8.5S.I5, Mr. Percy Edgar, Sta- 
tion Director, will address a few. 
words of thanks to listeners. 9, 
Sir William Noble will make a 
few remarks. 

i7th (SAT.).-Popular concert. Mr. 
Philip Middlefniss, entertainei. 

i8th (SuN:).-The Wolseley Male. 
Voice Choir; Miss Elsie Coch- 
rane; Mr. Silvio Sideli; the Rev. 
A. Bateman. 

20th (TuEs.).-Birmingham Cvmric. 
Choir; Mr. Wm. Bates and Miss 
Elsie Wilson, soloits. 

- 21st (WED.).-Grand Operatic Nighv 
" Cavalleria Rusticana." 

LOI'DON.-Experiments have 
been macle from 2L0 in trans- 

mitting from a new experjmental 
studio. The feature of this 
studio is that there is very little 
elimination of. echo. A lrge 
number of people have written in 
to say that they think, the new 
studio is a big advance on the 
otri, so it is possible that more 
echo vilí be heard in the trans- 
nissions in the future. 

D D D 
\Vi vere happy to have an: 

other opportunity bf hearing the 
Russian tenor, M. Romano 
Ciaroff, and we must tend to him 
our best thanks and appreciation 
for his perfect rendering - of 
the two items by Tosti, includ- 
ing, of course, the ever popular 

Addio" or " Goodbye." Per- 
sonally we think that M. Ciaroff 
is at his best in these sentimental, 
tender compositions; and ve do 

i9th (M0N.).-9.45-Io.3o. Orches- 
trat music. Mss Gertrude John- 
son; Mr. John Perry. 

20th (TUES.).-Mr. Edward Mitchell, 
pianist. Russian Gypsy Songs 
with Guitar accompaniment, sung 
by Mesdames Alexeeva and 
Rabineck, and Messeurs Saloff, 
Rabineck and Volchanski; Miss 
May Fussell, 'cellist;. Mr. 
Ronald ourley, pianist Savoy 
Orpheans. -- 

21st (WED.). - Ordiestral pro- 
gramme.. by -Anglo - Hawaiian 
Players. Mr. Jack Millard, 
entertainer. 

23rd (FRI.).-Orchestra. Miss Elsie 
Cochrane, soprano; Mr. William 
Bates, humorist; Mr. Will Her- 
bert, zither-banjo solos. 

24(11 (SAT.).-Transmission from the 
Old Vic,'' Act. 1, " La Tra- 

viata." Mr. Fred Spencer,. énter- 
tamer; Mr Hilton Edwards, 
singer. 

D D D 

4 ERDEEN. 

army, ship and other signals 
which crowd the ether over Bel- 
fast. Notwithstanding these 
facts wireless seems to lose 
nothing of its popularity. - - oo - 

BIRMINGHAM.-51T was the 
pioneer in the children's Radio 

Circle, which has been extended 
to all stations, and now they have 
embarked upon a weekly concert 
by juvenile artistesof the RadiO 
Circle. This will be given on 
Saturday afternoons. - - 

o D tD' 
ForLhoming Events - 

NOVEMBER. 
i4th (WED.).-Mr: Paul--Rimmer's 

Orchestra and Station Repertory. 
Company. 

i5th (Ti-mRs.). - Special station 
anniversary programme. M. Ro. 
mano Ciaroff, tenor; Madame 

.N'rs1.. 
/ ,r. \ 

T 
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6.30, Organ Recital, Piccadilly 
Picture House. 7.5, Concert by 
2ZY Orchestra. 8.20, Miss 
Frances Roland, contralto. 9.5, 
German talk. io, Dance music. 

i5th (THuRs.).-1I.3o, 2ZY Trio. 
6.30, Girl Guides and Boy Scouts 
"pow-wow." 6.45, Spanish talk. 
7.5, Concert by Besses o' th' 
Barn Band; Miss Helena Taylor, 
soprano; Mr. T. H. Morrison, 
solo violin. 

TTETVCASTLE. -, We have 
V heard many complaints of 

interference recently, and during 
Lord Curzon's enjoyable speech 
at the dinner to Mr. T. P. 
O'Connor bad interferericé aused 
great annoyance to many. Inter- 
ference during the concert on the 
following evening drew an irate 
letter from a coast-dweller, which 
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i8th (SuN.).-3.3o, Concert. 
i9th (M0N.).-7, Mr. John Strachey, 

Literary Critic. 7.30, Wagner 
Evening. 9.10 Lieut.-Col. A. C. 
Bromhead, á.B.E., "British 
Films for British People." 

20th (TUES.).-The Right Hon. 
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, 
K.C.I.E., C.S.I., "A Tlk on 
Roads." ¡o, Savoy Orpheans. 

21St (Wso.).-Mr. Archiba1d Had-. 
don, Dramac Critic. 

satisfactory. The organ music 
is weak and lacks " volume." 
The orchestra, although clearly 
an excellent body of players, and 
ably conducted, does not show to 
advantage when broadcast. No 
1oubt the defect will soon be 
remedied and we look forward to 
some good transmissions from 
this source. 

D fl -D 
Forthcoming Events 
NOVEMBER. 
'4th (\VD.).-.o Piccadilly Pic- 

ture Picture House Orchestra. 

ollo,,frd .,,porrily .,nd 

f.rlh ,ilkr.ajo po,dh.g. 

oth (TuEs.).-.3.3o, 2YZ Trio. 6.30, 
"Some Northumbrian Legends," 
by Capt. H. G. Bell. 7.4, Miss 
Jessie Cormack, solo piano; Mr. 
Sam Hempsall, tenor; Miss 
Molly Gray, soprano; Mr. T. H. 
Morrison, solo violin; Mr. Klinton 
Shepherd, baritone. 8.35, Mr 
Victor Smythe, humorist. 9.4o, 
Percy Phiage and Persiflage. 

u U 

i4th (WED.).-7, Mr. Archibald 
Haddon, Dramatic Critic. , 
B.B.C. Birthday; Mr. J. C. W. 
Reith on the " Year's Work.'' 
9.20, Sir Patrick McGrath. 9.10, 

Senator Marconi. 
ï5th (THuRs.).-Mr. Percy Scholes, 

Musical Critic. Talk by the 
Radio Society of Great Britain. 
7.33, Concert from Manchester by 

Besses. o' th' Barn,'' conductor, 
Mr. A. Barlow. Mr. A. 
Kendrick, B.A.,. on "Museums 

- 
and Listeners." io, Savoy 
Orpheans Band. 

i6th (FRI.).-Mr. G. A. Atkinson, 
Film Critic. 

NOVEMBER. 
i4th (\VED.). - Parkhead Silver 

Band. 
xth (THURs.).-" A Midsurnmei- 

Night's Dream," produced by 
Mr. R. E. Jeffrey and adapted by 
Miss Cathken Nesbitt. 

17th (SAT.).-Orchestl-a. 
20th (TuEs.).-Orchestra and Vocal 

Concert. 
21st (\VED.).-Orchestra. 

D D D 

/f/lNCHESTER.-The Picca- 
i VI dilly Picture House trans- 
missions can- hardly be considered 

TRANSMISSIONS 
Coli-Sua Wo,,,le,g'h 

CARDIFF ........ 5WA ...... 353 metre, 
'LONDON - ...... 21.0 ...... 863 
MANCHESTER . .2ZY ...... 370 
EOUBIiEPdOUTH 6BM ...... 305 
NEWCASTLE .. .550 ...... 400 ,, - 

OLA060W ...... 55C ...... 415 
BIRII'NOHAM .511 ...... 425 
ABERDEEN ...... 630 ...... 405 

lIMES OF WORKING. 

Weekday- ....... 3.30 to 4.30 p.m. and 5.0 
to 10.30p.m. 0.3.1. 

London 11.30 cm. olno, duping the 
Wieplee, Eahibition. 

Sondayn.... 3.0 p.m to 5.0 p.m. 004 
8.30 to 10.30 p.m. 0.5.1. 

NOTE -Ti.. eoe..l.aqih. pie.,, bpep 

violin. Orchestra. Mr. Will 
Knowles, entertainer. 

i&h (SUN).-RCV. A. A. Lee. 
Elmora Choir. 

i9th (MON .).-Miss Florence Farrar, 
pianist. Mrs. Hall, soprano. 

20th (TuEs.).-Mr. Wm. Law's Trio. 
Orchestra. Mr. Wilson Beveridge, 
tenor. Mr. Edw. Stewart, of 
Newcastle Cathedral, bass. Miss 
E. M. Stanley, mezzo-soprano. 

D D D 

Simultaneous Broadcasting 
Events 

NOVEMBER. 

i8th (SuN.).-Bournernouth Wireless 
Orchestra. Miss Hilda Rooks, 
soloist; Rev. J. Howell Rees. 

20th (Tuss.).-Mr. Phillip Wilson; 
Harpsichord Quintette. 

21St (\VED.).-OrCheStra. ,Miss Elsie 
Cochrane and Mr. Silvio Sideli. 

D D D - 

GG° 
W.-Thc performance 

of ' Les Cloches des Corne- 
ville " by members of the Lyric 
Club at 5SC was signally success- 
ful and marked a new advance in 
the " radiation " of light opera: 
Listeners all over the country 
have testified their appreciation 
of the effort, and requests have 
been made for a repeat perfor- 
mance. 

D D D 

Forthcoming Events 

i6th (FRI .).-. 30, Reproducig 
Piano; Mr. T. Vernon, tenor. 
6.30, 2YZ Orchestra; Miss 
Elsie Cochrane, soprano. 8.i, 
Piccadilly Picture House Orches- 
tra. 8.45, Talk by the Rev. G. W. 
Keer, B.A., LL.B., on " Antici- 
pations " or " What Will the 
World be Like in 2000 AD." 9, 
Mr. Silvio Sideli. 

17th (SAT.).-3.3o, Oxford Picture 
House Orchestra. 6.30, Organ 
Recital, Piccadilly Picture House. 
7.45, Concert by the Frolics Con- 
cert Party. 

i8th (SUN.).-8, Address to Young 
People by Mr. S. G. Honey. 
8.30, Miss Irene Mirris, soprano. 

, Rev. Principal Moulton, M.A., 
of Didsburv College. 

x9th (M0N.).-3.3o, 2ZY Orchestra. 
6.35, Boys' Brigade and Life 
Brigade Bulletins. 6.45, Spanish 
Talk. 

appeared in the local press. A 
local wireless dealer promptly 
jumped into the breach on the 
next day advertising wave traps. 

[u u 1 

Forthcoming Events 

N OVEM BER. 
i4th (WED.).-Miss M. Beaty, 

soprano. Miss Florence Farràr, 
pianist. Mr. John Wyatt, lec- 
turer. Mr. Silvio Sideli. Miss 
Cochrane and Mme. May Grants 

sopranos. 
15th (THuR5.).-Mr: J. Mackintosh, 

cornet. Miss E. D. English, 
contralto. 

i6th (FRT.).-Mme. Alec Thomp- 
son's Quartette Party. Orches- 
tra. 

17th (SAT.).-Mr. and Mrs. Jordan, 
vocal duets. MISS Rita Robinson 

..E 
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complete autOnomy. 
I with a single voice. It is hoped that all ex-S 

Draft copies f the new constitution will perimenters will rally tb the new donstitution. 
shortly be submitted to the Society in General, of the Radip Soçiety of Great Britain. 
Meeting and to the Affiliated Societies. - : W. H. ECCLES: 

An 1nfmal meeting of the Radio Society of Great Britain, will be held on Nveznber2lst,at the 
Institute of Electrical Engineers at 6 p m when Mr G P Mare will open a discussion on 

- . " Aerial Construction.'' 
. .,. 

draft of new Memorandum and Articles of. 
Association has been drawn tip. The new. 
constitution takes cognisance of-the fact 
that . . - .. - 

(i) Thè Radio Society Of Great Britain 
as it stands basa iñeinbership ex- 

. tending all over the couniry. 

:. (?) The Affiliated Societies ought to have 
a more direct voice than at present in 

- national matters affecting .them. 

() The Affiliated Societies must have 

General Committee. In order to ensure. - 

singleness of purpose the Council \vill conduct. 
all negotiãtio.ns with the Government, or with 
other bodies on matters when the nationaF 
unity must be preserved and emphasised. 

These are times of. great stress for -the- 
amateur movement. A large public is grow- 
ing up which tends to be unsympathetic to 
the experimenter. If therefore any clash of 
the interests of .the listener-in and the experi-. 
menter should unfortunately occur the cas& 
for the experimenter ought to be presented - - 

of members, of whom many were resident fait 
from London, and the title of the Society 
became a misnomer. As a consequence the 
Society was renamed last year the Radio; 
Society of Great Britain.' The new name, s 
only one indication of its national scope, for 
as a fact there are now more; than 200 

Societies affiliated with it, and the Prince of' 
Wales has honou red the Society by becoming. 
its Patron. . . . - 

Since the "change of-name took pjace a first 

Societies, but will comprise two or three mem- 
bers nominated by the Radio Society. The' 
subscription rates will remain approximately. 
as at present, namely a guinea per, annum 
from each member and from each Affiliated, 
Society. The Radio Society will be finan- 
cially responsible for the administrative 
expenses of both bodie,s. 

All nation-wide matters will be referred to 
the General Committee, and action will be 
taken by the Council upon the advice of the: 

 I during the past few months, and a 
scheme has been evolved which will, it is 
thought, be appropriate to the national char- 
acter of the Society and give solidarity to the 

- amateur movement. , 

The old Wireless Society of London, when 
it resumed work after the war, found wireless, 
transformed by the improvements in - radio- 

- telephony and ither applications of the three- 
electrode thermionic valve; The increased 
interest in wireless science caused an influx 

the affairs of the Radio Society ivill be 
managed by a Council of about twenty, meet- 
ihg in London, and the relations betweeh the, 
Affiliated Societies and the Radio Soçiey will- 
be managed by a General Committee of about 
forty members, meeting in various centres in 
turn. The Council will be elected partly by: 
the members of the Radio Society (metro- 
politan and provincial) and partly by the. 
General Committee. The General COmmitte& 
itself will be elected mainly by the Affiliateçl 

- 

- 

the. lRabio %octet otreat.. tßtítain .::1 

- A SUMMARY OF THE SCHEME FOR RECONSTITUTION. - k ..k,í) 

- - - - 
- ' 

THE 
reorganisation of the Radio Society Meanwhile a summary of th scheme jro- 

of Great Britain has been proceeding posed ma be of interest. It provides that 
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T11e longer the wavelength, the fiattér thé 
tuning becomes, so that stations separatèd by 
quite a considerable difference in wavelength 
chimed in regularly with their musical notes 
and buzzes. On short waves, the various.. 
forms of wave-trap I have recently described 
get rid 6f the iliterferencé quite satisfactoriiy, 
and I hrn now engàged in workipg out a 
scheme for an attachment to any existing am- 
plifier, so that the French broadcasting can 

Last 'ek I wrote of the punishment that 
should be meted out to some H.P. circuit- 
mongers. May I add that an even worse fate 
should befall the makers of variable con- 

densers who sell .0003 F as .0005 tF and 
.0005LP as .00i P. I do not believe io per 
cent. of the variable condensers now sold are 
accurte, and many are not within 50 per cent. 
of the stated figure; - . 

reception even in the mst distant p.4rt of 
France. 

* * * 

Thé otherSunday çveniñg I was listening to 
Radiola on a new receiver with two stages of 
high-frequency and a detector valve, without. 
any note-magnifying valves added, and parti- 
cularly noticed the high quality of the trans-. 
rñission. But the interference from harmonics 
of high-power stations, morseon spark stations 
and atmospherics was peculiarly distressing. 

- rilarkeci. 

By the time these notes appear the All- 
British Wireless Exhibition will be opened. 
Every reader who can possibly manage it 
should go to the Show, for I know of many 
novelties which will be exhibited there for the 
first time. The primary cells.for.lighting 
valves to which I referred in rece.nt notes 
are to be shown there. . . 

_* ._.* * 

f. 
. ..; - 

IT 
is rather interesting, technically, to com- 

pare the conditions under which the French 
broadcast public listens to its messagesand 

music, and thosé under which we enjoy the 
rogrammés. There are advantages and dis- 

advantages on both sides of the Channel. 
On this side we are comparatively free f rom 
interference, save when listening to distant 
stations which are likely to be jrnmed by the 
450 metre directional wireless signals. Against 
this must be set the difficulty of amplifying, at 
Ijigh frequency the relatively short wave- 
lengths used. In France, resistance-capacity 
amplifiers can be used quite efficiently, for the 
wavelengths (save that of the School of Posts 
and Telegraphs) are relatively long. A well- 
designed resistancè-capaci ty coupled h igh-fre-' 
qu.ency amplifier works perfectly satisfactorily. 
on all wavelengths above 1,000 metres, and, 
thus the Eiffel Tower and Radiola (the former 
on 2,600 and the latter on 1,780 metres) can.- 
be magnified Quite easily for frame aerial' 

be received without the usual boiler shop 
accompaniments. It is a great disadvantage 
of resistance amplifiers that they magnify in- 
terference regardless of wàveléngth, whereas 
on tunéd anode oi tuned transformer couplihg 
the magnification is selective. 

* . * * 

It is very gratifying to see that makers of 
basket coils have realised the absurdity of 
winding them with the ridiculously fine wire 
which was the rule until recently. The fact 
that we can compensate for some of the resist- 
ance losses by recourse to reaction shoild not 
blind us to the fact that bettèr signals and 
sharper tuning are often obtained by the use 

a thickerwire. The improvement possible 
by using thick wire is particularly ioticeable 
in variometers, as you will find i you compare 
one wound with, say, No. 22 S.W.G. wire 
with another of No. 28 S.W.G. The improve- 
ment in crystal receivers is especially 

RANDOM TECHN!CALITIES 
By PERCY W. HARRIS, A ssistant Edito?. 

A few notes regarding French Transmissions-Resistance coupled A mplifier. and Bas jeel Coils 
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poses. On test the insulation the six-volt microphone circuit casting from Lon1on was ob- 
resistance was found very good, was of the order of loo ohms, it tamed back again from Glasgow 
th adjustmeiit smooth, and the will be seen that the demands on and Newcastle quite nicely 
appearance and finish satisfac- the accumulator (which can bé audible òñ the loûdpeaker in 
tor)'. the filamènt-lighting batteryof a Londbn.ï . 

635. 

 vided by a " static arrester 
supplied by Radio Specialities. 
This has a spark-gâp with micro- 
meter adjustment between a fine 
point, on the aerial side, and a 
brass ball which is earthed; thus 
providing an easy path to earth 
for any heavy discharge, at the 
same time giving good insulation 
for signal-reception. The device 
is mounted on a small rcular 
composition base, and has ter- 

- minal screws for connecting pur- 

phones, modulates' the current 
fiom a six-volt battery connected 
to a second pair of terminals. 
The modulated current, on pass- 
ing through a telephone trans- 
former incorporated in the instru- 
ment, gives a considerably' en-. 
hanced audio output to high 
resistance phones or loud-speaker 
connected to a third pair of ter- 
minaIs. As the effective resist- 
ance, in the instrument tested, of 

really efficient crystalS tunèr in 
the. outer suburbs, and perikon' 
crystal, hich normally brings in 
2LQ at roughly " phones-on-the- 
table " stage with this re'ay and 
al six-volt battery, quite a nice de- 
gree of loud-speaking resuUed. 

Extended tests in con'junction 
with a single-valve receiver gave 
interesting demonstrations of 
possibilities with limited appara- 
tus, e.g., with single-valve and,, 
relay, the simultaneous broad- 

arm is attached. The range of 
adjustment, on trial, was found 
to be ample, with welcome ab- 
sence of back-lash and sufficient 
firmness. The cat's whisker was 
commendably fine and springy. 
The detector fitting, which is 
supplied either in lacquered brass 
or nickel-plate, should make up 
readily into a sensitiye and easily 
adjusted unit. 

- Static Arrester. - 

A permanent safeguard against 
heavy " static ' discharges, and, 
of course, the rarer phenomenon 
of actual lightning stroke, is pro- 

ated by the type of reed mechan-: 
ism- familiar in the Brown head- 

The Harriscn Crystal-detector 
- Fitting. - 

of conventional design, the ámpli- 
fication was favourable. As sub-S 
stitute for a second noté-magnify- 
ing valve, it fell slightly short of 
the latter in intensity, but with 
less distortion. Used after three 
valves, detector and two note 
mags., it gave a prodigióus 
shout, in which, however, th 
w'rds of aspeakei were fairly i 

telligible, .being considerabI 
better in this respect than most of 
the public exhibitions- of loud 
speaking that are doing so much 
harm to th& industry. - As audio 
amplifier after crystal receptioi, 
the results vere excèllent. Qn . 

 : Condi 

Crystal Detector Fitting. 
ME S S R S. HARRISON 

MANUFACTURING CO. 
have forwarded a sample 

of their crystal detector fitting, 
for mounting bythe amateur on 
his own panel. This coñists of 
a column, with fixing screw, 
carrying a ñovel type of universal 
loint. to which the cat's whisker 

cted by A. D. COWPER, M.A., Staff 

-.A Microphone Amplifier. 
We were very glad to havean 

opportunity of putting to a com- 
prehensive series of tests a micro- 
phone relay, made by Messrs. 
S. G. Brown, Ltd. Fhis is an 
amplifying device which, when 
connected in place of the tele- 
phone receivers, by means of a 
double-acting microphone actu- 

ditor. . r . - 

valve set) are eictrethly modest, 
.whilst no H.T. is needed. Actu- 
àlly the instrument could be run 
off 'four large dry cells. - 

On trial as note-magnifier after 
â sensitive and efficient single- 
valve receiver, it gave most ex- 
cellent loud-speaking on level 
transmissions.. Compared directly 
with a one-valve note magnifier 

L 

- 

L - 

H a a S 

i 
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A chapter is devoted to indoor 
and frame aerials. 

The Construction of Wfreless 
Receiving Apparatus. (Radio 
Press Series No. 5, rs. 6d.). 

This handbook, by.. Paii1 1)'. 

Tyers, gives practical details of 
the construction of many . very' 

Relativity. N. R. - Campbell, 
D.Sc. (Cambridge.: Cam- 
bridge University Press, 
1923.) Dem.y 8vo II. pp. 
7s. 6d net. 

Dr. N. R. Campbell is welt 
known for his physical and philo- 
sophical )vritings and is one of 

636. 

and telephony, and a certificte1 
teacher of the City and Guilds of 
London institute. 

The book contaias questions 
and answers upon every conceiv- 
able aspect r of telegraphy and, 
tçlephony, and is liberally illus- 
trated with cil-cuit diagrams and. 
pictorial representations. 

how to Erect Your Wireless 
Aerial. (Radio Pros Series. 
No. 4, is.) 

The author of this handbook, 
B.. E. G. Mittell, has had an 
extensive experience of aerials .of 
all: types, including those of high 
power commercial stations, and 
the essentially practical details 
which he gives, regarding the. 
selection of a site and the actual 
erection of the aerial will proye 
particularly usefui to beginners. 

Practical Wireless Valve Circuits 
(Radio Press Series No. io, 
.2S. 6d.) - 

This standard book of circuit 
diagrams, by John Scott-Tag?. 
gart, F.Inst.P..,, contains about 
70 different circuits, and gives 
typical values for condensers 
grid leaks, etc. With each 
diagram,, a brief explanation and 
criticism is gtven to guide the 
experimenter iii making a seleé- 
tion. - ., ,, 

graphy and Telephony. H. P. 
'Few. (London :. S. Rentell 
and Co.) Cr. 8vo.,,. 324 pp., 
5s. 6d. net. 

This volume is désigned for the 
use'of students preparing for the' 
examinations held by the City and' 
Guilds of London Institute in the 
ordinary grades of telegraphy 
and telephony. In the 5th edition 
solutions are given to the ex- 
amination papers set from 1915 
to rgig. The author is a first- 
class horìoursman in teleeraohv 

Wireless for All. (Radio Press 
Series No. i, 6d.) 

Thisook, by -John. Scott 
Taggart, iF.Inst.P., is intended 
for the abolute beginner in wire- 
ress. I deals with the theory of 
the science in â simple and easily 
understood manner and,. as an 
introductory bôok on wireless, 
has-much to recommend it 

Simplified Wireless. -(Radio. Press 
Series No. 2, is..) - 

- 
- Written as a sequel to " Wire-' 

less for All,." this book by. the 
same author, practically: com- 
mences where the latter leaves: 
off; and progreses by easy 
stages until, in the last chapters, 
the reader is instructed in the 
making of simple and inexpensive 
crystal receirers. The book 
inefudes an explanation of al! the 
electricaL terms used.. in wireless 

useful components.- It does not 
deal with the construction of a 
complete - receiving set., but- 
indicates how the components 
dealt with may be incorporated 
in sets. - 

How to Make a " Unit" Wfre 
-less Receiver. (Radio Prs 
Series No. 7, 2S. 6d,) . - 

This little handbook, by EY 
Redpath, Assistant Editor of 
Wireless W.eekly, expláins In 
a simple manner the essential 
theory of radio- telephony, . and 
gives thoroughly practical details 
¿f the cbnstruction of a complete 
receiving set built up on the Unit 
system. The first unit, a vario- 
meter tuner and crystal, may be 
used as soon as completed, and 
further units may be added as 
desired. A chapter is devoted to. 
the construction and erection of 
an efficient aerial. 

the ablest of English authors in 
these subjects. So many volumes 
have recently appeared on the 
subject of Relativity mostly in 
the German language, that any 
addition might seem superfluous. 
The translations of the works of 
-Einstein himself and of Weyl are 
available, and : Eddington has 
written an excellent exposition-of 
the subject. This book, how- 
ever, is one of the most interest- 
ing semi-popular treatises on this 
subject which we; have seen. It 
is impossible to enter into de- 
tailed account of the book, ex- 
cept to say .- that it deals with 
the First and Second Principles 
and their consequences, the geo- 
metrical interpretation of these 
priñciples, and the general theory 
of what may be called its practical 
application:' - - ' . - - 

Questions and Solutions in Tele- 

s ti 
IfìÌiirfl 

- 
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i 
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positive half-cycles attract electrons to the will rise, due to the high-frequency currents 
grid. These electrons, piling up on the right- generated by the valve being rectified by it, 
hand-side of the grid condenser, cause the grid with the result that the rectified componen.t 
almost instantaneously to become considerably adds itself to the existing steady current. 

- 
- TWO NEW BOOKS. -. - 

By Jo/zn Sco-Taggart, F.InsLP. .. 

Radio Valves ànd How to Use Them. - More Practical Valve Circuits. 
- Price 2/6. . Price 3/6. - - 

Exhibition Stand No. 47, or from Radio Press, Ltd. Devereux Court, Strand, Londou, W.C. - 

anode current flowing through the telephone 
receivers. This change may be an increase or 
a decrease. When a grid condenser is in the 
grid Circuit of the valve which is oscillating, 
añd reaction is increased to such a point that 
the valve begins to oscillate, the plonk is 
usually, but not necessarily, due to a sudden 
drop in the meán anode current flowing 
through the telephones. When the valve 
begins to oscillate the grid has comparatively 
high voltage oscillations applied to it, and the 

take place, unless the curve lies to the left of 
the zero grid voltage ordinate or vertical axis. 

- If the valve in which -reaction is being pro- 
duced is being operated under such conditiors 
the middle point on the characteristic cûrve is. 
being used; then, when the valve begins to 
oscillate there wjll be no appreciable change 
in the average current flowiig through th 
telephone receivers. If, however, we -make the 
grid, potential more negative so that we 
approach the lower bend, the anode current 

apparently, for no particular reason, suddenly 
decides that it will no loiiger carry on, the 
reaction amplification process but will go the 
whole hog and start oscillating. Why is this 
effect not so often obtained in a circuit such as 
the ST. , which uses ä tuned anode' circuit 
with reaction from the anode circuit of the 
second valve? Why is the effect more often 
obtained in a circuit where, .for example, the 
reaction is introduced on to the aerial circuit.?, 

The plonk is due to a sudden change in the 

employed, and iñ this case is due to 'the 
change of anode current caused by the recti- 

.fication of the valve. . This reètification may.' 
be due to grid current rectification, or it may 
be due to rectification produced through thé 
valve operating at, or near, a bend in its 
characteristic curve. There is usially only 
one point on the grid voltage anode current 
characteristic curve where no rectification takes 
place,, and thisis the middle of the steep 
portion 'of the èurve. Rectification here will 

Ot,sr Weekly Causeris wrülen by Me Edilor._ 

SOME beginners wander why it is that as 
the reaction coil is tightened a sudden 
"plonk" is produced in the telephone 

receivers.. This plonk is rightly regarded as 
a nuisance . Instead of being able tòincrese 
the reaction slowly up. to the desired point, 
there seem to be only two adjustments, one 
where the reaction has just been begun and 
the other; self-oscillation. The valve, 

) ¿$. 

-negative; and the grid potentiaL begins to 
oscillate about this mean negative potential. 
The sudden change of the mean anode 
current, however, is in a downward direction, 
the accumulated negative charge on the grid 
causing a decrease in the anode current, this 
sudden decrease producing a plonking effect. 

The .plonking effect is also frequently 
obtained even when no grid condenser. is 

 

.* - 
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mission and French trawlers in 
APPRECIATION. 'the vicinity on 300 metres and 

SIR,-Beiùg interested' in any enable us to hear telephony on 
practical method of improving 353 metres from Cardiff; or 363 
the efficiency of'myst ( V. metres from London. Or the 

638 

grammes, thè super-station 
should satisfy all th& " pro- 
grammegrousers."-I am, età., 

- lAVINO IN HbPES. 
Marazion, Cornwall. .............. 

- -rr - -. -- - - - 
- fl . 

view of the fact that no mention 
was made of the reception of 
speech and music, only Morse, in 
the description of the above set 
in Modern Wireless. 

I am hoping shortly to try out 
one of the 2-valve Circuits for 
long-wave \vbrl as describéd in 
Modern Wireless for October. 

Wishing both your journals the 
success they deserve.-I am, etc.,, 

P'.' J. HILLIER. 

Devizes .,,, -,. 

B. W. KING. 
Chiswick, 'W.4. 

INTERFERENCE. 
SIR,-! have read with some 

interest your remarks in a recent 
issue re interference from spark 
stations in these parts, and your 
suggestion for eliminating same. 

I am afraid the "gadget 
has yet to be found that will cut 
out FFU (Ushant's) spark trans- 

The remedy lies with the 
B.B.C., and I suggest they stop 
putting up small stations or 
relay stations at " strategic 
points " all over the country, and 
instead instal (erect or hire), one' 
powerful supr-station which cart 
transmit telephony on a wave- 
length of not less than 2,000 
metres or thereabouts, anyhow; 
well clear of spark interference. 

By transmitting extracts from 
the present stations' nightly pro- 

dnser. I regularly receive con- 
certs and speech from Radiola, 
Eiffel Tower, Croydon Aero- 
drome and Königswüsterhausen, 
the last-named beiñg weakest, 
but quite distinct. 

The carrier waves of aerò- 
planes have also been picked up, 
but no tlephony was heard, the 
reason, I suppose, being that the 
transmitting apparatus in use on 
'planes is less powerful. 

I make these few remarks in 

anode, reaction on the anode; 
This produces good results on a 
loud-speaker, and Glasgow. is 
particularly good, almost as loud 
as London. 

I enjoy your articles, and 
should like to congratulate you 
on the two papers you pro- 
duce. Wii-eless Weekly and 
Moderli Wireless are both saving 
me time and money-an impor- 
tant thing in these days.-.-I am,. 
etc., 

perfect owing to their long wave- 
length clear of spark interfer- 
ence. 

No there is nothing wrong 
with the reception, the trouble is 
that the B.B.C. (with great fore- 
thought) selected wavelengths 
for their transmission of con- 
certs, etc., so close to those in 
use by commercial and ship 
stations, that in many places it 
is impossible to cut out spark 
interference. 

RE SINÇLE-VALVE LONG- 
VAVE SET. 

Modern Wireless," July. 
SIR,-It may interest some of 

our long-wave enthusiasts to hear 
of my experiences ith the above 
set.. The set is composed of pur- 
chased component parts, all 
being of British make. (I men- 
tion this after reading amusing 
remarks re " job stuff " in Wire- 
less Weekly, No. i, Vol. 2.) 

Now for results, using single 
wire P.M.G. aérial, 28 ft. high, 
composed of ex-Army telephone 
cable (medium), Ora valve, 
Iranic coils and o.00i Polar con- 

and reading your " Random 
Technicalities " of Oct. , I 
noticed the "absorption circuit" 
in your diagram, and it occurred 
to me that I might try this out 
on my set. I proceeded to do so, 
using a coil I made up from your 
previous article for a crystal set, 
and I was greatly surprised at 
the results. With the coil 
shunted by. a 0.0003 1tF variable 
condenser, I could easily cut out 
London and get Cardiff or any 
of the other stations I desired. 

M) set is i H.F., detector,. 
i L.F. Marconi Osram D.E.R., 
66 volts on the plate, tuned 

" Lizard " on 450 metres (i t 

miles away), and enable us to. 
hear telephony from Newcastle, 
Manchester, Birmingham, etc. 

There seems to be an idea that. 
this part of the county is " bad 
for ieception. I maintain that it 
is no worse than many other 
parts of the United Kingdom 
where there are commercial 
stations working with ships, etc. 

I can (spark transmission per- 
mitting) get any of the B.B.C. 
stations on a loud-speaker, using 
three Mullard dull emitters and a 
flrown's Relay. 

Eiffel Tower and Radiola are 

:; Corte íOIøeflCe 

Wire1ess;WeeIUy. Navember 14, 1923 
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C. E. S. (SUNDERLAND) finls when using, 
ST100 that breaking the circuit between the 
cat-whisker and crystal produces a prolonged 
shriek. He also notices that when the loud 
speaker is touched a loud howl results. 

,. 639 

L and L4, No. Igranic. These values are 
suitable for the reception of broadcasting. Fixed 
cndensers. C4, 0.0003 F; C,, 0.0002 tF. The 
grid leak R, may have a resistance of 2 megohms, 
and we strongly advise you to buy on& of reput- 
able make. A two coil-holder will be necessary 

¿E ¿.7 

The desired effect can be obtained by using a 
tapped H.T. battery, as shown. 

H. A. L. D. (KILMARNOCK) asks for suit- 
able values of components for ST5O circuit. 
Variable condensers : C1, o.0005 zF; C2 and C3, 

0.0003 zF. Coils: L1, No. 35 or 50 Igranic, de- 
pending upon the size of your aerial. L2, No. 75; 

portant that the grid-filament connections to the 
valve should embrace both variometer and load- 
ing coil. Variation of the coupling between the 
two plug-in coils will introduce reaction between 
the anode and grid circuits of the first valve. If. 
the desired effect is not obtained at first trial, 
reverse the conñections to the reaction coil. This. 
method is not suitable for very loqg wavelengths 
as, when large coils are added, the effective 
range of the varjometers is considerably reduced.' 

P. T. '(LONDON) asks ,for switching 
series -parallel capacity arrangement. - 

We reproduce herewith two arrangements illus- 
trating how series-parallel - capacity may be' 
obtained, using only one condenser. - 

A. B. (BIRMINGHAM) asks how he may 
use a Dutch valve for detector and Marconi 
Osram for low -frequency amplification,, 
using ,a common HT. battery. 

J. W. C. S. (BOURNEMOUTH) asks how, 
he may (a) obtain higher wavelengths and 
(b) employ reaction, with a unit receiviñg set. 
In order to obtain higher wavelengths and, at the 
same time, employ reaction with unit receiving 
apparatus embracing variometers for tuning pur- 
poses, obtain a two coil-holder and connect up so 
that an additional plug-in ëoil may be connected 
iñ series with the aerial tuning variometer and 
another in series with the anode tuning vario- 
rñeter. rn the case of the aeì-ial circuit, it is im- 

The fact that the set howls when the ct-vhskèr 
is removed from the crystal is by ño means 
abnormal, and takes place in many STioo 
receivers. Proper acljustnient of the crystal 
detector should always be made. The fact that 
when the loud-speaker is touched a howl results 
is not normal and some steps should be taken to 
prevent it. We would suggest connecting various 
values of fixed condenser in parallel across the 
loud-speaker winding. Suitable values to try are 
as follows :-o.002 o.ox F. 

a 

s 

/I1/r - 
/ Jj U1llI_ 

ii st p1 - 
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MICA- 

- announce that their advertisement appearing in the 
& MICANITE S PP lES, t -. Oct. 24th issue should read " and are selling over 

MICA HOUSE, OFFORD STREET 500 specimens per week," etc E 

CALEDONIAN RD., LONDON, N.I No,h 8o5 r ": ........ 
640 

L. - . -- - - -- - - -- -. -___-. rr - - 

IHcad Of/icr: IO, FITZROY Showroom,: Branch and Work, 

I SQUARE. LONDON W.I. aoa EUSTON RD. N.W.I. I TWICKENHAM. 

_______ 
CONDENSER 

INSULATING MATERIALS 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

for the modified ST100 circuit. 
The following details willenable you to ¿onstruct 
suitable variometers for the circuit to which you 
refer. Aerial circuit inner tube 2 inches long and 
3 inches in diameter wound with 40 turns of 
No. 26 S.W.G.-d.c.c. wire. Outer tube 2 inches 
long and 4 inches in diameter wound with the 
same number of turns of wire. Plate circuit 
variometers the same dimensions, but in a tube 
wound with 70 turns of No. 32 S.W.G.-d.c.c., 
outer tube to be wound in the same manner. 

The National Wireless & Electric Co. ask us to 

 - 

ECONOMIC LECTRIt (__ 
I 

e. I 

- 

- 7........_I .1 -' 
THE "EEC" "XTRAUDION"VLLVE 
is being used by the leading Radio Expert- 
menters for detection, high and low fre- 

V quency amplification, power amplifiers and ' L 
low power transmission. Price 15/- 
USE "RECTARITE," the synthetic 
crystal that makes Loud speakers talk. 

1/6 Large Specimen. 

Write to-day for 40 page Radio 
Catalogue mailed post free, 4d. 

WIRELESS," No. 3. 
Values of condenser C,, o.00 E; C2, 0.0003 
tF; C3, 0.0023 tF fixed; C, 0.002 tF fixed; 

C5, 0.0003 1uF fixed; C,, 0.002 tF fixed. Values 
of coils L1 5 or o Igranic coil; L2, 75 Igranic 
coil; L3, 100 Igranic coil; L, 7 Igranic coil; 

L2, . toO Igranië coil. R1, R2, R3 are filament 
resistances. R3 is a grid leak of 2 megohms 
resistance. B2 should be about 6o volts. The 
valves should be of the hard type such as the 
R, Ora br A.R. 

t. 

T.. (ALEXANDRIA) asks for constriic- 
tional details of tubular variometer suitable 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE 

TRADE MARK ON EVERY GRID LEAK; 

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
(Patent No. 200008). 

The Resistance / Suitable for use in 

steadily Vanable tb \ any circuit, and '-- -r- mproves the work- 
between to 5 Ç' ¡ng of any valve 
megohms. Only ssi7iL ' detector. (50,000 
re uires a fin-hole' to 100,000 ohms for 

S'- ' 

in.panelforfitting. theST.lOOCiicult. 
PRICE 26 each. Price 3/6.) 

Tb, bct Vwlable Orid Leak made. 

WATMEI WIDEI ES ComiaughRouse, la, Edgware Road, 
1511 I Iii L 15111 L J ULl1 Marble Arcb.W.2. Td.4575 Padthngton. 

think that the following values will make a fairly 
satisfactory instrument. Primary ounce of 
No. 44 sinie silk covered wire; secondary r 

otinces of No. single silk covered wire. 

M. J. W. (DEVON) asks for values of coils, 
etc., for ST45 Circuit. 
The following values will be suitable for ST45 

L1, 35 turns; L2, o turns; L3, 50 turns; C1, 

0.0005 tF; C2, 0.0003 F; C,, 0.0003 fixed; 
C, 0.002 /LF. 

T. H. B. (HEREFORD) asks for values to 
enable him to make a workable circuit on 
the lines of that on page 206 "MODERN 

- 
G'ÓOcI. Teniper and you cannot produce reaction effects, that is, if 

you cannot produce oscillations in the circuits 

1 Good C,, L, reverse the connections to the coil L4. 

For Continental broadcasting choose suitable coils 
The three things are inseparable. Have the by ñieans of the table given in Modern Wireless, 

PARALLEL BENCH VICE 
best quality and cut out middle costs by buying directS No. 6. 

Capacity O-tin. Complete structional details of L.F. transformer to be I-LAND DRILL with three-jaw Chuck and 

Quality euarantee& Covered Screw, Steel Jaws, Price 5/6 W. G. N. (BARNSTAPLE) asks for con- 

Set o(driils 'gjn. hin., tin.. lain., lain., . 10/6 wound on a former i 9/32nds long and 
- Money returned il not satisfied. We pay carriage. 

27/32nds in diameter. 

THE BILLING TOOL (Dept. W), 303, High Holborn, The former on which you propose to wind your S 

LONDON. W.C.1. 
. intervalve transformer is somewhat smaU. but we 

7 

Wireless Weekly 

Good 
Novenber 14, 1923 

'I' ools- for the coils L, and L in order that you may 
adiut the amount of reactián betweeñ them. If 
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A LINE OF
Western Electric

= =LOUD SPEAKERS =
, =

= ,
= =-
= =-
= =
=- =
= ==

=
A complete line of four Loud Speakers are now available, all of which have been
most carefully designed and constructed in consideration of the needs of the public.

No. 44003.-A small Loud Speaker operating on an ordinary magnetic diaphragm principle. The trumpet
is of a non-metallic material with adequate acoustical properties. This model gives sufficient volume to enable
a small audience to hear well in a quiet room.

No. 44004.-A Loud Speaker of medium size operating on the standard receiver principle, but having a large
diaphragm and an adjustable air -gap which enables the utmost efficiency to be obtained upon any particular
current strength. This Loud Speaker gives most excellent reproduction. ...._

No. 44005.-This model is of medium size and,operates on the balanced armature principle as so success- =
fully applied in the case of the now famous Loud Speaking equipment. More powerful than the No. 44004 =_

= model, this Loud Speaker gives adequate volume without distortion. == =
No. 44002.-The now familiar Loud Speaker, known universally as part of the Western Electric Loud =

Speaking Equipment. Operating on the balanced armature principle, this powerful model gives most faithful =
= reproduction and purity of tone and is free from distortion.
= MADE BY THE MAKERS OF OVER HALF THE WORLD'S TELEPHON ES ==== E

western Electric ,Company Ltnnted =
=

= CONNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2. =.-
---= Telephone : Central 7345 (9 lines). === Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Cardiff, Birmingham, Southampton, Glasgow, Dublin. === Also Singapore, Johannesburg, Buenos Ayres, Sydney, etc., etc. -==

= Come and See Us at STAND No 100 at the All -British WIRELESS EXHIBITION. =
=

You C.I.VATOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.

No. 44002. No. 44005. No. 44004. No. 49003.
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BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY.
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ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 14111, 1(,23.

At the All -British Wireless Exhibition, White
City, Shepherd's Bush, Nov. 8th to 21st, 1923.

If not visiting the

EXHIBITION
send for Folder

W.D. 8 describing

in detail .` 1924

AMPLIONS."

The Amplion Loud Speaker is so well known that it is hardly,
necessary to draw special attention to the Amplion Exhibit on
Stand ii3 (Hall C).
As the Amplion display includes the entire series of 19.24 models-of
exceptional interest to all present and prospective " listeners -in '-Stand 113
is recommended as one of the first to visit.
In design and construction the new Amplion represents a definite advance in
Loud Speaker efficiency, for speech as well as music is brought out in full
volume with remarkable clarity and freedom from distortion.
In tone the Amplion is delightfully natural and the result is due, in no small
measure, to the improved non -resonating sound conduit and oak or mahogany
trumpet fitted to all styles listed at £3 5s. and upwards.
An entirely new and original type of Loud Speaker now introduced is the six
guinea Portable All -Purpose Model, which may be carried like a hand -camera
and used both in and out of doors with equal facility.

LOUD SPEAKERS
ARE ASSOCIATED WITH ALL THE BEST WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS.

Patentees & Manufacturers :

ALFRED GRAHAM & Co.,
St. Andrew's Works,

Crofton Park, London, S.E.4.
'Phone : 'Grams :

Sydenham 2820.1-2. " Nays.lhada, Catgreen, London."
West End Showrooms :

THE ALGRAPHONE SALON,
25.6, Savile Row. Regent Street, Lonion, W.1.

'Phone: Regent 1075.

1

/1 1. /
1! fj, ova\

' r..-;
7,

4

., /.1. i...hi ,...,

11111!illtilopilliiiA.'.

IIIP
............

II -

STAND No,I13
WHITE CITY

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!

French R Valves
Phillips R Type ..
Stop Pins, with Shoulder .. 2 a Id. ;doz.
Fixed Condensers to .001 ..
Fixed Condensers to .005
Fixed Condensers to .006
Valve Pins, doz. 6d. ; Sockets .. doz.
2, 4, 5 B.A. Nuts .. ..3 doz.
Basket Coils .. .. Set of 6
Spade Terminals . .. doz. 4d.
Vario Couplers, with -Knob, wound

CALLERS' COLUMN
Buy Best Goods at Low Prices
Terminals (complete with Nuts.)
Large W.O. 4 for 5fd.; doz. 1/3
Telephone, W.O. Pillar 4 for 5d. ; doz. 1/ -
Small Pillar 1d. each; doz. 9d.
Switch Arm, 12 Studs and Nuts. the lot 10d.
Small Variometers 2501350, with

Knob and Bush..
Larger Variometers, 253 650 .. 2/8
Igranic Variometer, Ebonite, 350/650 .. 15/-
2 -Way Coil Holders 5/6, 4/6
3 -Way Coil Holders.. .. .. 6/11, 5/11

.. 10
8
5d.

10d.
1/3
1/6
9d.
6d.

4/11
Glass Enclosed 'Whisker Detector .

1'6Enclosed Whisker Detector (large), 26
Fine Perikon, 2 Crystals, enclosed .. 3
Small Perikon, 2 Crystals .. I 6
Bell Wire, D.C.C., I.C., 30 Guage 10 yds. 6d.
Twin Flex .. .. 12 yds., 1/7 ; 4 yds. 7d.
Plug Coils, Ebonite .. 1/-, 9d.
Extra Quality, ditto on base .. 1/-, 1/3
Pillar Terminals, Nut and Washer,

2 0..1., Large .. 2 for 6d.
Switch Arms .. 8d., 9d., 10d., 1/ -
Filament Resistances 1/8, 1/10, 2/-, 2/3
Igranic Resistances

..4/63
Igranic Vernier .. .. 7/-
4 Cat's Whiskers, one gold .. 4d.
Single Basket Coil Holders .. 1/4i
Variable Grid Leaks .. 1/5
Bretwood Variable Grid Leaks, guar. 3 years 3/ -
Pin Terminals, screw pattern, 1/3 doz ; 2 for 3d.
Spade Terminals, screw pattern, 1/3 doz ; 2 for 3d.
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite 9d., 1/ -
Grid Leaks and Condensers, .0003 3/-, 2/3, 2/ -
Valve Sockets, with shoulder doz. 1/ -
Basket Coils, Duplex Waxless 5 for 2/-
100,000 ohm Resistance .. . 1/6
Variometer on Ebonite, ball rotar,

wound D.C.C. 7/9
Accumulator, 6 v. 60 amp., in hand-

some wood case, strap handle.. .. 27/6
D.C.C. Wound Tapped Coils 2/-, 1/6
Double Phone Cords .. pair Ind.
Wound Coils, 12 x 4, best quality .. 2/6
Wound Coils, 6 x 3, best quality .. 1/9
D.P.S.T. Switches, special .. 1/3
S.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1'8' to 2/3
D.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1.11 to 2/9
2 B.A. Rod, 12 in. .. 2 for 6d.
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 Coils .. 5/6
Plug and Socket, truss .. pair lid.
Fixed Condensers .01
Pocket Lamp Batteries (best) .. 6 for 2/3
Special Filament Resistance, very fine value 2/-
D.P.D.T. Nickel Switches for panel mount-

ing 2/6
Splendid Loud Speaker, complete with

trumpet, 2,000 ohms. .. 313/ -
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger .. 6d.
Sets of Names (12)Engraved, Black or White 6d.
Filament Complete Circle Resistance, Scales

0 to 300 .. .. each 6d.
Insulated Hooks .. .. each Id.
Copper Foil per foot 4d.
Best Zincite and Bornite .. pair 1/

RIGHT OPPOSITE

D A LY'S
GALLERY DOOR E.

RAYMOND'S
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.

BRITISH MADE.
Aluminium Ends.
Ebonite Busho-.
Narrow Spacers
Metal to Metal

Bearings.

Ebonite Knob, Bush,
Screws, Pointer.

- COMPLETE AS SKETCH.
EBONITE DIALS GIVEN FREE if you

buy 4 Condensers.

.001
.00075

.0005

.0003

.0002

6/6
6/-
4/8
4'2
32

.0001
Vernier ... 2/2

Registered Post and Packing, per set, 6d.
(Foreign Ditto. per set, 2s.)

HEADPHONES:-
BRUNET ...4,003 17 6
SIPDE ...4,000 14 9
P.T.C. (B.B.C.) 4,000 16 11
SIPDE 8,000 18 11
N. & K. 4,000 14'9

LOUD SPEAKER Receiver & Cond.,
50 laminations in each pole 18 11
All 1 - parts extra for post.

L.F. Intervalve Transformers.
5-1 Radio Instruments, Ltd. (1) .. 25'-
5-1 Igranic
5-1 Formo (3) .. 15 --
5-1 Raymond
On Transformers (1), (2) and (3) goods to the

value of Id. in the 1/- given free to callers.

1,000 VALVES
EDISWAN, MARCONI R.

COSSER, etc.,

12/6 each.
NEW. Purchased from a

firm closing down.
NO POST.

TRADE AND RADIO CLUBS SUPPLIED.
I advertise what I sell, and sell what I advertise.

HONEST GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICE.
ALL PREVIOUS LASTS CAN( ET LED.

POST ORDER COLUMN
NO POST ORDERS except for goods in this
column, and at prices marked, which include
all post, rail and packing charges, U.K. only.
ALL ORDERS EXECUTED AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE MOMENT, IN STRICT ROTATION.
Accumulators, high-class goods, 4 v. 40 amps. 20, -
Fixed Condensers, .0003 to .001 1/4
Fixed Condensers, .002 to .005 .. 1/8
Fixed Condensers, .006 .. .. 2/-
Ebonite Valve Holders, 8 nuts. each .1/6 ; 3 for 4/ -
Ebonite Dials and Knob, turned ebonite 2/-, 2/6
D.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite base 3/3
S.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite base 2/9.
Variable Grid Leak (Bretwood), guar. 3 years 3/6
Variable Grid Leak, usual pattern .. 2/6
Two-way Coil Holders, 3 qualities, all good

value 5/6, 6/6, 7/6
Three-way ditto, as above 6/9, 7/6, 8/9
Twin Flex for Extension Leads 12 yds. 2/3
Grid Leak and Condenser, .0002,.0003,.0005 2/9
Grid Leak, 2 megohms 1/4
Pin Terminals, screw pattern, for 'phone

leads . 6 for 1/-
Spade Terminals, screw pattern, for 'phone

leads .. 6 for 1/ -
Ebonite Coil Plugs, high-class article,

each 1/3 ; 6 for 6/9
4 Cat's -whiskers (gold silver,ete.) 6d.
Bell Wire, D.C.C., I.R.C. .. 10 yds. 1/--
109,000 ohms Resistance . 2/-, 2/6
Switch Arms, very good quality, complete

with 12 studs . 2/-
Valve Sockets, polished, with shoulder and

nuts .. .. doz. I/O ; 3 doz. 4/ -
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite Crystal . 1/6
Double 'Phone Cords, with screw terminals 1/6
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils, on stand.. 6/ -
Basket Coil Holders, single, with coil plug 2/2
Filament Resistances (not cheap rubbish)

2/6, 2/8, 3/ -
Very Special ditto (limited number) .. 2/9
Terminals, Phone, W.O. Pillar, with nut,

doz. 1/9 ; 3 doz. 4/3
Variometers and Knob, 250/650 .. . 4/6
Basket Coils up to 3,500 metres .. set of.6 2/3
Crystal Detectors, all best quality, not Junk.

Enclosed, large whisker.. .. 3/3
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, smaller whisker 2/9
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, large, Perikon,

2 crystals 3/9
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, slightly smaller

ditto . .. 3/3
Many Other Detectors, open type, 2/- 2/6, 2/9, 3/ -
L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Radio Instru-

ments, Ltd. . 25/--
L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Igranic

(shrouded) 21/-
L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Forms 15/-
L.F. Intervalve Transformers, Raymond .. 13/9
Variometer on Ebonite Ball Rotor .. 10/-
Igranic Vat iometar, Inside Winding .. 15/ -
Sets of 12 name tabs, black or white .. 1/-
2 B.A. N uts per gross 1/10
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger 1/ -
Insulating Sleeving, all colours .. 6 yds. 2/9
Amplion Junior Loud Speaker .. .. 52/6
Best Knobs, Bushed 2 B.A. .. 1 for 1/6
Brunet Phones, 4,000 ohms 18/6
N. and K. Standard, 4,000 ohms .. 16/9
N. and K. Lightweight, 4,000 ohms.. .. 1319

THE SIMPLEX BROAD AST CRYSTAL SET.
The Most Efficient, Simple and Inexpensive
Crystal Set Made. Range, 200-600 Metres.
Will Receive All Broadcasting Stations
Within a Radius of 40 Miles, Using Tele-
phones of Average Sensitivity, with a Standard
P.M.G. Aerial. Very Fine Tuning Obtainable
Using Basket Coils of Very Low Self Capacity.
Every Set Sold has been Tested and is
Guaranteed. SIMPLE, CHEAP & EFF I CI ENT.

12/6 per set. Post 1/-

M. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL
-

HOURS
OF BUSINESS :

=DAILY - 9 to 7.45
-1=- Sundays, 10.30 to 1
.-.1111111111!11111111111111111111111:N.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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Endurance
IN ancient times the

test of endurance lay
in the running of races
and in contests with
wild beasts. To -day the
demand for endurance is
just as insistent, and
anything which is to
survive the stern com-
petition must be of sound
design and construction.
For your wireless receiver
you need Valves of en-
durance which will give
u n fail i n g satisfaction
thoughout a long life.
If you wish to be assured
of this specify

Mullard

14115;i1riailkli '

Look for us at
the Wireless
Exhibition,
White City,
STAND 90.

Obtainable from all leading electricians, wireless dealers, etc.
Advt. of The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S.W.12.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG

NOVEMBER 14TH, 1923

(The first Mamthoi

Business.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

A CATAL' GUI- in which you
will find thousands of component
parts, at lowest competitive prices.

Contains
100

illustrated

Pages.

THoeSen useum ear

54, GRAFTON STREET,

Over
1,200

Illustrations.

POST FREE 3d.

LONDON, W.C.

Viorig SOUCIN.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

Write for
Catalogue " C "
to -day if you

cannot call I

R.II.

What "Service" Means !
TN Wireless as in all the lines we handle-we
L are thorough, efficient and helpful. Our
"Service " means offering you all that is New and
Good. Special Bargains-Easy Payment Terms-
Advice. This is a pleasant Centre in which you
can see, buy, or Dust chat with an Expert. Call
in to -day if you can, and appreciate all that is

offered in goods and helpful Service
When you get to know the Service Co., you

will feel you have found a friend.

dc_Agyzioansa
Wireless Dept. 292-3, High Holborn, London, W.C.1
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With this to guide you

TRADE ONLY
SUPPLIED.

KINDLY ORDER
FROM YOUR
USUAL DEALER.

Filament Rheostats (laconic)
Vernier type for Detector
circuits. Plain type for
amplifying circuits.
List No. 16832 with Vernier
Adjustment 7/ -
List No. 16831 without
Vernier Adjustment .. 4/0

the building of either
Crystal or Valve Sets
is extremely simple.

EIB013000000 00 0E1000E1
The " B.B.L." Booklet of Wiring Diagrams shows

all the Components required in their relative positions for wiring
up. Get a copy from your Dealer.

Price 1/-.

Broadcast Variometer
(Sterling). Gives very fine
tuning. Fitted reversible
bracket for horizontal or
vertical mounting.
List No. 15344 13/- each.

" LISSEN" TUNER.
150/40 00 metres. Multi -layer
wound so as to combine
greatest inductance value
with lowest H.F . Resistance
and least distributed capac-
ity. One -hole fixings.
List No. 13243 .. 22/6 each.

1,1perilf

00301080 0830000000803910 0E1

BrownBroth
with which is amalgamated Thomson & Brown Bros. Ltd.

Wholesale only. Head Offices and Warehouses :

Great Eastern St., London, E.C.2.
118, George St., Edinburgh, & Branches.

Super 3 Set.
Price

£12
complete with H.T.
Battery, Accumulator,
roo ft. Aerial and In-
sulators, and a pair
4,000 ohms Head-
phones.
A 2 -valve amplifying
unit, as illustrated, is
specially constructed
for use with the Super
3 Set. Price £6
B.B.C. and Marconi,
taxes and valves extra.

110116),

(

THOSE LONG WINTER EVENINGS
will soon pass if you have a really good wireless set with which you can
entertain your friends.
The FELLOPHONE SUPER 3 -Valve Set, as illustrated, is mounted in a
well finished mahogany case, and comprises x B.F. Valve, r Detector, and

L.F. Valve.
The circuit is the most selective known at present, and contains the
maximum reaction allowed by the P.M.G.
First-class reception of any British and Western Continental Telephony is
assured, even though the nearest Broadcasting Station is working.

fElifid0
Super 3 Amplifier. Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., London,

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it bwings BIG Business.
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Hello Evertibodg !!

TE:r&
\Ni

Headphones
You missed a treat if you didn't.

They give such clear and pure
reproduction.

Comfortable to wear.
Do not pinch the ears.
Without them you do not know
what your set can do.

5/
THE TELEPHONE
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

LONDON SHOWROOMS:
68, NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST., W

Wireless Exhibition, White City, Stand 33

You CANNOT be out of 'WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.

ISO
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Make your own parts with
the WADE LATHE

The
WADE
Lathe

as
illustrated

LE 2 - 10 - 0

It's the handiest tool for wire-
less work, turning, boring, facing
and drilling. Turns material up
to 12 inches by 4 ins. Slide rest
travels whole length of bed and
is fitted with cross feed as well.
British made, strong, takes up
very little space and the price
is low.

Sold by leading tool dealers.

Send for List W.12.

C.A.V. SMALL TOOLS LTD.,
181 Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.0 4

1110111111g2Eallnimagmismumgps
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ST100
THE PARK RADIO COMPANY,
of 709, RO:VIFORD ROAD, LONDON, E.

Has Obtained a Special Licence to
Manufacture the ST. 100 RECEIVER.

A particularly effective model has been specially designed by
John Scott -Taggart, F. Inst. P., and embodies all the latest
improvements, together with a device which enables the Set to
work on any aerial without re -adjustment. The first 100 Sets
ordered will be accompanied by a personally signed certificate
by Mr. John Scott -Taggart to the effect that the Set has
passed all its stringent tests. This is to ensure that the

specification is being rigidly adhered to.

The Price of the Set only is
15 GUINEAS.

And the Set is sold on a money -back guarantee.
Each Set is guaranteed to give loud -speaker results with two -
valves within at least 25 miles from a broadcasting station.

Send your order at once to the above address.

Descriptive Pamphlet Sent on Request
The Set may be purchased from STAND 81, of

A. W. GAMAGE, LIMITED, White City Exhibition, or
from their Holborn address.

Orders by post should be sent to above address where
demonstrations are given nightly.

The "NATIONAL" SUPER CRYSTAL SET
is the ONE and ONLY which Receives

BROADCAST TELEPHONY up to 110 Miles
AND IS GUARANTEED TO DO SO. - -

Regd. G.P.O. I
Design No.441

32/6 Including B.B.C.
Royalty

Price of complete Set, including Brown F
Phones, 100 ft. 7/22 Aerial Wire, 4 Insulators,

2,3 0 0
Postage 1/6. Immediate Delivery. I

SEE OUR EXHIBITS AT
WHITE CITY & BOURNEMOUTH

(STAND 30) (STAND 31)- _
The NATIONAL ONE -VALVE AMPLIFIERvar-
Add it to our " Super " or your Crystal Set and it

will magnify signAls about five times.
This instrument is the same size and of same quality
as our famous Super Crystal Set.The Transformer
included in its construction is of a reliable type.

Price £2 0 0 Stamped B.B.C. 5/- extra
4v. 40a., 17/6.Accessories, if required ; Accumulator

Cossor Valve, 15/., 36v.H. Battery, 7/6.

NATIONAL 'SUPER CRYSTAL I

We are selling over 500 Specimens weekly. See our J

Wonderful Testimonials.
Price per Specimen complete with our Special Contact I

1/9 half ; 3/
IVe guarantee there is nothing as good on Market, and rememter you can only

get it from us, as we do not supply the trade-supplies are too limited.

full size.

G.P.O.
No. 3336.

All Correspondence and Post Orders should be addressed to our Works-

THE NATIONAL WIRELESS & ELECTRIC CO., 7a, CHURCH ROAD, ACTON, LONDON, W.3.
Tel.: Chiswick 2286. SHOWROOMS: 77-79, CANNON STREET, E.C.4.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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THAT'S what users say

about me. I'm known
as the " D.E.R. Type Valve.
I'm Durable, Economical and
Reliable. Durable, because
I'm stoutly constructed to
withstand shock ; Economical,
by reason of my long life and
low running costs; and
Reliable, because I'm a
product of the famous
OSRAM factory.

1,F.C9TifsRANIT15

BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY.

Manufactured by the-

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
and Sold by all leading Wireless Dealers,
: Electrical Contractors, Stores, etc. : :

N.A.R.M. EXHIBITION, WHITE CITY,
NOVEMBER 8-21.STAND 103.

NOVEMBER 14M, 1923

GECoPHONE
Britain's Best Broadcasting Set

Its wonderful clarity
of reception is a
constant delight and
permits the utmost
enjoyment of the
daily broadcasted
programmes - even
in the most remote
corners of the
kingdom.

An Enniskillen user writes :-

" I can get ALL Broadcasting
Stations in Great Britain on your 2 -
valve Gecophone Set at Enniskillen.
There is nothing freakish about
these results, as I can rely on getting
a satisfactory show every night."

Colin T. Methuen, Enniskillen.

GECOPHONE Wireless Receiving Sets
are characterized by extreme simplicity,
ease of operation, and exceptional
efficiency. It has well earned its title of
Britain's Best Broadcasting Set.

ECoPHON El

Two -Valve Cabi-
net Set (as illus-
trated) complete
with valves, bat-
teries and one set
double h e a d-
phones. Approxi-
mate range (with
Standard P.O.
Aerial) 100 miles.

Price £20 0 0
Plus B.B.C. Tariff, 15/ -

We are exhibiting at the N.A.R.M. Exhibition, White City
November 8th to 2Ist, STAND No. 103.

aole Seim Agent* for the If lege Trades in Great Britain and Ireland
Columbia Graphophono Oo., Ltd., 102-108, Orierolenuell Rd., London, R 0,1

Sold by Principal Wireless Dealers. Buy British Goods only.
Manufacturers and Wholesale on/yr-The General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Magnet House. Kingsway, London, B.C.?"

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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2nd ANNUAL

ALL- BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION
AND CONVENTION

NOVEMBER 14TH, 1923. iX

WIRELESS
EXHIBITION

CONVIS1,1314'

WHITE CITY.
NOV. 8 NOV2I7

BERTY24,1rmy I

ADMISSION

1/3
(including Tax.)

WHITE CITY
Shepherd's Bush, W.12

This Exhibition has been described as " the
world's most wonderful wireless show."
Have you been yet ? Don't miss it !

Exhibition Organiser : EERTRAM DAY

BERTRAM DAY & CO., LTD.
9 & 10, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1

Telephone : Gerrard 8063, 8064, 8065. Telegrams Adbertrada, Westrand, London."

in conjunction with the

'44

CLOSING
21st

NOVEMBER

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RADIO MANUFACTURERS

Embody 6 6 IGRANIC"
IN YOUR SET, THEY

RADIO
ENSURE PERFECT RESULTS.

DEVICES

INTERVALVE
(Patent

Designed for
duction of speech
shroud eft ectively
Interference.
design render
transformer
Prices : Shrouded,

Obtainable

ne
`"

t----i

the

Recent
it

obtainable.

Illik
0

-s
TRANSFORMERS. Method of

No. 203,013.) Designed for
figures. Suitable
type valves.distortionless repro- Price: Plain,and music. Thesteel

shields from external
improvements In VISITthe finest amplifying

21/- ; Open, 20/- WI
from all Dealers. WHITE

construction
individual

Supplied
4/ti

R EL

I Z
z.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.
(Patent No. 195,903.)

ensures smooth
valve control.

for use with both ordinary
in two types-Plain

; Vernier, 7/-

OUR STAND
at the

E S S EXHIBITION
CITY, NOVEMBER

'

and
Adjustable

8th

,..-

silent

and dull
and

No.

to 21st

1 'Nb '
operation.

contact BATTERY POTENTIOMETERS.
emitter
Vernier. An Igranic Potentiometer is a necessity

where one or more stages of high fre-
fluency : mplification is used. Stabilises
grid and eliminates noises and self -43 oscillation. Resistance 300 ohms.
Current consumption negligible. Nick-
elled finish, complete with fixing screws,
knob and pointer. Price 7/ -

Write for Lists Y13.

)2A
Works:VictoriaQueen/1,Glasgow .. .. 50, Wellington Street 149,Birmingham -73174, Exchange Buildings

Manchester .. . 30, Cross Sheet Street, -
MANIC,..Elstow Road, Newcastle .. 90, Pilgrim Street

Bradford .. .. IS, Woodview Terrace ELECTRIC Co Ltd BEDFORD. Cardiff .. .. 'Western Mail ChambersLONDON.
f`ilcf

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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In view of 'he intere-t aroused by earlier
announcements that ALL assays of Peto-Scott
Unit Receiving Sets could expect to pick up
American Broadcasting with a '-ood Aerial and
under reasonable atmospheric conditions, see are
permitting four users to recount their experience3
in their own munner.

Their letters are absolutely genuine and have been
written to us quite spontaneously on their part, and merely
we imagine, because they are thoroughly satisfied with the
excellent results they are obtaining.

All these letters can be examined at our Head Office
.at any time, best as the writers, in some cases, wish to avoid
the publicity created by their letters, we have suppressed
their names and addresses.

Intending purchasers may obtain full particulars
of the Peto-Scott Unit System (for home construction) at
any Pets -Scott Branch or by sending to the Head Office
for a copy of the new 48 -page Catalogue (3d. post free), or
a copy of Pet°.Scott's Wireless Book-a complete exposition
of the principles of Wireless, with over 80 circuit diagrams
(l.s. 3d. or ls. 5d. post free).

PETO-SCOTT CO. Ltd.
Head Office : 64, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Branches : 99, High Holborn, W.C.I.

3, Wellington Street, Strand,
W.C.2.

Liverpool : 4, Manchester Street.
Cardiff : 94, Queen Street.

ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 14T1-1, I 923

Satisfied PETO-SCOTT
customers have written
this Advertisement for us

Biddulph,
Near Conglelon, Ches.

November 2nd 1923.

Messrs. Peto-Scott, Co., Ltd.
Dear Sirs,

You will probably remember I purchased one of your
3 -Valve Sets through Messrs. Tomtit. Bros., Tunstall, about
six months ago, and would be interested to learn that en
September 23rd I listened in to WRAF, Dartmouth, Mass.,
U.S.A. On September 24th I wrote to W MAF as per copy
enclosed, and have just received their reply in the form of
a certificate, which I have framed --and I enclose copy of
t his also. I might mention that the set was just as usual
for reception of broadcasting here, viz., minus reaction.

.1 ordered a further L.F. unit and should be glad if you
would hurry it along.

Yours truly.

P.S.-You may use the enclosed if you wish to.

HAROLD BOULNOIS.

Haywards Heath.
September 22nd, 1923.

Gentlemen,
I think it may interest you to

hear of the exceptionally good
remotion of ono of your sets last
night, without using the H.F. unit
at all. It is not a new set, I
purchased the parts last January,
and put them together myself,
when I knew absolutely nothing
about Wireless at all. I can al-
ways get all the British Broad-
casting stations at any tines I
wish, but last night they were so
clear and loud that I thought I
would try again later, I was
using the Detector and two L.F.
units only. At 1.30 this morning
I switched on, and in less than
one minute had tuned in New
York; it came in as clearly
and as loud as Birmingham
does here, and I listened to no less than one -and -a -half
hours continuous programme without any interruption
of any sort, it consisted of Solos, Instrumental items,
Tangos, Foxtrots, and Speeches, also a full description
of the days business on Wall Street, one talk interested
me greatly, it seas delivered by an eye -witness of the
Japanese Earthquake, in Yokohama, and described
his experiences, how he swam out to a stranded
vessel, when the air on land became too hot to bear, then the
wind changed and the boat he seas on caught fire itself, and he
had to dive overboard agates and swim to another vessel, and
was finally rescued by a destroyer.

I have many times picked up American Broadcasting
from different stations, but could not cut out interference
from Morse for any length of time; this time, however,
every word was perfectly clear and the American drawl was as
pronounced sometimes as you can imagine.

I shut off at 3 a.m. and feel that I must congratulate
you on this splendid performance of one of your sets of parts
here in Mid -Sussex, which is considered as being a poor
locality for Wireless.

I am,
Yours faithfully.

Patricroft.
August 29th, 1023.

Gentlemen,
I purchased a set of your parts for your "Two -Valve

All In" Set, comprising one H.F. and Detector, and would
like to express my sincere thanks for so efficient a receiver.
The set is wired as per your diagram and has not been altered
Or any attempt made to improve it. I have given it a tong
and severe test and consider it far more efficient than the
so-called super circuits. I have heard alt the continental
telephony stations and all the British stations with ease and
comfort in the 'phones, whilst at the local station, Man-
chester, I put on the loud -speaker without any L.F. ampli-
fication, this being heard in any part of the house, and fire
miles or so from the broadcast station. I have received
seven American broadcast stations, and my credentials' for
making this statement may be inspected by your Representa-
tive or by appointment, he may hear two of these stations
on any night he may care to visit me, and I feel sure he wilt
be able to hear all the announcements and items quite clearly
from WOE, Schenectady, W HAD, Milwaukee. The
weather does not govern my receiving.there stations, though
other stations are perhaps a little better for receiving when .
conditions are favourable. Wishing your company every
SUOMI,

-
, PRICE LIST OF UNITS FOR

HOME CONSTRUCTION. I

I 1. Tuner Unit .. 24;9
2. Condenser Unit .. 34/6

I 3. H.F. Unit .. 14/9
, 4. Detector Unit . 191-

5. L.F. Unit, .. 84/6
8. Crystal Unit 15/8

I Veedtgt..
I All Royalties paid. Engraved

panels, 2s. extra. Cabinets I

I 3/6 extra except No. 2, which
is 4/6. Postage paid on orders

of 82 and .

Yours faithfully.

Islington,
September 22nd, 1923. '

Gentlemen,
I beg to inform you that between

01.55 and 04.39 this morning, I
received WON, The General Electric
Co.'s station at Schenectady, . New
York, on the Single -Valve sgt men-
tioned in my previous letter, vie., a
" Peto-Scott No. 4 Unit." I ap,petid
the items received herewith :-

01.53 Man speaking.
01.58 Man singing. Piano accompani-

ment.
02.02 Part song.
02.04 Item missed owing to fading.
02:06 Orchestra. One step -

After this item W(111' made several
announcements. among which were
mentioned that there would he no concert

to -morrow (Saturday, September 23rd, 1923).
That Megan of the G.E. Co. would speak.
That on September 27th theZe would be a talk on " Out-

door Life," and that on -September 28th, a concert would
be given by a Mandolin Club. Also the annoutteemertt seas
made of a 500 dollar Competition for a Radio Drama, the
Competition to start on September 1st, and end on Sept. 30th.

At 02.18 the Concert was resumed with a part song.
The Announcer then-made .a remark about 9.29, Standard

Time, most of which was missed.
Station picked up again at 03.35 with a Speech, jammed
Spark.
From 03.40 to 04.39 there were eleven items on the

concert, all clearly received.
After this I lost the station and was not able to pick it

up again.
Reception was not over good, as fading was bad and

Spark jamming interferring most of the time.
Nevertheless, I think this is also a splendid performance

for One Valve, and it still more increases my good impres-
sion of " Peto-Scott."

In addition to the above I also received Telephoto/ from`
Prague at 07.00 this morning.

You are at liberty to use this letter in any way von may
I am, Yours faithfully,wish.

Gilbert Att.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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The World's Best
Condenser.

THIS is a big claim to make-but it is backed by the
largest world -sale of any British Condenser-and it is
backed by the Polar Guarantee to every buyer.

The chief reason why the accepted best Marine and Broadcast
Receivers are exclusively POLAR - Equipped is that this
Condenser offers better operating principle. It works on an
open scale, the first f of which contains only 1/10th of the
condenser's capacity, thus permitting an absolute vernier
over the section scale mainly used.
Compared with the ordinary vane type of condenser, therefore,
in which HALF the capacity is cramped and crowded into
the first 1/5th of the scale, the superiority of the POLAR is
obvious to every thoughtful amateur.
POLAR condensers are supplied by all POLAR STOCKISTS in the
following capacities :-.001 ; .0002 ; .0003 and .0005.

Unmounted, price 14/- Mounted, price 20i-
We are exhibiting at the N.A.R.M. Exhibition, White City, November 8th to 20th.

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.,
34/35, Norfolk Street, Lcrdon, W.C.2.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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OVER A MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
WIRELESS! WIRELESS! WIRELESS! and EVERYTHING for it.

PIONEERS OF CHEAP PRICES. Great Britain's Largest exclusive Wireless Stores.
NOTE. We are exclusively WIRELESS - NOT DABBLERS !

QUALITY, QUANTITY, AND CONSISTENCY OUR MOTTO.
See Our Six=Window Display of Popular Bargains.

"FELLOW'S" LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES SPECIAL OFFER -Steeling 19134.000 ohms. A masterpiece of workmanship. A guarantee New Lightweight Headphones.
with every pair. Honestly worth 30,1- Per pair 1816 Stamped B.B.C., 4,000 ohms. Our Price

ELKAY LIGHTWEIGHT FRENCH THOMSON-HOUSTON N. & K. 'PHONES. The genuine
HEADPHONES. 4,coo ohms...12/9 HEADPHONES, Each pair guaranteed... 15/11 article Our price ... 12/9

EDISWAN Valves 11/10
COSSOR Valves... ... 11/10
MARCONI "R" Valves 11/10

SPECIAL PACKING AND MULLARD "ORA" VALVES 11/10
POSTAGE, Is. each. EDISWAN DULL EMITTER. 24/9

Bankrupt Stock and of Limited Quantity. Guaranteed all New.

DUTCH VALVES 6/11 & 7/11
L.F. TRANSFORMERS Ratio 5 to I. All

guaranteed (postage 11-) .. each 11/3
CRYSTAL DETECTORS .. 1/9, 1/3, and 103d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glass

case .. 2/6, 2/3, 1/6
AERIAL WIRE, 7./22, guaranteed hard -

drawn copper, 100 ft. (postage 1/-) .. 1/10i
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving,

per doz. 31d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS each 2d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 1/5
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS each ld.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 7d.
CONDENSER SCALES, 0 to 180 each 3(d.
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles,

the set 6id.
BASKET COILS, set of 8, up to 3,000

metres .. 2/4
SLEEVING, 3 yds., assorted colours, for llid.
NUTS, 2 B.A. .. .. per doz. 21d.
NUTS, 4, 5, 6, and 8 B.A. .. per doz. 2d.
WASHERS, 4 B.A. ..per doz. ld.
WASHERS, 2 B.A. ..per doz. lid
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers,

per doz. 4d.
TERMINALS, with nut and washers,

each, ld., 11d., & 2d.
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A. ..each 2d. & 3d.
SPACING WASHERS, large ..per doz. 238.
SPACING WASHERS, small ..per doz. lid.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw.. .. each 2d.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw.. .. each ld.
FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities

eachlOid.
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery

while you wait .. per lb. 3/6
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and

washer, each lid... .. per doz. 1/3
W. 0. TERMINALS, nuts and washers

each 2d.
..per doz. 1/7

PANEL BUSHES, drilled 11 .. each lid.
..per doz 1/3

TOP CONDENSER bushes .. each 1d.
..per doz. 9d.

BOTTOM CONDENSER bushes .. each Id.
.per doz. 7d.

BELL WIRE, tinned copper, 12 yds. .. 8d.
SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite

knob, complete with panel, bush, nuts,
and spring washer .. 83d.

VALVE LEGS, nut and washer .. each 18.
..per doz. 10d.

VALVE PINS, nut and washer each td.
..per doz. 9d.

STOPS, with nuts ..per doz. 6d.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth

action, marvellous value 1/10
With engraved dials 2/9
PLUNGER SPRINGS, complete .. each 1d.
SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 ins. long, tin.

square, drilled .. .. each 318.
SLIDER KNOB .. . each 2d.
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, .S.P.S.T.

(quality the best) .. each 1/6
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T.

(quality the best) .. each 1/11
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, D.P.D.T.

(quality the best) .. each 2/9
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in stock,

fromRW .. each lid.
ED 'ROD, 2 B.A., 12 ins longEC

SCREWED ROD, 4 B.A., 12 ins. elaocithg 3d.

RUBBER INSULATED LEADINGe-aleNh 21d.
WIRE . ..per yd., lid. & 2d.

INSULATORS, white reel, 2 in., each ld.

INSULATORS, white egg, eachPer
doz.
2d.

11d.

per doz. 1/8
WOUND INDUCTION COILS (postage 9d.):

12 x 4 9x4 8 x 21 6 x 3 6 X 2
2/5 2/3 1/11 1/11 1/5

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings
wound to 1,600 metres ..each 1/11 & 2/6

VARIOMETERS (Tube type), complete
with knob 3/11 & 2/11

DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length 113d.
HERTZITE, Genuine Large Piece 938.
TALITE, Genuine Large Piece
PERMANITE, Genuine Large Piece . ekd.
ZINCITE, Genuine Large Piece ed.
BORNITE, Genuine Large Piece  6d.
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds) .. 98.
CARBORUNDUM Bid.
ZINCITE and BORNITE, .b.oth in box .. 1/ -
COIL PLUGS, real ebonite 1/3, 101d., & 918.
H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER :

1 .. 150 to 450
2 . .. 250 to 700
3 .. 450 to 1200
4 .. 900 to -2000
5 .. 1600 to 3200 metres ..

2200 to 5600 metres ..
FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RE-

SISTANCE SCALES, 0 to 300 each

3/9
4,-
43
5//6
4/9
5/ -

EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND
DIAL ..

SUPER -QUALITY 2 -WAY. COIL 'HOLDER 5/3
REAL EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER 7/9
VALVE HOLDERS each 1/3, 1/- & 93d.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high

quality. With aluminium top and
bottom plates : Complete with knob
and dial, guaranteed accurate:

Vernier 4'-
.0001 4-
.0002 .. 4//6
.0003 .. 5/6
.0005 .. 6/-
.00075 .. 7/-
001

NUTS ..per doz. 4d.
DETECTOR ARMS, Ball Joints, Ebonite

Handle and Whisker Holder .. 3i d.
WOOD SCREW TERMINALS ..each 11d.
SHELLAC .. per hot., laid. & 6d.
AERIAL PULLEYS ..from 43d.
TINFOIL . ..large sheet 4d.
COPPER FOIL, 6 in. wide ..per ft. 5d.
GRID LEAKS, 21 and 2 meg. each 10id.
FLEX (Twin), various colours per yd. 28.
CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper, 20

gauge . ..3 yds. 2d.
ENAMEL WIRE in 3, 3, and 1 lb. reels:

22 24 26 28
per lb. 2/4 2/8 3/2 3/6

Note. -Bobbins 2d. each extra.
POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up to

500 ohms, superior make, compact
size 7/3

CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed,
fitted on 4 x 2 ebonite panel with ter-
minals for aerial, earth, and 'phones,
already wired and beautifully finished 4/9

BATTERIES, H.T., dry:
36 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 6/9
60 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 9/6

FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS

6d.
AMALGO-PLASTIC METAL, for fixing

Crystals. No Woods metal necessary
GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing

crystals
IVORINE NAME PLATES, all readings.

each
per doz.

EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable, each

6d.

Id.
9d.

54.
6d. VARIABLE GRID LEA K, Pencil type, each I/II

IMPORTANT: Mail Order Department : Orders Despatched Same Day as Received,
PP" NO WAITING -Goods sent to all parts of the World."DON'T PAY .1VIORE" and get JUNK.

"1201LIF /LESS" and get the GOODS at-
Make no mistake

I when you call I

on us. I

i SEE THAT I
YOU ARE AT
ELKAY'SI

9 9

-ON

ierNote our Telephone Nos.: Wholesale, Brshopsgate 2313 Retail. Central 8544.
PLEASE REMIT AMPLE POSTAGE. Telegrams: " ELKAYWING, AVE."

SAVE MONEY BY STUDYING OUR ADVERTS.

ELKAY WIRELESS CO.,
225 & 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.
Open Saturday all day. (To the Trade -New Trade Counter now open.) We open Sundays 11 to 2-30.
Special Terms to Radio Clubs.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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THERE'S NO QUESTION ABOUT IT
-IT'S POSITIVELY THE CUTEST
INVENTION SINCE THE ADVENT
OF WIRELESS !

Imagine -a pair of headphones just
attached to earth and aerial, without any
separate Receiving Set or loose trailing
wires-and perfect results !
Our illustrations clearly depict the appearance of this
re-narkable invention, which is just a pair of standard
headphones practically normal in size and certainly normal
in appearance except for the adjuster -switch for tuning to
the required wave length. Each set forms a complete
unit for each individual, and there is no diminution of
volume by the addition of other sets of 'phones.
The novelty of it! The convenience of it!
The marvel of it! The economy of it !

and THE PRICE OF IT ! !
Permanent detector-no - cat's -whiskers" to
worry with : simply put the headphones on and
move the switch to the requisite Broadcasting
wave length. British manufacture throughout ;

approved P.M.G. ; 4,000 ohm 'phones.
The whole outfit is cheaper than the usual run of
Headphones alone, but we guarantee, without quali-
fication or reservation, that the results you will
obtain will be as consistently efficient as it is
possible to get on any ordinary crystal set within
25 miles of any B.B.C. Station.

a MA MI a a 11111.1111/4 MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

POST FREE II. COMPLETE

A

ff

INN NMI OM K /ft ON NEW/ Ma .1 `M INN

GEORGE MANUFACTURING CO.
WIRELESS SPECIALISTS

Nelson ChamberS, High Street, Birmingham

o ARTH
111417,7mymymm

NOVEMBER ItITH, 1923. XIII

Limited territories still open
for Trade representation.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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WIRELESS BARGAINS
FROM EX GOVERNMENT STOCK

Great Clearance Sale
QUICK DELIVERY GUARANTEED

" MARCONI " VARIABLE CONDENSERS, mounted
on Ebonite; all perfect and in good condition. Price to
clear, 17$. 6d. each.

1,000 OHM RELAYS, complete with points; all sound.
5s. each.

100,000 OHM GRID LEAKS, perleotly accurate, as
used in most modern wireless circuits. is. each.

.25 MICA DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS, unmounted;
all tested to high voltage, 1s. each.

DEWAR SWITCHES, 12 point single way and test.
38. 6d. each.

DITTO, 12 point two way. 5s. each.
SIMPLEX TELEGRAPH SETS consiting of relay,

two -current Key, Morse Sounder and Galvanometer; all
complete with points, and in cases, £2 each.

" LUCAS " LONG-RANGE LAMPS, with spare bulbs
and parts, Morse key, cable, plugs, etc. Make splendid
spot lights; all new, and in cases. 12s. 6d. each,

130 -WATT LONG -WAVE SPARK TRANSMITTERS,
in case, incomplete; all repairable. 25s, each.

2 -VOLT 6 -AMP. NEW ACCUMULATORS. 1s. 6d.
each; post 4d.

SILVERTOWN GALVANOMETERS; all in perfect
order. 12s. 6d. each.

DITTO, new and unused. 16s. each.
150 -OHM EARPHONES, highly suitable for any

Wireless Work. 3s. 6d. each.
HIGHLY - SENSITIVE MICROPHONES, specially

suited for Wireless Transmission and for Loud -speaker
Work. 2s. 6d. each.

1 in, STERLING WIRELESS SPARK COILS; all new
and complete with Contacts. 6s. 6d. each; post 6d.

EX R.A.F. TRANSMITTING SETS; complete with
1 -in. Spark Coil, Spark Gap, Condenser, Helix, Terminals,
etc. No Licence Required to Buy. Price 15s. each;
post 1s. 3d.

TELEPHONE PLUG JACKS, four point. 9d. each.
TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS, suitable for Low -

Resistance 'Phones. 2s. 6d. each.
FULLERPHONE BUZZERS, high note. 2s. 6d. each.
" SULLIVAN'S " HEADPHONES, 120 Ohms.

10s. per pair.
PRESSURE GAUGES, 0-150 Kilo, 21 -in. dial; new.

is. 6d. each.
500 OHM CHOKE COILS. 1s. each.
PORTABLE FIELD TELEPHONES; all complete in

Polished Teak Cases. 12s. 6d. each.
2 MF MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS. 2s. 6d. each.
.025 MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS. 6d. each.
.001 MICA DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS; unmounted.

6d. each.
TELEPHONE GENERATORS, in case, with Trans-

former and Bell Set. 8s. each; post 9d.
HEAVY TWIN FLEX WIRE, 40'34 V.I.R., and

Braided for Main Lighting Work. 4d. per yd.; 3s. 6d.
per doz. 220 -yd. Coil, £3.

VISITORS INVITED. LARGE STOCKS JUST
PURCHASED, NOT YET LISTED.

E. J. GALPIN
16, Loampit Hill, Lewisham,

LONDON, S.E.13
'PHONE -LEE GREEN 153i.

NOVEMBER 14TH, 1913

WIRELESS IN FLATS & HOTELS

YOU CAN "LISTEN -IN "

WITHOUT ERECTING AN AERIAL
by fitting to yceir Electric Bell -Push

THE

"BELRADIO"
ADAPTOR

(Patent Appn. No. 102081

Price 2/6 per Set (3 sizes)
hN

WIRELEiiALEEIHIBITION
AT THE STANDS OF MESSRS.

J. McMICfIAEL, LTD.
PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.

Patentees and Manufacturers:

JOHN MACLENNAN & CO.
115, NEWGATE STREET, [i 165, INGRAM STREET,

LONDON, E.C.1. GLASGOW.

ATES
Accumulators for Economy,
Long Life and Reliability.

The Accumulator plays an important part in
attaining perfect reception and careful choice
should be made when purchasing.
Wates. Accumulators are the proved best.
Over 30,000 of one model are in use, and no
complaints have been received -no better
proof of their reliability could be given.
Illustrated is the CELLULOID ACCUMU-
TOR built throughout with best quality
materials. The PLATES are very robust
with ebonite separators, and non -corrosive
terminals, and the whole is enclosed in a very
strong celluloid case.

PRICES
2 volt 40 amp. .. 1 0/a
6 60 amp. .. 32/.,
6 80 amp. . 38/.

WATEISITED,

BROS
L

13-14, Great Queen Street,
London, W.C. 2.

'Phone: Gerrard 575-6.
'Grams : Zywateseng. Westcent

Wales' Variable Condensers.
PRICES, with Knob & Dial:

II :0000015 681/: ;

.0003 .. .. 4/6 1
.0002 .. 319

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.

moot 3/3I
Holders I

I 2 Coil Holders.. .. 6/9
3 Coil Holders 9/3 1,

I Ebonite Knobs and Dials
at 1/6 each.

1
Brass Terminals and Parts.

Send for our Illustrated Lists
I of Accumulators, High Ten.

Don Batteries, and all cora-
1 portent parts, to keep by you I

for efrnce.
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Visit Stand No. 99, White City, November 8th -21st

B.T-H.
Loud Speakers

and

Amplifiers
These new models have been
designed on original lines to
give maximum amplification
combined with perfect tone

Loud Speakers
B.T-H. Loud Speakers are characterised by their sound mechanical construction
and electrical efficiency, and will give good reproduction both of speech and
music when used with suitab!e amplifiers. Various pitterns are made, including
a super -sensitive electro-dynamic type, and a pattern for attachment to the tone
arm of a gramophone.

Amplifiers
The 2 Valve Amplifier for loud speaker work is contained in
a box composed of B.T-H. insulating compound mounted on
a olish d walnut base, and is for use with two of the new
B.T-H. B4 Low Temperature Valves. This is the ideal am-
plifier where a large volume of sound is required.

The 1 Valve Unit Amplifier, as illustrated, consists of a
pedestal of B.T- H. insulating compound which forms part of
the valve holder. Inside the base is an efficient L.F. iron -
cased transformer. The necessary terminals are fitted with
special plugs and sockets to facilitate the use of two or more
of these units for further amplification.

The British Thomson -Houston Co Ltd
(Wholesale Only)

Works: RUGBY London Office : "Crown House," Aldwych
Sole Agents for the Music and Gramophone Trades:

THE MURDOCH TRADING COMPANY, 59 & 61 Clerkenwell Rd., LONDON

1963

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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-TINGEY SUPERFIVE-
CABINET RECEIVER
The last word in PERFECT REPRODUCTION,
SELECTIVITY and STRENGTH OF SIGNALS.

Enclosed in Lock -up Oak Cabinets, complete with High
Tension Battery of 120 volts.

Composed of TWO HIGH FREQUENCY, one H.F. Rect.
and two L.F. Power Valves. By means of two simple
wander plugs any combination or number of valves may be
employed.

Each set is supplied with a set of Coils covering the
wavelengths of British Broadcasting Stations. Other
sets of Coils may be supplied at extra charge.

NOVEMBER I 4TH, 1923

PRICE, as illustrated, including
Special Valves and High Tension
Battery - - £56 : 5 : 0

Ask for Superfine pamphlet.

The Superfive Cabinet Set will be on view at Messrs. J. W. Barnard and Haynes,
Ltd., Stand No. 72, at the Wireless Exhibition, White City, November 8 -21st.

TINGEY WIRELESS LTD.V V-
111111111111MW

(FEW AGENCIES STILL OPEN.)

92, Queen St.,

Phone : Hammersmith 1

Offices and Showrooms (OPEN 8 to 7. SATURDAYS 8 to I.)

Hammersmith, London, W.G.
916. 'Crams : " Tingoidar, London."

Chiswick Agents : -The Askew Motor Works, Ltd., 72, High Road, W.4.

COOMES' CRYSTAL SET
Variometcr tuned in Oak, desk -
shaped Cabinet, Price 15/Plus x/- B.B. /

A.C.

BATTERY CHARGERS
(Pat. No. Ap. 35136/221)

Specially designed for charging 4 v.
and 6 v. accumulators from C7
alternating current. Price di,

IONOPHONE
RECEIVING SETS AND

AMPLIFIERS.
Valve and Crystal.
2 -valve and 3 -valve.

1,,,coOMES&co
TR ADE M A RK td,

showrooms : 5, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G. Tel. No. City 4460.

Connaught Road, Ilford, Essex. Tr(. No. 1379.

THE AEROI'HONE
A new 3 -Valve Set,

with tuned anode and
reactance in Mello -

gaily or Walnut
Cabinet with double
doors.

Price .. 615 - 7 - 6

Plus B.B.C. 20s., not
including accessories

All our Specialities on Show at ;

WHITE CITY. Stand No.91. Nov.8-21

COOMES' ARMY TYPE
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS.

Designed during the war and ex-
tensively used in Government
Wireless Sets, ip the manufacture
of which members of this firm were
engaged. Dimensions : 15(62A" X Ii" X tize. Price

H.F. Transformer, mounted... 16?6
Ditto (unmounted) ... 12/6

COOMES' HIGH -FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER.

Mounted (as illustration) ... 1616

Unmounted ... 1216

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WrEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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The Most Popular
Stand at the Show !
Visitors to the Wireless Exhibition at the White City have
been unanimous in their approval of Gamages (Stand 81,
Hall 2). Here they find they can always get their exact

requirements-and at prices without rival.

GAMAGES
THE " SONUS " UTILITY PANEL ,

For use inadding
Valves to
Crystal
Sets. This
panel, fin -1
ished in,
polishedi
mahogany
box with
ebonite
top, 1 a c-
quer ed,
terminals
engraved

makes the adding of low frequency or high
frequency valve to your B.B.C. or any 2
other crystal set a very simple matter.
Size 8in. X 8in. x 21in., supplied
complete with wiring dia-
grams and instructions Price /-

FULLER'S
BLOCK ACCUMULATORS.

Special Offer of Ex -Govt. Stock but
absolutely unused.

2 -volts, 40 amps.
Postage 10/6
4 -volts, 40 amps.
Postage 21/.5.
6 -volts, go amps.
Postage 31/6/6
Boxes to hold 5
of these, fitted
with lid and carry-
ing strap, 1/6Each,Postage extra.
5 accumulators and
box sent carr% free,

COIL HOLDER.
The Ideal Coil Holder for
Honeycomb and Durndept

Coils.

Made iiibest
e b o nite

with all
brass parts

finished a dull
nickel. The movement is perfect and can
be tightened when using large coils.
Price for /6 Price for 10/6
two coils, IA/ three coils

post 9d.
Write for Illustrated Wireless List

Post Free on Request.

USERS OF
PERMANITE CRYSTAL

as supplied by Gamages (and
there is a difference) always
get the maximum results. It
is the only crystal that can
guarantee this efficiency.
Highly sensitive and remains
in adjustment longest. Clear,
powerful results.

/Price per large
Specimen - - -

Post Free.

AERIAL MAST

This is a wooden Mast light
and strong, in three sections of
21 in. diameter fir with steel
sockets and screws for fixing
and all finished grey lead paint,
approximately 3o ft. in height,
with iron ground socket, six
galvanized strand wire guys.
Complete with hooks, three
double straining screws, three
iron ground stakes, cord cleat
and galvanized pulley.

Price 52/

The
Crystal

for
utmost
Results.

Regd. Trade Mark No. 438341.

GAMAGES, HOL BO AN, LONDON, E.C.1.

NOVEMBER 14TH, 1923. xvii

"Buy British Goods Only"

7-"b oVee
That is what radio engineers are saying about the "Toovee." We
on our part, are proud of this 2 -Valve Set as a worthy addition
to the splendid range of "Ediswan " Wireless products. Theresults obtained have been remarkable. One example of the extra.
ordinary sensitivity of the set is the reception of 2L0, 10 miles
away, at good telephone strength, without using an aerial or earth.
The controls are easy to learn, and you will find it extremely
simple to " tune -in " any Broadcasting Station you desire. There
is no glare from the valves as these are placed inside the cabinet.
The FLT. and L.T. current can be disconnected by one switch.

Complete with all accessories, excluding valves
Price i18 : 0 : 0 (B.B.C. Tax 17/6).

Price of instrument only £16 0 : 0 (B.B.C. Tax 17/6).
Write to -day for leaflets ally describing our range of Sets and Parts. Ifyour dealer does not stock send us his name and address. We'll see that
you get what you want.
Free on Request. Just send a postcard for our Illustrated Booklet " The
Thermionic Valve."

We are showing at the
N.A.R.M. Exhibition, White City, Nov. 8th -21st. STAND No. 87

Special switch which
allows either one or
two valves to be used
at will.

Highly sensitive,
Reaction control of
advanced design,
(Passed P.M.G.)

EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123/125 Queen Victor a Street, E.C.4. 11 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty, War Office, Royal Air Force.
Branches in all Principal Towns. Works: Ponders End, Middlesex.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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WIRELESS WEEKLY SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS.
CIO to Mica & Micanite Supplies, Ltd., Mica House, Offord Street,

Caledonian Road, N.1, for mica and all insulating, materials.
RECEIVERS AND LOUD SPEAKERS re -wound up to 2,000 ohms,

3s. 6d.-A. Roberts & Co., 42, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W. 12.
ALL post paid, 60 volt H.T. battery and plugs, 8s. 4,000 -ohm 'phones,

12s. Filament resistances, Is. 9d. Igranic, 4s. 6d. Complete
list of similar values free .---J. H.Taylor & Co., Macaulay Street, Hudders-
field.

IRELESS HEAD -PHONES re -wound, re -magnetised and re-
adjusted ; lowest prices quoted on receipt of phones, delivery

three days.-The Varley Magnet Co., Woolwich, S.E.18.

pICKETT Cabinets.-They 're good value. 1/6 each, highly polished.-
Write for lists (W.L.). Works : Albion Road, Bexleyheath.

AGENTS Wanted to collect burnt out Wireless Valves for Repair'
Write, trade terms. Also burnt out Valves bought for cash, 9d'

each. -M. & G., 60, Churchfleld Road, Acton, W.3.
MARCONI 5 -Valve Cabinet, cost £68, accept £18 ; carriage paid ;

week approval against cash, owner ordered abroad ; first MO.
secures, no cheques please, no dealers.-Williams, 3, High St. Chaham.

Njoititis " VALVE ALL STEEL TEMPLATE.-Registered design
i* L No. 698970. An efficient tool which enables the holes for valve

sockets or legs to be marked out with accuracy and precision in one
operation by the most inexperienced amateur. Retail, 9d ; post-free,
10(d. stamps).-J. 0. Nichol & Co., 46, Lancaster Avenue, Fennel Street,
Manchester.

MARK III.*-Tuner 200-700, 1 valve LF unit with Cossor valve,
6v 80 accumulator 102 volt Siemens H.T., B.B.C. crystal set.

1 Pr. Brown's F type phones. £16 the lot, or would separate. Any
evening.-R. Gurton, 17, Foxrnore St., Battersea, S.W.11.
WIRELESS INVENTORS.-- Patents and Trade Marks. Advice,

handbook and consultations free. -KING, Regd. Patent Agents,
146a, Queen Victoria Street, London. 'Phone : 682, Central.
" QUPREME " EBONITE PANELS.-High grade, finest matt finish.

L) Send stamp for Sample and list standard sizes. Working instruc-
tions accompany each panel.-Ebonite Accessories Co., 211, AlbertRoad, London, N.22.
rrINGEY 1924 Super Five Set with Coils and Valves, as listed at £56 5s.

Delivered two weeks ago. Best reasonable offer secures. --Adver-
tiser ' Royscot," Chalfont Common, Bucks.

EXPERIMENTAL Four Valve Set for Sale. ---Owing to removal, unique
opportunity of securing bargain. Two pairs head -phones, two

accumulators, H.T. batteries, nine coils. -5, Winter Road, Norwich.
MARCONI Combined Telephony Transmitting and Receiving Set for

Sale. --Condition as new. £14. --Richardson, 128, WaterwayStreet, Nottingham.

NOVEMBER 14TH, 1023

FOR SALE
Complete MARCONI SCIENTIFIC 5 valve UNIT SET, com-

prising units 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, with tuning coils from 320 to
26,000 metres, including valves.
In perfect order, cost £49 18s. 6d. My price, £25.

Three pairs 120 ohm best quality STERLING head 'phones, in
perfect order. Cost 48s. per pair. My price, 24s. per pair.

MAGNAVOX 2 valve AMPLIFIER, with valves, as new. Cost
£22 10s. My price, £12.

MAGNAVOX JUNIOR LOUD SPEAKER, as new. Cost £10 10s.
My price £6 10s.

MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER, in
case, for use with Magnavox Amplifier, as new. Cost
£1 17s. 6d. My price, 18s. 6d.

BURNDEPT 3 coil, mark IV TUNER, as new, without coils.
A very fine instrument. Cost £16 10s. My price, £12 10s.

Set of 14 BURNDEPT COILS, from 160 to 25,000 metres, for
use with mark IV tuner. Direct from Makers, post free,
£6 10s.

New S.T. 100 RECEIVING SET, without valves, just passed
O.K. by makers, Radio Instrument Co. Cost £8 18s. 8d.
My price £6 10s.

New EASTCOTT 3 valve RECEIVING SET, in high-class
sloping cabinet, without valves or coils ; an extremely
sensitive set, suitable for 2,000 ohm loud speaker ; ready
for joining to 2 coil, coil holder. £12.

BURNDEPT geared COIL HOLDER, mounted on oak base,
suitable for the above ; £1 15s.

BURNDEPT COILS, as required, at makers' prices.
New AUTOVEYORS 3 E.V.C. INTERFERENCE ELIMINATOR,

in case. .001 mfd. Cost 46s. My price, 35s.
Genuine IIELLESEN H.T. BATTERIES, direct from Makers,

each with two wander plugs. 60 volt, 14s. each ; 100 volt,
23s. each. Post free.

All the above instruments may be seen and tested here.
Customers met by appointment at Halesworth Station.

Terms : Nett Cash. F.O.R. Halesworth.

Eastcott, Wissett, Halesworth.

MAKE YOUR OWN
"TURRET"

WIRELESS MASTS.
Steel Clamps and Belts, 2/6 pair.

Unbreakable tapering Columbian pine poles, painted 3 coats with truck, octagonal poles.

a

4
13 ft., 2 -in. base, 5/9 ; 16 ft., 2k -in, base, 7/9 ; 28 ft., 2 pairs steel clamps, 17/9 ; 42 ft., 4 pairs steel clamps, 29/9.

SIMPSON & BLYTHE, 8 and 9, Sherwood Street, Piccadilly, W. 'Phone : 2650 Gerrard.

CABINETS llay WANT
PICKETT'S Cabinets-they're good value. from 1/6 each. highly
polished. Cabinet Works. Albion Rd., Bexley Heath, S.E.
Write for Lists, W.L.

" EL -BE " ANTI -CAPACITY HANDLES.

No Screws. No Clamps.

nixed by Suction-Removed in a second.
A Type for Horizontal working. Price 2/2 each
C Type for Vertical working. Post free.
A perfect combination with the " EL -BE" Coil Holder.

Ask your DEALER for them.

ELBE COIL HOLDERS
USE SINGLE COIL HOLDERS FOR MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

Ebonite Basket Coil Mounts to plug in above,
2/- each.

Ask your Dealer for them.
LEIGH BROS., Tel. Mus. 4547.
37, Sidmouth Street & is, Prospect Terrace,

Gray's tan Road, LONDON, W.C.1.
Pike 1/9 each. Poet

5/- Set of three. Free.

F1 eLSf WJRK & Par_MPTITUDE
INCOMPARABLE 0WHITE
FILLING

H ND
. IFON 'PhoneAERIAL Central 1137,

711 NY CLIFFT & COCKLE,oN 4 51, Arcade Chambers, St, Mary's Gate,
MANCHESTER.

lilabio Ipre9s 3nformation Dept.

2/6 QUERY COUPON 2/6
WIRELESS WEEKLY. Vol. 2. No. 18. November 14, 1923.

(This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 2/6 for each
question, and a stamped addressed envelope.)

You 'CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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DRY CELLS & BATTERIES

FOR ALL PURPOSES

TRADE MAR

We shall be pleased to see you
at our Stand No. 76, Hall C, at the
All - British Wireless Exhibition,

White City, Nov. 8th 21st.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., LTD.

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18.
Stocks held at

BELFAST -36, Mill St. BIRMING HAM -1 l , New St. BRISTOL -
30, Bridge St. CARDIFF -57-59, St. Mary St. DUBLIN (Irish Free
State) -52, William St. GLASGOW -40, Wellington St. & 144, St.
Vincent St. LEEDS -119, Park Lane. LIVERPOOL -81, Ds le St.
LON DON-38-39,Upper Thames St. MANCHES I ER-196,Deansgate.
NE NCASTLE-ON-TYNE-64-8. Collingwood Bldgs., & Exchange
Bldgs., Quayside. SHEFFIELD -22, High St. SOUTHAMPTON -
46, High St.

We teach above
trades by Post
particulars Free.

tiVEM HER I 4TH, 1923 XI X

FREE
mt SEMT COLLE.c

ILLOTRATED LOICYCLOPAED
ICTIONARY OF

ENGINEERING
CIVIL MECHANICAL
ELECTRICALMOTOR

ETC. ETC

PARTI
toi atioaui cputs. reweve

To extend the name of the Bennett College to
everyone engaged in the different branches of
Engineering, we ::re publishing an Diustrated
Dictionary of Engineering, in about 24
MONTHLY PARTS (16 pages each part). You can
have each monthly part as it comes out, FREE.

1/- Postage only to pay
The Dictionary is free to those engaged in any
of the following trades : Engineering, Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical, Structural, Motor, Sani-
tary, Boiler, Internal Combustion, Draughtsman.
ship, Marine, Shipbuilding, Naval Architecture,
Building, Architecture, Quantity Surveying, Avia-
tion, Chemistry, Foundry Work, Metallurgy,
Matriculation, Mining, Surveying and Levelling,
Telegraphy, Telephony, Wireless, and the con-
ditions are that you send your name and
address, your age and occupation, with one
shilling (to cover postage on the 24 parts), writing
your name and address very clearly. We shall then
place your name on our Free List and send you part 1
at once. The others will be forwarded as issued.

Department D 133,
The Bennett College,..
Sheffield.

American Broadcasting
received on a Set

made in TWO hours !

This is not a miracle but an understandable
fact when you know that this remarkable
result was achieved with a 3 -valve set made
from our new components, mounted on a
wood panel. By the way, you have read
about these Components, but why not know
still more about them ?
Send for Free Descriptive and Illustrated List.

A Postcard will do
We are looking forward to showing you our
products at the Wireless Exhibition at the
White City, November 8-21. Our Stand is
No. 6. Come and have a chat and, if you
have any wireless query, pease mention
it to us.

The B owyer - Lowe Co., Ltd.,
Manufacturers of Wireless Instruments,

Radio Works, Commerce Avenue,
Letchworth, Herts.

II ho/est/le Dist rib le tor s
Millitan's Wireless, Ltd., 23-25, Renfrew St.. Glasgow.
H. Wadsworth Sellers & Co., Standard Buildings, Leeds.
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XX. WIRELESS WEEKLY,

UTILITY ENDORSED
BY THE EDITOR
OF "WIRELESS
WEEKLY."

ADVERTISEMENTS.

OUR HIGH GRADE RUBBER COVERED TELEPHONE CABLE GIVES
WONDERFUL RESULTS AS AN AERIAL INDOORS AND OUT.

WIRELESS MASTS AND
INSULATORS ABOLISHED'

The simplicity in erection
is beyond the dreams of all
wireless enthusiasts, as the
troublesome insulators are
absolutely unnecessary
Suspend this wire whe-e
you will, lead in, and too
result is there.

It is a simple matter to
make a portable aerial from
this wire or to run a lead-
in from the house to the
garden, whether it is a few
yards or half a mire.
Ideal for telephone work
all over the world.

READ THIS CONVINCING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.
Darnall. Sheffield.

Pear sirs,
No doubt you remember me purchasing 100 ft. of your

rubber covered telephone cable three weeks back.
I must say that the said wire gives splendid results as

an aerial, and friends who have listened in are surprised at
the results, and the ease with which the wire is put up, that
two of them have asked me to purchase them a 100 ft.
length from you.

no would you kindly forwar I me 200 ft. of the same
wire I enclose P.O. for 3/4 for same.

Thankin r you in anticipation,
1 remain, yours faithfully,

T. ELLIOTT.
_P.8.-Wou1.1 you kindly enclose the wire in two 100 -ft.

lengths, and oblige.

Supplied ,n 3 Thicknesses on onsincl /runs.

Class 0 }mile (Thn for light work)drums

AERIAL.

1 /8
100 feet.

POST PAID ANY WEEMS

Special terms to the Trade.

15/-1 Per drum
Class 1 dirmumiles (Medium for most jobs) 35'_ Carriage

Class 2 2drtu n.11,es (Thickest for heavier work) 70/. forward

Orders for 6 miles assorted if required) carriage paid.
Smaller Quantities of Class 1 (Medium) sent carriage paid.

300 feet 4/3 500 feet 6/3 1,000 feet 10/3
(Sufficient for the finest AERIAL.) Carriage Paid.
IDEAL FOR ALL TRAINING PURPOSES IN THE GARDEN. I -OR

FRUIT TREES, PEAS, BEANS, &c.

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD.,
65, REGENT'S DOCK, LIMEHOUSE, E.14.

Telephone : East 1821. Telegrams ' Stannum. Step. Loa ion.'

NOVEMBER 14TH, 1923.

200'000 MAGNETeen
supplied b

T
y us to

WONDERSIGNS of HOLBORN. Each letter is a perfect Magnet.
Hence our knowledge of what a Magnet should be, and our ability
to produce the BONTONE PHONE under mass production

Points to Consider.
I:very Phone is ,old under

Every Phone is tested before leav-
ng Factory.
We are Old -Established British
Manufacturers, whose object is to
give complete satisfaction.
Why saddle yourself with Conti-
nental Phones distributed by
unscrupulous Importers, with small
offices and elaborate note -paper,
and NO GUARANTEE or hope of
redress if found faulty.
Originals of upwards of too un-
solicited testimonials and letters of
appreciation can be seen at our
offices.
GUARANTEE,-We agree to re-
place or return cash. if Phones do
not give complete satisfaction, sub -
wet to Phones being returned to us
within 7 days of purchase un-
damaged.

BONTONE PHONES (4,000 ohms)
BRITAIN'S BEST.

14/6 per pair. Carriage paid United Kingdom.
SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE. AND

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by BRITISH labour.
LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

B. D. & CO. (Edward A. Boynton).
WORKS : GOSWELL ROAD AND CITY ROAD.
OFFICES : 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD,

.dDMIRALTY, WAR OFFICE, AND I,VDIA OFFICE COX] RACTORS.

"ATLAS"
THE COIL SUPREME

Agency applichtirms
onsidered for dislriels when.

not already represe,led.

The last word in efficiency.
Maximum Inductance. Minimum Self -capacity.

All Wave -Lengths covered.
Prices on application. Radio Components Catalogue on request,

Manufactured only by

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.), LTD.,
Radio Engineers,

ATLAS WORKS,
OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

Telephone Nos.: Telegrams :
603 & 793 Trafford Park. PI RTO ID, Manchester.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.



Dependable Books. 
-your greatest aid. 

c'hoose your Books 
ri orn mis Lisr: attempt to understand Wireless 

Price. 
1. Wireless for All ...... 6d. without the aid of good books, is 

By JOHÑ SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
2. Simplified Wireless ...... 1/- both foolish and shortsighted. True, 

By JOay ScOTT-TAGGAIcT,P.Inst.P. you can make a certain amount of progress 
3. How to Make Your Broadcast Re- 

ceiver .......................... 1/6 by your own endeavours-just as you can 
By JOHN SCOrr-TAGGART, F.Iisst.P. 

4. How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial 1/- learn to swim without the assistance of an 
By B. MITTELL, AMIBE. 

5. The Construction of Wireless Re- instructor-but in each case progress is 
celving Apparatus ...... 

By P. D. TYERS. 
1/6 much more rapid and pleasant if you have 

6. The Construction o? Crystal Receivers 1/6 a helping hand to guide you. . . 

By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS. 
7. How to Make a ' Unit " Wireless 

Recéiver ................... 2/6 ... The list of books given here comprises a 

r 
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I. 
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Ci/ben 44. 

By K. REDPATH. 
8. Pictorial Wireless Circuits . . . . 1/6 

By OSWALD J. RANKIN. 
9. Wireless Valves Simply Explained . . 2/6 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnst.P. 
10. Practical Wireless Valve Circuits . . 2/6 

By JoHs SCOTT-TAGGART, F.InSt.P. 
)2. Radio Valves and How to Use Them 2/6 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
13. 500 Wireless Questions Answered 2/6 

By O. P. KENDALL & E. REDPATH. l 12 Tested Wireless Set! .... 2/6 
By p w. HARRIS. 

35. More Practical Wireless Circuits . 3/6 
-' By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inet.P 

16. Home-Built Wireless Components . 2/6 
Elementary Text-book on Wireless 

Vacuum Tubes ...... 10/- 

By JOHN SCOTT.TAOGART, F.Tnet.P.. 
(post free). 

complete library, dealing with every phase 
of Wireless. Each book is written in a 
masterly fashion by an authority. The 
fact that Radio Press, Ltd., are publishèrs 
exclusively of Wireless Books is a guarantee 
of their accuracy and dependability. 

These books can be obtained from all 
booksellers or direct from publishers (postage 
2d. per volume extra). 

RADIO PRESS, LTD. 
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C... 

,ltr1 
, 
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print,id for the Proprietors. RADIO Passe, LTD., Desereux Court, Strand, W.C.2, by THE AVENUE Paces (L. Upeott Gill & Son, Ltd.). 55-57, Drux- 
Lane, Lndon, W.C.2. Published on Wednesday of each week at 3. BoIl Court Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. Address fr Subscriptions and Editdrial 
Communications :-Devereux Court, Strand, London, W.C.2. Advortisemect Saiiagers :-IHe SCHIFF PUBLICITY OROANISATI0N. LTD., 125, Pali Mall. 
London, S.W.1. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates -32/6 per annum, 16/3 fpr six 
months, post free. Sole Agents for Autra1aia :-GoiiDo. & Goron (Australasia), LTD. For Canada :-IM1'BRIAL News, LTD. For South Africa i- 

CeNTRAL Nsws Aucecs, LTD. 

__________ . .. 

"Sterling" Super Quality Head Telephones (2,000 ohms) with cord and plug, one High 
Tension Battery consisting of three units (No. R 2905) connected to supply the necessary S S 

voltage to the respective valves, one No. R 2903 Grid Battery ... ...... PRICE 5 

B.B.C. Tariff ¿I : 5 : o Extra Net. 

No, R 2906-LOW TENSION ACCUMULATOR. 6-Volts 44 amp. hours (actual) ... ... ... PRICE £3 7 : 9 

Obtainable from all Electrical Dealers and Stores. Writè for Publication No. 377. 

STERLING TELEPHONE ELECTRIC Co. Ltd. 
Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus. etc. (Wholesale Only.) 

Telephone House. 210.212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON. WI. 
Telephone: MUSEUM 4144 (7 lines). Telegrooss: "Cucustis. Wsoo. LONDON" i 

BIRMINGHAM: CARJ)IFI': GLASGOW: MANCHESTER: NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE: WORKS: 
15.), Edmund Street. IO, Park Place. 33, R.bertso.s Steeet. 14, St. Peter's Squsre. 21, M,sley Street. Dagenham. Emes. 

one ordinary L.F., and one power L.F. 
No. R 1593. (G.P.O. Regd. No. 0736.) Valves. 

The Anode circuits of the first and second valves are coupled with a Sterling Anode Reaction Unit which introduces 
reaction effectively. A " Sterling Variable Air Condenser tunes the anode circuit, and a " Sterling Variometer the 
aerial. The normal wave-range is from 250 to 550 metres which can be increased by the addition of suitable " Sterling 
Anode Reaction Units and plug.in aerial coils. 

Sockets are fitted for connecting to a Sterling " loud speaker and also two special sockets for the field" terminals 
of a "Magnavox" loud speaker when used. Complete in vertical type cabinet of well-seasoned, highly finished walnut, 
and fitted with a "Sterling "patent metal panel which obviates hand capacity effects. 

No. R 1593-" STERLING" FOUR VALVE LONG RANGE RECEIVING SET, 
AS DESCRIBED, AND INCL,UDING: 

Three R Valves for the first three stages, one LS. 2. Power Valve for the fourth stage, one pair No. R 5238 

Fóur Valve 
Long Range Receiving Set. 

L 

'. 

: O j 

O 

., II , I .. /f desiring perfect reception of 
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4 fl 1 

standard P.M.G. aerial. The 
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XOa OBTAINABLE EVERY WHERE, ONR HILL1NG BUILD YOUR RADIO SET WITH RADIOBRIX 

----------------------- ---.- 

-- -- .--- - -=- 

./- "COSMOS" RADIOPHONES. 
comprise a corn- 

"Cosmos" 
ig of units 

ens ive 

by various combinations of which the radio experimenter or amateur can 
build up any type of receiving set or circuit. 

have been designed 
Cosmos" to secure the utmost 

flexibility. They en- 
able the listener " to build up his set gradually as bis means allow, yet 
the bricks obtained at first never become useless but can be utilized as 
part of a more elaborate set. 

are thoroughly well 
osmos made and moderate "C 

in price. 
SK YOUR REGULAR WIRELESS DEALER TO SHOW YOU 

,, 
." Cosmos If he has not yet ob- 

tained his stock-write 
sending his name to the manufacturers- 

TEE Mak 
0/Efficiency 

The above iLlss,,atwn ans uvagram shows a thce-va1ve 
set made up with RADIOBRIX. Ga a copy o/the new 
booh "DUILDING WITH RADXOBRIX," full of 
useful circuits with theoretical and wichse dia era ms. 

__TOPOLIT4__ 
£LLCTRJCAL, CO.. LTD 

WORKS: TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER 

BUY 

BRITISH 

- GOODS - 

ONLY 
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The latest type 
of receiving set 

"Cosmos" 
are made by the manufacturers of the well-known 
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suiting in a bigger list of, items every week. 
We do not wish at this stage to draw atten- 
tion to any particular item, hut there are 
certainly some' 'which are «not of such out- 

642 

signals from all the other broadcasting 
stations? Is it not rather a farce to pretend 
that all the Stations may be readily heard in 
the home by the average listener? 

The Programmes. 
The Anniversary impromptu concert vas 

truly delightful. We were testing out a new 
Circuit, but had to leave it and simply listen. 
The B.B.C. is to he congratulated. 

\Vith regard to another matter, however, we 
would like the B.B.C. to act cautiously. 
There is obviously a temptation to send more 
and more matter broadcast from London. 
The list of items sent broadcast was very small 
at first; but the increase in confidence is re- 

the other hand, of course, it is a real exhibition 
of component parts. 

As regards the B.B.C. demonstration of 
broadcasting, we did not think this was by 
aiiy means perfect; Perhaps we were there 
at an unfortunate mbment but the speech was 
reproduced in a very unsatisfactory manne!-. 

Ve were amused to hear the set oscillating, 
but this no doubt will be blamed upon the 
oscillating sets in the building! Why did not 
the B.B.C. demonstrate the reception of 

stimulate trade, and the obvious people to 
popularise broadcasting are the B.B.C. 

Speaking to Mr. Reith the other day, we 
learnt that the B.B.C. now propose to try 
this method of publicity. The scheme, how 
ever, should not be undertaken in a niggling 
manner; it must be done thoroughly, and 
money should not be spent sparingly on this 
publicity. For every convertThe B.B.C. will 
get los., so that such publicity should more 
than pay for itself. We are told to eat more 
fruit, drink more milk, and to ue electricity. 
We now want to he asked, " Are you listening 
to the wireless concerts? " 

The Exhibition.. 
A wireless exhibition suffers from one very 

serious drawback. The exhibitors are selling 
sets, and selling the broadcast programmes. 
People who go to the exhibition are keen to 
compare the relative merits of different sets, 
loud-speakers, etc. This Cannot be done at 
the exhibition for a very simple reason. Tests 
with telephone receivers prove perfectl inade 
quate and the exhibitors in general gave up 
attempting to demonstrate in this manner. 

As regards wireless sets, therefore, the ex- 
hibition is merely an exhibition of the out- 
side of wireless sets, loud-speakers, etc. On 

- 
' B.B.C. Publicity. 

WE have consistently advocated that the 
British Broadcasting Company should 
advertise its service to the public and 

not hide its light under a bushel. 500,000 

licences and royalties on sets should bring in 
a very handsome- income, but as yet the 
B.B.C. has not endeavoured to interest people 
¡ri its programmes and work. Propaganda 
by wireless is l.ike peaking to the converted, 
and we have always thought that the B.-B.C.. 
should begin to advertise in the daily Press 
and interest more and more people in the sub- 
ject. This unquestionably would greatly 

standing merIt that they should be sent out 
simultaneously from all the stations. 

More Relay Stations Wanted. 
Having now got effectively organised, ve 

think that the B.B.C. should make strenuous 
efforts to increase the number of relay stations 
working in the country. 

If the B.B.C. is to get on with this work, 
it should be done forthwith, because otherwise 
th& winter season, when most people are 
chiefly interested in wireless, will be over. 
We hope that we shall hear of rapid progress 
being made in this direction. 

Ed it 
- / __ ---- 
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carried out by means of a vario- 
meter. In the original circuit ..J. . - . . / 
there a're, of courge, a gid-on- . : . 

derser and leak, as well as a .: Fig. 2.-The serzes-tuned-anoac met/wa appsiea ¿0 2 ¡i.F. vaves.- 

643 .. / 

__jÌ. 
Fig. x-A completa short-wave 

receiver, 150/220 metres. 

known that the main diflìculties 
at-e, firstly, the increasingly 
serious effects of valve capacities, 
and, secondly, the harassing 
effects of self-oscillation, in a set 
employing critically tuned anode 
or II.F. transformer coupling. 

In view of this, it occurred to 
the writer that the first effect 
could be minimised in tuned- 
anode coupling with ordinary R 
valves by applying the principle 
'. hich has been so successful in a 
recognised form of short wáve 
length, single-valve receiver, after 
the manner indicated in Fig. i. 
The principle is to use the grid- 
to-filament capacity of tI.e valve 
itself as the series tuning con- 
denser in place of introducing ex- 
ternal capaçity, tuning, being 

vere extremely encouraging, 
short-wave Morse and amateur 
telegraphy being received with 
good strength on a " heavy 
twin P.M.G. aerial. The aerial- 
tuning variometer should be of 
low-resistance-that used was the 
special low-resistance type made 
by the Bowyer-Lowe Co., of 

either resistances (beyond the 
high static-discharge leak. across 
the aerial and earth), or any grid 
bias were employed. A similar 
circuit with ordinary parallel-. 
tuned-anode will oscillate most 
violently when the tunable plate- 
circuit even approaches the re- 
sonance point. As might he ex- 

a 

THE attention of the 
radia public is very much 
directed just now to- 

wards the amateur trans- 
atlantic tests, on short wave- 
lengths, and the consequent re- 
vival of the perennial problem of 
efficient high-frequency amplifica- 
tion on short w aves. It is well 

fairly lOw leak-resistance across 
aerial and earth to complete the 
leak path. 

By putting the tuned-anode in 
series and tuning with a vario- 
meter the same effect was sought 
as is given by the more customary 
connection of tuned-anode in 
parallel with the grid-to-filament 
and plate-to-filament capacities of 
the second and first valves respec- 
tively of a tvo-alve H. F. coupled 
receiver. The completecircuit is 
indièated in the figure. In order 
to allow of connection to I-I.T. 
supply, an efficient radio-choke, 
actually a 200-turn Igranic duo- 
lateral coil, was connected to the 
plate. 

On prâctical trial, the results 

about thirty turns each, rotor and 
stator, of No. 20 S.W.G. wire. 
The variable leak across aerial 
and earth was a new-pattern 
Watmel, the plate variometer an 
old-pattern small Igranic, re- 
wound with some loo turns of 
No. 26 S.W.G., d.c.c. With one 
hand on each of the variometers, 
the whole apparatus penitted 
easy tuning over a band of io 
to 220 metres on a double 4o-ft. 
aerial. 

The most striking point that 
was noticed, however, was that 
the circuit was absolutely stable 
with critically tuned anode, and 
with 6o volts HT. on good R 
valves with fairly bright fila- 
ments. N-o stabilising devices, 

- 

r 

fr.. 

Nçveniber 2t,923 
. 
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creeps in in the customary whilst 2L0 was transmittin, were used, with a No. 150 - 

circuits. but, of course, rather as a duet Igranic coil as loading-coil. Th - 

- 644 

make the circuit oscillate quietly 
for searching when critically. 
tuned, can be applied in an ex- 
tremely smooth and convenient 
way. The fact that each succes- 
sive valye is in approximately the 
same phase at anyone time with 
this coupling suggests some in- 
teresting possibilities in that 
there is not that small resistance, 
etc., reaction coupling through 
the H.T. supply to cause un- 
wanted oscillation which often 

admirable, and the circuit re- 
markably easy to work with, pro- 
vided a wave-metei- was available 
with which to tune the several 
circuits when looking for distant 
stitions. 

In Lòndon, Glasgow was re- 
ceived at good loud-speaker 
strength on the three valves, 
without a whisper audible in 
head-phones of London's loud 
band music. Bournemouth and 
Cardiff could be read comfortably 

!. 

Fig. 4.-A practicable non-oscillating 
broadcast receiver. 

first valve in order o raketli 
circuit oscillate. It is not, for 
one moment, suggested that so 
formidablé a circuit has practical 
value. 

For the second and third tuned- 
anodes, Peto-Scott. variometers 

Fig. 3.-Four tuned-anodes. Il 

the opposite encl of the tuned 
aliode inductance to that usually 
connected, so that with the series- 
tuned-anode the second grid is in 
the same phase as the first. 
There is no reversal Of phase at 

!ustrating the stability obtainable 

present.-, As is well known, this 
would give, with ordinary tuned- 
anode coupling1 a hopelessly un- 
stable set ; yet on tr.iah, with R. 

alves and ample I-LT. supply, 
and no wires of less gauge than 

task, and the results were, as ex- 
pected, not worth the complica- 
tion. Nevertheless, with four 
tuned-anodes in succession, the 
last 'a critically tuned plate, and 
with ample H.T. and R type 
valves, some little electrostatic re- 
action had to be üsed across the 

each stage, as in ordinary H.F No. 24 S.W.G., no psite grid - 

e-oupling. This makes possible: bias,, and the most critical tun-: 
the convenient form of electro- ing, a fair amount of electrostatiá - 

able amount of reaction needed to . The amplification obtained was 

static reaction by means of a reaction by means of the three- 8 - 

three-plate " vernier " condenser plate reaction-condenser shown 
connected across the grids, as liad to be applied to get the set 
shown. With this, the appreci- - to oscillate at all. ) . 

pected in the absence of the usual 
wasteful " stabilising " devices, 
the effect of which is generally to 
broaden tuning and lower signal- 
strength, excellent selective tun- 
ing and good amplification were 
obtained. S 

It will be noticed that thè 
second grid is now connected to 

- Following up this principle, to 
see if it could be applied on the 
broadcast wave-lengths, the cir- 
cuit shown in Fig. 2 was evolved. 
Here ve have two critically-tuned 
anodes in cascade, with an aerial- 
circuit containing a small series 
condenser, no fine-wire coils 
or similar damping devices being 

with London, on direct-coupled1 

aerial. On 2L0 itself, the very 
finest exhibition of really undis- 
torted loud-speaking resulted that. 
the writer has ever listened to. 
On "capacity aerial "alone-that 
is, without aerial and earth-just 
the casual capacities of the wir- 
ing, etc., merely the variometer 
and (now) a parallel condenser 
actoss the grid-circuit of the first 
valve, appreciable reaction had t 
be used tp bring it to the oscilla 
tion point, and short of that, 
clear, - steady reception was 
possible in the loud-speaker, at 
thirteen miles from 2L0. 

No amateur of experience 
would propose to use three or 
more high-frequency stages for 
amateur reception of broadcast- 
ing in the present state of ad- 
vancement of the art; but as an 
illustration of the inherent 
stability of the series tuned- 
anode, and as a radio joke, the 
quaint circuit shown in Fig. 3 
was actually wired up and tested:- 
Tuning was, of course, no easy 
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cost of much fine wire and dis- censer connected across from A (C0 on page 651.) 
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dry wood is quite adequate, so 
that terminals can be mounted 
direct on the arms. For a three- 
valve receiver (2 !-I.F.), two of 
these are required. 

As the available tuning capaci- 
ties are extremely small, a new 
scale of inductance-value has to 
be realised in the anode-tuning 
coils. The large (4 in. diameter 
or so) type of commercial vario- 
meter will give, in general, suffi- 
cient iaductance value, but at the 

Fig.. 6 indicates the nature of 
three-pile winding, and for 
further particulars readers are re- 
ferred to the many books which 
can be consulted, or, if preferred, 
Modern Wireless, Vol. I, No. 3 
p. 185 ; No. 5, p. 321 ; T'Vireless 
Weekly, No. 15, p. 549. 

If desired, a vai iometer similar 
to the one described above can be 
used in series in the plate-circuit 
of the detector-valve, to give re- 
actior' or the small reaction-con- 

Whilst this form of low-re- 
sistance and critically tuneable 
H.F. coupling shows such re- 
markable inherent stability, and 
is able accordin-ly to give high 
amplification without approach- 
ing dangerously near to self- 
oscillation, it is not suitable for 
the longer wave-lengths as at 
present developed. With so 
small an available capacity, the 
amdunt of wire, in the form of 

also did a lattice-wound coil of 
400 turns of the same wire on a 
i-in, former. Excellent and 
economical radio-chokes can be 
construted in the form of minia- 
ture frame-aerials of the type 
described by Mr. P. W. Harris in 
Wireless JVeekly; No. i6, p. 553 
(October 31), but using as a 
former two strips of three-ply 
wood of the shape and dimensions 
given in Fig. 5, with four or 
more winding-grooves macle with 
a hack-saw. About = lb. No. z6 
SW.G., d.c.c., wound in these, 
say, sixty to seventy turns per 
groove, will give an ample radio-. 
choke of very small distributed 
capacity. The insulation of the 

Fig. 5. 

dIameter former, say 4 in. long; 
with the usual wooden-ball rotor 
wound full of the same- wire 
(about 8 turns), a variometer is 
obtained with fairly small distri- 
buted capacity, low resistance, 
and an inductance ratio which will 
tune on intervalve capacities from 
about 270 to 350 metres. - With a 
low-minimum variable condenser 
of not more than o.000i uF 
capacity, connected across the 
plate inductance to supply a little 
more capacity in this oscillating 
circuit, tuning may be obtained 
up to above Aberdeen's wave- 
length. 

several of the latter being at loud- 
speaker strength with no tuning 
difficulty at all; thus, in spite of 
marked selectivity, both ends of 
an animated amateur trans- 
mitter's argument could be 
followed, using two hands, one 
on each varion-ieter. The circuit, 
therefore, can be thoroughly re- 
commended as a stable sensitive, 
and economical one for general 
use, remembering, however, that 
great care must be taken to avoid 
casual magnetic or capaci tative 
coupling between the coils or 
variometer if stability is to be 
obtained. 

or No. i8 S.W.G., dcc., for 
best results. The radio-choke 
must be a really good one, as dis- 
tributed capacity here cuts down 
signal strength greatly. A No. 
250 coil of one of the well-known 
low-capacity windings, but of 
fairly thick d.c.c. wire, a No. 250 
Igranic, for instance, is indicated. 
A 600-turn coil wound in layers 
separated by paraffin paper with 
No. 28 S.W.G., s.s.c., on small 
spool, gave poor results, as 

Sawct,A - F'- 2 "-'( 

lE 
Fig. G. 

Fig. 5.-Details of ¿lia forner 
for radiochoke coil. 

Fig. 6.-Method of pile-winding. 

first was a large Igranic vario- 
inetet-, which sufficed alone. 

Birmingham wastuned in dur- 
ing an afternoon transmission at 
fair strength, but, as indicated, 
the extra H.F. valve accom- 
plishes but little. 

As a practical broadcast re- 

ceiver, using this stable HF.. 
amplification, the last circuit 
(Fig. 4) was tried, and can be 
thoroughly recommended to con- 
structors. The aerial variometer 
must haire enough wire to tune 
with the small series condenser, 
and should be wound with No. 20 

tributed capacity, both of which 
are unfavourable for the ftee 
oscillation and consequent large 
voltage build-up, which is the 
essential feature of efficient tuned- 
anode coupling. By winding a 
variometer with a three-pile wind 
¡ng of some 120 turns of No. 22 

S.W.G., d.c.c., on a three-inch 

to B if for use in skilled hands. 
A note-magnifier can be added if 
required. . 

Receiving local broadcasting in 
a London suburb, excellent loud- 
speaking on two valves resulted 
and the more distant stations, to- 
gether with innumerable ama- 
teurs, were picked up at will, 

6" 
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ampere and is much more of a dry cell pro- 
position; The Ever Ready Co. and Messrs. 
Siemens show a number of excellent cells of 
varying Sizes capable of supplying Pea-nuts 
satisfactorily. The real dry elI proposition of 
the Show is the new valve taking .o6 of ,ar- 
ampere. This will run quite satifactori1v 
f rom', the round dry ce11 commonly sold for 
running electric bells, but by far the most 
interesting battery for the purpose is the new 
Darimont primary cell, shown on Stand 7!.' 

be appreciated by handling them. The plugs 
are slightly conical, as are the sockets. Both 
have a spiral screw cut in them, and if one 
inserts the lug into the docket and gives it a 
slight twist a very firm and sure grip ¡s 
obtained. The plugs can be released at oncé' 
by giving them a slight turn to the left. It is' 
particularly noteworthy That several of these 
connectors can be plugged into the back of 
one anothe'r, thus enabling several wires to 
be joined to one' terminal, a. point Of grèat 

Exhibition, although one notices that the 
prices are much lower than have ruled till 
recently. Ordinary, dull emitter, valves, for 
instance the D.E.R., A.R.D.E., and the 
Mullard low temperature, take roughly .3 to 
4 of an ampere. Battery makers have often 

stated that 'their dry cells will run this typè 
of dull emitters satisfactorily,, but investiga- 
tion of the position shows that 'the dells to 
supply such currents are unduly large and 
expensive. The" Pea-nut ". ,valve takes .25 

of wood panel mounting components ranging 
from bushes for the terminals tip to 'variable' 
condensers móunted on pblished ebonite' 
discs carrying an engraved white line to sho'' 
the condenser reading. Messrs. Peto-ScOtt 
are also showing a useful and ingenious:linè 
of components- for board mounting, and 

- several other firms have something of the 
kind One of the most fascinating of the 
newer devices for the experimenter is the Clix' 
connec'tor. The merits of these can only 

Mr? Scott-Taggart lias asked me to describe 
to Wireless Weekly readers some of the 
exhibits which are of particular interest, and 
I cannot do better than to begin with the low- 
tension supply for valves. 

We have at the Show both bright and dull 
emitter valves. The average bright emitter 
valve takes from .5 to .7 of an ampere to run 
it, and this current must of necessity be de- 
íi'ed from accumulators. There were no 
particular novelties in accumulators at the 

T3o has a capacity of 145 to io ampere 
hours when discharged down to i volt. Such 
a cell costs about 25S., and when run down 
is recharged by pouring, out the old eIectro- 
lyte and pouring in the new from a cah. 

The Exide Co. havé produced a special 
accumulator for dull emitters. The maker 
declare it may be left for six months withou 
recharging. This seems an important de-. 
velopment. 

The Bowyer-Lowe Ca,. have a complete line 

IVI naturally lies in those partsof apparatus 
and new components which are likely to 

prove of value to the home constructor. 
Fortunately this year he is particularly well 
catered for, and one's first imprèssion is of a 
much higher grade of components at a much 
móre reasonable price than we were able to see 
last year. Of gaudy rubhishthere was very 
little, although here and there there still re- 
mained trace of the bad old times when any- 
thing was good enough to sell to the beginner. 

one in an inner container and the other in 
anl outer. Its voltage is very high br 
primary battery, being somewhere in thé 
nhbourhoodof i.6 volts on open circuit, 
and one can take the most. appalling !ibertie 
with it without damaging it. Thus it can .b 
short circuited for about i to 2 minutes---a 
process which would irretrievably ruin any 
dry cell or accumulatór-and. immediately 
after this it will show a voltage, reading of 
i.3 to 1.4 without turning a hair. The typé 

THE ; HOME CONSTRUCTOR. AT. T.HE.. 

EXHIBITION 
: 

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor. - 

Sorne interesting remarks concerning the Exhibition as affecting Home-made appara1u. - - 

lt 4 Y person1 intrest in the Exhibition The Darimont e11 is fih1d with two 1iqiiids; 
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For 'tlese Messrs. Siemens pros ide most of 
their usual types of high-tension battery in 
the inert form. These inert cells can be kept 
for long periods in quite trying dilmatic con- 
ditions without deterioration, for until water 
is added to them they are completely inert in 
their action. One can thus 'order such bat- 
teries from home ,a.iid only put them in use 
when needed. The Ever-Ready 'Co. also 
showed sorne fue hig.h-tenon batteries 'of 
good size. 

yet delicate adjustment of the cat whisker, 
w1ìich keeps in adjustment for much longer 
periods than usual. 

Messrs. Aucklànds Wiceless, Ltd., 
McMichael, Ltd., and A. W. Gamage, Ltd., 
all had most interesting stands with almost 
every imaginable component for the home con- 
structor. Most of these firms will find a 
lasting effect from the Exhibition, as they wìll 
receive post order from pple who have 
found their goods to be the right kind. 

to see that it is now possible to bbtain sigh 
voltage units o-f satisfactory size and porta- 
bility. i purchased two, of 120 volts each, 
from Siemen's stand, and find them very con- 
venient in the STioo, note magnifier circuits 
and others where high voltages are required. 
These batteries are tapped at every few volts 
from 40 upwards. The price was Lì 4S. 
each. 

There are many readers of ' Wireless 
Weekly " in the Colonies and hot countries. 

With the Blinker set the resistance of a grid 
leak or an anode resistance can be found n 
a few moments. Such an instrument in the 
hands of the average WiTeless Society will 
enable the members to test their home-made 
grid leaks, and incidentally to expose some 
of the fraudulent leaks sold by back street 
manufacturers. I did not notice many novel 
crystal detectors, but particular mention 
should he made of the admirable pattern now 
sold by Burndept, Ltd. This has a positive, 

and the rigidi enables thei to be spced a 
very small distance from one another In 
this way it is possible to get a large capacitY 
in a relatively small space, the o.00x con- 
denser heiii.g no larger than many sold for 
0.003 zF. Messrs. lurndept, Ltd., were also 
showing a very fine condenser, particularly 
designed to have low losses. This, although 
a more expensive instument, seemed well 
worth the money. High tension batteries 
were shown on several stands, and I am &ad 

The more advanced experimenter will also 
be interested in the " Blinker " set of the 
Bowyer-Lowe Stand. This set, for the 
measurement of high resistances, is designed 
on the lines described in " Modern 'Wire- - 

less " recently by Mr. A. D. Cowper. Until 
lately the home rnanufactijre of grid leaks, 
anode resistances, etc., has been negligible 
owing to the fact that whilst it is easy to make 
them, most elaborate expensive instruments - 

have been required to ascertain their values. 

Capacity was 0.0003 pF, and a vernier adjust- 
ment was provided consisting of a single 
plate controlled by a small knob ona spindle 
passing through the main knob. The price 
(r2s. 6d.) is extremely reasonable, and I 

should not be surprised if this particular com- 
ponent attains very large popularity. It is 
particularly suitable for Ruied anode and 
tuned transformer circuits. The second vari- 
able condenser was sold by the Formo Co., 
and had corrugated plates. These give a 
considerable amount of strength to the plates, 

soun1, and I should imagine they 'vould be 
more efficient than the 25, 35 and 50 coils, 

which they are obviously designed to replac. 
Mr. T. C. Ball is showing his new spiral 

filament resistance, a particularly useful com- 
ponent, as the space it occupies on the panel 
is very, small. Its movement is quite smooth, 
and the price very reasonable. 

Readers interested in new forms of loud 
speaker will find it worth while to examine- 
the Frenophone, of Messrs. S. G. Brown. 

convenience when experimenting with a new 
circuit. Insulating bushes of several colours 
are provided so that one can choose red fdr 
positive, black for negative, green, say, for 
filament circuit, yellow for plate Circuit, and 
so on. 

Two variable condensers particularly 
interested me. The first was sold by Messrs. 
W. J. Henderson & Co., and was very sub- 
stantially built and well finished. Its 

The Marconi Scientific Instrument Co. are 
showing a large number of suitable high-grade 
components, such as their double condenser 
with brass plates; their single condensers. 
of the same construction; transformers; 
.adapters for V24 valves, etc. 

The Igranic Co. are showing a new line 
of short wave inductances (Nos. i, 2, 3 and 
4), to cover the broadcasting band. I have 
not vet tried these. hut their design seems 
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and is praying daily that he my 
be called upon by some minion of 
the law armed with a writ of 
habeas corpus or a mandamus or 
whatever such fellows do have 

lien they burst into the Eng 
lishman's castle. 

It seems to me that the best 
way out of the difficulty is for all 

crises that arose, for one's school 
pocket money, even if cne stead- 
fastly abjured viits to the tuck- 
shop for a season, would not run 
to detectors at a guinea apiece or 
condensers at the fabulous prices 
which then ruled. Even to-day 
the small boy who makes up his 
own set knows that the most 
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ciously like those used on the 
instruments of the National Tele- 
phone Company, as it then was.- t 
We acquired it, I remember, for 
the sum of two shillings from the 
local Bob Pretty, asking no ques- 
tions about the manner in which 
he had obtained it. The earth 
was the gardener's watering can, 

prone upon his tummy concealed 
beneath an inverted cattle 
trough. His actions aroused the 
suspicions of the local wireless 
desperadoes, then a large band. 
One day they fell úpon him armed 
with bamboo spreaders, and beat 
the poor man into a passabie 
imitation of a jelly. 

An Aid to Beauty. 
All these rumours are cjuite 

exciting. One practical jòker 
has rigged up an imitation aerial 
whose " wires '' are of string. 

story through the ether. 
Years Ago. 

Do you ever think now of your 
first efforts at wireless, made in 
the days of your youth, when 
apparatus was hard to come by 
and such books as there were oñ 
the subject seemed to be filled 
mainly with quaint mathematiçal 
signs and diagrams that struck 
terror into the young heart for 
all its burning desire 'to read, 
mark, learn and inwardly digest. 
Terrible then were the financial 

frosty. at the time, so that the 
wire parted in its midst with 
unfailing regularity every night. 

A Nightmare Set. 
To this aèrial was attached a 

coil made of about five yards of 
bell wire, broken and repaired in 
many places. The first detector 
was a blacking tin filled with 
powdered coke, on. the surface of 
vhièh rested the point of a sew- 

ing heedle suspended by a piece 
of copper wire. The single tele- 
phone receiver looked suspi- 

of ornithology who had a terrible 
time some weeks ago. . He was 
engaged in observing the habits 
of the orange-spotted willow 
burbler, a rare bird whose shy- 
ness makes him most difficult to 
approach. The professor there- 
fore armed himself with a, power- 
ful p1ir of field glasses 'and lay 
hidden in all kinds of queer 
places. You would find him now 
swaying dizzily in the topmost 
brandies of a tall tree; now 

it announced, " is derived from 
the 'Greek words radio, meaning 
wireless, and tron a valve 
Quite apart from the fact that 
radius is a latin word, I hadn't 
realised before that the ancients 
knew the pleasures of listening_in 
-and with valve sets too! 
- This is nearly as good an effort 
'as that of the schoolboy who in- 
quired whether wireless tele- 
phony vas so called because it 
enabled a man to tell a funny 

from some corner by one or other - 

of us. The far end of this was 
affixed to a jampot placed in-. 
verted over the stump of a 
branch òn a tree at the bottom of,' 
the garden. At tts other end the' 
wire came into the toolshed 
through a convenient hole in a 
window pane-! rather fancy. 
that that hole was " accidentally. 
made on. purpose "-and was 
anchored to a drainpipe standing 
on the ta'ble. The weather vas 

The Sleuth that Wasn't 
ISome peòple, I . see, are 

alarmed at the activities of the 
sleuths who have been reported 
from several quarters as hot 
upon the trail of the few remain- - 

ing pirates. Anyone who wears 
a prying air and is continually 
looking up at roofs is at once 
pointed out as one of the new 
smellers out of unlicensed sets. 

I -know an eminent professor. - 

wireless men to be branded with 
the BB.C. stamp upon the right 
cheek bone. We should then 
know who is who, and in time 
the device would be recognised as 
a form of decoration calculated to 
enhance masculine beauty. 

A Beautiful Derivation. 
I saw à really beautiful 

derivation givèn in an Ameri- 
can paper the other day in 
all seriousnéss. " Radiotron." 

difficult feat in its construction is 
to éxträct the nécessary capital 
from the pockets of his tax- 
burdened sire. - 

- My own earliest effort were 
made many years ago with a 
wondrous outfit. Two of us 
formed a partnership with the- 
object of erecting a set that 
would receive Paris. The only 
wire available for the aerial was - 

a length of lead stuff unearthed 

, 

yJottinyy' 
-c by the way 

- 4_ 
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IN OUR NEXT ISSUE-THE -ST 150 CIRCUIT. 
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' 

On December 12th will appear the first of six special issues of "WIRELESS 
WEEKLY." These numbers will contain some special articles which should on no 
account be missed. In view of the increased demand for these six numbers, we 
advise our readers, in their own interests, to order them specially. It is better to be 
sure than to be sorry! - 

NEW BOOKS JUST ISSUED. 
The thousands of readers who possess " PRACTICAL WIRELESS VA-LVE 

CIRCUITS," by John Scott-Taggart, F. Inst. P., will, no doubt welcome the sequel 
"MORE PRACTICAL VALVE CIRCUITS' (3s. 6d. net ; postage 3d. extra. Pub- 
lished by Radio Press, Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2). This- Book, hand- 
somely bound in cloth contains nearly 2Ç0 pages of. circuits and practical data. Each 
circuit is accompanied by a page of description with coil data, etc. Many hitherto 
unpublished circuits are given and the book contains all circuits from ST 68 to 
ST 151 including a large number -of effective dual circuits. 

Then one night, faint but 
unmistakable, came the ping, 
ping, ping of spark signals. It 
was a wonderful moment never 
to be forgotten. The youth of 
to-day has no such struggles1 for 
he can buy parts at ridiculously 

Helpful Hints 

-One comes aci'oss -some price- 
less little gem of advice occasion- 
ally in popular wireless articles. 
One of the best I've seth for a 
long time was a solemn note 

satisfactory if they are wound 
with copper wire. Do not these 
-inspire you? I really think I. 
must write some helpful little 
articles on these lines for tho 
popular press. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER. 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT - 

Triumph, however, came a 
little later, wh.en stern fathers 
relented a little and the joint 
funds would just run to a 
detector A sailor uncle of my 
father's who carne to stay with 
his people helped us to wind 
wonderful coils on the ever-useful 
jampot. The set was sorted out 
into something like order, an 
ancient kettle, decently interred, 
replaced the watering can, and a 
copper wire was slung up to form 
a more reliable aerial. 

distant stations, whilst you, dear 
lady, clicked knitting needles -in 
.the mazy. tangles of a jumper and 
mentally cursed wireless as a 
soul-destroying pástime that 
made the best of husbands a 
mute, inglorious thing. Ali, me! 
What days! And then came 
broadcasting with music and 
mirth, whereupon feminine opin- 
ion veered round, as feminine 
opinion will, finding in wireless a 
heaven-sent boon instead of a 
thing accursed. 

for winding basket coils, for it 
increases their self-capacity and 
has other bad " points." It 
seldom pays to use the high- 
tension -battery for filament heat- 
ing purposes; at least t does nt 
pay the amateur. The v1ve 
maker lias other views. - Even 
the two megohms or more resist- 
ance of the grid leak are not suffi- 
cient to enable it to he used effec- 
tively as a centre punch. 
Rheostats and potentiometers for 
-sorne reason are seldom really 

always most punctilious about 
this) and placed upon the lawn. 

Needless to say, though we 
spent long, cold afternoons and 
evenings during the Christmas 
holidays listening eagerly for 
Paris, we did not succeed in 
hearing even the random atmo- 
spheric that would have filled our 
cup of joy to overflowing. -. 

The Wondrfu1 Moment. 

and magazines galore to assist 
his first steps in wireless. But I 
doubt if he will ever know the 
thrills of expectation and the 
joys of realisation as we did. 

A Retrospect. 
You remember the old days of 

wireless when you, my milé 
reader, sat with phones upon your 
liad the livlo evening listenitig 
to the iddies and the umpties of 

making of fixed condensers. 
When making condensers to 

go across. the high-tensioì 
battery," wrote the gifted 
aathor, " take care to see tht 
the plates do not touch each 
other." Now you would never 
ha.ye thought of that, would 
you? Here are a few more hints 
of thesame kind that occur tu 
me which you may find useful. 

Barbed wire should n4t he .iiscl 
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For all-round efficiency on the short wave- 
lengths the single-layer coil stands by itself. 
Its capacity is of the smallest, since the differ- 
ence of potential between adjacent turns is 
very small indeed. It can be exactly dupli- 
cated without difficulty, and it is very easy 
to make. 

For the reception of all broadcast trins- 
65e 

The neatest.wày of taking the tappings is 
to pierce a hole in the tube with a bradawl 
and draw through it into the inside of the 
tube a loop of wire 6 inches long. The hole 
should be small enough to grip the two vire 
tightly. Continue -the -winding to the next 
tapping point then proceed as before. 
The length of the loops should be 

Fig. i. 

- i: 

Fig.3. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. i-Method of winding and taping the coil. 

Fig. 2.-elails of the end-piece for.switcli and -contact stùds. 

Fig. 3.-T/ie completed coil. - - - -., - 

a matter which assumes great impoitance The greater number of tappngs gives, as we 
where two tuned plates are used on the high- shall see presently, a distinct advantage in 
frequency side of the set. tuning. 

_________________ . 4B.A.CLRANCE - 

SOLDER 

WHEN 

tuned-anode couplingis employ- 
ed it is important that the inductance 
used hould be so wound that it has a 

very low self-capacity. Basket and De Forest 
coils are often employed, and are quite good 
to work with in that they are compact and 
easily interchangeable, whilst their self- 
capacity is not very high. Basket coils, how- 
eyer, suffer from the serious drawback that it 
is a matter of the utmost difficulty to make 
óne exactly similar iii all respects to another, 

issions á véry handy little anode iriducfaic 
can be made at small expense. The former 
is a 5-inCh length of 3-.inch diameter card- 
board tubing, which should be given a 
thorough dressing with shellâc .as a pre- 
liminary. On this are wound ioo turns of 
No. 22 gauge copper wire, anchored in the 
Usual ay and with ends 6 inches long left 
within the former. Taps are taken either at 
every eleventh turn from the 22nd to the 
88th, or at the 25th, 50th and 75th turns. 

srÉciAL .TtJÑED-ANODE,.' 
INDUCTANCES. 

By R W HALLOWS M A (Staff Ethiar) 
- This Article deals with a special form of plug-in tuned-anode tappéd inductance 

- i 
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ciple, adapted to parallel4uned 
-anodes, described by the writer 
in Wireless Weekly., VoI. 2, No. 
8, September 5. 

By actual critical Comparison, 
-with the aid of switches arranged 
to give an instantaneous change- 

hen held do n on the verge of 
oscillation by ti-ic customary de- 

ìce of some i volts positive on 
the grid. On about 36o metres, 
however, the former would give 
momentarily nearly as high ampli- 
fication, mmediateIy before 

6i 

and a two-valve dual circuit, of 
uncommon stability, has already 
been worked out. Using the 
circuit of Fie. ' and B.T.H. 
Type B dull-emitter valves, 
American broadcast reception 
has been obtained. 

s, 

'rariometer windings, requked for 
'much over 400 metres becomes 
prohibitively large. For the 
higher ranges, therefore, some 
other form of stabilising (not 
damping) device is preferable, as, 
for instance, the modification of 
the Hazeltine neutrodyne prin - 

['HE COWPER CIRCUI 

- 

(Concluded from page 645.)' 

over from the ordinary tuned- 
anode arrangement to this series- 
tUflC(l fornì, with identical ap- 
paratus and conditions otherwise 
uniform, it was demonstrated 
that the latter gave stable ampli- 
Ilcation of a sensibly higher de- 

.gree than was the former able to 

LI...: 

bursting intovilent oscillations. 
"The amplification obtainable is, in 
fact, quite comparable with that 
in a good stage of low-frequency 
ampflflcaton with an iron-core 
transformer. 

The principle is obviously cap- 
able of constuerable extension, 

Now scribe out a segment of a circle with 
a radius of inch and on its circumference 
mark off as many centres as there are tap- 
pings, plus one for the finishing end of the 
coil, 3/8 inch apart. At each of these drill 
a 4B.A. clearance hole, and insert a stud. 

Attach the first tapping to stud No. i, the 
second to No. 2, and so on until the end of 
the windings is secured io the last stud. Now 

degrees. - 

Inductance and capacity can thus be 
worked one against.the other tintil -the setting 
that gives the best results with a particular 
receiving apparatus is found. In this way 
any tendency on the part of the tuned-anode 
.coupled ralvesto fall into oscillatiòn can be 
checked, and the maximum signal strength 
nay l)e obtained. 

Turn uptwo.circular end pieces of. inch 
ebonite so that they fit tightlr into the tube. 
In the centre of one of these drill a 3/8 inch 
hole to take a laininated selector switch arm, 
which can be bought for a shilling or so com- 
plete with its knob, spindle and brass bush. 
Standard switch arms have usually a radius 
of i or i inches. This must be shórtened 
to i inch, either by making a fresh bend and 

-trimming oíl the ends with a hacksaw or file, 
:or by drilling a new 2B.A. clearance hole. 

ìn the same wáy as the firt. 
The inductance is very easy to use. With 

the pointer of a o.000j condenser at about 
¡20 degrees, London and Cardiff will be 
heard on the second stud if there are seven 
tappings, or the first if only three are made. 
By advancing the switch one stud it will be 
found that the added capacity can be redúced 
considerably: upon the last stud but one iii 
either case the same transmissions come in 
with the condenser pointer at about io br i 

pings. When all the wire is woutid oli 
you will have the two anchored ends of the 
coil and either three or seven loops, accord- 
ing to the number of tappings niade, all 
inside the coil. 

Take one of them and stretch it ott tightly. 
Then hare about 3/8th inch at the top of the 
loop. Twist the wires oice only round each 
other (there is thus no danger of their break- 
ing) to form a small loop, and solder as shown 

- :ìn Fig. i. Deal with all tappThgs in the same 
way, and make small soldered loops in the 
free single ends of the windings.. 

it by 4B.A. screws. 
The way in which the other end piece is 

drilled depends upon the type of mounting 
for which the coil is intended. If desired a 
standard plug and socket may be used. The 
writer prefers valve legs and prongs, which 
are cheaper and easier to fix, but make 
excellent contacts. In the case of the coil 
illustrated in Fig. 3 two valve prongs are 
mounted i inch apart. Whatever type of 
connectioh is chosen the starting end of the 
wìndings is taken to one and a wire from the 
spindile of the switch arm to the other.- The 
loer end niece is fixed in olace in the tube 
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'Mozrf Night;" on the 5th 
inst., simultaneously broadcast, 
gave us a very fine selection of 
this composer's operatic and 

Percy Pitt. V 

27th (TuEs.).-7.15, Popular Fal- 
lacies by Mr. A. S. E. Acker- 
man, B.Sc.: Crotehets' Concert 
Party; Savoy Orpheans. - 

- 
6 

D n D - 

BÏRMINGHAM-The V broad- 
casting of the fi,rst chi!ren's 
concert from 51T was quickly 

experiments which haie been 
made from the new temporary 
studio where there is a consider- 
able amount of echo. Of that 
number- about 30 prefer the old 
stwiio, whilst the rest advocate 
the new. it would seem as if the 
elimination of echo were better 
for the transmission of speech, a 
fair amount of echo being better 
for music. -Experiments will be 
continued, and may ultimately 
have an important effect on 
simultaneous broadcasting. 

o n,-- 

NOVEMBER. 
231-d(FRI.).-Orchestra. Miss Elsie 

Cochrane, soprano. Mr. William 
Bates, humörist. 'Mr. Will Her- 

- bert, zith-banjo soloist. - 

-24th (SAT.).-Mr. Hilton Edvards, 
Songs from' " The Beggar's 
Opera" and " Polly." Mr. 

- Fred Spencer as Mrs. 'Arris." 
25th (SUN)-3.3o, Orchestra; Miss 

Rita Sharpe, 'cellist; Mr. Cedric 
Sharpe, Mr. Madoc Davies, 

- baritones. 8.30, - Religious Ad- 
dress; HM. Irish Guards Band; 
Miss Sophie Rowlands, soprano: 

26th (M0N.).-Symphony Concert, 
Orchestra conducted by Mr. 

D -D' O ' - 

BELFAST.-It 
may be that 

there are diverse opinions 
anent the practice of simul- 

taneous broadcasting of - th 
London - programmes, neverthe- 
less nothing but . unanimous 
gratification is -expressed by 
listeners throughou.t Northern - 

Ireland at the' excellent trans- 
mission of the speeches at the - 

Lord Mayor's Banquet. - Even 
on the extreme Western sea 
border of- Donegal every syllable 
was distinctly heard. - : - 

 'Mr. Allen 'Walker, who is one 
of the most 'popular lecturers at 
2L0, will hav tobe more careful 
as to the kind of invitations lie 
issues. He asked those who 
were interested in the House of 
Commons to. meet him on the 
Saturday following his lecture, 
and- over 5,600 turned up. He 
dici the same thing some months 
ago when speakiiig about the 
Southwark Cathedral, but on that 
occasion only 600 put in an ap- 
pearance: 

D p n 

Over oo letters were received 
by the B.B.C. referring' to the 

Elgar's music, and rightly, too; 
but why not have a Sullivan 
Nigh-t? Then we should like to 
hear . Mendelssohn's " Lauda 
Sion," and also that splendid 

Semramis " (or Semiramide), 
the latter with plenty of verve 
would surely appeal to most of 
listeners. Gu.ngli's " Soldaten 
Lied-er "'would also, we feel cer- 
tain, make a strong appeal to 
music lovers. We enjoyed the 
singing of Mr. Lyell Johnstone, 
the baritone, his style " coming 
over" very well- indeed. 

D D D 
Forthcoming Events 

24th (SAT.).-Popular Concert. 
Orchestra and Vocalists . - 

25th (SUN.).-The Right Rev. 
Frederick Llewellyn Deane, 
MA., D.D. Bishop of Aber- 
deen and Orkney. Beechgrove 
U.F. Church' Choir.. Mr. J: 
Mackenzie Forbes, bass. Mr. 
W. G. Smith, tenor. Miss Isahel 
Simpson. Mks Kathleen Mor- 
gan. 

26th . (M0N.).-Popular Concert. 
Miss Marjory Lorimer, mezzo- 
soprano. Mr. Allan Reid, 
siffleur. Mr. Alex Leitch, tenor. 

27th (Tuas. ).-.-Norwegian Night. 
Augmented Orchestra. Miss 
Catherine Paterson, soprano. 

28th.. (Wan.).-Aberdeen . Wireless 
Quartette. Orchestra. - - 

LONDON.-The broadcasting 
of the speeches at the Lard 

Mayor's Banquet seems to have 
given great satisfaction in Scot- 
land, and many letters have been 
received stating that it was the 
best transmission which had yet 
been done. It was something 
tiew for the Scots to have the 
privilege of listening to the pro- 
çeedings a,t the Guildhall. 

D.. D ........ 

light music. - What a wealth of 
melody and well controlled orna- 
nientation, to say nothing of his 
comprehensive beginnings and 
beautifully sweet cadenzas. - Both 
vocalists and instrumentalists did 
full justice to this great com- 
poser's works, and Newcastle 
may certainly put this down as 
one of their great iiights. 

_D D D 
We seem to get.a good deal of 

zSth (WED.).-Orchestra. Mr. 
Keighley Dunn, tenoi. Mr. Jay 
Kaye, entertainer. 

D D D- 
A BERDEEN. - 

Forthcoming Events 
NOVEMBER. . - 

22nd (THUR5.)._:.-Orchestra: Selec- 
tions from " Katinka " and 

Little Nelly Kelly." - - 

23rd (FRL.).-Orchestra - and 
Vocalists. --. - - .- 

rcía'dC'stin4 News 
A Ï 

- .-ì-t,.. 

'A 

___ y 
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B RMOUTf 
Forthcoming Evints 
NOVEMBER. 
22nd (TnuRs.).-Miss Mabe' Hard- 

ing, cpntralto. Station Pianist. 
The Very Rev. T. 'C. Fry, Deln 
of Lincoln Cathedral. 

23rd (FRI.)..-l'he Crystals Concert 
Party. Mr. George Stone, ent- 
tamer. 

24th (SAT. .-.Mr. Hadley Watkins' 
Male Vofce Choir. Orchestra. 
Mr. \\illiam Bates, entertainer. 
Miss \Viriifred Smith, soprano. 

25th (SuN.'.-Reiigious Address by 
Father Triggs. Mr. Ernest W. 

-Pearson, baritóne. Mr. Reginald 
S. Mouat, solo violin. Mr. 

tette. Mr John Huntingdon, 
baritone. 

c o o 

MANCHESTER - The bril- 
liant series of eminent men- 

who have broadcast recently 
has been much appreciated by 
listeners. It is fascinating to 
listen to the actual speech of men 

hose names are household 
ords, and the latest game is to 

compile a list of the celebrities 
one has heard. 2ZY listeners 
vere also favoured, unexpectedly, 
wth a speech by the famous 
writer M&. G. K. Chesterton, as 

25th (SUN.).-Talk by Mr. S. G. 
Honey. 8.25, Talk by Rev. \ is- 
count Mount-Morris of Swinton. 
8.45, 2ZY Orchestra; Mr. John 
Huntingdon, bass; Miss Evelyn 
Belleis1e. soprano. 

26th (MON.).-3.3o, Orchestra; 
Miss Eileen Jennings, mezzo- 
soprano; Miss Dorothy Ellison, 
elocutionist; Mr. Sidney Francis, 
baritone. 6.3, Boys' Brigade 
and Life Bulletins. 6.45, Spanish 
Talk. 

27th (TUF.s,).-3.3o, 2ZY Trio. 
.4O, Talk on ' Religious Pic- 

tures," by Mr. J. E. Phythian, 
Mai. 7.45, Miss Yvonne Tiano, 
selo piano; Miss Florence Hold- 
ing. soprano; Mr. J. Morrison, 
solo violin; Mr. Phillip Wilson; 
tenor; Talk on Music, 1225-1558. 

doubt now that the venture is 

going to prove a success. 

D D D 

Fórthcomng Events 
'JOVEM BER. 

21st (WED.).-7.3o, Opera, "Caval- 
leria Rusticana." mio, Mr. 
Sidney Grew il give his final 
Recital on the Works of Chopin. 

22nd (THuRs.).-3.3o, Miss Hilda 
Raybould in a Song Recital, and 
Miss Lauri Short, Dramatic 
Recital. 

23rd (FRI.).-3.3o, Lozell's Pichire 
House Orchestra. 8, The Orclies- 
tra, special request items. 8.45, 
Mr. Phillip Wilson of Lonoa, n 
a Recital ol Old nglisli Period 
Music. io, Mr. Jack Hancock, 
humorist. 

27th -(TuEs.).-7. i, Mr. John 
Huntington, of London, baritone. 
7.30, Mr. Raymond Green, 
humorist. 8, Mr. John Hendrv, 
'cellist. 9.i5, Miss Mona Wash- 
bou me, Songs and Humour at 
the Piano. Talk by the Earl 
of Athione. 

n. n n 

T. Fish«r on ' Prison Life and 
Reform." 

5th SUN.j.-Wood Street Congre- 
gational Church Choir. Rev. 
R. J. Cook. 

27th (TuEs.).-Literary Night con- 
ducted by Mr. S. B. P. Mais. 

28th (WED.).-Pentyminster Quar- 

TRANSMISSIONS 
CoNSign Wovok',,gfh. 

CARDU'F ........ 5WA ...... 353 metre,. 
L0ND0N ...... 2L0 ...... 363 

MANCHESTER . .2ZY ...... 370 
BOURNEMOUTH 811M ...... 385 
!IEWCASTLE . .. .560 ...... 400 
GLASGOW ..... .SSC . . . .415 
BIRMINGHAM . SIT ...... 425 
ABERDEEN ...... 8BD ...... 495 - 

TLII.E8 OF WORKING. 

Weekdays ...... 3.30 to 4.30 p.m. aDd 5.0 
to 1020 p.m. O.M.T. 

Loodoh 11.30 an,. atoo, drn4ag tiar 
Wirotem Exhibition, and gnObabLy 

- otl0ing. 
SuadoS, ..... 3.b p.m to 5.0 p.m. and 

8.30 to 10.30 p.m. ONT. 
¡VOTE -The , al.ngth. goo,, ahora 

o,e oliorwed fr'opo,soriipi and 
(ori her oiter.,ii000 are prodi,.',. 

Leoncavatlo's Pagliacet." 
Principals: Miss Madge Taylor, 
Mr. \Vinifred Hindle, Mr. Lee 
Thistlethvaite, and Mr. Haiold 
Marsden. . Chorus Items 
from Saint-Saens '° Samson and 
Delilah." 

22nd (THLJRS.).-II.30, 2ZY Trio. 
6.30, Girl Guides' and Boy Scouts' 
Bulletins. 6.4ot' Talk by Mr. 
G. W. Thompson on The 
Ï'riumph of Steel and Concrete" 

23rd (FRI.).-Concert by Miss L. 
Gunton, soprano; Miss Gladys 
Richards, contralto; Mr. W. 
Barry Griffiths, baritone, and Mr. 
F. lngham Bradshaw, enter- 
tainer. 6.40, French Talk. 7.45,. 
Garner-Schofield Dance Band. 
8.45, Piccadilly P.H. Orchestra. 

24th (SAT.).-3.3o,. Oxford Picture 
House Orchestra. 6.30, Organ 
Recital, Piccadilly Picture House. 
8.i, Keyboard Kitty. 8.25, 
Miss Olga Telba, oprano; Mr. 
lames Worsley (Lancashire Dia- 
lect Stories). 8.45, Balcony 
Scene from " Romeo and JuTiet," 
by Mr. Ed. James and Miss Marie 
Gould. , Mr. Victor Smythe and 
dt Algy." io., Sketch, " A 
Happy Pair." 

followed by mny congratulatory 
ltters,,some of which came from 
as far away as the North of 
IreZand4 Birkenhead, Aber- 
g.avenny, Aberdovey and towns 
in the £outh. It ill take the 
little artistes some time to realise 
the fame They achieve when they 
perform before the microphone! 

D D 

The concerts are stimulating 
children's interest in broadcasting 
in quite a remarkable maimer, 
and there is not the s'lightest 

Thomas E. Illingworth, solo 
'cello. 

27th (TUEs.).-The Boscombe Silver 
Prize Band. - 

D D D 

c 
Forthcoming Events 
NOVEMBER. 
231-d (Fiu.).-General Concert. 

Miss Marion Dawson, violin 
soloist. Dr. F. Harrington, 
singer. - 

24th SAT.).-The Welsh Gleemen. 
Mr. Wafly Leon. entertainer. Mr. 

delivered at the Mchester 
University. Unfortunatély, how- 
ever, owing to a particularly 
noisy land-line, the speaker's 
voi could only be heard with 
difliculty. 

D.-..p..D». 
Forthcoming Events 
NOVEMBER. 
21st (Wau.).-3.3o, Piccadilly Pic- 

turc House Orchestra. 6.o, 
Organ Recital, Piccadill) Pic- 
ture House. 7.5, The 2ZY 
Operatic Company will present 
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Mr. W. A. Crosse, solo clarinet; 
Miss Lily Adams, contralto; 
Newcastle Corporation Tramways 
Band. 

25th (SUN.).-Religious Address by 
the Rev. Canon Oakley and 
Hymní by Mr. Ernest J-. 'Potts' 
Party. . 

26th (MoN .).-Concert by Mr. 
Ernest Forster, cornet solo, and 
Greta Young mezzo-soprano, and 
items relayes from London. 

27th (TuEs.).-The Earl of Dur- 

the great majority of his hearers 
are inclined to sympa-t.his with 
him. For instance, how is it 
possible for any Christian gentle- 
man nota Gaelic scholar to pro- 
nounce correctly the title of such 
a song as "Mo Ribhinn 
Chaoimhneil."? . . - 

.0 D D 

For the first time in Scotland 
there- was. radioed on Tuesday, 

(Smetana); Two Pieces (Delius); 
Concerto in C Minor (Beethoven) ; 
Symphony in E Flat (Schumann). 

- 9.10, Lieut. F. W. Kealey, - 

R.N.V.R., Secretary of the Ex- 
peditiori of the " St. George " to -. 

the Pacific,' and 'great giand- 
nephew of Captain Cook, the 
Explorer, " The Scientific Voyage 
of the ' St George ' to the- 
Pacific." - 

27th (TuEs..-1o, Dance Music by 
the Savoy Orpheans. . ..' 

in iie. 
- : throughout the cuntry, while Radio Society of Great Britain. 

D D D those of the others vill be broad- 7.35, Royal - Air Force Band. 

Forhcoming Events ' 
- cast from the Sheffield Relay 

Overture, "The Flying Dutch- 
man "(Wagner); Solveig's Song,- 

v-NOvEMBER: Station. Transmission from the Artitra's Dance, " Peer Gvnt" 
22nd (THuRs.'.-Concert by is Varsity to the local station will (Grieg); Suite in F (Holst). 9.10, 

M. Wilkinson and A. J. Beaty, be by land wire. Sir Edward Smith, j.P., on "The -' 
pianoforte duets. Miss Eveline ' 

Perils of the Streets." ' . 

Beatv, soprano, and items relayed officials, of 
23rd (FRI.).-.7, Mr.,G. A. Akins'ón, - 

- " from London. - GL4SGOW._The Seen on the Screen." 
23rd (FRI.).-Coneert by' Miss 5SC have to be prepared for, 24th (SAT.).-7.3o, First Act of "LIa - 

Florence 'Farrar, solo pianoforte; any emergency, but probably Traviata," from "The Old Vic" - 

- Miss Hattie Molineaux, soprano; the most formidable task they Theatre. ' . 

Miss Doris Lear solo-. ?cello; have tou'ndertake is the pronun- 26th 'Mo'N.).-, Mr. John.Strachev' 
Orchestra; Miss Lilian Rowell, ciation of Gaelic ongs. Occà- - literary critic. "Our Weekly- 

' ' - contralto; Mr. Harry Duxbury, sionally the announcer', has to Book Talk." 7.30,. Symphony 
entertainer; Mr. John Hunting- 
don, baritone. apologise foi- his ignorance of the Concert; Augmented Orchestra, 

conducted by Mr. Percy Pitt; Solo'. 
24th (SAT.).-Concert by Miss Gael. and his " murdering " of :P.ianoforte, Mr. Maurice Cole;' 

Florence Farrar, solo pianoforte; the " soft liquid accents," andl . Overture, " The Bartered, Bride " ,; 

t1 desire of the station authori- 
ties to give the greatest possible 
pleasure to the greatest number. 
Every letter received at Eldon 
Square obtains sympathetic atten- 
tion and is answered-.no light 
task.. The remedy for those who 
have constructive Criticism to 
offer is obvious,, 

D D D 

Many letters appreciative of' 
the recent simultaneous broad- 
cast of the evening with Mozart 
t'ìave been received from all parts 
of the United Kingdom. One in' 
particular might be mentioned, 
from a bed-ridden invalid, illus- 
trating the great boon that 
broadcasting must be to màny 
who have little to interest them 

D D' D ' - 

SHEFFIEL - When the 
Sheffield ' RëlaÌ'' Station is 
officially opened on Friday 

(November i6); Major-Geo. 'Sir 
Frederick Sykes, M.P. for thç 
Hihhsbrough Division of the city,' 
son-in-law of the la'te M'r. Bonar 
Law, and Chairman of the de- 
partmental committee on' broad- 
casting which sat a few weeks 
ago, will make a specchi at the 
Mappin 1-lall of the University. 
Sir William Clegg will take tile 
chair, and the new Lord Mayor 
(Alderman A. J. Blanchard) will 
perform the opening cèreiiiony. 
The Master Cutler (Mr. James 
Neill) and others will also speak. 
Sir Frederick Sykes' remarks will 
be simultaneously broadcast 

23rd (FRI. ).-Wireless Quartettç. 
Falkirk Trades Band.,. General 
Concert. 

24th (S.T.).-Popular Concert. 
T Orchestra and Vocalists. 

th' (SuN.)._Rev. Wm., Simpson, 
MA., of Finnieston U.F. Church.' 
Mr: Jaqies Cottingha,rn, bass. 
Mr. J. B. Dickson, 'cellist. 

26th (M0N.).-The Wireless Quar. 
tette. 

27th (TuEs.).'Orchestra. Mr. Jan 
Wein, zither banjoist. 

28th (WED.).-Glasgow United Co- 
operative . Bakery Silver Prize 
Band. Miss- A. W. Young, 
soprano. - - 

D-D 
Simultaneous Broadcasting 

Events. - 

NOVEMBER. ' '. 
22nd (THuRs.).-7, Bulletin of the 

!VEWST. Protest has 
recently been made by certain 

- disgruntled listeners against 
the frequent recurreñcè of certain 
names in the 5N0 programmes. 
It should be borne in mind, that 
in cases where the same artistes 
appear often, it is in response to 
the very numerous requests re- 
ceived from other listeners who 
appreciate their services. It is 

ham's Band. Mr. Robert D. 
Strangeways, baritone. Madame 
Mabane, elocutionist. Miss 
Leonora Rowe, soprano. 

28th (WED.).-Orchestra. Mr. John 
Olivere, baritone. Miss Kathlyn 
Birch, soprano. Mr Philip Wil- 
son, tenor, who Will give ' A 
Chat on Music in the Reigns of. 
Queen Elizabeth and James 1." 

29th (1'HuRs.)._" Carmen," Acts 2 

and 3, relayed from London, etè. 

November J3, Gustav Holt's 
fugai concerto for flute and oboe, 
which were played by- Mr; 
Alfred Picton, solo flautist of the 
Giasgow Wireless Ochestra; 
and Mr. J. S. Sinclair (oboe). 

- o 

Forthcoming Events - 

NOVEMBER. 
-. 

4 
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I am glad to see that square section wires 
for wiring tip receivers is becoming more 
easily obtainable in this country The Ger- 
mans were among The first to tise it, and it 

655 

an admired for their gTossy black pane(:are' 
now presenting a very sorry appearance for 
this reason. The discolouration is usually 
accompanied by considerable loss in insu- 
lating qualities of the surface. 

r 

way, although somewhat troublesome to 
Those in the immediate vicinity, gi\es much 
less interference than its big brother Leafield. 
-Northolt seems to be using a valve set 
occasionally and -one day, perhaps, similar 
qpparatus will be put In at Leafield1 enabling 
us poor amateurs to listen to -American broad- 
casting hile Leafield is workiig. " G.B.L., 
God Bless Leafield," as Paul Godley said 
when he adjusted his superTheterodyne for 
the first time in this country. 

The synthetic resin products, such as 
Bakelite, Condensite, Formica and others, are 
nmch better in this respect than ebonite, and 
screws in it do not loosen to anything like 
the same degree when they are heated. 

Newcomers to wireless do not seenì to 
realise that ebonite discolours badly and 
sometimes fades to a brown or green colour 
when exposed to strong sunlight. Maqy- 
very rnndsome sets boupht -earlier in the year 

which I refer is a reduction of perhaps o per 
cent. in the signal strength without ny 
apparent alteration anywhere else. At first 
you may think that it is due to a drop in 
voltage of the filament battery, but you will 
find that by increasing the brightness of the 
valves you gain nothing. The trouble prob- 
ably conies from a near-by continuous wave 
station, signals from which you will not hear 
as your receiver will not h in an oscillating 
condition. A strong ctirrcnt set up in the 
aerial wifl most likely force the valves to work 
on a different portion of their characteristics, 
and will perhaps saturate them making re- 
ceiving almost impossible. Northolt, which 
is practically in sight of my house, sometimes 
affects me in this way. TLis statkin, by the 

'ñection in their set. Sorne of 'ihe vriable 
condensers o'n the market, fitted with ebonite 
end plates, make frictional contact between 
the moving pate spindle and a fixed brass 
bush. Be very careful if yOu are soldering a 
wire to metal closeto, 'or connected with, this 
bush. Ebonite, as you probably know, has 
a nasty habit of softening with heat, and you 
will very likely find if you are not careful 
that the heat applied by the soldering 'iron 
has loosened the bush or else upset the adjust-' 
ment of the bearing. I recently saw a vari- 
able condenser in which all the moving plates 
were touching the fixed for no other reason 
than the adjustment having been upset by 
the hot soldering iron applied to a screw 'in 
the hase. 

HA\TE you ever noticed a sudden 
" deadniess " in your valve receiving 
apparatus, a deadness which has made 

you search all over the place to find the 
fault? I do not mean a complete disappear- 
ance of signals, such as might arise from a 
burn-out, a broken lead, failure f a valve, 
or .any such simple causes. The -deadness to 

has been popular in America for some time. 
Several firirns here sell it, and the General 
Radio Co. is now marketing some particu- 
arly good stuff, better finished than any I 

have so far seen in this country. 
* 

A little note of warning to those readers 
wh are in the habit of solderine every con- 

RANDOM TECHNICALITIES 
By PERCY W. HARRIS. Assistant Editor. 

A few notes of ?nteresl to home construcÌrs. 

Nre,uber '2! 3. 
Wireless Weekly; 
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(Stand No. 74).-The exhibits on 
this stand range from four-valve 
to six-valve receiving sets, in 
cabinets complete with loud- 
speakers; two-valve sets and 
two- and three-valve note magni- 
fiers. Amongst the components 
on view, the most interesting i 

feature of apparatus for con- 
structors, and, in addition to 
various arrangements of their 

unit " system, they are exhibit- 
ing a complete series of receiving 
sets, in parts for, home construc- 
tion. These 'vary fro'a simple 
crystal set up to a four-valve set 

6ç6 

tear-by broadcasting station, is. 
one of the principal features of 
this firm's exhibit. In this set 
the valves are fitted behind the 
panel and the cabinet contains the 
HT. battery, so that the set is 
sèlf-ontained ecept foi- thè 
accumulator - battery and aerial 

parts for home assembly. - - 

:Z 
ri 

fr_s - 

-, OUeúER. 

Dubilier resistañce. 

General Radio Co., Ltd. 

The Climax Monovalve Receiver 

structor and experimenter.- A 
particular feature js the two- 
valve receiving set, for which it 
is claimed that in addition to 
receiving all B.B.C. stations and 
Continental telephony, American 
broadcasting may also be received 
under good conditions. 

Radiax, Ltd. (Stand No. 8).- 
This firm have always made a 

The Sterling Magnâvoz Seni o? Loud 
- 

- SpÑher. 

and include a new series eniploy- 
ing dual amp1ification cirçuits. 
They are also showing a médium- 
si2ed loud-speaker, quite. suitable- 
for home use. - - - - -. 

Siemens Bros. &- Co., Ltd. 
(Stand No. 76).-A three-valve- 
receiving set, designed to enablê 
distant stations to be received 
without interference from the 

Fullers United Electric Works, probably their shielded vario 
Ltd. (StañdN6.- 25).-Thisfirm metei-, which forms the staudard 
have a good display of wireless tEning device fitted to their 
apparatus and acqessories, includ- complete sets. -. 

r - 

ing their well known " Block " W J Henderson & Co (Stand accumulator l?atteries, the 
- No. 2), have an interesting dis- : -: struction of which largely elirni- play of well finished valve and : 

1 nates the risk of internal shorting crystal receivers, valvè amlifiers, - 

ri and sulphatmg; ironclad H.F. and L.F. transformers, \..- transformers of patented con variàble condensers, vriometers - - 

- struction; filament rheostats, and other accessories of parti- 
4 designed to occupy the space cular interest to the home còñ- -. equivalent to that of a valve - / » socket; potentiometers, - valve - -- - - 

holders itli special earthing 
clips, coil holders; condensers; 

: - . insulators, etc. - They are also ;_ 

showing special " tone selector " L devices, and loud-speakers. 
- :- ;- ........ 

General Èlectric' Co., . Ltd.: . .:..: :j (Stand No 103), have a parti- 
- cularly interesting shpw of then 

- well-known wireless receiving - 

- - 
- sets. They are exhibiting, for - . -- 

the first time, a new to valve 
panel set, which may be obtained - 

either as a complete receiving 
set, or in the form o componen - 

THE ALL-BRITISH WIRELESS 
s 

EXHIBITION. 
A further iLst of interesting apparatus shewn at the White City, Shepherd's Bush, - 

frothNovembr 8th to 21st. - 
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TWO NEW. BOOKS. 
By John Scot-Taggatt, F.Inst.P. 

Radio Valves and how to Use Them. More Practical Valve Circuits. 
Price 2fb. Price 3/6. 

Exhibition Stand NO. 47, or from Radio Press, Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, London, W.C. E 
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Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 

type C.B., which, though simple 
to use, gives excellent results at 
moderate distances, and with 
this may be used a specially 
designed two-valve low-frequency 
amplifier, type N.B36. In 
addition to the foregoing, are 
loud-speaking receivers, tele- 

single dry cell), this firm are 
making a special exhibit of the 
valve itself and the new 
Weconomy receiving sets in 
which it may be used. The 
stand has been arranged so as to 
provide five compartments, in 
each of which visitors. will be_able 

Wecoriomy .combin.ed.crystal and 
amplifier sets, and the well- 
known Western Electric head 
telephoncs,will also be on view. 
Altogether this exhibit should 
prove extremely interesting both 
to the non-technical visitor arrd 
,the experimenter. 

Fig 3. 
- . - - - Fig. -I -Radio Instruments Tuned-anode -. 

. reaction unit. 
- 

Fig. z.-Igranic interva!ve L.F. transformer. . 

Fig. 3.-Back of Hazeltinc Neutrodyne - Valve 
Receiver. 

Fig. 4.-The Coo,nes A.C. Home-Charger." 
Fig. 5.-The Bow yer-Lowe Vario-coupler. 
Fig. 6.-Siemens Crystal-valve Receiver. ,. . 

- Fig. 2. 
r? . - 

./ 
- 

I - 
(i 

H - 

- 
. I-U. 

. 

-: 

and eárth connections. The phone, aerial protection devices, - to test the apparatus by the usé 
range of wavelengths covered is dry cell batteries and ebonite. of telephone receivers. A corn- 

- from 300 metres to 2,800 metres, Western Electric Co., Ltd. plete line of new loud-speakers 
thus embracing all British and (Stand No. lOO).-As patentees and cabinet receiving sets dc- 
most of the Continental telephony and manufacturers of the Weco luxe, together with a large 
transmissions. They are also 'valve (the new Pea-nut type of variety of detectors and amplify- 
showing a broadcast receiver, valve which operates from a ing sets, frame aerial sets and 

: 

..!(((i :- - 

\ 

j. 1 

Fig,z. 
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able that the utmost econothy 
should be. observed in the. design,... 
and to reduce the number of 

valves required reaction is incor- 
porated in a manner which 
enables the necessary critical 

energy-collector is connected to 
this centre.. .tapping..througb a 
sniall fixed condenser; and reac- 
tion is provided by a variometer in 
the manner so largely used in the 
United States. This method, in 

68 

less alteration in the tuningof the 
main, circuit. So smooth is the- 
control, indeed, that as 'the reac- 
tion is increased the 'set' slides 
almost imperceptibly into self- 
oscillation, without. the slightest - 

Fs'g. i -The completed instrument mounted in a cabinet. 

THE 

receiver which is to be 
described hèrein is the result 

E of an attempt to produce a 
se suitable for purely local broad- 
cast reception up to distances of 

E - perhaps thirty miles from one of 
E the stations, which should be suit-' 
E able for general ue by relatively 

ùnskilled operators, and be 
capable with any 

E . elaborate aerial or earth arrange- 
E nents. . Since it is intended for 
E quite: non-techisical use, the 'idea 
E 

of using an Arinstrong or. Fléwel- 
- E 

ling circuit was soon. dropped, 
E experience having convinced the 
i writer tht neither is rea1l, 'fit 
E for use by other tlan fairly ex: 
E 

perienced experimentrs. 'On 
the other hand,'it-seem'ed desit - 

adjustment to be obtained very 
easily. 

Only one valve is used, and it 
might seem that it would not be 
possible to obtain the required 
results withoùt the usual aerial 
system with so simple a set, but a 
glance at the circuit will show 
that a method of tuning ánd 
,ene'gy collection .1 adopted to 
which the conventional rules do 
not . apply, and which actually 
.gives results cldsely approximat- 
ing to those'of.an outdoor aerial 
and earth. - '- - 

The circuit diagram 'will show 
that the receiver, is exceediñgly 
simple in natbrè,'. the essential 
feature. bing. a tuning coil which 
is tapped at-its centré p'oint.' The 

into the tuning coil. The actual 
position for this purpose can be 
seen from the photograph of the 
internal arrangement of the set. 

Fig. 3.-The Circuit. The alternativa 
connectibn of either aerial or earth to ths 
point A is indicated in this diagram. 

/ 

So placed, the adjustment of the 
variometer governs the amount òf 
reaction in much the same wa"ds 
varying the coupling of ìri 
ordinary reaction, coil, but with 
the difference that it gives a much 
smoother control and produces 

NEWS 
The following a,'1icMgivesful 

its original American formi 
depends upoñ the use of a vario- 
meter having a large number of 
turns, so that the platé 'circuit of 
the valve is actually tuned to the 
received wave-length and thus 
reaction is produced by the inter 
electrode capacity of the valve 
and stray couplings in th 
receiver. The average English- 
variometer; however, does not 
possess a sufficiently high induct- 
ance value to enable one to rely 
entirely upon tuning the anode 
circuit for reaction, and therefoie 
I placed the variometer so as to 
produce definite inductive reaction 

W1íeIéss 'Weeh1y - 
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metres, the condenser having.a Fig 2.-A view of tite internat arrangement of tite set. Note the position 
maximum capacity of o.00031eF - - of tua centre tapping on the coil. 

. 

6 5 9 

___- 
- r- -.-.-.---. 

PifCE o EßON/,E ro -I 
I°ANFC 

Fjg 4.-Showing how the tuning coil is 
attached to thè panel. 

out the slightest instabiljty, .so 
that the maximum benefit can be 
derived from the reaction. 

As will be seeil, the, tuning 
arrangéments are somewhat 

eeuliar, and I will say at the 
Outset that I am not preparedto.. 
offer a complete explanation of 
their mode of operation.. They 
certainly give remarkable results, 
but their exact how and why 
require elucidation by further 
xperiniental work, and I would 

strongly urge readers of Wireless 
Weekly to take up this line, for I 

nbelieve that it is capable of most 
interesting development. 

The circuit composed of the coil 
I and the condenser C2 tunes quite 
independently of whatever aerial 
or eørth arrängement is used, as 
may be realised when it is stated 
4hat the wave-length range 
covered is no less than 230 to 500 

small fixed condenser.. is con- 
nected,and this may bereferred 
to for, convenience . às the 

colledtor.'' terminal. It is indi- 
cated by the dot." A " upon the 
circuit diagram. Sorne of the 
best results which I have obtained 
were those given by connecting 
this terminal to a gas pipe. With 
this arrangement 2L0 was so 

mentei', Mr. Paul Godley, is also 
working on . rather similar cir- 
cuits, although his starting point 
appears to have been 'quite 
different from that at which I 
commenced, and somé of his 
results are published in the 
November number of " Popular 
Radio "(U.S.A.). Mr. Redpath 
has also, I believe, achieved sinii- 

cit r. ' 

r 

p> 

*.'--'. .fôrthose. would-be, listeners who 
live at a moderate distance from 

çlickt at the momeñt of breaking and thé coil- co'nsistig of 70 tiirns: ;eof thè bradcasting stations, - 
into oscillation. In this it upon a tube neai1' 4 iiiclie in ancL who 'do not 'ishto erect an 
vesembles the Reinartz circuit, diameter. - Some sprt ¿f ener-y or go fo the expense of a 
and possesses also the well-known coftector isconne&ecl-to the centre. multi-vaNe set capable of work-. 
virtue inherent in that circuit of point of thé coil thròugh the small ing from a frame aerial: A tur- 
being capable of adjustnient to fixed - condenser C1, the results ther virtue of the circuit is ìts 
the very verge of oscillation with- being very siriilar ihether thi extremely sharp tuning-añd high 

collectór i merel)ïan earth'con- selectivity. 
L nection sudi a à *âfer jipe, (ir Those readers who desire to 

/ an aeriàl, or the lighiing' mains - follow, up this line of investigation 
_____________B vid a D.ucon. A terminal.is pro- will be interested to learn that the 

- J _ ,, ,vided upon the et to' hicli tli well-known American experi- 

strong at a distance of five miles 
- - . . - that the, addition of one low-fre- 

INGLE VALVE CIRCUIT. . ..' 
- - , . - 

ceedingly critical settings of both 

By G P KENDALL B Sc Staff Editor 
tuning and reaction Birmingham 

- - 
' i' -. - - 

. was just audible. 

i ¿on ruçti&nal. details of sii;gle Valve Receivr hic/i ia i wim 
Another very effective collector - - 

an eath connectwn only 
.. was found in the vIrIng of the 

electric bells, and it will be agreed 
- -. .- ' - . - :'that the set isextremely suitable - - T 
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while the pair on the right are 

the telephone terminals. Along Fig. 6.-.Wiring diagram of the receiver. 

6Go 

an inch thick, which fornis the 
lid of a box 5 inches deep inside. 
A lay-out of the panel is given in 
Fig. 5, sho'ing the positions of 
the various holes and the uses of 
the terminals. 

Referring back to the photo- 
graph of the finished receiver, 
the dial upon the left is that of 
the.o.0003zF variable condenser, 
and that upon the right controls 
the variometer. The small knob 
at the front is that of a T.C.B. 
filament resistance, this pattern 
being chosen on account of its 
compactness and the small space 
available. The terminal on the 
extreme left is for the "collector," 

i 

the set should ever be alluwed :td 
oscillate for more than a few 
seconds, and caresliould be taken 
in tuning to ee tht it does not d8 
so, in order to be on the safe side. 

The actual construction of the 
set is very simple and straightfor- 
ward, and does not call for ela- 
borate description. All the com- 
ponents are mounted upon a panel 
io inches by 6 inches and a of 

The coil tL1is a very important 
part of the- set, and pains should 
be taken to foll6w instructions 
exactl' in its-construction. It is 

ound upon an ebonite tube 3 in. 
- -in diameter and 3 in. long, the 

winding consisting- of o turns of 
No. 22 double silk covered wire in 
a single layer, with a tapping 
taken from the centre - point 
(count the turns and put it on 
No. 35 or 36, either will sei-ve) to 

panel by means of a single screw 
which passes into a tapped hole in 
the manner shown in Fig. 4. The 
other end of the coil needs no sup- 
port, since it rests against and. ¿ 

partly surrounds the variometer, 
which should he of the moulded 
high-ratio type such as the Edison 
Bell or Igranic. The remainder 
of the work Consists simply in 
wiring up the components to 
Conform to the wiring diagram. 

2"--/J--"í--"- 2" 

1< ' io"- 
ig..5.-Detailsof P,wl. 

o.0003F; o.00F. The 
.grid leak lias the conventional 
.value of 2 megohms, and should 
be ;ofreliable make. 

Thé caaéity of the variable 
condenser lias already been given 
.aso.doo31LF,and it is stipulated 
that one of .the air dielectric type 
should be used, since it is im- 
portant that it should have a low 
minimum rlue. For the same 
reason one should he chosen hay- 

- ¡ng ebonite rather than metal end 
plates: 

liable to absorb moisture and 
become poorly insulated. Re- 
membering also that the presence 
of shellac between the turns in 
troduces dielectric losses which 
may be serious on the shorter 
waves, it seems preferable to risk 
dampness, and use no shellac, and 
therefore silk-covered wire is re- 
commended, since silk absorbs 
less moisture than cotton if left 
exposed to the air without im- 
pregnation. 

The tube 'is attached to the 

different method which he will 
describe shortly. 

The question of the amount of 
radiation from a .set of this type 
in an oscillating condition has yet 
to be investigated, but I am in- 
clined to think that it would be 
small with such energy collectors 
as gas pipes or lighting mains. 
There is no reason, hOwever, why 

teries, and these are marked on 
the wiring diagram.- - 

The various fixed condensers 
C1, C3 and C are not screwed to 

the panel, but are simply sup- 
ported at convenient points by the 
stiff wire (No. i8 tinned copper) 
used -for connections. This Is 
visible in the photograph of the 
underside of the panel. The 
capacities of these condensers are 
-as follow: C,, o.000iF; C3, 

cult to decide whether to shellac 
the winding or to leave it" dry," 
i.e., without impregnation, since - 

it -is -important that the self- 
capacity of the coil be kept as low 
as possible, to permit of the pro- 
duction of the maximum differ- - - - 
ence of potential across its ends 
when signal are received. Im- 
pregnation inevitably increases - 

the internal capacity of a coil, yet 
if it is not damp-proofed it is - - 

Wireless Weekly 
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CONSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS. 
Now that the Constructors' Licence is available, why flot make your own receiver or extead your existing apparatus? - 

Radio Press "How-to-Make " Handbooks give you reliable information, and are obtainable at all bookstalls or direct 
from : Radio Press, Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, \V.C.2. - 

66i - 

means of which paper tape is prepared for the- 
automatic transmission of .nessages at high 
peed; Marconi-Wheatstone high-spéed ran- 

mitters; high-speed receiving apparatus, by 
means of which signals are autoiírnticálly re-a. 
corded on tape; Morse sounders for the aural 
reception of messages if this should be re-. 
quired. Messages handed in at: the publie 

cation between their office. and the Marconi 
offices. . .. 

In additioh to the public office and tele-ij 
graph ijistrurent room there is a large battery. 
room where the electrical energy for operating 
the high-speed telegraph apparatus is stored; 
repair shops; a mess room, and kitchen for the 
convenience of tbe employees. ' .. 

 in Essex, and at Carnarvon, are automatically 
operated from the main telegraph office. No 
human agency intervenes between the Radio' 
House operators'and thoseat the receiving 
òffice in the country with which direct, services 
are maintained.- In like manner, incoming 
mssages. reeived at the wireléss station at 
Brentvood, in Essex, are transmitted auto-S 
niatically to Radio House. 

The telegraph apparatus at Liverpool porn- 
prises typewriter ' keyboard perforators by 

Our photograph shows some of the high-speed 
telegraph instruments. 

'counter are conveyed by special automatic' 
carrier to the circulation table, in the instru- 
ment room, and are rapidly distributed to the 
transmitting circuits. ' 

Provision is made for forty or fifty private 
telephone and telegraph lines, similar to those 
at the Radio I-louse, London, for the use of 
customers who desire to have direct communi- -' 

THEopu2o°fh 
ieliuj)h'cffice 

at Liverpool places at the command of. i 

Lancashire business people a - wirêless 
telegraph service similar to that enjoyed by - 

. 

London. .. ,. . 

Direct communication ith Radio House, 
London, the centre of the Marconi Cdrnpany's . . ., t 

Wireless Telegraph system, is provided by - . . -m 
underground cable. From Radio House, '. 

hich is organised to ensure the speedy and_ q 

correct handling of traffic, direct wireless ser- 
vices are conducted with France, Spain, 
Switzerland, Canada and the United States of ç 
America, in addition to other-parts pf the 
World. ,.. 

-. - 

The Marconi transmitting stations ât Oni, - 

 

A ÑEw HIGH: SPEED'. TELEGRAPH 
' .. . 

,. OFFICE 
7Jze followin is a short description of a ,ezg) telegrzj.h office rcently 
tpened by Marcòni's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., at Liverpool. ' . 

November 21r 1923.. Wire1ss Weeltly. 
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of i, 3, or 4 volts being used that end. of ebonite, and in the thicker 
only for the last 20 or 30 as the When the arm is moved to the piece pass a Fin, drill through 
case maybe. If this is done the stud marked 4, as.seen in Fig. 2 each of the seven holes that ¡ic 

66 

age. For use with power ampli- 
-firs a bigger battery should be 

built, for they may need a very 
large bias; the lines indicated in 
this note will, however, show the 
constructor 'the way in which to 
set about making a unit of any 
Size. 

The system may also be applied 
to high-tension batteries, the 
first volts or so being "fixed 
and the selector principle by steps 

are contained in a box, the top of 
which is an ebonite panel pro- 
vided with two terminais arid a 
seven-stud selector switch. The 
wiring is shown in Fig. 2. In- 
spection of the diagram will show 
that when the switch arm is 
placed on the stud marked o none 
of the cells is in circuit. The grid 
is connected directly to the nega- 
tive end ofthe filament, its poten- 
tial being zero with respect to 

Fig. 3 shows the layout of the 
top, which is made of two layers 
of ebonite, the upper f in. and 
the lower in. thick. Clamp 
both together and drill às slion. 
All holes are 4.B.A. clearance, 
except those for the four screws, 
which are, of course, tapped, and 
that for the bush of the selector's 
arm's spindle, which is in. in 
diameter. 

Now separate the two pieces 

-JI 

its best with a given plate volt- Six i volt dry cells of small size negative end -of -the filament 

I 

j__. t_____ - 

/) S Fig. r.-The compie/e 

-. - . - 

- 

- 

r --------- -i - 

t 1 

j 

Fig. z.-Illustrating the 

o internaiconnections of/he 

' i 

unit, together wi/h method 

- / 
$1 ' 

i - of ils use in a low- 

O 

frequency circuit. 

i - ' - 
: 

- 

: 

- 
-- Conducted by R. W. RALLOWS, MA., Staff Editor. 

ONE of the most useful fit- 
ments that the writer has 
ever made up is the little 

grid biassing battery shown in 
Fig i. As the voltage at the ter- 
minals can be varied in i volt 
steps from o to volts one is able 
with its aid to lind by trial 
exactly the negative potential 
required to make any valve, used 
as a note magnifier, function at 

A VARIABLE GRID BIASSING BATTERY. 

................ 
first part of the H.T. battery may 
consist of " slabs," a tapped unit 
being wired in series with them. 

The principle of the idea as 
applied to grid batteries is tlis 

three cells re connected in 
series between the negative end 
of the filament and the grid; the 
grid potential is .therefore 4- 
volts more negative than the 

-. 

onsftructionai 
j 

Notes 
- :- 
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in the sanie wy and solder a time gdes on. - R. W. H. . R. N. P. 

I 

66 . -;. 

Fig. 3.-Dimensions of panel. 
Particulars for drilling. 

It will be seen that whilst tIi,i 
spacing of the' studs is sudi as 
to prevent the arm from short- 
circuiting any pair, the fact that 
they are mounted flush with the 
panl niaks the action of th 
switch perfectly smooth. 

Now obtain two good quality 
flashlamp cells' and proceed to' 
tap them in the folloîing way 
Chip away the pitch between the 
tops of the first two cells until' 
'thé wire connecting them is laid 
bare. Make a hole in the pitch 
under it. Then take a 6-in.' 
length of No. 26 copper wire pro. 
vided with a systoflex sleeve, 
wrap its end round the inter-cell 
çonnection aid solder the junc- 
tion. Tap the second çonnection 

The cells may now be placed 
upright in a box upon a layer of 
wax and connected by soldered 
wires. Tapping now presents no 
difficulties. If torch batteries 
are used the box must be made 
deeper and a square of thick 
waxed cardboard with holes 
pierced in it to allow the seven 
leads to pass must be' placed 
over the cells to kecpthem from 
coming into accidental contact 
with the spindle or the, studs. 

The current passed in the grid 
circuit is so. tiny, amounting 
usually to a fraction of a micro- 
ampere, that a battery made in 
this way of, either flashlamp' or 
torch cells will last almost in- 
definitely. Its life is letermined 
not by the using up of the cells, 
but usually byi the deterioration 
that always occurs in them ás 

ig. 4.Elevatlon and lan of the, 
- :'detèctor. , ' ' 

Both the crystals hould be 
wrapped in tinfoil befdre inser- - 

tion into the cups (of bourse, 
leaving the facés mncòvered). as 
this affords better contact.. Thé 
screws should not squeezé tln 
bornite too tightly, 'as it crumbles 
very easily under pressure. To 
adjust the' detector,, the pring-. 
arm is lifted slightly and the 
point of bornite øllowed to' ret 
firmly on the zhìcité. " On no 
account let the bornite scrape the 
zincite as the point would be 
soon desti-oyed. Certain dark. 
patches on the zincite wi!l prove' 
very sensitive. The surface Òf 
thie.zincite should look as though 
it lias been cut across the grain,,.,,. 

.L '(4\ 

.7. 
/ I 

et .. TT 

r.-- 

O 

pu.rchase a couple of those long; 
cylindrical batteries used for 
torches. The cells of these are 
not usually wired together, the 
positive of one merely pressing 
against the zinc pot of the next 

- above it. If the end of the card. sn.uit'e Crystal. 
board-tube in which they are con- _________ 
tained is removed they can be 
slipped 

should be cut int 
three sections and each cell fitted -- 

- tll;e nessi 
he insulated from one anotlìeri 

Screw the pieces. together ence 
more. 
- Take seven standard studs and 
Insert them'into the i-in. holes, 
their shanks passing through the 
4 B.A. clearance holes in the thin 
piece of ebòníte. Tap them 
lightlr home until they lie flush 
with the surfae of the thicker 
panel. Then secure each with a 
nut. Procure, or make, a lami- 
nated arm with a radius of i 
in. an(l mount it. Place two stop 
pins to prevent it from going bç- 
yond the end studs. Turn it 
backwards and forwards two or 

-thrçe times so that it scratches 
a line on the eborte. Take a 
scriber and, with its point, makè 

brass strip. - 

Treat the other battery simi- 
larly, except that vire is 
soldered to its positivé (short) 
strip instead of to the negative. 
Fold the negative strip of the 
second battery over and solder it 
to the positive of the first. Solder 
a wire to the junction of. the two 
strips. Bind the batteries to- 
gether with a piece of sticking 
plaster. 

Now connecf.the seven leads to 
th studs, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Make a box 4 in. square and 
2 in. deep. Place the batteries 
in it and pack them with greased 
cardboard. Then screw down 
the top and the unit is ready for 

a slight groove along this line, use. 
. If you shirk the job of tapping 
.0 

-: flashlamp b.atteries, which is 
actually easier than it sounds. 

A SIMPLE DETE"TOR. 

Two crystals are used, a point 
of bornite on a comparatively flat 
surface of zincite: The spring 
arm is of coppei okbras iiii. 
wide, long. Two holès areS. 
drilled, each *in.frori either end. 
The other hole is drilled im. 
away from än end hole. Th 
support rod is of threaded brass 
2 B.A- A rather novel idea is 
the eccentric moun.ing f the 
bornite. By rotâting the upper 
cup, any part of the lower crystal 
can- be- searched for a sensitive 
spot. Copper pyrites can be 
successfully used instead of the 
bornite. 

I., 

.q' 
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oìie, the mimber of turns of re- in it. The legs huld be filed No. i8 gauge rmly soidred to 
sistanee wire will b about 72, down as short as is consistent the shanks of both t-erminäls and 
whist 36 w11 suce for a 2-volt with good contact between them valve legs; . R. W. H. 

f' 
664 

-O - __ 

valve prongs. 
On the panel of the set, two 

valve legs, 2 in. apart, are 
mounted. The lend that runs 
from L.T. negative is discon- 
nected from the rheostat and 
taken to one of them, the Second 
being connected to the rheostat. 

A piece of brass provided with 
two va've pins may be used to 
bridge the sockets when ordinary 
valves are used. 

¡f thn accumulator is a a-volt 

if air only lay between them. 
Such capacity is particularly un- 
desirable on The high-frequency 
sideof sets used for short wave 
reception, for it provides a 
coupling .between plate and grid 
dircuits. 

We cannot do away entirely 
with the ebonite, but we can 
effect very great improvement 
by trsing sepârate valve sockets 
and mounting them so that only 
their thin shanks are embedded 

k 
Fig. 8.-Dirnensions ofate.1 and 

positions of dri11/jr,Ie.. 

serwed in, their shanks being. 
cut off so as tu allow only in. or 
so to protrude below the surface 
of the panel. .Connections are 
made by n'ns of bare wire of 

LI1I1FJ 
Fig. 5.-Ilh4slrating posztion of the 

extrz ,'esistance. 

2-in. length of -in. ebonite, 
i in. leep, is rounded off at the 
edges with a file. Two valve 
pins are then screwed into the 
lower edge in. apart. The 
winding is of No. 26 enamelled 
Eureka resistance wire. As this 
wire.makes 48 turns to the inch, 
there vìfl .be plenty of room for 
the io8 turns that are needed. 
Th ends are attached to the 

conjunction with a rheostat that 
s controlling the filaments of 

two valves performing the same 
duty. R. W. H. 

iOW-CAPACITY VALVE- 
HOL»ERS. 

r. ................. 

The dielectric coef1cient of 
ebonite is about liiiice that of 
air; hence, when stout sockets 
are surrounded by ebonite, the 
capactty between those corre- 
sponditig to plate and grid is 
mueh greater than it would be 

Fil. 7.-The complete unit. 

holes are 4B.A. tapping, éxcept 
those marked A, which are of 
suitable size to take the wood- 
screws used in fixing the sup- 
ports to the panel. 

Both sockets and terminals are 

44 
.. 

1i1» 
L' 

For the sic-volt battery, its 
value shouLd be about i8 ohms. 
A siniple little device can be 
made. as shown in Fig. 6. A 

30 OhmS ,4'es,sonce 

i 

Fg. 6.-Tke fini.s1ed resistance. 

slightly greater thais needed, a 
fe turns can easily be stripped 
off. 
No. 26 'ire has -a -turrent- 

carrying -capacity of one ampere.; 
these resistances can therefore 

-be used w ith perfect safety i-n 

sists of a piece of i-in. elknite, 
inches by 3, mounted on small 

battens of 3-in, hard wood. 
Eig. 8 shoes- the lay-out.. All 

AN EXTRA RESISTANCE 
FOR "PEANUTS." 

.............. 
:A-n auxiliary fixed resistance 

for " peanuts ' may fitted to 
the set as shwri ¡n: Fig. s. - 

It may be plaeed either between 
the negative leg of the filament 
and the rheostat, or between the 
-rheostat and the negative ter- 
minal of the accumulator. 

cell. There is no need to count 
the turns. Wind 2 fl. foi- a 6-volt 
battery, i in. Tor a 4-volt, and - 

in. for a 2-Voll ceTI. Should 
you find that .tiìe resistance is 

2Y"__ 
- 

. -il 

J 

and The valve prongs. The 
shorter we make the thick part 
of the sockets, the smaller vill 
be the capacity of the holder. 

The sockets should be sc-rerzved 

into the ebonite and not fixed 
ith nuts, for the presence of the 

lattei will increase eapcity. All 
valves on panels should - be 
mounted in this way. 

For experimental work upon 
the bench, a very handy valve- 
holder of lo capadly is illus- 
trated in Figs. 7 and 8. It con- 
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D D D D D D has already been heard all over: 
Maiufturers -desirous of When at Edmonton County America. by means of broadcast-. 

öpening business with New Zea- Court a landlord - applied fór- ing. . 

bour. This permission being 
granted, communication was suc- 
cessfully maintained, first by the 
srs. Empress of Australia, and, 
on that vessel's departure from 
Hong Kong, by the s.s. Knt 
Sang. lt will be remembered by 
readers that an illùstrated (le- 
scription of the Cape d'Aguilar 
station vas given by Mr. Stanley 
G. Rattee in an article, entitled 

Struck by Lightning," appear- 
ing in Vol. i, No. - 

ber 29 a joint tneetic1g with the 
Physical Society of Londoñ will. 
he held at 5.30 p.m. ; the subject 
to be discussed will be " Loud 
Speakers for 'Wireless and other 
Purposes." By kind permission 
of the British Broadcasting 
Çompany arrangements are 
being made for parties, limited 
to 20 in nuniber, 'to visit the 
Company's Studio 'at 2, .Savoy. 
1-lil1, . at half-hourly intervals, 
from 3 to 5 p.m. -. 

\'ictoria. - -. : DDD.'. 
'We understand Éi:ori 'tfie 

B.B.C: that Mr. Lloyd George 
was approached with a view to 
iis broadcasting his impressions 
of his visit to America, bu so far. 
he has not consented. As. a sup 
porter of British undertakings, 
he should certainly give an op- 
portuni.ty to listeners-in in this 
country to hear his voice, especi- 
ally in view of the fact that he' 

D D D 
During the recent typhoon at 

Hong Kong, when great damage. 
was done, the terrific force of (lie 
tale wrecked the masts of the 
local wireless station at Cape 
d'Aguilar and also carried away 
the aerials of the bigger station 
of the Colony. In order to main- 
tain the necessary wireless com- 
munication with shipping while. 
a. temporary station was being 
erected at Cape d'Aguilar, the 
local Ditector of Public Works: 
asked permission from the Mar- 
coni Company's representative at 
Hong Kong to utilise the Marconi 
equipment on vessels in the liar- 

was rather doubtful as to his con- 
(litiori. Wireless a(lvice was im- 
mediately sent, and the vessels 
\vere i.n touch for four (lays, after 
which the man vas reported to 
be progressing satisfactorily. 

D D D- 
%Ve are informed by the Insti- 

tutiori of Electrical Engineers 
that the joint meeting with the 
Société des Ingenieurs Civils de 
France (British Section), which 
was to have been held on Novem- 
ber 15, has been postponed to 
November 22, at 6 p.m., when 
M. A. Bachellery will read his 
papér on " The Electrification of 
the Midi Railway." Qn Novem- 

formed of iiis. The consruction 
of the first wireless station at 
Shanghai will probably begin this 
winter. The newspaper states 
that the Japanese Legation lias 
again protested against the 
scheme on the ground that it 
violates the Mitsui contract of 
1918. . .: -. 

D 

According .tothe British Aus- 
tralasian, the Postmaster-General' 
lias issued a broadcasting licence 
to Farmers, Limited, Sydney, 
who are erecting a plant to-cost 
£ i6,000. Farmers also propose 
to establish a similar station in 

AWELL-ATTENDED and 
representative general 
meeting of the Radio 

Association of ireland was 
held in Dublin on the 6th inst. 
The Executive Report stated that 
membership is increasing Satis- 
factorily, and the Committee is 
in communication with interested 
parties at various Centres with-a 
view, to formi, 'g. branches of the 
Assnciation. A branch - has 
already been formed at Cork, 
with Mr. R. N. 1-Jalliday as Flou. 
Branch Secretary. 

land should communicate with 
Radio,- Ltd.-, Strand Arcde, 
Auckland, who are, we under- 
stand, anxious to enter into the 
question of marketing English 
radio goods in New Zealand. 

- D D D 
We learn that the White Star 

liner Corinthíc, which arrived at 
Southamptoq recently from New 
Zealand, when in mid-Atlantic 
received a wireless call for 
medical assistance from the s.s. 
Lombardy. One of the crew liad 
been taken ill, nd the Captaiii. 

possession of three rooms on the 
ground 

- that the tenant was 
always " messing about " with 
aerials, thus causing 'a nuisance, 
the judge - dismissed the case 
with costs, stating that the ap- 
plicant was not only opposing 
his tenant but the whole country. 
-. D D D. - - 

The Peking Leader rports 
that the Chinese Cabinet, on 
October 23, formally sanctioned' 
the Federal Wireless Company's 
contract, and that the United 
States Leeatio-n has been in- 

b:' 
- 

I L 
b W 

r 
-' 1i. - --- -- K - ----- 

/ 
'L 

r--- -- 
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iiiiles, a moderate.iegree of lout- Cuit) they operated satisfactorily. Type B5; the filament -of which 
speaking vas Gbtained on the in a later and powerful form requires o1ily ..o6 amperes rat 2.4 
single valve with a P.M.G. aerial, öl Armstrong superregeneratise to 3 volts, and-which are there- 

666 

two takenout of-stock, s deter- 
.4mined by the writer, were very 

imilar: -One set is shown in 
Fig. s. It will e noticed that 
the maximum filament emission is 
very fair, being just over I mliii- 
ampere. The amplification factor 
is 7 : s. A «sauisfatory straight 
characteristic (for distoitionless 
amplification) is shown on 5O and 
8o -volts. 

On actual trial in -reception-ol 
lcal broadcasting at a dozen 

Fig. i-Characteristic curves of 
the Pesilon values. 

times he curren't. The two Pen- 
ton valves vere, for purposes of' 
this test,. run off three dry cells. 

In a conventional two-valve cir- 
cuit, one H.P. and detector, with 
70 volts 1-LT., fairly -good loud- 
speaking resulted, again a little 
short of the R válves. In simul- 
taneous amplificafion '(dual 'dr- 

early to make any statement as. 
to the probable life of this, thin 
filament. 

On the -whole, this type 'öf low- 
consumption valve was found to 
be an excellent all-round utility 
one. - 

The B.T.R. Type B5 Valve. 
THE BRITISH THOMSON- 

HOUSTON- CO. have sub- 
mitted for test a couple of 

their new dull-ethtter valves, 

 valve, economical in price and 
most moderate in its demands on 
the L.T. battery, which they have 
just placed 'on the market. It 'is 
not a -dti'll-emitter, but has a 
slender filament which requires 
but . 15 amperes -or less to reach 
a hite heat and, some 4.5 volts. 
It can, therefore, 'be run success- 
fully off dry cells, or if a 6-volt 
accumulator v'th filament resist- 
anpe of the requisite value be 
used maay more hours' run can 
be-obtained than is ,possible with 
ordinary -R valves. 

- The valve is similar in shape 
and.sizeto the familiar French R, 
but has a spiral anode and an 
open type of grid. It appears to 

-' be of sturdy construction. - 

The characteristic curves for 

was 'to be expected from the 
shape of, the characteristic; 6o 
volts H.T. and 3 volts bias also 
gave good results. The strength 
Of signals was not quite tip to 
that given by two excellent 
F'rench R valves consuming four 

Gp,,o 1/oL 7$ 

speaking for an intimate audi- 
nce; Glasgow was enjoyalle on 

the 'phones, every word of the 
performers in a light opera that 
was being performed there béing 
plainly audible. On 8 volts H.T.- 
the circuit would operate, and 
give the characteristic whistle, 
whilst London vas comfortably 
readable. Without any I-LT. at 
all, merely the three dry 'cells as 
LT., the whistle vanished, but 
London could be just heard on 
the 2-ft. frame. On the grid- 
leak-howl type of super, with a 
high grid-leak to the L.T. plus, 
good reception was obtained on 
the frame with 40 volts H.T. 

The valve was not found to -be 
parficularly microphonic, in spite 
of its slender filament. -It is too 

Conducted by_A: D. 'CO WPER, M;A.. Staff Edit?r. -. 

In view of their special interest to readers, we have carefuìly testeI several 
of'the latest types of valves and give below the results -ofour tests, togèther 

- with some interesting characteristic curves. 

The Penton Valve, and an efficient circuit. With two single-valve receiver, most excel- 

THE 

PENTON ENGI- valves, one detector, and one lent results were obtained with a 
NEERING CO. have given LF,.4ovOltSH..T., and i. volts 2-ft. frame aerial, using dry cells 
us an opportunity of inak- negative grid bias, excellent loud- as before as L.T., on 28 volts 

ing a thorough test of a new speaking was obtained. This H.T. 2L0 gave good loud- 

'S 

/ 
/ 
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liberal electron emission and good 
grid control. On two valves, 
either as H.F. or L.F. amplifier, 
most excellent results were 
Obtained, and in simultaneous 
amplification beautifully clear-and 
distortionless loud-speaking re- 
sulted. - 

The Armstrong - -single-valve 

less than a milliampere was 
Observed. The 8o volts curve 
was very close to that obtained. 
with 50 and 32 volts and showed 
saturation at nearly zero grid 
volts. The amplification factor 
came out quite high, approxi- 
mately 'I to i. The so-volt 
characteristic was fairly straight 

66 

Fig. 3.-Curves obtained with the 
ARoÔ type valve. - 

irolts, and sufficient grid-bias are 
quite necessary, the valve proves 
useful in most varied types of 
Circuits. . - 

C&nc1uded on page 669).- - 

snowea very similar Curves, In- 
dicating uniformity of manufac- 
ture. Saturation was reached at 
around 3 milliamperes (mean); 
the' amplification factor being just 
over 6 :1 - A long, straight char- 
acteristic 'was noticeable, in the 50: 
and 8o volts series, promising 
good distortionless amplification 
with small grid-bias. 

On trial in broadcast reception 
excellent resulfs were obtained 
with a single valve on P.M.G. 
aerial in a London suburb. With 
.30-40 volts H.T. moderate loud- 
speaking resultel on the one 
valve in an eflicient circuit, and 
distinctly audible in loud-speaker 
without any H.T., showing a 

THE EDISON SWAN. 
ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,' 
have given us an oppor- 

tunity of testing one of their new 
dull emitter valves, type AR o6, 
which demands but .o6 amperes 
and volts or less for, filament 
lighting. 

This is a straight tubular valve,' 
about 3 in. high and i in. dia.,, 
with standard four-pin fitting. 
The grid and plate are of approxi- 
mately normal dimensions, and 
the glass is but slightly obscured 
by a metallic mirror. 

On determining the cliarac- 
teristic curves on the sample sub- 
mitted, a saturation current of, 

dry cells were adequate for L.T. 
supply, and would last for a long 
time when only called upon to, 
ileliver o6 amperes per valve. 

Except that for L.F. amplifica- 
tion both careful adjustment of 
H.T. (best fairly high, up to 8o 

-16-lo -5 0 +5 +/O+/5-t20-t25 
Gaio Vors 

-/5 -/0 -s o +5 i-/O +15 -2O +2i 

Fig. 2.-Curves given by the B5 
type valve 

pin fitting The bulb pre- 
sents a peculiar appearance, as it 
is practically completely lined 
with a bright metallic mirror of 
magnesium, introduced into it 
during the process of manufac- 
ture. As a result, it is liard to 
see the glowing filament,- 
although the latter reache â 
bright red heat. 

On determining the character- 
istic curves, the two tested 

While distinctly microphonic, 
particularly when used in L.F.. 
ámplification, the valves stood up 
well to every test imposed on 
them, and can he heartily recom- 
mended for general use, particü- 
larly for use with dry batteries or 
large wet cells of the Leclanché 
type. In most of the tests men- 
tioned above, two fair-sized dry 
cells were used, the ordinary fila- 
ment resistance being found to he 
sufficient to control the current. 
Such cells would last several 
mdnths in ordinary broadcast re- 

ception with one or two valves. 

The Ediswan AR 06 Valve. 

perature could cure, even in the 
absence of reaction. This was 
less noticeable in simultaneous 
amplification, when the strength 
of signals was not forced unduly. 

in various types. of. super- 
regenerative circuits the valve 
operated sati sfactoi-ily, though, of 
course, the small filament emis- 
sion rather handicapped it. 
With 8o volts HT. on the Arm- 
strong (with 2-ft. frame) on local 
transmissions some measure of 
loud-speaking was possible, and 
it operated correctly on 8 volts 
H.T. 

The usual microphonic effects 
were noticed. Two fair-sized 

 ningoff dry cells. Two of these 
latter, if of reasonable size, will 
suffice for a two-valve set. This 
valve is of similar dimensions to 
the straight-sided type of English 
valve, and has the ordinary four- 

with from 4 to 8o volts H.T. On 
4 volts H.T. and a pocket flash- 
lamp battery as L.T. supply (i.e., 
just two such batteriesas sole 
electric supply) London at J3 
miles was clearly audible and 

.readable on a good loud-speaker. 
With J.4 volts Fl.T. it was 
audible on the 'phones. With 8 
volts H.T. results were very satis- 
factory, being clear and steady 
with the 2-ft frame aerial. On 
the grid-leak-howl type of super 
good results were obtained from 

z to So volts and the same frame 
aerial. 

zero grid volts, indicating good 
conditions for amplification. 

On trial, satisfactory reception 
vas obtained as detector and in 

high-frequency amplification, in 
spite of the low plate current 
available, the steep characteristic 
showing well here. In low-fre- 
quency amplification less satisfac- 
tory results were obtained. On 
the loud-speaker, with another 
reliable valve preceding itin a 
conventional two-valve circuit, a 
certain roughness or harshness 
was noticed that no variation of 
HT., grid-bias, ór filament tern- 
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Magnetism, Voltaic Electricity, 
and Electro-magnetics and Eke- 
tro-mechanics. A considerable 
amount of .supplementary in- 
formation is given on subjects 
which are not commonly tr'eated 
in elementary text-books of dcc- 
tricjty as well as simple explana- 

jects., and some simple mensura- 
tion and calculations. The volume 
is profusely illustrated, and seems 
to cover every kind of practical 
voodwork which even the most 
ambitious wireless or other ex- 
perimenter can possibly wish to 
ündertake. 

668 

intesting and condensed résurn 
of the subject, and a handbook 
which must be invaluable to all 
who are engaged in the practice 
of X-ravs in any fonm, as well 
as to scientific investigators and 
those iiiterested in modern 
scientific developments.. 

boo pp. 
The author is a Colonel of the 

United States Army and Pro- 
fessor of Chemistry in the United 
States Military Academy. Tli 
book has been primarily prepared 
for the use of the cadets of the 

-, . latter Academy, and the third 
edition embodies changes indi- 
cated by experience in the use of 
tile book during the past ten 
years. The work covers the 
usual ground of Static Electricity, 

perimenter. The author states 
that it is his endeavour to pro-. 
duce a book which may be placed 
in the hands of the averag 
apprentice with the instruction, 

Read that and you have all the 
essentials of the trade.." The 
ubjects dealt with include tools 

for fixing and setting out, chisels 
and planes, boring tools and 
saws, benches and work shop 
appliances, workhop practice, a 
long list of practical joinery sub- 

ing X-rays are described, and the 
practical applications of the rays 
in stirgery, therapy and in indus- 
try are treated. The two final 
chapters of the book deal with 
the diffraction of X-rays by try- 
stals and the investigations upon 
the nature of the rays, which are 
bound up with the developments 
of modern electrical theory: Lack 
of space prevents us from discuss- 
ing this book as e should like, 
but we ma say that it isa most 

l)raCtiCal making explained. The 
contents include crystal detectors; 
the making and mounting of 
coils; condensers; vari ometers 
and varioçouplcrs; resistances, 
and transformers. The book is 
well illustrated with dimensioned 
drawings. - 

The Elements of Electricity. W. 
Robinson. 3rd edition. 8vo. 
(London Chapman and 
Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 20S. net.. 

Practical Joinery and Carpentry. 
R. Greenhaigh. (London 
G. Routledge and Sons, Ltd.) 
Dem)' 8vo. 280 .pp. Price 
6s. net. 

This is one of Messrs. Rout- 
lede's Modern Trade-Book 
Series. It is intended primarily 
for the artisan, but appears to 
us to be a valuable handbook for 
tile wireless constructor or ex- 

of X-ray s. lt deals with the his- 
t'orical development and the pi'e- 
nomena -of discharge-tubes, as 
well as with Cathode rays, Posi- 
tive rays, and the numerous sub- 
sidiary investigations which are 
associated with the study of the 
same. All manner of X-ray 
tubes are described and illus- 
trated, and a comprehensive chap- 
ter is included on the subject of 
Hih Potential Generators-In- 
duction Coils, Transforme-rs, In- 
terrupters, Rectifiers, and so on. 
The various methods of measur- 

Wire'ess Component Parts, and 
How to Make Them. GI. 
8vo. Pp. 123. (Cassell and 
Co.,.Ltd., j.ondon.) is. 6d. 
net. 

This little !iaiiçlbook g'tvs in-' 
structions for making various 
components forming part of many 
kinds of wireless receiving appa- 
ratus The object of the book is 
not to describe the making of any 
one complete receiving set, but 
all the parts likely to be req iiired 
in any set are illustrated aoci their 

tions of many of the more recent 
discoveries. I ne chapters deal- 
ing with Electro-magnetics and 
Electro-mechanics are particu- 
lady valuable, and include a 
variety of electrical instruments 
as well as electrical machinery. 
Two useful chapters at the end 
give a short but concise survey 
of modern electrical develop- 
ments. The whole volume is well 
illustrated, and is a valuable 
handbook on the general elements 
of electricity. 

X-Rays. Fourth Edition. G. 
W. C. Kaye. (London: 
Longmans, Green and Co.,r 

1923.) 8vo. o pp. i6. 
net. 

Dr. G. W. C. Kaye requires 
no . introduction either to the 
physicist or to the engineer. His 
published works are a model of 
accuracy and painstaking com- 
pilation. The present volume is 
a fascinating and beautifully illus- 
trated short compendium of the 
latest information on the subject 

s 
' 
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diameter. - 

The characteristic curves as de- 

termined by the writer on the two 
valves submitted, and the general 
behaviour in practical tests, all 
showed an exceedingly close re- 
sembl?nce to the B.T.H. B5 just 
described. In fact,. the charac- 
teristics of the two D. E.3 valves 

Fig. 4.-Characteristic Curves of tue 
D.E.3-type valve: - 

differed from one another more 
than the one differed from the B5 
valve characteristic. 

In plain single-valve receptio, 
as note magnifier, or as H.F. 
amplifier, also in dual amplifica- 

669 

and could be run successfully off 
a single flash-lamp battery 
for L.T. supply. The same 
rnicrophonic effect was also 
observed. - 

The remarks made anent the 
B5 valve as to economy of L.T. 
co4lsumption, etc., apply to this 
valve with equal force. 

APARATUS WE AVE TESTED. .. 

(Concluded from page 667). 0 0 
TheD.E3 Valve. 

r HE GENERAL ELEC- 
TRIC CO., LTD., hâve 
put at our disposal for test ,, 

two of their D:E.3 type of dull- 
emitter valves, requiring .o6 am- 
peres at about 2.4 to 3 volts for j 
filament heating: This is of 
tubular type, with four-pin fitting 
and sorne 3 in. high and i in; - G,c/D J'oi 75 

.' tion, the D.E.3 valves gave sat. 
factory results.-- Oá the 
strong super it operated well on 
from 8 volts H.T. up,0 signals 
being audible on the loud-speaker 
on local transmissions with S 
volts; with 

- 4 volts it whistled 
______ feebly. It also operated satisfac- - - 
-t2ol-2s torily on the other forms of super 

with from 12 to So volts H.T., 0 

potential will .kick. the valve into oscillation.: 
The moment this happens the high-frequeny 
currents generated are reétified br the valve. 
and a very substantial sudden increase of 
anode current takes place, and this produces 
a loud pIon k in the telephone receivers. 

- A similar phenomenon is noticed when thé 
valve is operating near the upper bend of its 
characteristic, curve, but this time the plonk 
is due to the high-frequency currents being 

ing noise is heard, that incdrrect alues ôf 
- filament current and high-tension voltage are 

being employed aiid if thele are correctly 
adjusted the plonking noise becomes almost 
inaudible and reaction mày be gradually 
applied without the valve suddenly bursting 
into self-oscillation. One of the secrets, 
therefore, is to see that tl proper values of 
high-tension voltage and filament ' current 
are used.. ' : - 

Our lveekly Causerie written by tite Editorj 

- P] HE pheh&nenon of "plonking". is j employed in the Turner -trigger relay, 
and the Turner trigger effect is fre- 

quently obtained in all sorts of receiving 
circuits unintentionally. When a valve is 
adjusted to a certain point near the lower bend 
in its characteristic curve, and reaction is 
employed, the slightest .change in the grid 

rectified at: saturation point and causing a 
decreasé in the average anode current. This. 
êffect at saturation point js comiponly 
obtained in avalve receiver by using too low r, 

a value of filament current, or too high an 
anode voltage. The result is, that although . 

the grid potential remains about zero, we are 
still working the valve at the saturation bçnd: 
it is quite likely, therefore, when a plònk- 
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Firstiy, T would point out that 
we are not limited under the pre- 
sent P.M.G. regulations to the 
previous total of 140 feet for a 
multi-Wire aerial ; tile present 
aerial may have a combined 
height and length of ioo feet, and 
may he of one or a hundred wires 
if desird, so the question really 
becomes " Single or Multi-Wire 
Aerial." 

doesn't matter how few micro- 
henries we have in the aerial coil, 
so long as it is physically large 
enough to couple with tile 
secondary. An aerial with good 
capacity picks up far more energy 
than one of smaller size, and pro- 
viding this energy is handled pro- 
perly ill the, tuner, we can get 
lquder signals itlt a two or more 
wire aerial, well spaced, than 

670 - 

giving a conducting path to earth, 
it is always preferable to adopt 
\arionleter or parallel condenser 
working so as to keep the aerial 
from acquiring a charge either. 
from electricity already in the- 
atmQsphere hail, etc., as, as fre- 
quently happens, from tIle fric- 
tion of the 'ind.-I am, etc., 

LEONARD J. Voss. 
De on. 

though the tuning seemed just as 
shu-p.-Fam., etc., 

P. A. SVER. 
Severìoaks. 

SINGLE OR DOTTBLE WIRE 
AERIAL. 

SIR,-You inv.ite readers' 
criticisms on The -subject of 

Single or Double Wire Aerial," 
as treated by Mr. A. W Speck-icy 
in your issue-VoL. 2, No. . 

6o-foot top, 4o-oot do lead). 
I am, however, hoping to change 
before long to a 4- or 6-wire cage 
of the same iength, every care 
being taken to make the wires 
equal in length, which I agree is 
necessary. Now, 4 intend work- 
ing with this down as far as iço 
metres or even lower if there is 
anything doing down there, but I 

shall not expect results if I adopt 
dit'ect coupling to the aerial. In 
the case of loose coupling, it 

a valve or crystal, the voltage 
must be as high as possible; 
therefore we aim at the very best 
capacity and the greatest induct- 
aiice giving the right tune. \Ve 
irust also consider selectivity, and 
this keeps us from having quite 
as small a condenser as we should 
otherwise. It is all a matter of 
compromise. Why not a o-foot 
single to get louder signals still?. 

As to the series condenser, 
unless a rejector is to be used, 

CRYSTAL REGEPTION. 
Si,-As the crystal set 

described in Vol. 2, No. io, f 
Wireless Wee.kly is rather novel, 
you may be interested to hear of 
my experiences with it. i have 
made one of these, and at a dis- 
tance of twenty-two miles the 
results are exoelleint. Speech 
and music are perfectly cleár and 
at times surprisingly loud. I 
have a good aerial o ft. high. 

I also installed one of these for 
a friend in London. He is on the 
first floor and his aerial consists 
of three wires across the ceiling 
not more than ten feet long, and 
the set is earthed on the gas 
bracleet. The results here are 
excellent, being just as good with 
the aerial disconnected. Itried 
the aerial winding with ¡ ç turns 
instead of 8, with nossbly a very 
slight increase in signal strength, 

Ido not think the double 70- 
foot wire was adopted in prefer- 
ence to the single ioo-foot with- 
out question by experimenters 
before short waves became the 
fashiOn. Two lengths of 7° feet 
have very little more capacity 
than one of ioo feet, and the 
difference in tuning and results 
was trifling; most people of those 
days had a feeling that two wires 
looked moie businesslike, but 
those who troubled to make com- 
parative tests found that there 
was not enough difference lo 
justify pulling down the second 
one tried .(whichever it was in 
order to go back to the first. As 
a single wire was usually tried 
first of the two, those who fixed 
up both kept the double. 

At present I am in the position 
that my masts, though high, are 
too slender to support properly 
more than a sinele wire (T with 

with a single of the same length. 
A single i oo-foot wire has a capa- 
city round 0.00025 or 0.0003 faF; 
u four-wire rage, wires 6 feet 
apart, would have about twice 
this capacity, and the total energy 
picked up would be at least ¡ 

times that of the single 'ire. 
Capacity across the secondary 
may be kept as low as one .likes, 
within reason; I usually make it 
a rule to use a maximum of 
o.000i tF for waves up to 300 
metres, 0.00025 for 300-3,000, 

and above that 0.0005 to 
o.00ìF. Mr. Speckley would 
piobably adopt loose-coupling if 
he lived down here or in any simi- 
lar situation, and he would then 
find that the erection of a multi- 
wire aerial would be as good as 
another valve. 

There is no optinum proportion 
between capa-city and inductance 
in a circuit across which we have 

jH CÒrte 

l --== - 

ence 
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frequency, proceeding from the use of rectified 
alternating current for the 14.T. supply to the 
transmitting valve. To enable C.W. to be pro- 
perly received on a crystal, it is necessary to use 

7' 

part of the aerial. Tn the right-hand figure the 
natural wave length will be four times (a+b-i-), 
but note that in this case " a " represents only 
half of the hOrizontal length of the aerial. - 

- 

by means of a crystal detector. 
1f the signals are transmitted with pure con- 
tinuous waves, they cannot be received upon a 
crystal detector without some outside aid, such 
as the carrier wave of a broadcasting station, 
which often renders C.W. audible by lieterodyn- 
ing. In certain circumstances, the radition 4 

from a near-by oscillating valve receiver may 
produce a similar effect. If the transmitting 
station is not too far away C.W. signals can 
sometimes be heard upon a crystal set, as a result 
of the fact that the waves carry a ripple of audio- 

-- 
.--. I 

.4 

-. 
+c),.the length " a "- being that- ofthe horizontal 

means of which a positive pôtential can be applied.. 
to the grids of the high-frequency valves, will 
probably effect a cure. Alternatively, the method 
known as reversed reaction may be used. This 
consists in using a reaction coil so connected that 
it damps the oscillations in the aerial circuit, 
instead of assisting them. . . - 

I 

D. K. (ABERDEEN) asks several questions 
regarding the reception of continuoús waves 

fled with a simple resistance-capacity amplifier, 
and heterodyned again to produce audible beats. 

R. B. (CHISWICK) asks how to ascertain 
approximately, the natural wave-length of an 
aerial. . 

The natural wave length of a single- or double- 
wire aerial is approximately four times the elec- 
ti-ical length of the aerial, down lead and earth 
lead. The accompanying diagram vi1l make this 
clear. In the case of an inverted L.-type aer-ial, 
as shown on the left, it will be four times (a+b 

J. H. R. (LEEDS) experieñces difficulty in 
the persistent self-oscillation of his high- 

- frequency amplifier, and asks advice. 
Assuming that the amplifier has been properly 
designed and that the wiring has been carried 
out so as to separate the various circuits as muçh 
as possible, the addition of a potentiometer; as 
shown in the accompanying diagram, and by 

either an scillating valve circuit acting as a * 

local heterodyne, or some form of interrupter 
to separate the waves into groups at audible fre- 
quency. 

P. D. (CARNARVON) aks what is meant 
by"super-heterodyne." 
The amplification of short-wave signals is a 
difficult matter, on account of the high frequen_ ¡ 

cies involved, and the super-heterbdyne is an in- 
genious mèthod of overcoming the difficulty. 
The short-wave signals are heterodyned by local 
oscillations of such a frequency that the beats 
which result are still at radio frequency, corre- 
sponding usually to a wavelength of about 3,000 
metres. These beats are then regarded as 
signals of 3,000 metre wavelength (and corre- 
sponding frequency), and can be effectively ampli- 

 t. s, 
- 

IFt1 

1/ 
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I 

I 
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Is YourSetReallyEfficient.7 
IF NOT- 

consult its. We have had unparalleled experience in 

advising amateurs, and our staff are experienced in all 
kinds of repairs and re-constructions. All repairs are 
conducted with tile greatest possible speed on the 
premises. We can supply from stock all components of 
standard types, and complete sets of parts for making 
various sets such as S.T.100, S.T.75, Flewelling etc. 

Phone Gerro,1 8306. 

HAMBLING, CLA PP & Co., Ltd. 
11, Agar Street, Strand, W. C. 2. 

Nearly opposite C/taring Cross Stahon. 

- 

42/- i .42/. 
-. Post Free Post Free. 

The loud-speaker WITHOUT ORTION, .00kingike a torlolseshell 
esse. Only 3' high. Adjustable Diaphragm. 

Sole Manufacturers- 
-BONUIJIT WIRELESS CO., .41. CONDWT STREET, LONDON, W.1. 

'l'lione: Regent 5475. 
Sole Distnhutor for Scotland-JAMES G. CLARKSON,Eleetrical & 
Mechanical Engineor, 93, Waterloo Street, Glasgow. P6one Central 478. 

8 

I 
I 17bffice:IO. FITZROY I Slwwrooms Branch and Work,: 
lSUARE,LONDON W.I. I EUSTONREI..N:W.I. TWICKENHAM. 

-"s 

.1 

t - 

HOME CONSTRUCTORS 
:.: ...: 

- 

..E.t 

COMPLETE SETS OF PARTS. SEND FOR FREE LISTS. 

EAGLE ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 
WARWICK. 

LONDON SHOWROOMS: 8, GREAT RUSSELL STREEF, W.C.t 

pair of telephones. The othei terminal ShOUld b 
connected first of all to oiè of the primary ter- 
minais and the remaining telephone lead should 
then be tapped on the other primary terminal. If 
the winding is perfect, there should be a loud - 

click when the telephone lead is touched on the 
terminal and when it is re,,ioved. If the winding 
is broken there will be a click when contact is 
made, but no click when the lead is removed. A 
similar test hould be given to the secondary 
winding, not forgetting that there should be a 
click at the " on " and " off " connections. 

i 

ECLNOMIc ELECTRIC 
I ____I t_____ : THE"EEC""XTRAUDION"VLVE 

is being used by the leading Radio Expert- 
I-" meisters for detection, high and low f re- 

I quency amplification, power amplifiers and 
't] low power transmission. Price 15/- 

USE "RECTARITE," the synthetic 
r- 

J crystal that makes Loud speakers talk. 

,', 1/6 Large Specimen. 

Write to-day for 40 page Radio 
- Catalogue mailed post free, 4d. 

variable condensers. However, on the lowest 
l-ange of ipductance you w ill probably find that a 
fixed inductance coil with a very small variable 
condenser in parallel would give better results. 
These variometers can bé isd quite successfully 
in the S1'ioo circuit. - 

(3) Owing to the very high resistance of the 
winding of intervalve transformers, it is quite 
impossible to light a flashlamp through them with 
the ordinarybattery. A simple way to test con- 
tinuity of winding is as follows: Take a single 
dry cell (it does not matter if it s practically run 
down) and connect one terminal to one lead of a 

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
¶Patent No. 2O6O98. - 

f T". Suitable for use In The Resistance is \ any circuit, and steadily Variable improves the work- 
between to 5 _________ ing of any va1ve 
megohms. Only j detector. (50,000 

. / to 100 '.00 ohms for requires a in. hole 
the S T.100 Circuit. inpanelforfitting. PRICE 2/6 each. Price 3j3.) 

- The best Varlb1e Geld Leak ,ede. 

WATMEL WIRELES i Ci., 

without detriment in the citcuit provided thc 
circuit consists of a high-frequency and detectors 
valves with no note-magnifier. Equally, a 4-volt 
battery can be used with the reflex ciicuit subject 
to there being no note-magnifier. Whénever this 
latter is. used, however, a 6-volt accumulator is '- 
essential if the ordinary method of wiring is used, .. 
for in this latter case one utilises the drop in - 

\oltage in the filament resistanceto obtain grid 
bias. 

(2.) " Redpath " variometers are in practically 
all cases equal to ordinar inductance coils with 

Wireless WeeKly 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE 

TRADE MARK ON EVERY GRID LEAK. 

November 21, 1923 

J. F. (ELTHAM). The following re 
replies to your questions. 

(i.) A 4-V&t accumulator can frequently be used 
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mm5NmmummmmmmmmnammmEmnmmormw

Dimensions : 21 in. x 1 in. -

WECOVALVES
(PEA -NUT TYPE).

No. 44215-A.
PATENT NOS. 17580 (1915) 180090 (6611-1921).

Price 21 10 0
THE WECOVALVE.

M
RNM

new wireless valve which is to revolutionise wireless reception. Only 21 inches high and 1 inches in
diameter, this small size valve can be used equally well either as a detector or amplifier and operates Wt.

M off a single dry cell, no accumulators being necessary. The WECOVALVE is the most economical valve
existent, requiring only 0.25 of an ampere at o.8 to 1.1 volts, and its life is more than twice that of tungsten and

El other dull -emitter valves. The WECOVALVE has a special Bayonet Cap which prevents the possibility of M
RI destruction through careless insertion in the valve socket.

Operating Characteristics :-
Filament Current 0.25 amps. Detector Plate Voltage r7 - 22 volts. M
Filament Voltage o.8 - I.I volts. Amplifier Plate Voltage 22 - 45 volts.

M RN
M THE SOCKET.

This WECOVALVE socket is arranged for four soldered connections and has
contact points faced with a gold and silver alloy
which ensure perfect contact with the base of the Pg.

M valve.
6N

M EN
M RN
M M
M M
RN M

M
M

Price Is 6d
M

M M
M

M M
M M
M RN
M M
M M
Nq

MOWINOMISNMMM5NMMNMNMM

No. 44090.
Dimensions : xi in. x lin.

THE ADAPTOR.
The WECOVALVE adaptor makes it possible to use
the Wecovalve in your existing sets. 'Designed to fit
into valve sockets which carry the ordinary four pin
type valves, this adaptor enables everyone to take
advantage of the great economy in current consumption
which the use of the Wecovalve effects.

W.E.

WRITE FOR BOOKLETS- No. -14092.
Dimensions: xf in. X itht.

Price 3s. 6d.

Western Electric,Compong Limited:
(Wholesale Only)

Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2. Telephone: Central 7345 (9 lines).
Branches : Glasgow, Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Cardiff, Southampton, Dublin.

COME AND SEE US AT STAND NO. 100 AT THE ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION,
You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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GREAT RADIO SENSATION.
The luxury of a Frame Aerial within the reach of everyone

'I HE OUTSTANDING SUCCESS OF
THE WHITE CITY RADIO EXHIBITION

cLi MA)c
M 0 N a N/A LN, E

NO AERIAL WORRY.
NO EARTH.

NO LIGHTNING RISK.
NO COST TO INSTALL.
LOW INITIAL COST.

PORTABLE.
We specially guarantee every Climac
Monovalve to tune out London at our
works (3 miles from 2L.0.) and tune
in broadcasting from Paris, Aberdeen,

Glasgow, Newcastle, and other British
Broadcasting stations at will.

The Climax Monovalve is in a class apart from all other
sets for the following reasons-
COMPACTNESS. No outside aerial or earth connections
at all are needed. The complete set with its accessories
can be accommodated on an area less than 18 inches square,
with no connections or parts whatever outside this area.
PORTABILITY. The complete set can be carried about
in exactly the same way as a small gramophone.
SIMPLICITY. The operation of the set is very easy.
All the adjustments arc straightforward and exact.
ECONOMY. Only one valve ; hence
the current consumption is very small.
LONG RANGE SELECTION,
LOUD AND CLEAR -

RECEPTION.

NOVEMBER 2IST, 1923

PRICE of Climax Monuvalve, with Climax Patentod Poldiau Pram!: Aerial V 0. (If used with B.B.C. Licence Tax, 11s: extra.)
Accessories required Head Telephones, Valve, and Batteries. Approximate cost, £4, according to choice. Literature on request,'

CLIMAX PATENTS Ltdo , 182, Church St., Kensington, LONDON, W.8
You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.

( Telephone :
Park 2023)

M.P.S. 6)
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WIRELESS VALVES.

Consider these points carefully, and then
order your Mullard Wecovalve.

It has the lowest filament voltage of
any valve on the market.

It is fitted with standard 4 -pin base
for use on your present set.

¶ Its life, with care, is 4,000 hours.

¶ Its filament requires ONE ordinary dry
cell only (cost 2/6).

It has a mechanically unbreakable
filament, due to its short stubby
construction.

Its current consumption ho been
reduced to the lowest value
CONSISTENT WITH FILAMENT
STRENGTH AND LONG LIFE.

See this wonderful valve at STAND 90
Wireless Exhibition, White City.

MULLARD

WECOVALVES

ARE

NOW AVAILABLE

WITH

STANDARD 4 -PIN

BASE,

NO.

ADAPTOR

REQUIRED

PRICE

30/-
ullard

Advt. The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Ballwin, S.W.12.
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COOMES' CRYSTAL SET
Variometer tuned. In oak polished
desk shaped_ cabinet. I 5/

Enclosed crystal. L
Plus 1/- B.B.C.

IONOPHONE
RECEIVING SETS AND

AMPLIFIERS.
Valve and Crystal.
2 -valve. 3 -valve,

COOMES' TRANSFORMERS. "
Army Type Intervalve ... 15/6
High Frequency (mounted)... 16/6

(unmounted) 12/8

COOMES' VARIOMETERS.
Mounted ... 12/8
Unmounted ... 8/6

ADVERTISEMENTS.

showrooms 5, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G. Tel. No. Cif!, 4.60

Works : Connaught Road, Ilford, Essex. Tel. No. Ilford 1379

The
Aerophone

A new selective 3 -
valve Set with
tuned anode and
reactance enclosed
in polished mahog-any or walnut
cabinet with double
doors.

PRICE

g 1 5 : 7 : 6
plus B.B.C. 20;-.
(Not including

accessories).

ALL OUR SPECIALITIES on

NOVEMBER 21ST, 1923

A. C.
BATTERY
CHARGER

Specially designed for charging
from domestic alternating current
electric light circuit the 4v. and

show at 6v. accumulators.

WHITE CITY, ss n, 1917. STAND No. 91.
Price £7.

W. G. PYE & CO.,

TWO -VALVE RECEIVING SET (No. 520.)

Price, including all royalties (less Valves) ..
Price, including Headphones, Valves, Batteries,

etc., and all Royalties ..
Two Valve -Power Amplifier of similar
design. Price ..

£12 10

£18 10

£10 10

0

Manufacturers of Physical and Electrical
Instruments,

Granta Works,
CAMBRIDGE.

If you are building your own set, and want
the best components, you must use our :-

Tuning Coils,
Coil Holders,
Switches,
Condensers,
Panels, etc.

0 Complete Receiving Sets of 2, 3, and 4
a Valves also supplied.

You'CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.,



COME AND SEE THEM.
m No matter what type of circuit

you intend using in your
receiving set, your results
are wholly dependent upon
the quality of your pre-
liminary component purchases.
Modern Radio experience and
research is embodied in all

 WEBBER PRODUCTIONS.
They ensure preliminary safety
in outlay, and are supremely
neat, compact and economical.

THE WEBBER COMPLETE SAFETY
VALVE PANEL, W53,

is illustrated. This panel is fitted with a POLAR FUSEis to protect the Valve and an Igranic Rheostat to give
smooth control.

With ordinary Rheostat
With Vernier ..

WEBBER UNITS may be seen at the Showrooms of-
Messrs. The Radio Communication Co., 35, Norfolk Street, W.C.2.
Messrs. Hambling Clapp, 110, Strand, W.C.2.
Messrs. Plucknett, 29, Poland Street, W.I.

Write for descriptive list, post free.

; N. V. WEBBER & CO., Radio Engineers,

.. Price 16'6
19, 6

WALTON-ON-THAMES, SURREY.

Es Nis um EN NE No En No mm ERNE ow NE mu imm Es EN NN es

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY

WIRELESS WEEKLY ADVERTISEMENTS.

SELECTONE
Super Radio

L.F. TRANSFORMER
41....0411111..

4IND, lal/ 40.M
RIMPP--- ,410
111110 %..=.0 IWO

PERFECT FREE FROM
Winding Distortion

Insulation Burn Outs
Shielding Stray Fields

GIVES

PERFECT
REPRODUCTION

CN

REFLEX CIRCUITS
WITH MAXIMUM

Efficiency & Power.

N.B. Cur new pattern
embodies improved t,pe

For prices, see p. xiii. pin terminals.

British Transformer & Electric Co Brent
Hend

Greenon,

N.W.

irQUIPMENT FOR
.... Er Ns .1..E.AXPERIMENTERS     Ems
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Buy British Goods Only

SWAN
'THE LATEST

DULL EMITTER
VAL-VE

TYPE AR.06
30'm

This valve can be run off dry cells, thus banishing
accumulator troubles and reducing the upkeep cost to
a minimum. The current consumption at a filament
voltage of 2.5 to 3 volts is only .06 to .07 of an ampere.
Another feature of this valve is the special safety cap.
The filament pins are shorter in length than the plate
and grid pins. It is therefore impossible for the
filament pins to make surface contacts on the wrong
sockets. This, however, dons not prevent the valve
being used in a standard holder.

SPECIFICATION
Filament voltage 2.5-3 volts.
Filament current .06-M7 amps.
Plate voltage 20-50 volts.
Bulb diameter 31 mina.
Overall length 110 mim.
Cap  ... 4 -pin safety

Write to -day for leaflets fully describing our range of Sets
and Parts. If your dealer does not stock, send us his
name and address. We'll see that you get what you want.

Free on request. Just send a postcard for our
Illustrated Booklet ' The Thermionic Valve."

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.
123 135, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4 & 71, Victoria St., S.W.1
Branches in all Contractors to
principal Towns. H.M. Admiralty,
Works: Ponders - War Office, -

491:EL
End, Middlesex. tpISW4 Royal Air Force....

EVERYTHING1
ELECTRtCALi

because it brings BIG Business.
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Obvious Appreciation

ADVERTISEMENTS.

To ensure reception at its best, use a Gecophone. Continual,
convincing testimony from users everywhere provides adequate
explanation as to why it is known as Britain's Best Broadcasting Set.

An Enniskillen user writes :

" I can get ALL Broadcasting Stations in Great Britain on
your 2 -Valve Gecophcne Set at Enniskillen. There is nothing
freakish about these results, as I can rely on getting a satis-
factory show every night. --Colin T. Methuen, Enniskillen-

Gecophone Receiving Sets are manufactured by the General
Electric Co., Ltd., and a:'e the outcome of long experience in the
manufaclure of both wireless and telephone equipment.

ECoPHON El Two -Valve Set, as illustrated,
complete with valves, batteries

and one set double headphones. Approximate range (with
Standard P.O. Aerial) 100 miles.

Price : £20 0 0. Plus B.B.C. Tariff 15/-

GEC0PHON E I Single Circuit Crystal Receiving
Set, complete with one set double

headphones, Approximate range (with Standard P.O.
Aerial) 25 miles.

Price : 24 10 0. Plus B.B.C. Tariff bi-.

6ECoPHON Crystal Set No. 2, complete with
one set double headphones. Approxi-

mate range (with Standard P.O. Aerial) 30 miles.
Price : 27 10 0. Plus B.B.C. Tariff 1 /-.

`r-

EC0PHONE
Britain's Best Broadcasting Set.

Sold by Principal Wireless Dealers.
Sole Selling Agents for the Mask Trades in Great Britain and Ireland :
Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., 102-108 Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.C.I.

BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY.
Manufacturers and Wholesale only : The General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS
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Press
Diaries for 1924

FOR your appointments-to chronicle
your doings-for the thousand and
one things connected with your

life, you need a Diary.
This year, purchase a Wireless Diary

and get some useful information without
extra cost.

These two Radio Press Diaries are both
extremely neat and well -produced little
Books. They do everything that a Diary
should do-they are convenient in size
and shape-do not bulge the pocket-
strongly bound to give a whole year's
service, and more besides, if needed. Just
the Diary, in fact, to suit the most critical.
From all Booksellers or direct (postage
2d. extra) from Radio Press, Ltd.

Radio Press Handbook
and Diary for 1924.

Size 52 in. by 31 in., solidly bound in grained
leather cloth, fitted with pencil. Diary portion
shows a whole week at an opening. Large
number of pages of technical data, including
several pages of electrical formulas which
will prove invaluable to the serious worker L I CI

Radio Press Popular
Wireless Diary for 1924.

Size 21 in. by 4.1 in. Strongly bound in
leather cloth with rounded corners. One com-
plete week shown at each opening. Wireless
pages include information on call signs, circuit
diagrams, Morse Code, electrical data, full
instructions for building a complete 1 /
Receiving Set, etc., etc. I

In Leather, with pencil /6'

IIIIllillllllllllilllllllllllllillllillillllllillllllilllliliillilI Ii
W EEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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Type " A " Intervalve Transformer.

Flug and Socket Terminals.

Fixed Condenser.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

OUR MANUFACTURES
INCLUDE :-

" Ironclad" Tram -formers.
Intervalee.

" " '

£1 2 0
£1 6 0
£1 6 6

Tekpkone.
El 0 0

.. £1 5 6
£1 6 6

Tone Selectors . . Price £1 5 0
Plug and Socket Terminals

Price 1./ per par
Filament Resistances

Price from 4j3

Lead-in Insulators
Price from 2/3

Volve Holders . . Price 2/.

Potentiometers . . Price 7/.

Fixed Condensers, 8 Capacities.
Price from 3/3

Coil Holders.
I Coil . . . . . . 516
2 Coil . . . . . . . . 14/.

The Famous "Block"ypes Batteries.

NOVEMBER 2I ST, 1923 Vii

Wireless Components
with a12 months' guarantee
FULLER Components are built for the discriminating

experimenter for the man who is content only with
components designed to get the best out of any circuit.

Without exception each Fuller Product carries a 12 months'
guarantee, and - behind every one is a 50 years' record of
manufacturing service which has made the name " Fuller"
famous throughout the world as the mark of highest quality.
Made with meticulous care and attention to details these
Components provide permanently reliable reception with
absolute certainty.

We invite you to visit our London Depot 58, High Street, W.C.2
(close to Tottenham Court Road), where all parts arc stocked and every
assistance will be given by our staff. Write to -day for Catalogue
No. 315, fully describing the complete " Fuller " range.

FULLER'S UNITED ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.
Woodland Works Chadwell Heath

Telephone :-
Ilford 1200 (6 lines). " Fuller, Chadwell Heath."ESSEX. Telegrams .--

word-The last
in Loud Speakers

If Amplion is not the first word in the Wireless vocabulary, it is a very good
second, and is certainly the first as well as the last word in Loud Speakers.
The manufacturers of the Amplion have a considerably greater experience
in Loud Speaker production than all other makers combined, and this
accounts in a large measure for Amplion efficiency.
One Wireless Receiving Set may be better than another, but Amplion
Supremacy-the supremacy of actual performance-with specially designed
models for every purpose and exceptional " value for money " in all types,

- is without challenge.
Amplion Loud Speakers are standardised by the leading manufacturers of

tt l". ' Wireless Instruments and stocked by all Radio dealers of repute.
The popularity of the Amplion is not confined to Great Britain, but is in
evidence in every quarter of the globe.

THE WIRELESS

fti , WORLD'S LOUD

STANDARD _ N SPEAKER

ILLUSTRATION SHOWS
1 1TYPE A R 7 & 9

Send for Folder W.D.8 describing in detail the new 1924 " AMPLION " MODELS.

£5-5-0 ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY,
ST. ANDREW'S WORKS, CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S,E.4.
Telephone : Sydenham 2820. 2821 2822. Telegrams : " Navalbada, Catgreen, London."

bles : " Navalhada, London." W,14.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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a new Loud Speaker working
direct from any Crystal Set

UNDOUBTEDLY
the most talked of

exhibit at the Wireless Exhibition was
the Loud Speaker which would work
straight from the Crystal Set without the
use of Valves or any similar expensive
methods.

The Crystavox will work from any Crystal
Set within io miles or so from any B.B.C.
station and will give a good volume of
clear and undistorted sound audible

over the whole of an average sized room.
The electric current necessary to operate it
is provided by a small 6 -volt dry battery
which will last for months, even with con-
stant use. This is the only running expense.

The Crystavox will shortly be obtainable
from all Wireless Dealers throughout the
country. Price £6

B.B.C. fee 5s. Od. extra. -0-0

S, G. Brown Ltd., Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.5. ( Retail : 19, Mortimer Street, W.1.)
Gilbert Ad.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings B1G Business.
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"Won't work a POLAR Condenser

POLAR
CAM -VERNIER
KNOB & DIAL
IF your condenser is a " Polar" you do

not need this (see special note). But if
you are less fortunate in owning a con-

denser of any other type, i.e., without the
fine adjustment principles of the " Polar,"
then the Cam -Vernier Knob and Dial offers
advantages which you really need.
Fitted to the spindle of any ordinary con-
denser or other such device, it enables you
to get a direct drive into any position-and
at any point of the movement will permit a
vernier adjustment over a Id' arc.
Thus we are providing in principle some
" Polar " condenser advantages for those
who already own other types.
Any " Polar " Stockist will supply you with
the " Polar " Cam -Vernier Knob and
Dial, guaranteed and backed by the great
" Polar " reputation.

Price 7/6

If unable to obtain, write direct,
enclosing postage extra : 6d.

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO.,
34/35, Norfolk Street, Strand,

Why you cannot-and need not-use it on the
" Polar " Condenser

The stiffness of the spindle on the
condenser prevents the use of the
Cam -Vernier Knob and Dial on the
" Polar " Condenser, but-
The " Polar " Condenser is so
arranged so that a vernier scale is
provided at the section where most
used, so that additional appliances
are superfluous.
The " Polar " is the World's best
condenser in which the first 1 of the
scale contains only 11a of the total
capacity.

Supplied in capacities as follows.
.001; .0002 ; .0003 ; .0005

PRICE
Unmounted : Mounted :

14/- 20/-

LTD.

Telephone:
Central 8480: LONDON, W.C.2 Telegrams: "Radiocomco,

Estrand, London."
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Wuncell
One Battery

not three
WITH several types of Dull Emitter Valves on the market

operating on voltages varying from the Wuncell at less than
one volt to others requiring as much as 3 to 4 volts, the Wire-

less enthusiast is apt to find it difficult to make his selection.
The whole point of the Dull Emitter is that it should require but
little electrical energy to operate it.
Now, electrical energy is made up of two factors, volts and amperes.
The prcduct of these two is called watts.
When you pay for your electrical current for your home, yOu pay for
the nuSiber of watts you have used.
It is only natural, therefore, that you should pay for the current used
by your Dull Emitter the same way.
Operating at S of a volt and consuming. 22 of an ampere
per hour, the Wuncell uses 16 of a watt per hour, and
this is a smaller consumption than any other Valve in
the world.
When you select the Wuncell, therefore, you know that it is the most
economical. Valve to run and that a long life is assured. It works
from any one cell at less than r volt, and the number of hours
is determined only by the size of the battery..

Price

301
retail.

From all
Dealers.

1171111111111MMTITETTITITT Tliflift

MINIM! 11111M11111
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Renders the
accumulaEor

obsolete

COSSOR VALVE Co.Ld.

Highbury Grove - N.5.

Gilbert Ad.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business,
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2 LO CUT OUT COMPLETELY
AT TWO MILES

THIS is the result achieved
by a client who purchased

one of our Type C Wavetraps
at the Exhibition, and his
original letter will be shown
to anyone interested.

The cost is 35/- and supplies
can be obtained from any dealer.
Insist on obtaining the genuine
make.

The BOWYER-LOWE Co., Ltd.
Letchworth - Herts.
Wholesale Distributors for the North of England :
H. Wadsworth Sellers & Co., Standard Buildings, Leeds

Milligan's Wireless, Ltd., 23-25, Renfrew St., Glasgow

"ATLAS"
THE COIL SUPREME

.4gency applications
considered for districts where

not already represented.

The last word in efficiency.
Maximum Inductance. Minimum Self -capacity.

All Wave -Lengths covered.
Prices on application. Radio Components Catalogue on request.

Manufactured only by

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.), LTD.,
Radio lErigirieers.

ATLAS WORKS,
012) TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

Telephone Nos.: Telegrams:
6C3 & 793 Trafford Park. PIRTOID, Manchester.

Yon CANNOT be out of WIRELESS
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Your Parts will cost less at

MMUS
Everything from a complete set to the smallest accessory
at Gamages. Write for the New Illustrated Wireless List.
We will send you a copy post free upon application.
Orders by post receive the same careful attention as is
accorded to personal buyers.

Special Set of Tools for Wireless
Set r, comprising I set of
B.A. stocks and dies, with
taps Nos. 2 and 4 ; r set of
carbon steel twist drills,
I/16, 5/64, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32,
3/56; set of 6 engineer's
files; pair of polished com-
bination pliers; combination
drill chuck, tap wrench
and tool holder ; soldering
iron ; solder; bradawl;
box 70 lengths hard brass
wire; centre punch; jewel-
ler's turnscrew with three
extra blades; forged steel
metal snips ; nickel -plated
fixed turnscrew.
Pricecomplete 30/
Teak box
Set 2, comprising r set
B.A. stocks and dies,
taps; I set of twist
drills; s set of 6 engineer's needle files; set of 3i" files ; combination drill
chuck, tap wrench and tool holder; Lancashire brooch, solder iron; solder;
2' rule; electrician's turnscrew; pliers; long -nose pliers; bradawl; r box
of 7o lengths hard brass wire; pattern maker's hammer;
pin tongs; pin vice ; jeweller's turnscrew with 3 extra blades ;
nickel -plated fixed turnscrew ; tweezers, etc.

Price, complete in Teak box ,

[0055 401r;AnatESS

/
CRYSTAL DETECTOR

London -made. Base 31"x 31" of Polished
Mahogany. Burnished and Lacquered
Brass -work, Ebonite Knob. Fitted with
our famous " Permanite" Crystal. The
only perfect Detector with complete con-

trol on the pressure of
the cat's whis-ker ou the 4/6
crystal.

Price ..
Post 4d.

SPECIAL VALUE COIL HOLDER
The Ideal Coil Holder for
Honeycomb and Burndept

Coils.
Made in best ebonite with all brass
parts finished a dull nickel. The
movement is perfect and call be
tightened when using large coils.
Price for a Price for 12 / 6
two coils, w/IP three coils I,/

Post 4d.

USERS OF
"FbMEZMANITIO " ===.CRYSTAL -

tive and remains adjust-
_

-

N1
Specimen

Post Free.

Regd. Trade Mark No. 438

=
=

pow-

PERMA
erful results.

= =
- 341

=
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GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1.
WrEKLY because it brings BIG Business.

as supplied by Gamages (and there is a E
difference) always get the maximum
results. It is the only crystal that can E
guarantee this efficiency. Highly sensi-
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WIRELESS WEEKLY SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS.

PREPAID Advertisements are accepted under this heading for Wire-
less Apparatus and Parts WANTED or FOR SALE, etc., at the rate of
Is, 6d. per line, MINIMUM THREE LINES,
Advertisements should reach Scheff Publicity Organisation, 125 Pall
Mall, London, S W.1, LATEST by first post FRIDAY preceding date
of publication.The publishers are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors,
but every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

pICKETT Cabinets.-They're good value, 1,6 each, highly polished.-
Write for lists (W.L.). Works : Albion Road, Bexleyheath.

C 0 to Mica & Micanite Supplies, Ltd., Mica House, Offord Streit,
s-) Caledonian Road, N.1, for mica and all insulating materials.

WIRELESS INVENTORS.- Patents and Trade Marks. Advice,
handbook and consultations free.-KING, Regd. Patent Agents,

146a, Queen Victoria Street, London. 'Phone : 682, Central.

WIRELESS HEAD -PHONES re -wound, re -magnetised and re-
adjusted ; lowest prices quoted on receipt of phones, delivery

three days.-The Varley Magnet Co., Woolwich, S.E.18.

RECEIVERS AND LOUD SPEAKERS re -wound up to 2,000 ohms,
3s. 6d.-A. Roberts & Co., 42, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W.12.

YOUR WIRELESS SET.-Is it all that you anticipated? Can you
get all the stations you ought to ? Do you have intermittent

trouble ? Through my 8 years' experience I have made hundreds of
sets give 103 per cent. efficiency. Call on my service, maintenance,
repairs, advice, 20 miles London fees from 7s. 6d. No results no fees.
'Phone Willesden 2277. Write C. P. A., Box K, c/o 319a, High Road,
Kilburn, N.W . 6.

A VALVE SET, made by the Broadcast Wireless Co., complete with
-I set of Coils in a Cabinet. Cost £51. First £22 secures. Newpoat,
Westbury, Sherborne,13u,set.

A -VALVE SET. -1 H.F., 2 L.F., 1 detector, tuning panel, and con -
"x denser panel, each in mahogany cabinet and ebonite top. Practically
new. 12 gas. or near offer, Also 2R Marconi-Osram, 1 Ediswan and
1 Phillips valves, 50 /- , little used, cost 65;' -.-Farquharson, The Beach,
Walmer,

NOVEMBER 2IST, 1923
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WIRELESS WEEKLY
will bring you
BUSINESS

It is as good an ad.
vertising medium as
MODERN WIRELESS.

Rates for both publications on application to-

Scheff Publicitu Organisation
Ltd. E

125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
No. 2. 'Phone: Regent 2440.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117:

" EL -BE " INSULATING PANEL BUSHES.
Experimenters save cost of EBONITE.

4 B A. Pillar -Terminals with one BUSH, 21- doz.

(with nut and washer)
Extra BUSHES Tenpenee per dna.

Pushes tested for insulation to 25,000 volts.
YOUR DEALER WILL SUPPLY YOU.

LEIGH BROS.
37, Sidmouth Street, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W C.I.

Telephone: Museum 4547.

"EL -BE" ANTI -CAPACITY HANDLES.

No Screws, No Clamps.

Fixed by Suction-Removed in a second.
A Type for Horizontal working. Price /2 eachC Type for Vertical working. Post free.
A perfect combination with the " EL -BE" Coil Holder.

Ask sour DEALER for them.

1Rat)to 1Prce 3nformation Dept.

2/6 QUERY COUPON 2/6
WIRELESS WEEKLY. Vol. 2. NO. ro. November 2I, x923.

(This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 2/6 for each
question, and a stamped addressed envelope.)

LABELS
76 USEFUL LABELS-EARTH-

AERIAL, ETC.-IN SHEET,
24, St. Andrew's House,

4 Sheets, 1/- LITTLE ST. ANDREW'S STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2.

4 POST1d.

WHY PAY A
PENNY EACH ?

R. BECKWITH,

EBON IT E
Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut to any
required size while you wait, or sent by post on receipt of cash.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE.
BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, LTD.,

9192, GREAT SAFFR3N HILL, LONDON, E.C.I. 'Phone 8572 Central.

CABINETS YOU WANT
PICKETT'S Cabinets-they're good value, from 1/6 each, highly
polished. Cabinet Works, Albion Rd., Bexley Heath, S.E.
Write for Lists, W.L.

EBONITE PANELS
cut to any size, in high grade, easily worked, material. 1 in. thick,
jd. per sq.in., c in. thick, IA. sq. in. Mail orders :-Add 6d.
towards coat of packing and post

Panels drilled and engraved to your own paper template.
It's cheaper than buying the drills. Estimates free.

Phone: Regent 3335. 20 yds from
Regent St.. between Maison
Lewis and Robinson er Cleaver.

MNIPHONE WIRELESS CO.,
24, Warwick St., Regent St.,Londas,W.I.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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SELECTONE
SUPER RADIO

L.F. TRANSFORMER
SPECIALLY DESIGNED AND BUILT FOR

RADIO WORK.

Ideal for Reflex Circuits.

Completely shielded in soft iron casing, entirely
i ielimnatnginteraction with stray fields and capacities.

Insulation resistance between primary, secondary and
core tested and guaranteed.
Slotted Base for quick mounting.

Price (5 to 1) 27/6
(2 to 1) 31 /6
See page v. TN Hendon 1443

BRITISH TRANSFORMER ELECTRIC CO. Henden, N.W.4

Brent Green,

STEEL TUBULAR MASTS
Light, Strong and Easi'y ErBc'ed, made in 10 ft.
sections of best Weldless Steel Tube. Telescopic
Joints, thereby makjng joints doubly strong : not
like a screwed joint where half the material is
cut away to make a screw.

A GOOD AERIAL
will add the power of another Valve to your
Receiving Set.
Painted and Ready for Erection. -

Each Mast is complete with Halyard and Pulley,
Steel Guy Lines, Shell -type Insulator and
Strainers for each Guy Line, Base Plate, Peg
and Finial, 4 Ground Anchors of angle
iron, fitted with Fastening Ring for Guy Lines.
3o ft., 47/-; 40 ft., 63/-; So ft., 85/- 6o ft.,
100/-. Special 3o ft. Mast for confined spaces
can be erected within 2 ft. of fence. Illustrated
Lists Free. All Masts carriage paid to nearest
staiou. Cash with order. Trade Supplied.

ABBEY ENGINEERING WORKS, WATTON, NORFOLK.

CONDENSER

PLATES

INSULATING MATERIALS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MICA & MICANITE SUPPLIES, Ltd.,
MICA HOUSE, OFFORD STREET
CALEDONIAN RD., LONDON, N.1 Phone

Norik 805
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FREE
PART

1

e,Mert
11.1.1131PATED EMC,CLOPPEO

DICTIONARY OF
ENGINEERING
CIVIL MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL MOTOR

ETC. ETC -

PART

To extend the name of the Bennett College to
everyone engaged in the different branches of
Engineering, we are publishing an Illustrated
Dictionary of Engineering, in about 24
MONTHLY PARTS pages each part). You can
have each monthly part as it comes out, FREE.

1/- Postage only to pay
The Dictionary is free to those engaged in any
of the following trades : Engineering, Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical, Structural, Motor, Sani-
tary, Boiler, Internal Combustion, Draughtsman-
ship, Marine, Shipbuilding, Naval Architecture,
Building, Architecture, Quantity Surveying, Avia-
tion, Chemistry, Foundry Work, Metallurgy,
Matriculation, Mining, Surveying and Levelling,
Telegraphy, Telephony, Wireless, and the con-
ditions are that you send your name and
address, your age and occupation, with one
shilling (to cover postage on the 24 parts), writing
your name and address very clearly. We shall then
place your name on our Free List and send you part .1
at once. The others will be forwarded as issued.

Department D 133,
We teach above The Bennett College,-- trades by Post ;
particulars Free. Sheffield.

200 000 MAGNET LETTERS
have been supplied by us to

WONDERSIGNS of HOLBORN. Each letter is a perfect Magnet.
Hence our knowledge of what a Magnet should be, and our ability
to produce the BONTONE PHONE under mass production

Points to Consider.
Every Phone is sold under
guarantee.
Every Phone is tested before leav-
.11g Factory.
We are Old -Established British
Manufacturers, whose object is to
give complete satisfaction.
Why saddle youiselt with Conti-
nental Phones distributed by
untempuious I mpoitars, with small
offices and elaborate note -paper,
and NO GUARANTEE or hope of
redress if found faulty.
Originals of upwards of TOO un-
solicited testimonials and letters of
appreciation can be seen at our
offices.
GUARANTEE.-We agree to re-
place or return cash if Phones do
not give complete satisfaction, sub-
ject to Phones being returned to us
within 7 days of purchase un-
damaged.

BONTONE PHONES (4,000 ohms)
BRITAIN'S BEST.

14,6 per pair. Carriage paid United Kingdom.
SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, AND

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by BRITISH labour.
LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

B. D. & CO. (Edward A. Boynton),
WORKS : GOSWELL ROAD AND CITY ROAD.
OFFICES : 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD.

ADMIRALTY, WAR OFFICE, AND INDIA OFFICE CONTRACTORSd

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

"ELLA
BATTERY CHARGERS
They work from a Lampholder

A. C. Model
Output 5/10 amps. 9 volts.

Complete With Pole Indicating Ammeter
and all connecting leads and adapter

£6 6 0

SAVE THEIR COST IN A FEW WEEKS.
Unequalled for design, workmanship and efficiency
in operation.

No attention required-will work during the night.

Invaluable for charging car batteries where lighting
dynamo is not fitted.

HUNDREDS ALREADY IN SERVICE.
ELLA Wireless Volt Meters, portable and switchboard
patterns for reading plate and battery volts on one scale.
Pocket type, £1. Switchboard type, £1 Ss., post free.

All makes British Headphones.
All patterns British Valves from Stock.

Trade also supplied.

Testimonial from a D.C. ELLA user.
Mr. A. P. Welch, 33, Eastwood Road, Goodmayes, Essex, writes

I believe I was one of your first customers for the " Ella " Battery Charger
and as I have had the machine now for some time, and given It a thorough test, I
should like you to know that it is satisfactory in every way, and is giving very good D. C. Modelservice . . . the machine is beautifully balanced. It has stood on the top of a bookcase
on a rubber pad, not fastened down in any way, and it rum in this position quietly Output 5 amiss. 9 volts.and without vibration, and may he left for long periods without attention. On several Machineonly £5 12 6, With Switch- -occasions I have left it running all the week -end while away from home. I can do this,
because I am using it to charge three 250 ampere -hour House Lighting Cells, which are hoard ad Pole Indicating Ammeter and
used for quite a number of purposes. A number of my friends have, on my recom- Regulating Resistance (as illustrated)
meudation, purchased a Converter and the opinion of them all agrees fully with my own. £6 15 0

NOVEMBER 21ST, 1923

LIONEL ROBINSON & CO., 3g, Staple Inn, London, W.C.2
'PHONE : HOLBORN 6323

UBILIE
DCONDENSERS

When you buy a Vanicon,
you pay slightly more ; but
when you consider the im-
provement which it will
make to the results from
your set, you agree with
thousands of other users of
Dubilier Condensers, that it
is WORTH IT.

THE VANICON

Prices.
Capacity

'0003 MFd

Price

17/6

Extra for
Ebonite Box

7/6
.cocs E 1 0 0 7/6
'cool 1 2 6 to/..
co £1 5 0 12/6
Each Condenser can be supplied
with a calibration chart at an
extra charge of io/6.
Write to us to -day for our Trade
Terms and Descriptive Leaflets.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921) LTD. Dept. G.
DUCON WORKS, GOLDHAWK ROAD, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone : Hammersmith 1084. Tarvem: "Hivoltcon, Phone, London."

E.P.S.2 2

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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FOR DEPENDABILITY IN OPERATION, USE

"IGRANIC" RADIO DEVICES

HONEYCOMB INDUCTANCES.
(De Forest Patent 14.1,3444

These world-famous coils are renowned for their high efficiency, low self -
capacity, small absorption factor and minimum high -frequency resistance.
No dead-end losses. Each turn surrounded by air pocket. Made in two
types, plug and gimbal mounted. Wave -lengths approximately roo to
25,000 metres. The only coils that uphold their claims for negligible
losses. Prices vary with sizes.

TYPE " H " VARIOMETER.
Recommended for use in the aerial cir-
cuit of crystal and valve sets. Wave-
length range a r proximately 150-600
metres, with P.M.G. standard aerial.
Stator and rotor best quality mould-
ings, windings self-supporting and
impregnable solid. Price, with knob,
dial and fixing bracket, 15/-.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.
(Patent No. 193",903.)

Method of construction ensures smooth and silent operation.
Designed for individual valve control. Adjustable contact
figures. Suitable for use with ordinary and dull emitter
type valves. Supplied in two types-Plain and Vernier,
Price: Plain, 41a; Vernier, 7/...

VERNIER FRICTION PENCIL.
Fine tuning easily accomplished. Positive friction
drive. Hand interference minimised. No Radio set
complete without it. Each pencil complete with
three bushes and one spare rubber ring.

Write for Lists Y.14.

199,

Queen Victoria
Street,

LONDON.

Works :
Elstow Road,
BEDFORD,

TYPE " S.R." VARIOMETER.
Designed for secondary and tuned
anode circuits. Wave -lengths x5o to
600 metres approximately. Similar to
type " H," but with larger winding.
Moulded insulation and windings
impregnated solid. Price 18/-.

"OOJAH"
BASKET INDUCTANCES

Wavelength range 320-4,500 m. 5/- per set.
Wavelength range 300-2,000 m. 2/6 per set.

Descriptive Leaflet free upon Application.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO FACTORS
All " OOJAH " Inductances are wrapped in a transparent
covering and sealed with the Registered Trade Mark

- OOJAH -
" OOJAH " Basket and Slab Inductances are being extensively
copied, as most good things are, and purchasers are advised
to not only specify " OOJAH " Brand in their order, but to
see that the seal is intact.
It is not sufficient to say " I want a set of Basket Coils."
Demand " OOJAH " Basket Coils.

GREENSLADE & BROWN
LANSDOWNE ROAD, CLAPHAM, S.W.9

Telephone-BRIXTON 639 & 3251.

U

H.F. Plug-in Transformer.
A really efficient transformer for high

frequency coupling,

Visit our
Stand (No.
83) at the
All - British
Wireless
Exhibition.
Closing
Nov. 21st.

LISTS on
application.
We have a
complete
range of
Constructor
Components

No. 0. 150 to 309 metres - - - 7/ -
No. 1. 300 to 600 metres - - - 7/ -
No. 2, 550 to 1209 metres - - - 7/ -
No. 3. 1100 to 3003 metres - - 7/ -
No, 4. 2000 metres, upwards - - 7/ -

The complete set 32,6.

Li.M4L,_mrcHAEL-7°
IN CONJUNCTION W TH B .HESKETH LTD

Hastings House, Norfolk Street, Strand,
LONDON, W.C.2.

Retail Shops 
RADIO CORNER, 179, STRAND, W.C.2.
5, YELVERTON ROAD, BOURNEMJUTH.

When you seeM.H.
The Mark of Merit
on any piece crt

wireless apparatus
you know that it is
efficient, well made,
reasonable in price
and British.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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ELKAY Lightweight Headphones,
4,000 ohms. All guaranteed. per pair
FELLOWS New Lightweight phones
4,000 ohms. Stamped B.B.C.

XVi WIRELESS WEEKLY ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 2IST, 1923

OVER A MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

ELKAY WIRELESS CO.
GREAT BRITAIN'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE WIRELESS STORES.

Quality, Quantity and Consistency Our Motto. See Our Six -Window Display of Bargains.

PIONEERS OF CHEAP PRICES. WIRELESS & EVERYTHING FOR IT.

12/9
18/6

STERLING'S Latest Model Head-
phones, 4,000 ohms. Stamped B.B.C. I9/

3
N & K (The genuine article) 4,000 1 2/9ohms. All guaranteed, per pair

ALSO BROWNS, BRUNET, THOMSON-HOUSTON (French), etc., AT SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES.

VALVES EDIS WANARCONI R

MD ORA
CCSSOR (Red or Plain Top)

ALL ONE PRICE each 1 1 / 10Special Packing and Postage, 1/- extra.

LOUD SPEAKERS. Say What Make You Require. 10% Reduction of STANDARD PRICES.
DULL EMITTER VALVES : Marconi, Ediswan, Mullard. All One Price. Packing17dell""' 24/9
DUTCH VALVES 6/11 & 7/11
L.F. TRANSFORMERS Ratio 5 to 1. All

tiara steed (postage 1/-) .. each 11/3
CRYSTAL DETECTORS .. 1/9,1/3, and 105d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glass

case .. 2/6, 2/3, 1/6
AERIAL WIRE, 7222, guaranteed hard -

drawn copper, 100 ft. (postage 1/-) 1/105
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving,

per doz. 35d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS each 2d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 1/5
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS each ld.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 7d.
CONDENSER SCALES, 0 to 180 each 3gd.
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles,

the set 65d.
BASKET COILS, set of 6, up to 3,000

metre$ 2/4
SLEEVING, 3 yds., assorted colours, for 111d.
NUTS, 2 B.A. . ..per doz. 21d.
NUTS, 4, 5, 6, and .8 B.A. ..per doz. 2d.
WASHERS, 4 B.A. ..per doz. ld.
WASHERS, 2 B.A. .. per doz. lid
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers,

per doz. 4d.
TERMINALS, with nut and washers,

each, ld., lid., & 2d.
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A. ..each 2d. & 3d.
SPACING WASHERS, large ..per doz. 2)d.
SPACING WASHERS, small ..per doz. lid.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw.. .. each ld.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw.. .. each 2d.
FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities

each' Old.
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery

while you wait . .. per lb. 3/6
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and

.washer, each .per doz. 1/3..
W. 0. TERMINALS, nuts and washers

each 2d.
per doz. 1/7

PANEL BUSHES, drilled .. each Ijd.
per doz 1/3

TOP CONDENSER bushes .. each ld., .per doz. 9d.
BOTTOM CONDENSER bushes .. each ld.

per doz. 7d.
SWITCH ARMi; 4 laminations... ebonite

knob, complete with panel, bush, nuts,
and spring washer .. aid.

STOPS, with nuts ..per doz. 6d.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth

action, marvellous value .. 1 9
With engraved dials .. .. .. 26
FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RE-

SISTANCE SCALES, 0 to 300 each 6d.

MAKE NO
MISTi-.KE

When calling
SEE THAT
YOU ARE AT

ELKAY'S

BELL WIRE, tinned copper, 12 yds. .. 6d.
VALVE LEGS, nut and washer .. each 1d

..per doz. 10d.
VALVE PINS, nut and washer .. each ld.

..per doz. 9d.
PLUNGER SPRINGS, complete .. each ld.
SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 ills. long, fin.

square, drilled .. each 3i,d.
SLIDER KNOB .. . . each 2d.
SWITCHES ON EBONITE,

(quality the best) .. each 1/6
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T.

(quality the best) .. each 1/11
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, D.P.D.T.

(quality the best) .. .. each 2/9
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in stock,

from . each Ild.
SCREWED 'ROD, 2 B.A., 12 ins. long

each 3d.
SCREWED ROD, 4 B.A., 12 ins. long

each 21d.
RUBBER INSULATED LEADING -IN

WIRE .. per yd., lid.
VARIABLE GRID LEAK, Pencil type, I/II
INSULATORS, white reel, 2 in., each Id.

lid.
INSULATORS, white egg, each d2do.g

per doz. 1/8
WOUND INDUCTANCE COILS (postage 9d.):

12 x 4 9x4 8 x2f 6x3 6x2
2/5 2/3 1/11 1/8 1/5

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings
wound to 1600 metres..each 2/6

VA RI OM ETERS (Tube type), complete
with knob 3/11 & 2/11

DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length 115d.
H ERTZITE, Genuine Large Piece 8d.
TALITE, Genuine Large Piece . 81.
PERMANITE, Genuine Large Piece . 8J.
ZINCITE, Genuine Large Piece 9d.
BORNITE, Genuine Large Piece . 6d.
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds) ..
CARBORUNDUM 5),d.
ZINCITE and BORNITE, .both in box .. 1/ -
COIL PLUGS, real ebonite 1/3, 104., & 9(d.
H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER :

1 .. 150 to 450 metres ..
2 .. .. 250 to 700
3 .. 450 tO 1200
4 .. .. 900 to 2000
5 .. .. 1600 to 3200
6 .. .. 2200 to 5600

EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND
DIAL ..

FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS.
CABINETS, all shapes and sizes in stock.

3/9

4/3
5/6
4/9
51-

1 6
8)d.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high
quality. With aluminium top and
bottom plates : Complete with knob
and dial, guaranteed accurate :

Vernier
.0001 ..
.0002 ..
.0003 ..

.00 .. .

SUPER -1QUALITY 2 -WAY. COIL HOLDER
REAL EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER
O.B.A. NUTS .. per doz.
DETECTOR ARMS, Ball Joints, Ebonite

Handle and Whisker Holder .. 35d.
WOOD SCREW TERMINALS . each 1),d.
SHELLAC .. per hot., iO,d. & 6d.
AERIAL PULLEYS 101(1,, 81d., 8d. & 45d.
TINFOIL . ..large" sheet 4d.
COPPER FOIL, 6 in. wide ..per ft. 5d.
GRID LEAKS, 21 and 2 meg. each lfgd.
FLEX (Tw in), various colours per yd. 2d.
CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper, 20

gauge .. . ..3 yds. 2d.
ENAMEL ,WIRE in 1, f, and 1 lb. reels:

22 24 26 28
per lb. 2/4 2/8 3/2 3/6

Note. -Bobbins 2d. each extra.
POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up to

900 metres, superior make, compact
size

CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed,
fitted on 4 x 2 ebonite panel with ter-
minals for aerial, earth, and 'phones,
already wired and beautifully finished 4/9

VALVE HOLDERS each 10.1d. & 1/3,
BATTERIES, H.T., dry:

10 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 6/9
60 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 9/6

AMALGO-PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
Crystals. No Wood's metal necessary 6d.

GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
crystals .. ".. 6d.

IVORINE NAME PLATES, all readings.
each ld.

per doz. 9d.
EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable, each 51d.
RAC IONETTE CRYSTAL SET, complete,

stamped B.B.C., and including one pair
4,000 ohms 'phones, 100 ft. 7/22 aerial
wire, 4 insulators lead-in tube, 6 yds.
lead-in insulated wire and adjustable
earth clip. Ready to listen -in.
Honestly worth 3 tins"

RAOIONETTE ONE -VALVE L. F.
AMPLIFIER for above... .. 3416

4/-
46
5/6
6/-
7/-
8-
5//3
7/9
4d.

IMPORTANT : Mail Order Dept.: Orders Despatched Same Day as Received -NO WAITING. Goods Sent to all Parts
of the World. Dont Pay More and Get Junk, Pay LESS and get the GOODS AT

66 ELKAY " WIRELESS CO.,
225 & 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.
Open Saturday all day. (To the Trade -New Trade Counter now open.) We open Sundays 11 to 2-30.
Special Terms to Radio Club,. isF-Note our Telephone Nos.: Wholesale, Bishopsgate 2313 Retail. Central 8544.
PLEASE REMIT AMPLE POSTAGE. Telegrams: "ELKAYWIRY, AVE."

SAV MONEY BY STUDYING OUR ADVERTS.
You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.



Good Books are more 
than half the battle 
Choose your Books 
from this List: 

Price. 
1. Wireless for AH ...... 6d. 

By JOHN SCOTr-TAOOAAT, F.Inst.P. 
2. SimplifIed WIreless ....... i/- 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAOGART, F.Inot.P. 
3. How to Make Your Broadcast Re- 

ceiver ......... 1/6 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAI3OANT, F.Inot.P. 
4. How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial 1/- 

By B. MITTELL, A.M.I.E.E. 
E.. Tite Construction of Wireless Re- 

ceiving Apparatus ...... 116 
By P. D. TYERS. 

6. The Construction of Crystal Receivers 1/6 
By ALAN L. M. D000LAS. 

7. Hew to Make a UnitY' Wireless 
Receiver ........ 2/6 

By L REDPATH. 
8. Pictorial Wireless Circuits . , . - 1/6 

By OSwALD J. RANKIN. 

IT is only when you begin to take a keen 
interest in Wireless that yu feel the need 
for a guiding hand. There, are two ways 

in which you can pick up reliable Radio 
knowledge-one is to Join your local Radio 
Society and the other is to read helpful and 
interesting books. 

Both of these methods should be adopted. 
The Books issued by Radio Press Ltd. and 
shown in the adjoining columns are recognised 
as forming a complete \Vireless Library. Each 
is part of a definite series and none overlap. 

/ 
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9. Wireless Valves Simply Explained . 2/6 
By JOHN ScoTT-TAOOAr, F.lnst.P. 

10. Practical Wireless Valve Circuits . 2/6 
By JOHN Sco1'r-TAOaT, F.Inst.P. 

12. Raiio Valves and How to Use Them 2/6 
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGAM, F.Inst.P. 

13. 500 Wireless Questions Answered 2L6 
By G. P. KENDALL& E. REDPAIH. 

14. 12 Tested Wireless Sets .... 2/6 
By P. W. EAR1s. 

15. More Practical Valve Circuits 3/6 
By JOHN SCOTT-TAOOAM, F.Inet.P. 

16. Home-Built Wircless Components 2/6 
Elementary Text-book on Wireless 

Vacuum Tubes ...... 10/- 
By JOHN SCOT!r-TAOOAM, F.Inat.P. 

(poet free.) 

Make a start with your Library to-day by 
buying the first three or four books-tbe extra 
information you will gain about Wireless will 
more than recompense you for the small outlay. 

From all Booksellers or sent direct from 
publishers (postage 2d. per book extra). 

RADIO PRESS, LTD. 
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.z. 

4 A?' 
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H.P. 'lransformer with 9 point switch, 150-4,000 
metres -designed for easy panel mounting, scale 

may be used as template. 35/.. 

'ii 

f 

HF. Transformer and H.P. 
Reactance showing panel 

mounting. 35/.. 

Tested 

The Famous RJ.LF. Intervalve trans- 
former, one price, one quality. 25/.. 

and . - 

Approved 
The complete line of R.!. products have been tested 
by the leading Radio expert in the British Isles during 
the past twelve months, and in every case technical 
opinion has recommended these units. 
Public opinion has endorsed this decision. 
During the Wireless Exhibition at the White City 
ordèrs for R.!. productions far exceeded expectations, 
and the Output of certain lines has been booked up 
many months ahead. 

AN EXAMPLE: - 

4 WIRELESS IVVEEKLY 

/ 

r 
( 

H.F. Reactance with 22 tapping points, 
- self-contained H.P. unit. No soldered 

connections are necessary. The Coil is 
self-tuned, the correct impedance being 
obtained by the use of tapping points. 
150-20,000 metres. - ...... 35I 

AD VER TISEMENTS. 
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Combined H.P. Anode Reactance and variable intervalves (Extract from "Popular Wireless" Supplement.) 
reacting 200-4,000 metres. No soldered connections adapt. " .. n .. . . i 

able to all panels, drilling template provided. 4/.. rrooably it WEIL se noti.ea mat toe pnotograpns srow the Inciusion oj 
an R.!. low-frequency transformer. Due credit must be paid to hie manu- 

- 
, jücrurers of this instrument inasmuch as when the transformer, the construction 

e e 1/' - of which was detailed ¡n a previous issue, was taken out and the present one 
- - 

- 
' put in its place, a decided increase in signal strength was noticeable, fully j '. 

justifying the additional expense involved in purchasing this component.' .1 'i 
e 

' ,°. T Send for our new 50-page Catalogue. 
- s'! / 

.-2t 
- ' 

. Free on application. 
1 

ST. '00 Complete set of parts mounted as illustrated, '-.. - 
' 

Price, including Mahogany Case and Coils, £8/i 8/8. 
- 

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD. - 

Managing Director: J. JOSEPH, M.LE.E. 
Chief Designer: W. A. APPLETON, M.B.E., MJ.R.E., late Admiralty Technical Research Office. 

Only Address, Works, Offices, and Showrooms: 

12, HYDE STREET, NEW OXFORD STREET, WC.!. 
Northern Depots: 19, HOPWOOD AVENUE, MANCHESTER, & TRINITY HOUSE, COMMERCIAL STREET, LEEDS. 

Te/ehone Regent 6224-6215-62X6. Telegram, "Instradio, London.' 
- A»L?4 QE 
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A Talk on Wireless by 
Senatore Marconi. 

Notes on the Autoplex Circuit. 
Super-Heterodyne Receivers. 

A Long-Wave Crystal Receiver. 
Duplex Reception. 
Constructional Notes. Broadcasting 
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by the Way, Random Technicalities. 
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by various combinations of which the radio experimenter or amateur can 

have been designed ,, 
build up any type of receiving set or circuit. 

Cosmos jij ij$ to secure the utmost 
flexibility. They en- 

able the "listener" to build up his set gradually as his means allow, yet 
the bricks obtained at first never become useless but can be utilized as. I 

' . 

. 

pa of a more elaborate set. 
are thoroughly wel. 
made and. moderate "Cosmos 
in price. 

ASK YOUR, REGULAR WIRELESS DEALER TO SHOW YOU 

Cosmos. If he. hasnot y,et ob- 

- LT + +HT - LT + +P$T LT + HT + 
tamed his stock write, 

sending his name to the manufacturers- 
THREE-VALVE SET 

BUY with anode renstion-1LF 
/ T 

BRITISH 
HFcoupIinb9 nariable HF / intervalve transformer TIIEMark o 

of Efficiency 

The above ilisstration and diagram s/tows a three-value GOODS 
set »ade UP with RDIOBRIX. Get a copy of the new 
book "BsILDING WITH RADIOBRIX," full t,! WORKS: TRAFFC)RDTPARK, MANCHESTER ONLY ..!..... useful circuits wi/ic theoretical and wirisg diagrams. -.._._...____ - 

XOSA OBT4INABLE EVERYWHERE, ONE SHILLING, BUILD YOUR RADIO SET WITH RADIOBRIX 

2 WIRELESS WEEKLY ADVERTISEMENTS NOVEMBER 28TH, 1923 

( 

1 The latest type 
of receiving set 

"Cosmos" 
are made by the manufacturers of the weIl-know,j 

COSMOS" RADIOPHONES. / comprise acorn- 
Cosmos ' L O 
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that anything which affords the Press ari 
-opportunity of fanning. the flame of contro- 
versy, and alluding to broadcasting as being 

banned by the theatrical managers," is to 
- be avoided at all costs. 

If an amicable arrangement can he made for 
a play to be broadcast, by all means let us 
have it, otherwise it is better not to make 
any attempt i3 this diction at alb 

who, upon a three-valve set, obtained loud- 
speaker results audible over a fair-sized room, I 

the receiving set being connected to a good 
average aerial. In another case, clear recep- 
tion was obtained in telephones with the set 
connected to a 2-foot square frame aerial. We 
think this is certainly extraordinary and must 
have been due to unusually favourable atnio- 
spheric conditions.. 

674 

The Broadcasting of Plays. 
We learn that Mr.. C. B. Cochran has 

decided to permit the broadcasting of th 
play ' Little Nellie Kelly," and according to 
the daily Press, there is a probability of con- 
troversy if not an actual legal case arising in 
consequence. Our views in this matter, as 
previously expressed, are that provided the 
play is suitably chosen there is ëvry likeli- 
hood of its producers benefiting considerably 
as a result of broadcasting portions of it, but 

grammes transmitted by the broad- 
casting stations. \Ve invite such reports, and 
vill endeavour to find space for their publica- 

tion. lt is interesting o note how reception 
results vary over different periods. From 
September i6 to 26 reception was fairl 
general, being effected in several cases upon 
a detector valve alone. Throughout October 
not a single report has been received until, 
commencing on November ii, reception is 
óbtained again, and ve learn of experimenters 

- which vill appear next week. 
- Our next issue concludes the second volume. 

- New readers therefore may commence, with 
No. t of Volume 3, and the first of (lie six 
special numbers, simultaneously. If our 
regular readers ill kindly inform their friends 
accordingly,- their courtesy 'ill be much 
appreciated. It may be mentioned here that 
the " free gift '' scheme necessitates the lur- 
chase of all the six special issues, and, as a 
great demand is anticipated, the desirability 
of ordering the six issues in advance ill h 
recognised. , 

- 

-- proaching, and these France-British tests wl1 
-. forni a useful and interesting preliminary. - 

The Cowper Circuit 5 an extremely impoN 
tant development in the use of high-frequency - 

amplification, especially on the short \\avc- 
- lengths, and several very inter&sting technical 

pnts are involved. Readers who are con- 
- - structing apparatus employing the new circuit. 

are strongly recommended to adhere most 
carefully to the values specified. 

American Broadcast Reccption. r 

We continue to receive numerous reports 
regarding reception in this country of pro- 

: A Speci1 Anr.ouncement. 
WE take this opportunity of informing 

all our readers that we are arrang- 
ing to produce a series of six 

especially attractie numbers commeIcing 
with the issue of December 12. Not 
only will our. policy of having the real 
value in the journal be fblloved, and eve'l 
improved upon, but, in connection with the 
six special numbers, there vill be a unique 
scheme of free gifts for readers, full details of 

The Cowper Circuit. 
The article by Mr. A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., 

describing his newly invented " series tuned ......... r 

anode '' Circuit, published in our last isSue . ..S 
is exciting considerable interest amongst e 
perinenters, and no doubt its efficiency and,. 
equally important, its stability, will he tested . - -. 

in connection with the forthcoming Franco- 
British tests, details of which are given else 
where in this issue. 

The time for the-Transatlantic tests is aD - 

: 

Wireless Weekly,. - Noveniber28,-1923 ... 
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- sme degree of audihilit. - However, it was 

Fig. 2.-Tile Gircuil "B." which i an inz,veizet 
unsatisfactory for a very strange reason, 

-upon the last arrangement. - namely, that it was impossible to eliminate' ,., -- 
- - ttt'- ,.' 

A,'' which drcuit -tiil-ises Tuned Anode - ' 1' 

L 

F2g. 3-The Circti1 C," iliusiraling a further 
- L,, develop;neni 

- - 
) NR : - 

and, after c-&nsid&able experimentation, I- 
L/R, - L' - decided to eliminate the one in the anode' 

- - 
-s- circuit, and to shunt The grid coil and the tele- 

- T , phones with variable condensers of o.00i 1zF 

, capacity. This circuit, " C," will clearly 
- - 

- show' what wiring was arrived .-at. The 
-Z./.00 Z.'25O 

- : efficiency of the receiver was much tmprov; 1 

T 
- l- - and still further distance covered with the 

OR FR.AI 

Fig.. I.The Circuit "A," a n1o.4ification of the original 
Armstrong Super. 

I have been experimenting with this particular 
circuit_for some considerable time and.hecaiise 
I was probably the first amateur experimenter, 
in this country. at any rate, to employ same. 

This circuit is, of course, a modification by 
simplificatio.n of the original Armstrong 
Si ngle Valve Super-regenerative Receiver, a 
typical circuit of which I give in diagram 

iiF- i 

:;L 

II-lAVE read with very considerable in-. ..egerration. I originally macle up this cir-: 
terest your article on-the " Autoplex Ci;- uitt.«found by further experimentation, 
cuit " appearing in the current issl.Ie. that better results by far coUld he'obtained by I say " with cOnsiderable interest " because the elimination of all lumi) capacities; this 

- resulted in circuit " B." - It was now found 
- - - . . that whereas the couphiiig of. the two low- 

- frequency oscillation, inductances was of very' 
/ - 

.' coniderahle importance, it was now of only 
R . 

. minor importance; tuning was considerably 
- : ' 

-.1 R 
2.- - sharper and receptión possible over greater- 

, - jifi T, distances with good audibility-i- - - -i -. - 

+ .. The minor importance,' with circuit '' 
- of the coupling between the two low-frequency. 

XJOOLYJI 2 11+ inductances,- led me to tn the effects of eri-. ' 

- - . '- - 

tirely dispensing with one or other of them,' 
dc1. "c2 -- . E 

:ÑOTES ON THE AUTöPLEX crncur 
: yCIA.ÙDELVONS: :« 

In sponse to our talion nr have ìeed the following Vt i i uteresting_ lei We are ai all 
-, 

- lies p1eaed -lo Jièai fròin- experiineiite? wh try the novel circuiis pithlìsied iii ills jlurnäL : 

- - 

November 28, 1923 - Wireless WeëlUy 
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are to hé: obtained- -on t-lie -broadcast -- :- - -. 
.-- - : 

: 

band of -w aveleiigths. After still further - Fig. 5.-The Circuit " E," which is ¿inisrprovement S 

experimentation the 0 00! ¿tF variable con- uI'ou tite ariangentent illusit atad Zn tite last figure ¡ 

denser was eliminated fioni the grid circuit 
and also -the \ar1ab1 condenser across the type, as it is essential that the self-capacitr 

- telephones This resulted in circuit " D, ' of same he reduced to a minimum Any type -' 

hich, strangely enough, is- a replica of the of %alve may be used, bit some are consideiL 
Autoplex Ciicui '' '11)1v better tlìaii others, and by e\periment I 
Still moie gratifying results, howeer, can h'ìve found that the Marconi '' D E R '' 

be obtained with the last ciicuit I 1ia'e ith not more than a niaimum of 36 vous 
arrived at, n'inielv, circuit " F' \hie a vari- JI T , is consideiah'y better than àny offiet 

although Partly correct, in the main; ina- J . 
curate, and that, óntrary to the, original r''"" ' .: - - :r'. i : -- 
theory, th aniplification effect could nOi only-.' , - . - -' - -.'. 

be maintained, biit actually improved by d- 
- 

': . -: : - --. : . 

creasing the dimenions of theoscillation in- 
. 

f'.: v,T6.cJ . v-2c). :--:. -. 

- . 

. ductance-i.e., taking up the quenching fre- ' -. -:. :. - 

qtiency vers consideiably indeed Further- 
I- ii 

r 

more, despite Mijor Armstrong's very inter- 
esting explanations, signals did not increase 

8 
/ 

on the lower wavelengths unless the value of L 
-,F?_uI.±__J, - 

the oscillation inductances '%\ere reduced in 
appro\iniate proportion Ir fact, these must 

Oo5 
c, 

be absurdly small if the best results ---' . - - 

58/ 

- Fig. '4.----TJie Circuit "D a. replica of the Autop1.x 
Circuit. . . . . 

without afletiig- the eflciency,. furtlìr èx- 
erinients were iidulged in, hich, apart 

from a atisfactor outcome, ere exceedingly 
interesting from a theoretical point of view, 
and rather proved that- MajoE Armstrongs 
original explanation of the modus operaidi 
of his super-regenerative - receiver was, 

tically. essential. i. . 

. 

The values of the circuit are very mponant,. 
and the efficiency of the receiver will be poor 
if same are not rigidly adhered to. Of excep- 
tional importance are the two variometers, 
which should he such that the stators and 
rotors are possible of extremely close 
coupling-that is to sày, they should not be 
separated more than in., and if less, so 
much the better. The only variometers that - 

are suìtable are the ball type and the stator 
vinding. shou!d he on the inside and not ori 

the outside of the stator former. The set I 
am at present using makes use of two made - 
by the General Radio Company, and tl)es'e 
cari he strongly recommended. 

The inductance must be of the honeycomb 

the high-power, long-wave arC statioís, par- able condenser of o 0005 F is placed in the 
licularly the American stations. The large earth lead. The apparatus must now he use 
low-frequency oscillation. inductarke' vasei- vith the ti'uãl èarfh, which must he good, and 
dently responding to those wavelengths, to ' with a frame aerial connected to the point 
which either a D.L. 1,250 or a DL. i,5oo coil,- and, in.place of the D.L. 1,250 or 1,500 oscil 
tuned by a o.00i i.tF condenser, would be in lation coil, a Burndept S4 coil will give nìo;t 
resonance. , . . - :« -. gratifying results.' Of course, off the broacl- 

In order to eliminate these 'interferences,'. '' cast' waveband an p!t.side aerial can be cony. ,':' 

- 
' t necteci to point JE, with impròved volume of 

'ÇN' - «-« '.-'' 
',. sound and real .' D.X." reception.- - The . '... 

I 

'. 0.0005 1iF variable condenser should prefer-', ' ' 

- U&W' ' ably be'of the Sterling Square' Law ypç, and'?' 
- - - ........... '.' vei-nier ' CQntrol of this condenser is prac ;' 

r 

Wireless .W'eèify . 

-. 

Ñoveinber28, 
r 
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in, without any of the iolent oscillations so 
usual with this type of receiver, and nìay be 
very sharply tuned with the vernier control. 

With regard to results, all the B.B.C. 
stations may be comfortably heard in the tele- 
phones, and stations, within 60/70 miles on 
two pairs connected in parIlel. Manchester 
B.B.C. (about 45 miles from here) can almost 
be reproduced on a loud-speaker. The varia- 
tion frequency of the S4 oscillation inductance 
is, of course, far above the adibilitv limit, and 

for this amplifier can be tapped off one end 
of the I-I.T. battery, which, to allow for same, 
must exceed 36 volts by at least ¡2. 

The amplification on 2L0 (190 miles) with 
i II .F. valve, combined with circuit '' E 
and the microphone amplifier, is greater than 
that obtained with another instrument em- 

ploying two stages of transformer-coupled 
i1.F. valve rectification and two-note mag- 
nifiers. The. cost, of course, is far more than 
halyed, as. is also the cost of upkeep. 

tintil the rushing sound again commences anti 
the two variometers simultaneously adjusted 
until the carrier wae is heard at maximum 
intensity ; the carrier should be tuned down in 
pitch until speech comes in, distorted and very 
strong. The iament current should then he 
increased until the speech suddenlv anishes 
entirely and the w hole receive.!:, appears 
' dead." The earth variable condenser is 
now employed, and on turning same siowly 
tOwards its maximum point, speech will come 

ally wound to match the impedance of the 
valve used. The writer has worked a large 

I3ron " loud-speaker with one stage of 
high-frequency preceding th. -circuit " E," 
followed by a Brown microphone amplifier,. 
which instrument may be relied upon to give 
distortion less ampi ification approxi niately - 

equivalent to two stages of low-frequency mag- 
nification, with, of course, the additionat 
saving of cost in valve renewals and current 
consumption. The necessary 6 volts required 

-, 

meter can he advanced by 5IO0, and if still 
no results, can he advanced by ° at a time, 
whilst the grid varionieter is varied through 
900 for each occasion 

As soon as a carrier wave is located, the 
filament should be iiicreased until a rushing 
sound is heard in the telephones, culminating 
in a sudden plucking sound. Th filamént 
control (same should have a dial from 0.-300 

degrees) should be carefully noted. The fila- 
ment rheostat is then eased about one degree 

are to he covered, that the inductance be 
niounted in a coil holder, on the panel, so as 
to allow for change at will, according to the 
vaveband' upon which reception is desired. 

That is to say, the variation frequency can 
be easily varied in steps. 

The experiments are not yet complete, but 
the indicate that high-frequency aniplifica- 
tion vill be far niore satisfactory, for certain 
reasons, than low-frequency niagnification, 
uiiless the transformer of the latter be especi- 

L 

.Firtly, the earth variable condenser niust be 
set at its minimum capaci' and the vario- 
meter in the anode Circuit, at minimum coup 
ling. (The variometers must be mounted so 
that they have scales and pointers, and that 
the 900 of the scale is for both at the minimum 
of coupling between rotor and stator.) 

The variometer in the grid circuit should 
then be set to full coupling and very slowly 
aried between this position and 900; if no 

carrier flaves be picked up, the anode vario- 

which is of the description that permits of 
sharp and selective tuning. This is indi- 
cated as necessary on account of the fact that 
with the final circuit (E) it lias been noted 
that the tuning becomes sharper as the varia- 
tion frequency is increased (i.e., the size ef 
the coil diminished) ; hut this procedure is, 
as far as general reception is concerned, a dis- 
advantage, because each inductance is best 
suited for a certain waveband. It has there- 
fore been found essential, if all wavelengths 

* 

i, 

4r'' 

tvpe. Various valves were tried, includihg 
M.O. '' R.,'' Ediswan '' A.R.,'' '' V;24,'' 

a French " R.," Telefunken " K.T.D." and 
E.V.N.," etc., and it is interesting to note 

here that excellent results were also obtained 
hen using a Marconi '' R." valve that had 

been repaired by Messrs. Radions, Ltd. 
The tuning is somewhat strange, hut even 

a novice can learn to handle this receiver in an 
hour or so. The procedure is as follows 

theretis, therefore, n distracting noise as is 
usuall' present when usi 11g super-regenerative 
receivers of any description where the varia- 
tion frequency is low, i.e., the inductance 
large. 

The tuning, compared to a standard three- 
circuit regenerative recei er, is compara- 
tively broad, and experiments are therefore 
being conducted with regard to tle addition 
of a stage of high_frequency amplification, 

- 
'- Notrember 28, T923 Wireless Weekly 
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cause. To confess the truth I 

vas engaged in the brutal and 
degrading srt of chasing the 
fox, when my ge-gee and I came 
to grief over an overgrown fence 
vith a blind dftch beyond it. 

Naturally it was the right arm 
that went. Belevc me or not 
writing wth onets left hand is an 
overrated- amusement. 

better." So saying, she pushes 
aside your carefully adjusted 
secondary and you bite back a 
bitter word before startirg all 
over agin. Or you may go one 
better (or worse by entrusting 
the entire set to her. . . . There 
are times when women must' 
work and men must weep, and 
this is one of them. 

678 

source of those occasional 
atmosohrics " of high power 

that make you rend your hair. 
A Felt Want. 

There have been quke a lot .f 
little paragraphs netly tucied- - 

away in odd corners of the papers' 
about some marvellous new wiie- 
less device' of the- Hun's- for 

aerial to effect some ingenious 
improvement I lost my hold and 
vas promptly earthed. Another 

runs that I am suffering from the 
kick of a galvanometer. A third 
that I attempted single-handed 
to chastise Radiating Rupert, 'a 
hefty fellow, as lie so vell' 
deserves. --- 

Alas, 'twos not in the service 
of fair mistress Radio that I coi- 
lected niy wounds. I cannot 
claim to be a martyr for the noble 

Then comes an inspiration. 
You enlist the services of- your 
better half, telling her the names 
of the knobs that are to be her 

pidgin." So far sq good. 
You get primary and secondary 
carefully adjusted and ask herto 
move the condenser - knob of 
tuned anode No. 2-just as you 
move No. z. " Why, of course,-. 
I'll help,'' she cries; '' I'll just 
m-ove this silly little coil out of 
thè way so that I can get at it 

'in charge turned over a thinga- 
mejig and straightway a 12-mehl 
spark leapt over a gap in front of. 
the gigantic induction coil. It 
flew across with a zipping noise 
as long as-the tube was vorling. 
-the tube was a littlé hard the 
operator explained - and my' - 

heart Went dut to those who were 
listeniig to th early part of: 
2L.O.'s programme. If you llave 
a nearby hospital with an- X-ray. 
plant it is very possibly . the. 

that ¡s my sad state: If you think 
that I have been carrying my 
imtation of Jack so fat as to 
come home with the milk you do 
me a great injustice. Kinder meli 
have looked sympathetically 
upon my slings .and bandages 
and, knowing my devotión to 
wireless, have acclaimed me as 

ne of the first mart'rs in the 
cause of the newest of sciences. 
One runioir has it that having 
scaled the (lrzzy heights of my 

five condensers, two potentio- 
meters and a brace of couplings 
with one hand is a problem that 
I am still trying to solve. You 
get one or two of the things just 
iight, then something else at the 
far end of the set cries aloud for 
attention; you turn to it, and 
twiddle it as it would be twiddled. 
By so doing yóu upset the balance 
of those first attendd to. You 
say things and begin agaiñ.' 

trains ; there is no electric railway 
'within half a score miles of us; 
no power cables are draped about 
our highways or our byways, we 
have not 'even a generating 
station. But we 'have 'an X-ray, 
plant. ' 

Whe«my doctor who is'alwa)s, 
looking for trouble took ine there 
to-day in the hope ,that be might 
find one or two märe breakages 
calling for medical plumbing, th& 
secret was revealed. The fellow 

- Under Difficuliles. - 

EVER tried to be merry and 
bright with a broken arm 

-and a pate as shrewdly 
cracked as ever was Jack's after 
he and Jill had done their 
historic act o' the hillside with 
a pail of water?. No? Then let 
me crave your indulgence, for 

One-Handed Tuning. X-Ray Atmospherics.. - 

But the most difficult thing of 
all is to tune one's receiving set 
properly. When working with 
tuned anodes I have always felt 
that two hands were a very poor 
allowance for one wirekss 
enthusiast. But how in the name 
of goodness you are to adjust 

I've often wondered where the 
weird ci-acklings come from that 
the set sometimes brings in in 
Little Puddleton when thère i 

no apparent reason for the pres- 
ence of ¿ven- the mildest and 
most subdued atmospherics : but 
now I know: We have no 

 

: - 

Jottinylq 
'._by Hie 

L 
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IX-II-23 WGY 
18-ri-23 

19-II-23 ,, 

20-iI-23 

360 ,, ,. . 
1.35 

380 F.D. Cupar, Fife .. i HF. Detector-i L.F. .. 1.22-2.30 
J.P.B. Southwell, Notts i H.F.-Dete.ctor .. .. 

J.W.T. Lendon,.S.E... AIIConert Receiver . 

. 

L48 

679 - 

AMERICAN BROADCAST RECEPTION. 
Further reports received from our readers. 

Date. Call 
Sign. 

Wave- 
length 

in metres 
Name. 

- 
. Town. 

- . . . 

. Receiver. .. G.M.T. 

9-9-23 WGY 380 T.A.St.J. Chingford, Essex rH.F.-Detector-2 L.F. .. 2.40-4.25 
rI-9-23 ,, J.G.G. Holland Park .. Inveise Duplex Circuit.. .. 3.0 -3.30 
16-9-23 ,, TASti. Chingford, Essex r H.F.-Detector----2 L.F. .. 3.10-3.20 

WMAF 360 V,D.B. Reading, Berks. ,, .. r23o-r;45 
19-9-23 WTGY 380 H.G.E. Islington, N.i .. 2 H.F.-Detector-z L.F. .. 1.55-2.45 

,, WMAF 360 ,, . . ,, . ,, ,, 1.55-2.20 
21-9-23 WGY 380 . E.J.S. Lincoln .. H.F.-Detector-L.F. .. .. 
23-9-23 WBZ 400 R.L.K.C. Stirling .. .. 2 H.F.-Detector----2 L.F. .. 11.45-2.0 
25-Q-23 ,, ,, H.G.E. Islington, N.i .. ,, ,, .. 

turbers of the peace who w!ll 
chirp and squeal and squeak 
through the best of broadcast 
programmes. Do you see the 
idea? As soon as Squeaking Sam 
gets to work you turn over switch 
No. i the device then automati- 
cally D.F.'s Sam. That done 
ou press switch No. 2 w1th a 

quiet smile of satisfaction. 
In Sam's distant den all is con- 
fusion. Sparks fly from his 

behind ith lCD working on 
3,2cc metres. Swederi and some 
of the Central European countries 
are shortly to have full broad- 
casting services. 

lt is to be hoped that sorne 
kind of agreement 'ilt he 
reached as regards suitable 
wavelengths. and that there vill 
be a general policy of live and 
let live; otherwise confusion may 
become worse and worse, con- 

to the unwelcome accompaniment 
of a ukulele or a balalaika played 
in quite a different key in the 
other. That would he a pretty 
pass, would it not? \Ve might 
even find the diplomats growing 
heated over the question of the 
ownership of the ether and the 
rights of foreigners to trouble 
our portion of it. 

WIRELESS WAYFARER. 

tliings be very truth or the 
merest of rumours I do not 
know. Probably they are a mix- 
turc of both in about equal pro- 
portions. - 

Still the fact remains that they 
point the way for some of our 
feit ¡le inventors-inventors of 
gadgets not of tales. What I 
want, as I am sure you do too, is 
a neat little attachment to the set 
that will enable us to mete out 
conclign punishment to those cils- 

howl within striking iange c'f 
Little Puddleton, beware 

A Weird Prospect 

They tell me that wireless is 
catching on just as widely abroad 
as it is in this country. France 
was, of course, the pioneer of 

broadcasting-how we used to 
bless FL's afternoon trans- 
missions in the old B.B.C.-les 
da) s-and Italy as not far 

their wavelength and all was 
well. This is merely a sample of 
what might happen if there ere 
no sort of co-operation. Things 
would of course be fat worse if 
a very powerful station were 
created in, say, Belgium.to trans- 
mit upon 369 metres. Then we 
should have ethereal struggle 
for the mastery between the 
orchestras of London and 
Brussels, and we might even 
find a singer in one city arbling 

bringing anything mechanically 
propelled to an instantaneous full 
stop. Motor cars have been 
brought up short on the roads; 
aeroplanes were forced to descend 
from the blue into the yery hands 
of the authorities waiting to con- 
fiscate them; fishing smacks 
found themselves s udderd) like 
the Ancient Mariner's craft as 
idle as a painted.. ship upon. a- 
painted ocean. Whether these 

'phones like those from the 
village blacksmith's an il. His 
inductances are undone, his con- 
densers dismembered. A little 
later the jury returns a prompt 
verdict of justifiable oscilla- 
toricide; you receive the grateful 
thanks ot.all your fellow sufferer 
and allis peace. Yes, there is a 
wonderful future for this- inven 
tion. I shall have one, no matter 
what- it. costs; so if you live and 

founded as Europe gets under 
way with broadcasting. Do you 
remember what a search 2L0 
had some months ago to track 
down a perfecUy pöisonous 
heterodyne .w'histle that. accom- 
paied his evtning transmissions 

ithoùt a nidmeñt's i-espite? lt 
was. eventually tracèd: to a 
harmonic of Radiola, then o-k- 
ing on 1,550 metres. otli 
stations subsequently. changed 
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- .-- - . .- 
-.- - -. .. . 

i 

-- - - ..t.. . --- ,t..- _r.__-__ - - 

coupled to the, aerial, each set absorbing the teceived the signals at the expense of the other. 
impulses of the frequency to which the tuning - Ordinarily, when these sets vere used sing- 
units are adjusted. At first blush it would they were not particularly sensitive to body 
seem that cdnnectig.sets in éither series oi capacity, hut when connected ¡ri taideth and ' 

- parallel would make lIttle difference intheir':. tuned, to as near the same, wave_1ehgh' asS' 

operation; hut, such is not the case, as closer. ppssihle, the removâl òf -the hand from the: 
analysis vill show nd subsequent experiments . -.' neighbourhood of either one of the sets would' -. 

- 
- prove. - cause the reception to shift from one' to the . 

Following sómewha closèly a circuit re- - other; in- fact, there would he a sort of Ilutter- 
cèntly recomm'nded, the writer made two seis.'- '' ing effect as one or the ofher hrpughit in the - - ' 

One of these as a single-valve set and the sign'tls - 
other incftrded a detector valve and to-no1e on paga 688) ,,.,J 

e 

82. 
Fig: i-The circuit arrangement referred to by the 

author. - 

Recently there has been introduced a radi- 
cally new and different tuner in which the 
aerial circuit remains tintuned. In view of this 
deyelopment the problem presents itself in a.. 
much simpler light. Here we have a circuit 
containing no tuning capacity or inductance, 
in which case we may conceiye that the sets. 
in . question- act as wave traps inductively 

L 

:Fig:2:_Indicating the manner iñ which the tw sei& nere 
connected. - 

dently of each. other. - .While 011e tation was 
being received on the loud-speaker, one could 
at will bring in others on the headphones with 
the other set. In fact, it was possible to geL 
a combination of-any two at pleasure. How- 
evér, when one tried to get the same statioh 
pn both sets at the same time, it vas found 
that the st which was tuned the more closely 

broadcasting reception field, of the Reinartz 'ack 75 ft. long and 6 ft. aparwth a 3-ft. 
tuner and all its niyriad.variations, a way to : lead-in, was connected to the single-valve set: 
the solution of this problem has been indi-: From the earth terminal a short lead was çon cated. The partial tuning of the aerial cir- nectedjo the aerial terminal of the three-valve 
Cuits of these sets has, however, militated set and the earth ôf this set was connected 
seriously against their satisfactory operation - in the ustil manner. Muh tò the writer's 
when connected to the same aerial. delight the sets operatecl ahsolutèly irtdepen- - 

-, 

-- : :. - 

VR, 

(TURNS L, (TURNS 

iL:____ 
2 

I)UPLEX .. RECEPTION 
:. .; :. By R. E. SABIN. 

r - - 

Ve s/tall be pleased to hear from readers who ¿iy the arrangement described in the following article 

T11E problem of the simuftaneous opera- magnifiers for operaIug a loud-speaLer These 
tion of two or more sets ifpon oneaér-ial; -. .. sets.\vere.connectedinseries:. Tlìe:single- 
without interference, has been a mattet valve set in its cabinet as placed drectiv 

of idle speculation on the part of the writer on top of the three-salve set The aerial-, an 
for some time. With the advent, iiito the inverted L, consisting of two parallel vires 
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one, and the simple receiving set 
now to be described will, it is 
hoped, appeal to those who will 
find interest in. the reception of 

spark " signals on the longer 
wavelengths. 

s-_S. 

pra5ticé therein will appreciate 
the freedom from interference 
and the comparatively slow send- 
ing of. some of the longer wave 
stations, particularly Eiffel Tower 
on 2,600 metres, whilst to those 

68 - 

varies the inductance in steps of 
12 turns at a time and, in con- 
junction with the o.0005 pF 
variable condenser, varies the 
tuning between 300 an4 about 

L 

Fig i.-Th 

doubt looking for fresh fields í 
conquer. When this stage is 
arrived at, the usual thing is to 
contemplate the construction of a 
valve receiving set of some 
description, principally wiçh a 
view to the reception of more 
(listant stations. 

The usual course, however, 
does not commend itself to every- 

complete set. - . . 

stations between and 3,00ô 

metres in their " teceiving reper- 
toire" may do so by the use of 
a separate heterodyne, that is tó 
say, a single valve self-oscillating 
set, such as that described by Mr. 
Alan L. M. Douglas in the cur- 
rent issue of Modern Wireless. 

Those who are learning the 
Morse' code and wish to obtain 

described in detail presently, ', - 

Fig. 2.-Theoretical circuit diagra;n. 

constructed a It will be -noted that ". spark ' who are interested in accurate 

HAVING 
crystal receiving set and signals are specified, as, of time keeping, the various time 
satisfactorily received the course, the crystal receiver alone signal transmissions from the 

transnissicns from the most con- will not nable C.W. signals to same station, receivable upon the 
veniently situated boadcasting be received, btit those who wish crystal set alone, will prove 
station, many readers are no to include the continuous wav ditinctly useful. 

- The General Arrangement. 
- . 

- The photograph, Fig. ï, shows 
- - the completed set with the aerial 

p - - 

and earth terminals upon the left, 
- a crystal detector (of the plug-in 

1 - 

- 

- type made by Messrs. Cutters) 
ßack, f 

at the oentre the two tuning 
¡ - 

. switches to the right and left of - 

p , 'j the detector and the tuning con- 
i 

denser, with knob and engraved 
- 

p dial, in the centre. The telephone - 

f - terminals are immediately in front 
j o-f the variable condenser dial,. 

- hilst the two terminals to the 
- right are connected to the aerial - 

- and earth terminals respectively, 
- to form a convenient means of 

connecting the set when used as a 
tuner preceding a valve amplifier. . - 

- 
.. Of the two tuning switches, the 

- 

. 

left-hand one, connected to a Go- - 

. -. . - 

- turn solenoid inductance to be - - 

A LONG WAVE 'CRYSTAL 'RECEIVER 
By E. REDPATH, Assistaut Editor. .. . 

A complete sel capable of receiving ¿n wavelengths between 300 and about-3,000 metres, witick 
may also be used as a tuner preceding a valve amplifier. . . - ,, 
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0.0003 F (that fitted to the 
original set is a Fallon con- 
denser, a i-inch hole being 
drilled in the wcoden panel so 
that the spindle does not make 
contact with the wood). The 
Bowyer-Lowe Co. supply vari- 

The Long Wave inductance. 

This inductance, as already 
mentioned, consists of a multi- 
layer, lattice coil.. The coil 
actually fitted in the set flow 
being described, consists of No. 

682 

are shown assembled in place in 
the photograph, Fig. 5. . The 
short wave inductance, it viIl he 
observed, surropnds the variab!e 
condenser and is secured in place 
by- means of two small brass 
clips passing over the ends of the 

Materials Required. 

One containing box, to the dimcn- 
sons gi\'th in Fig. 3. THe box 
illustrated was made by Pickett 
Bros., who spr.dalise in wire- 
less cabinets. 

Two 5-pOint tuning switches, and 
6 terminals (these vere supplied 
by the Bo.wyer-Lowe Co., and 
are specially adapted for 
mounting upon -cod panels). 

One variable condenser, capacity 

and the wires should be cleaned 
and twisted together again .in 
readiness for subsequent solder- 
ing. If the winding has been 
done carefully, shelLac varnish 
will not be necessary, but a thin 
coat.can be applied at this stage 
if coiiidered desirable Its effect 
upon the wavelength will only be 
mall and it certainly affords p:c- 

tection against the subsequent 
aborpticn of moisture. - 

the purpose. If a bought lattice 
coil is used, the nearest availabe 
will rob.ably be a 250-turn cc il, 
and -should he tapped so as to- .. 
include sections of 50, 55,.65 and 
8o turns. - --. . 

Assembling and Wir1n Up. 

Fig. .4 shows how the top pnel 
of the-ontaining box is to be 
drilled aod cut out for mounting 
the various components, which. 

 

The complete circuit cliagrm 
is shown in Fig. 2,111 which A, E, 
are the aerial and earth term- 
nais; A1, E,,the output terminais 
when the set is used mere'y as .a 

- tunér; L,, the 6o-turn solenoid 
inductance; L2, the tapped mult 
layer coil; C, the o.0005 iF vari- 
able condenser; S,, S2, the short 
wave and long wave tuning 
switches; D, the crystal detectcr 
añd TEL, the teiephcne termi- 
nais. No telephone condenser is 

L .. - fitted in the original set, but the 
effect of adding one, as shown at 
C, in the diagram, may be tried. 

A quarter of an inch from oiìc 
end of the tube pierce two 
small holes and, having threaded 
the end of the No. 20 S.W .G. 
copper wire into one hole and out 
of the other to secure it, wind on 
closey 6o turns, making a tap- 
ping, in the shape of a small loop 
twisted round a lead pencil, at 
every 12th turn and securing the 
finishing end of the winding by 
passing through to small holes 
in the cardboard tube, as before. 

The Icops at the 'arious tap- 
ping points should now be Cut, 
and the vires should be un- 
twisted, the insulation removed 

siipped upon the mandrel, nd 
the remaining spokes are in- 

serted, thus securing the ring 
between them. The actual method 
of winding the coil has already 
been described (?Iode rn JVirc- 
less, Voi. 1, No. 4), by Mr. G. P. 
Kendall, so that it is not cbn 
sidered necessary to repeat the 
instructions here. 

The prc.jecting Iocps of the 
inter-layer windings form a very 
convenient means for making 
tappings, and one loop in the 
2nd, 4th, and 6th layers is to 
have the insulation removed for 

- 
. pete, or - 

* 

On ebonite ring, 2 inches insLde- : -v--- - 

'! r Je 

t SUPPlY :f tinned copper wffC 

J - - J_ 

- . - mended), -and about r yard of - 

- - - : -- insulaied sleeving. 
. 

Fie. 3.-Tile citaining box. 
The Short Wave Inductance. - Fig. 4-Drilling plan of zoden paneL- 

800 metres, and may be regarded -- able condensers mounted in a -31 S.\\ G.-d.c.c. copper wire, 
as the " fine '' tuning switch. manner similar to the switches). wound in nine layers each con- 

right-hand tunjng switch, -Oie crystal -detector, upon an _taining 25 turns, upon an ebonite 
is connected to tappings taken ..ßbonite base, and eitherof the tube or foundation ring, inch 

- from a multi-layer coil of the fine wire and crystal or zincite vide. A wooden mandrel, 2 - 

- 
- lattice type (also to be described bornite type. - 

- inches in diameter, has two -. 

- in detail presently), increases the One cardboard tube (preferab circles of holes (Pine holes in each 
:-avelength in fairly equal steps, 

- wax impregnated), 4 inches i-.. 
çirc1e), drilled rarlially and fitted - 

to 3,000 metres, intermedi-te di'imetei by 4k inches long and ith i8, i inch diameter, brasa 
tun ng being effected by niean of about ounces No 20 S W G oi steel spokes All the spokes 

-. : - 
the fine tuning switch and. the -: -d:c.c.-copper wire. -. 

ione circle are inserted, then 
.-.- : - - 

variable condenser. - - - -One 250-turn lattice coil corn- the ebonite foundation ring is 
- 
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'q 

the fibre strip are then to be bent, [ _ E1 TEL.- E 

drilled, and bolted together, so as 
to grip the coil securely. FÌ. 6.-A "back-of-panel" n*ing diagram. 

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF "MODERÑ WIRELESS" ' 

This issue will contain, together with other interesting contributions, the following :- 
"A Cabinet 2-valve magnifier," by Percy W. Harris. "What to do with three Va1ves,' 
by John Scott-Taggart. " Loud-speakers and How they Work," by E. Alexander. ." Some 

new American Single-valve Circuits," by A. D. Cowper. 
- L : 

F2g. 5-Back view of top panel, s1owing arrangc;nent of coinponnts. 

- so airnged that the tappings are 'Ïack-of-panel" wiring diagram 
èonveniently situated above the Fig. 6, in conjunction with the 
fine tuning switch, to the respec- theoretical circuit diag.rani, Fig. 
tive contact studs of which they - 

are tobe connected by means of ' 

the tinned copper wire. 
The method of securing the Ai 

lattice coil is very simple, and 
consists in screwing to the under- 
side of the panel a strip of - inch 7L0NO 

WAVE wide by i/io inch thick red fibre, 
suffitiently long to surround the 
coil Between the fibre and the 
wood pinel itself, is placed a.. 
small block of wood with a hole 
through it, to raise the coil 
slightly and, between the coil and 
the fibre, ¡s placed a small piece 
of felt, to increase the grip of the 
fibre upon the coil and to prevent 
the latter being injured by the 
screw head. The extremities of 

heard, although, of course, it 
could not be called loud, and 
required thê addition of a single 
valve low-frequency amplifier to 
render it comfortably audible in 
two pairs of telephone receivers 

A 

No. B.A. sciewed brass rod The arrnemeit wilíb seen 2:- The short ire conuieãtions 
which ârries the fixed cndenser on reference to Fig. 

. 

between the coil tappings and 
vánes, and seciired in place by The wiring of the set is. really the contáct studs ae left bare, 
means of two extra No. B.A. very simple and will be readily insulated sleeving being em- 
brass nuts. The coil should be followed by referring to the ploved only upon the longer leads. 

Results Obtained. 
- - 

Upon the short va e induct- 
ance alone, numerous signals 

- -- 

were received, immediately the 
- 

- 

Set v/as completed, upon 300, 
* 450 and ôoo metres, whilst with 

- - ... half of the short wave inductance 
¡ ) in circuit and the long wave 

- switch upon the third stud, and 
- ey little of the variãblè eon- 

- densêr, excellent sigiials were 
:receiyed from Nodèich. With 
-all of the inductance in circuit 

4 - 

and the variable condenser at 
about 30°, Eiffel Tower time 

-- - - 
signals vere received, and upon 

- - - 
- a subsequent evening the 6. to 

- 

- ¡.m. telephony concert from this 
-. ............... - 

- last-named stat ion was clearly 
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Chelmsford and deserves to rank as an histori- -. ing did for the writtén word.!' .;: - 

cat souenir In appearance it is a poor thing I should like to say a few %ords more on the 
compared with the microphone into which L subject of wireless telegraphy. It is of all 
am no speaking, bût the path of inventiöni forms of communication the swiftest and th 
strewn- with- these .apparently:.small. things ,......most .flexible. Thegeneral public, did not 

- 

which events prove to he of greit importance perhaps realise its value as a practical means 
: Only three years separate us fromthat novel of communication at sea until 1912, when, on -: 

and interesting e\periment, and yet to-night the occasion of the loss of the Titanic, the 
the managers of the B B C. inforj me that lises of oo people were sa\ed by the \%ireles 
important 'speeches like those recently, de- - call for assitance. To-day no vessel over '' ' 

Jiveied by Geneial Smuts and by Lo1J certain tonnage puts to sea ithout the meanS 

North, to Lands End in the extreme South. the British people. to their Monarch than the - . 

One of the most interesting early experi- opportunity which Broadcasting will afford )f 
ments in Broadcasting took placé in this enabling the people of the Empire to listen tQ 

country in the early months of 1920, when a the actual voice of their King and Emperor. 
number of concerts were transnìitted f rom the There have heeñ in the history of inveñtiori .- 

Marconi Wireless Station at .Chelnisford, and one or two discoveries vhicb have changèd the -. 

Madame Melba's voice was heard throughout character of peoples and révolutionised .th- 
Europe and even in Asia. The insignificait conditions under which tley live.. Printing 
trumpet, mnde, I believe, out of a cig-ir-hox, was one of them, wireless is another As a 

hicli was fitted over the microphone into riter in the Timec s-nd recently, " Broad- - 

which Dame Melba sang, is still preserved at casting has done for human speech what print 

 

which has attended their efforts. I know of tion such as this may play in binding together - 

hardly any other form of human activity in great communities ! Jt may be that the time 
which such marked progress has beenmade in is not far distant when His Majesty the King, 
so short a time. 

- :. on sQnle great occasion like. the, opening of 
Twelve months ago listeners-in in. Great Parhianiett, may be heard - deliyering his -. 

Britain çonsisted of a mall band of- nateur- - address from the throne, not -only by the. 
wireless enthusiasts, numbring some ,óoo. - people of these islands, but by millions of the- 
To-day we know on the authority of the Post- population of Canada, - Australia, Suth. 
master-General that there are half a million Africa, India, and all the shattered pdssesions -. '- 

licence-holders scattered throughout the of the British Crown. - I canimagine nothing 
United Kingdom, from Stornoway in the far moie likely to strengthen the ties which bind 

ILADLY accept the invitation of the 
British Broâcicasting Company to speak to 

T listeners-in on the first anniversary of the 
official commencement of Broadcasting in 
Greai Britaiii. Broadcâsting constitutes one 
of the most interestiñg develöpments in the 
scieiice of radio còmunication. I have 
watched its rapid growth with great pride. 
There is èvéry ieason to congratulate the 
British Broadcasting Company on the success 

Curzon have, thanks to Broadcasting, been 
heard by audiences of at least two million 
persons. No one. would venture to place a 
limit on the possibilities of an invention wiich 
has already made such marvellous progress. 
1f to-day the voice of a speaker in London can 
reach every part of the United Kingdom, t 

will not be very long before British statesmen 
will be able to address every part of the -' 

British Empire. I-low great a part an inver.- -- 

À TALK ON WIRELESS 
By SENA TORE . MARCONI, G.C.VO., LL.D., D.Sc., M.I.E.E. 

A Speech brocdcast froni 2L0 cn Novenzber i4t, 1923. 0 

. 
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taming effective signals ovei that distance. Ladies and gentlemen, I am glad to have 
Shortly afterwards, ôn Salisbury Plain, had this opportunity of speaking to you. I 
distances of r miles and then of 4 miles were hope that your interest in wireless will grow 
obtained. From that time onwards rapid pro- day by day and keep pace with the practicé 
gress was made in the improméiit of oÍit. i - -. 

evolution from it. 
In 1896 I came to England, and the first 

British patent for wireless telegraphy waS 
taketi out. Sir William Preece, who was theii 
Chief Electrical Engineer of the Post Office, 
gave me an opportunity of giving a demon-. 
stration before officials of the G.P.O., and 
successful tests were carried out between St.. 
Martins-le-Grand and the Thames Embank- 
ment. I remember ery veIl the excitement 
which ás created when we succeeded in ob- 

the British Empire is provid with a system 
of wireless communication adequate to its 
needs. This I do know: that private 
enterprise is ready to undertak& the work, as 
it has been ready for the past fourteen years. 
All that is wanted is the permission of the 
Government to go ahead. Every day that 
passes increases the handicap which Great 
Britain is already suffering in comparison with' 
its great commercial iivals like France, 
Germany and the United States. 

room. I lie next step vas to try longer 
distances in the garden. At about that time E 

made the discovery that by means of elevated 
wires or aerials attached to both the transmit- 
ting and the receiving instruments, conimuni- 
cation over what were then reckoned consider- 
able distances could be carried out-that is, 
up to nearly two miles. 

Although the apparatus which I employed 
in those experiments was ver\' simple, all 
présent long-distance apparatus is a direct 

of 2,250 miles to maintain effective communi- 
cation between Poldhu, Cornwall and my 
yacht Elettra. 

One other interesting result was achieved 
by these experiments-we were able to confine 
our signals to a narrow belt between the two 
points of commuiiication, instad of radiating 
them in all directions. The advantage of this 
iii securing secrecy of communication will b 
obvious. -- - 

I do not vet know how lona it vill be before 

the miner working ii the bowels of th earth 
and the sailor in the submarine on the bed of 
the ocean, will be able to keep in communi- 
càtion by wireless with their fellows ori the 
surface of the earth. I do not wish to put our 
expectations too high, but we cannot but be 
mo'ed by the prospect that wireless may be 
able to do for the miner and for the men in 
our submarines what it lias already done for 
the sailor and for the airman. 

I hope I shall not be thought egotistical if 
I make a very brief reference to my own work 
in connection with wireless. 

In 1895 I commenced my first experiments 
with electric waves in my father's house, near 
Bologna. My first experiments were across 
distances of only a few yards from room to 

sented in the Morse code by three dots, and 
these signals were distinctly heard in America. 
From these experiments we werè able rapidly 
to proceed to the establishment of a trans- 
atlantic service, first, between Poidhu and 
Glace Bay, Canada, and afterwards between 
Clifden, Ireland and Glace Ba), Canada, thé 
first long-distance w ireless telegraph service 
of the world. 

Of the future of wireless telegraphy I have 
not the time to speak; I can only say this, 
tlit recent experiments between Cape Verd 
Islands and this country, which I carried out, 
have entirely revolutioniseci our ideas, both of 
the power and of the wavelength required for 
clear and effective signalling. Working with 
only i kilowatt and on a wavelength of a 
hundred metres. I was ahle òver this distance 

of communicatibn by wireless. That sense of 
isolation, which was one of the disadvantages 
of the seaman's life, has been destroyed. Not 
a month, hardly a day passes without some 
seafaring men owing their safety and their 
lives to the fact that wireless has provided them 
with the means of keeping in touch with their 
fellow-men. 

Some interesting experiments now being 
made lead me to hooe that before very lont 

apparatus and th distance-covered, and in 
1897 the Wireless Telegraph and Signal Co. 
was formed, which in 1900 became Marconi's 
Wireless Telegraph Co. - 

Thèe i a grea't deal that I should like to 
say about the different stages in the develop- 
ment of wireless telegraphy. I can only now 
refer to one. On December 12, 1900, I suc- 
ceeded in sending out from Polclhu, Cornwall, 
across the Atlantic, a succession of s's, repre- 
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both ende of eich piece it an as tcy bc'ìr the whole weight of Concluded on page 700 
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 . ç-5 ---: . -: ... . 

Fig. i-Showing the aerial in closed and open positions. Fig. 2.-Conitructioflal details of the sides of the - - 

frame. Fig. 3.-Tile sùivel bracket. Fig. 4.--Details of the wall bracket. Fig. 5.-Cönstructional details of 
M guides securing the aerial winding. Fig. 6-Dimensions, etc., of the bearing pins. - 

shows the frame aerial closed, matie lock. At the same time, by sides. l'hey should lie cut with 
and (B) open. The first thing to merely pushing tue frame to- a number of slots through which 
construct is the frame itself. Tbk wards the wall, it closes. Four the wire may pass,- and the nuni- . 

is to be made cf some liard wood, pins are now iiserted, in the posi- ber of slots, atid, of course, tile 
for preference in. thick by 3 in. tions shown, two on each side. length of the ebonite piece, \vill 

First cut off four pieces These may he ordinary wood depend upon the number of turns - 

- 2 ft.. long, or a greater length if screws about 2 in. long, and may of wire which it is desired to em- 
a larger frame is desired. . Bevel be of a fairly substantial nature, ploy. - -- - - - 

- - 

'Fhe generai arrangement - ¡s purpose, as the bevel joints rest- angle ebonit cit off in pieces 
shown in Fig. 1, in which (A) ing on each other make an auto- 3 in. long and scréwed on to the 

- W/RE Gt1/D5 -i - --- - - - 
- :- - - 

-. L -: - -1: 

- j 
.ÑÇ'AAIE S/.c'Es - 

/ BAACHET F163 
A 

tioso OPEN C 

I 

T:ft 

s t 

- 

6 /2 4C/rET J ____1 

2(P/N5J1 
1\N,AIr 

_____ 
L WIRE 6U/E )I 

- '-\:-\ wii)\I- - 

- 
-_I,y 

- -1 - BE..4R/ìv- '-r/i... 

THERE is room for irnproire- - 

ment in the construction and- 
mechaijical desigi of frame 

aerials, and, where Space is 
limited, an eflicient one of the fol- 
1oving type is of considerable 
advantage. The frame described 
in this article is of simple con- 
struction, and is adapted as a 
wall bracket giving quite a pre- 
sentable apperance when in or 
out of use. 

angle of 45 (leg., by the ue of a 
diitre-hox. This completes tile 
four sides of the frame, and they 
ai-e to be hinged together, '.s 
shovn in Fig. 2. Two hinges 
are placed with their pivots on 
the inside, and the other two with 
their iots on the outside: This 
lias the result of maiiìtaining thè 
frame in a coi rect 1)OSitiOfl when 
open, ithout having to devise 
any mechanical device for. this 

the frame. It vill be seen that 
one works as a bearing in the 
bracket, and tile other provides 
a means of holding the arm -iii a 
vertical position when both open 
and closed, by working in a sloe 

-in the bracket. To carry the winding ujloil the 
- frame, foür pieces of ebonite, one 
on each side of the frame, are t9 
be fixed, as shown in Fig. . 

i'hese may bé macle from some - 

A WALL:BRACET: FRAME AERIAL 
By H BRAMFORD 

ConslrMct2cnal details of a co,, pc and effcctue arrangement 
- .- .-.. c.--.. 
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gained by an additional stage of rad'o fre- easy, for only two controls are necessary, one 
quency amplification. condenser for tuning the frame aerial, or 

.687 

high amplification at this particular frequency. 
Either tuned circuits, transforthers or choke 
coils are suitable for amplifying the long 
wave signals; if untuned radio frequency 
transformers are employed, tuned circuits con-S 
nected between the last. amplifier valve and 
detector provide selectivity. These may be 
con nécted between the first detector, or rather, 
frequency changer and the first amplifying 
valve, but since at this point the energy is 
weaker, a loss occurs which can only be 

C, 

- i:i 
Fig. 2.-A modijlsd form of the oscilla/or for 

short waves. 

The tuning of a super-heterodvne.receiver i.s 

Fig. r-Tu ree -valve Su/'er-Heterodyne circuit. 

The fiièthod Consists in lowering the fre- 
quehcy of the incoming signals which may 
ther he efficiently amplified at radio. fre- 
quency. Since all the signals received are 
reduced to the same frequency, the amplifier 
ma be so designed that it will give very 

1,050,000 or 950,00 cycles (285.7 or 315.7 
metres). This is_readily accomplished by act- 
justing the variálil condenser óf the oscillator 
circuit, once the tuning circuit has heen ad- 

- justedto the proper wav-length. This pro- 
duces very sharp tuning an results in ex- 
treme sensitiveness, for the incoming signal 
is heterodyned. 

r 11E super-heterod'ne method of recep- 
tion presents all the advantages that arc 
desirable for long range reception. lt 

has been called the Rolls-Royce of radio and 
,justly deserves this name, for no other system 
can compare with it for selectivity, range ánd 
ease of control. 

ï 

i 

Howit Works. 
The lowering of the incoming signal fre- 

quency is accomplished by means of an osdl- 
lator or heterodyne, as it is called, coupled 
to the tuning system, which may be a loop ör 
an aerial with vario-coupler. When the 
signal is.received, the local oscillations inter- 
fering with it produce heats, and it is these 
beats occurring at a certain frequency, which 
are amplified and detected in the usual 
manner. 

For instance, if the radio frequency ampli- 
fier is permanently tuned to 50,000 cyc es 
(6,000 metres), it is necessary to produce 
50,000 beats, and tp accomplish this, hen 
receiving a i,000,000-cycle (3oo metres) signal, 
the heterod ne must be tuned to either 

 SÙPÉR-HETEÜODYNE RECEIVERS 
F. d WILLY a,d R. E. LACA ULT. 

The following article deals with the theory and construction of this useful apparatus. 

, .... - 
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* 

otner. -. tc -further loading the- plate circtiit or using a: - T 
- In order to make it 'possible for others tu largeívarioñeter tlan vas then at hand-: 

duplicate these results, the following is a brief : Fig. showthe circuit arangenieit s used-, 
-description df the tuning. ãnddetector units. - ¡n both sets. ,' - '. - .' '- - 

It vill be unnecessary to describe the ampli- The points A. and. E represent the aerial - 

fiers, as they are standard 'md earth tei-minals and indicate the pQlnts 
The aerial or primary coil consisted of S1\ where the sets vere conrmetted Diagram- 

- 

- .turn of No.2 d.cc. wire du a -in. card- 
- matically: indiating. the coupliiig. un-its and 

-hoard-.tube:3 :in. long.---The -secoídarv ire- .omittinghe tuning -the seis- ' 
ductanceconsisted of frf'turnsof..thesame ¡n the manner sho\n in Fig.2. ::.: -) 

688 -" -it - 

''-S- SS ' ---S- II i- 

DUPLEX: RECEPTION 

- (Concluded from Page 68o) 

' -- \Vhen tile aerial lead-in as divided be- wire oli thè sanie tube and. spaced about 
- twèen the two-sets and the-earth was common, - in. from the primari'. l'be' secondary in--. S- - 

the same station could be brought in by both ductance is tuned w ith - 23-plate condenser 

- 
sets simultaneously,. i)Ut only about one-half across-it,: while regeneration- is obtained by r 

- 'as loud. - In fact, all stations vere"uiiuch the. use of a standard plate vartorneter. ... . 

- fainter when the sets were so coinectecL - This arrangement gave sharp tiining.froni:' 
- because they acted as shor-circuit5 to ecli 2 15 to Óoo metres, although :Ieg.éneration wa 

-. . - .. S - not. eiîectiye at about oo metres without - 

valve, Ti, is the frequency changer which may during tests, it was found th4t an oscillatorT 
he equipped vitha grid condenser and grid such as that shown in Fig. 2 was preferable - 

leak, as a detector. The .valve, T2, is the. to the simpler one illustrated in Fig. i. 
oscillator, and T'3 is an ordinary detector valve \hei receiving weak signals it is sometimes 
connected to the ong. wave regenerative o advantage.to vary the strength of the local 
receiver. - .- J" -- T - - T oscillations by moving the coil L3, or by ad- 

The tuning circuit consists of a fixed justing the filament rheostat of the oscillator 
coupler that may be replaced by a frame serial ' valve. -. 

(To be concluded) * 

A Simplified Super-Heterodyne. - - 

One may obtain a very good idea of the 
selectivity and efficiencr of the super-hetero- 
dyne method by using an ordinary long wave 
receiver with duo-lateral or honeycomb coils 
and an.pscillatòr which may be built accordi 
ing-to the paricu1ars here given. The dia- 
gram, Fig. z;: shows the connections of a 
t h ree-valve super-heterody tie, with which we 
have obtained very good results. The first 

tector, which may be made to oscillate for th 
reception of C.W. by coupling the reaction 
coil, L7, to the secondary, L6. When receiv- 
¡ng telephony, regeneration is accomplished 
ii the usual manner by mo\.ing L7 toward L6 
for maximum signal strength. 

: 
If desired, the:. 

condensersC3 and C4 maybe fixed and of the 
same capacity if Land L6 are of the sanie 
size. . .. . 

For the reception of very shot. wàve 
lengths, such as are used by experimenters 

secondary circuit, which may be coupled to au 

aperiodic or " untuned " aerial, and another 
to vary the frequency of the local oscillations 
produced by the heterodyne. 1f desired, 
tuned circuits may he used in order to obtain 
greater selectivity through veri heávy inter- 
ference, but in practice it-has been found that 
two controls are all that are needed: 

connected iii place of the secondary at tlie. 
points marked " XX." The coupling he- 

- tween the coil L3 and the oscillator should 
be adjusted ori a given signal for maximum 
audibility in the receivers. Once it is ad 
justed, it may he left fixed. The coils L5, 
L6 and L7 re plugged into a standard three- 
coil holder and constitute the transfer circuit 
beteen the frequency changer and the cle- 
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E The operatEon denser or not: Teléphone re- 
Fig. 3.-An STI50 Receiver in panel form. of tile circuit i ceivers may be used. insteàd of 

99 

v ; 

ç1--__ 
. . 

currents to pass up by the transformer Ti. T2, 
through it. the low-frequency potentials 

In the anode dr- beiig communicated to the grid 
cuit of the first of the first valve, which nowcts 
valve next. to the as a low-frequency amplifier. 
anode we have the The low-frequency currents pass 
loud-speaker LS through the loud-speaker .LS and 
shunted by a con- through the inductance L2. 
denser C4 of about They do not, however, affectnthe 
0.002 ,zF capacity.. operation of the first valve'a.s the 

-. This loud-speaker low-frequency amplifier'.'u 
should be vell in- The coadenser C4 willn in, 
sulated and kept many cases, he found dispens-. 
away from the able; as in all dual i amplflca- 
higli-tnsion bat- tion circuits, it is a matter of 
tery and accumu- trial to find out whether.it is 
lator. better to use a fixed by-pass con- 

While the results do not equal.' 
those obtained with the STioo 
circuit, yet theie is no crystal 
detector to get out of order. 1f 
a right make of crystal detector 
is used no trouble whatever vill 
be experienced with the STioo 
receiver on this account, but 
nevertheless, there aie SOniC who 
prefer to use circuits in which 
crystal detectors ale not em- 
ployed., The STxo is one of 
these. ..,; 

second valve, and the positive 
terminal of the filament accumu- 
lator Bi. This griclleak maybe 
of tile variable pattern. The 
anode circuit of thç second valve 
contains the primary Ti of the 
step-tip intervalve transformer 
Ti, 'f2. The secoidary T2 is in- 
cluded both in the aerial circuit 
and iii the grid circuit of the.first 
valve, a condenser C2 of o.00r 
pF capacity being shunted across 
T2 to permit the high-frequency 

signals. The reactioi coil L2 is 
coupled tó the coil Li in such a 
direction as to producç a reaction 
effect, and the leads to L2 should 
be changed round to find out 
which gives the best effect. The 
oscillating potentials across tile 
circuit L2 C3 are communicated 
to the grid of the 'eçond .valvé, 
which acts as a detector, the rec- 
tified currents passing through 
Ti. These tow-frequency cur- 
rents have their voltage stepped-j 

Fig. f-The STI50 Cire Jjt. 

THIS circuit has been found 
by the writer to be a most 
effective form of two-valve 

dual amplification circuit. It 
involves one stage of high-fre- 
quency amplification, reaction on 
to the aerial, detection by means 
of a three-electrode valve and a 
stage of low-frequency aniplifica- tion.:. 

Flic circuit is 
illstrated in Fig. 
i. It will he 

seen- . that the- first valve 
acts as a high-frequency 
ampI ifier, the - high-frequency 
oscillations appearitw in the 
circuit L2, C3. These are 
communicated through the. grid 
còndenser C5.of 0.0003 zF Capa- 
city to the grid of the second 
valve; the usual gridleak R3 is 
connected across the grid of the 

simple. l'he higli_freqtiènc'l 
oscillations in the aerial'circui 
are communicated across th 
grid and filament of thelfirst 
valve; the high-freqüency tui- 
rents pass through the condenser 
C4, or if this condenser is 
absent, across the condenser 
formed by the self-capacity of 
the loud-speaker wind ings, and 
enerkise the oscillatoy circuit 
L2 C3, which is tuned to the 
same frequency as the incon1íng 

_: - 

- - -, 
:: - THE:, ST1. 

By JON SCOTT 

k 

A descrtp1on of One of t1e circuits in Like qi 

r 

- 
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on a cardboard tube- -- 

LT - - 
- - - 

r 
.The Apparatus Used. 

- in. - in diameter. - ______________________________ 
r - - 

- Fig. 3 s1io s a panel' set which - - Tappings may be Fig. 4.-A' pictorial representation oJ the STI5o Circuit. 

691 - 

--: 

['valve. This .resistance, which 
-: .may have a value from 50,000 to 

Loo,000 ohms,.' and is preferably 
variabJe,- serves the same purpose 

.as the resistance in- the STroo 
receiver. In nearly all cases, 

,except when the reaction is made 
very tight, the resistance will 
n be necessary. - 

.j etReaction'.øfl to -the aerial s 
now permitted by the Post- 
master-General, hut nevertheless, 
when used, the privilege should 

t. exercised with tile, very 
- o gTefltest care to 'avoi(l . s'elf- 

ocillation. . - - . - 

the size of aerial tscd and the er vill do quite'well. 
wavelength of the .statin 'td ..b ' The high-tension voltage may 
rcceive(l. Most coil mantthid- - be anytlìing ,-from .6o, 'to-. ioo 
turers issue four '.coils -fprtle - volts, or even more. -. 

broadast w a y e- -. - 

length; and the size '- - - -----t . 

of the aerial vill ' 
-tac Li, 

': T .. 
:1 

U1OifeNc0tto ...:'1Ç[1 - 

covered \vire wound- '' -. 
I 

- i 

 to a critical adjustment, the, first 
valve m4ay tegin to, oscillate. 
.Methods of preventing this are 

i--- described in the article on the 
STi5o circuit, which will appeär 

:.:jn the Christmas number of 
;Modern JVireless. 

, Usc of Stabilising Resistance. 
Eig- 2 shows the STi5o 

.providd with a stabilising high 
- resistance conn-eeted across the 
yirid and filament of the first 

-The valve paiels are' of the type 
advocated -' in this journal re- 

cently, and which are manufac- 
tureci by N. V. Webber; the 
step-up ifiter -valve transforme r 
may he ofaiìy pattern, anclthei-e 
does not appear to' be any 
material difference between du. 
ferent types.- 

- Plug-in cois are to be recom- 
menled, and the, inductance Li 
in Fig. -i may have- anything 
from 25 to 50 turnS, according to 

- at the- 3oth, '5oth 'an'd 7oth 
-turns. - - - - 

The condensers Ci. and C2 are - 

of o0005 iF capacity. The con- 
denser Ci should be tried con- - - - 

- nected in series with the aerial. 
In this' cae, of course the ii-. 
cluctance Li will require to be - 

'larger; -a coil having 50 to '70 
turns will he necessary. The 
condenser C3 may-be a variable - 
one having a n?axirnum capacity . - 

of o.00i jzF, but a fixed conden. 

aihe loud-speaker, but in ths has been made up Fig. 2.-The STI50 Circuit wit/i the .stabilising resistance 
Jeas': the elephone terminak --in. accordnce with 

. ' - 

shoun between grid and Jilanient of the first valve. 
should not be touched with th the Si io circuit 
thands, and the telephones should . The two -p!ug_iIi coils are tàken at - the ioth, i5th, ' 

be veli insulated. - It. will be- mounted in the left-hand side of 20th, 23th, 3oth, 35th, 4oth, 
Lfound when telephones are usci -the- set, oiìe of the coiis being -. and oth turns. - Reetion coil ..... 
that the circuit is more diflicult movable relative o the other. L may consist - of a plug- -- 

to tung on faint signals, owing - The coil-holder,, which is fixed at in° coil having 50 tuins. 
: -. to the fact- that the telephones --' the back of. the 'set, is for a 

- 

If a tubulât coil is dsed, ..:- - 

vi1l llave a capacity to earth - special purpose, whieh is not .... iF may consist of 70 turns 
which will b'continually vary- necessary to describe here: of No: 26 gauge , double 
¡ng slightly, and when 'the re- - Fig. 4shows how the diffrent cotton-covered vire wound on a 

- action between L2.and Li is set --components are' connected up. 3-in, tube, tappings being- thken - : .. - 

- 

C, :2 : 'i : 

CIRCUIT 
TAGG4RT F msi P 

f 
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anode circuits, the consumptioh 
being higher on' the low- than on 
the high-frequency side. Thus 
for a five-valve set consisting of 
3H.F., R., iL.F., the millia- 
meter wculd piobably shów a 
total high-tension current of five 
or six milliamperes. The writer'. 
six valves (zH.F., . D., 

Fig. 2.-The plu and sockel 
arrangement. 

conists ò( 40 cells weigh- 
ing 3 oünces each, hich arc 
sold retail t d. apieçe. It; 
therefore, gives 6o volts, at a 
cost, excluding the box, which 
most amateurs will make, of 

1' 6 r 

this will allow plenty of room be- 
tween the cells, for, it is not de- 
sirable that t1ey should touch. 
Its depth should be It is: 
provided with a hinged lid,, and. 
with two terminals mounted on 
the wood by the ebonite bushing 
method which has already been 
described in these columns. 

Fig. i.-Sh owing melhòd of connecting 
ihe cells. 

gi\iPg 3- or 6-volt steps, . are 
excellent for one, two or' three-'" 
valve sets, but .have'not sufiucient 
caiacity to enable 'them 'to stand' 
up to a big multi-valve 'set, espe- 
cially if two or more note-magni-' 
fying stages are used. For power 
amplifiers they are quite useless. 

The avrage set passes from 
. 

io 2 milliamps 'in each of its' 

, ,. 

' 

' 

N HttH 
® ÖÖOÖOÖ7 

'98 5/ 5.9 57 ô'Ol 

''- P/U6 

Company, which are' extra-well" 
insulated in order to be able -to 
stand high voltages. These are' 
round cells about i.5in. in dian'ie-' 
ter and 2.7/8in. high. The, osi 
tive pole is provided with a ter1 
minal, the negative with a wire 
at hose end is a loop. Connee-- 
tions can therefore be made-with-' 
out the use of a soldering iron. . 

The box to take the o cells 
should be 8m, by iin., inside;' 

embedded in pitch or wax the result that if high-tension 
arid provided with sockets batteries of the stock pattern are 

used they become nóisy very 
rAPPIN6 W/RS quickly and their useful life is 

short. 
- T A battery that will gie excel- 

lent service with eithei the multi- 
I 

valve set or with. the p.òwèç am- 
¿ plifier can be made :up at honie 

froin separate cells of compara- 
tively large size al little more cost 

j_ than that of tle. ready-made 
article. A good 66-volt battery, 

- with tapping points, costs about 
i6s. ; the one to be described 

:'---I2&--- 

writer usea the type known as 
U.W.i., made by theEver-Ready;. 

Fig. 3.-Illustrating ¿he plug 

Conducted by E. W. HALLOWS, MA., Siaff Edite,. - 

AN H.T. BATTERY OF 
LARGE CAPACITY. 

HIGH-TENSION bitteries 
made up of cells of about -the same size as those used 

for pocket flash lamp batteries, 

using D.E.Q.'s for high-fre- 
qtnncy amplication and for recti- 
fication, and D.E.V.'s for the 
note-magnifiers shows an actual 
reading of io milliamperes. A 
power amplifier may call upon 
the battery to supply as much as 
30 milliamperes. 

Even the xo-milliampere load s 
too much for the small cells, with 

L' 5s. Its cost i tïiusd. 
a volt, as against about 3d. for 
the ready-made battery. The: 
difference in price is small, and 
as the larger battery has four or 
five times the life of the smaller 
it is a far better investment. 

The cells chosen should be of a - 

type specially designed for use 
in large numbers in series. The 

'.'::: 

ons-tructionalir 
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lea d-. ,.With this plug there - sold as flex is practically useless; engaged terminal of the second - 

s bsolutely.no dànëF.bf:shòttdr- .being 'niáde up of few conpará- receiver: . 
: - . - 

cuirmg the battery by touching tively stout strands of viie of The lunctions of the \%Ires 
wo sockets at the s'mie trni' poor quality and far too hard for should be bound th silk thread - 

- . : . .- ... .. R. W. W .. -the pupose.: .Good flex: should -- - 
- . W. H. - . 

- 
- .--: -.- 

- - - 69 

the positive terminals of the even- to the positive tèminal of one 
numbered cells fror o to49to 
tile shanks of tile SIX sockets, to 

- : . - 

. .;...... B/N. 
.. .. 

receiver, and the . other to 
the opposite (not the positive) 

which they are secured either by . 

terminal of the second. 

soldering or by means of nuts. FIg. .4._ us1'ating tie nie lO O ¡ 
L i.00iing a trie oase 01 me re-, 

. 

Below tile lid is mountel a connectin the 'phones 4 £ ceiver attacil one'arm Oi le 
2 .F'. fixed condenser wred . 

- 

to tile left-hand terminal. Then ' 

'phones -. .. .' again by flex leads,. straight 
across the terminals. 

, 

'. 

- .To rnike new leads. is a very 
ttrn tlle round and 
fasten the other. arm to the -. 

- 
easy business, and it is gener- rio-ht1-hand ter'minai of tile ' Fig. 

3 shows how tile plug is 
- 

- 

ally better to do so tllan to second. ' . . , S.. 

made. Into a xi-in. length of attempt to lòcate a fault -and re- - Now take the short piece and iin. diameter ebonite tubing is pair it. - If the wires have given attach it to the vacant teimina1 
-. screwed a snaIl end jiiece, in thó way in 'one they are of one reeiier. Twist it neatly 

of which is a 4B.A. 
- jiobabl Ñeak' all Over1 -: - :do' n -the am of the Y, as SllO n 

tipped hole t valve pin s Tile first essential is 3 yard ifl tile c1raing, until tile fork is 
screwed. into this and fixed by a 

. leifgtháf -rèaly good flec; Re reàclled. Then proceed up the - -. 

- 
. 

nut, which also secures the flex 
- mémber that some of the materiaL . other arm and attach to the dis- . 

ordinay valve legs. The wood 
below the strip is cut away with 
a fretsaw. 

The negative lead fi-orn cell 
No.i is takeií direct to the nega- 
tive terminal which is rnbunted on 
one side of the box. From the 
positive terniiiìal a flex wire lead 
runs to the lower -end of the ter- 
minal upon the lid.. To the upper 
side of this terminal is attached 
a plug, the construction of whch 
ve shall come to in a moment, 

. with añ 8-in, length of single 
flex. Flex leads are taken from 

ßi'vo 

It must be remembered that the 
receivers aré to be wired in 
series; hence care must be taken 
to attach the leads to the right 
terminals. . In high-resistance 
telephones the positive terminal. 
will usually be marked. ¡fit is 

-, not, it vill be necessary to find 
it by the use of a flashlarnp cell. - 

- in the way described in these. 
notes in a previous issue. Both 

- ends of one irC in the long 
leads are then bound with red 
silk to distinguish them, thé arm 
of the Y so marked being taken 

Fig. i shows' the way jn vhich: .' .""" ": 
- the cefl are cOIlnecte(l when thèy' -.'' 

have' been placed in the bDx. MAKIN NEW 'PHONE. 
They shoujd stand on a layer f, 

., .. 
)LEADS: 

vax, obtained by melting down, ... -. 
one or more, old HT., batteries. 

: - 

and run v'hilt l'ót into the box., r-ELEPHONE. leads a r e. 
The iov are separted f roni.on' always ap to "go " j'ust. 
another by means lof waxed earth' vhe« least' - expected: 'lt. 
board' strips,' longa one3 heiñg rlay hâppen tiiat' a':sudden 'jerkl 
used for the 8-cell rows and short: caused by moing from thç set: 
pieces for the s-cell rows. '-without remembering that one is 

- it wil not usually he'ncessary earing' the telephones breaks 
'that to take less than '45 volts from, them, or it may be they 

the' battery, nor vil1 steps f simply wear out through' the 
maller than volts he needed. constant bending and twisting 

it will, therefore, be sucient that they have to endure. 
ve tap off from the 3cth, 32nd,' The symptoms of a broken 

'or 34th, 36th, 38th and 4oth cells. lead are the total partial 
The lid is macle to' open on' failure of signals when the ires 

hinges. - In the middle of t' are' pulled or shaken, or a con 

(Fig. 2) is a strip of ebonite ¡e.' siderable amount of crackling 
\Vi(le by 6 in. long. On this arc noises when the telephones, are 
nlouflte(l one terminal and' i' l)lacel in certain positio'ns. 

consist .of a great many very. 
fihe strands. It should feel soft' :. 
añd be even more pliable than 
cord of the same diameter. Flex. 
för telephone leads should b 
trebly insulated ''itli ' an innè'r, 
silk- covering, a layer. of 'good 
rubber (see tFiàt' this 'ha's not 
perished), and ai outer, covering 
f,plaited silk. 
Cut'off 2 ft. fr6m' ydur length. 

Untwist this short piece and' 
make loops at éithe'r end of one 
of its wire's in the following way. 
Bare an inch of the wire carefully,. 
and twist the strands tightly té-' 
gether. Take a turn round the 
,shank of a 3B.A. drill and twist 
the vire two òr three times.' 
Plunge tile' loop so made into 
molten solder so as to make, it 
solid. . ' ' . 

Now ùnt ist i 2 in. of the 
long wire, and maké loops as 
before in each of its four ends. - ' - 
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Here is the way which the 
writer has found best for carry- 
ing it out. %\'hcn the panel has 
been finished so far as the mount- 
ing of all parts-terrninals, dico- 
stat, valve legs, and so. on-is 
concerned, a drawing very 

be remembered that high-fre- 
quency currents flow only over the 
skin of conductors, a crack 
therefore offes a fairly high 
resistancè. The vire is then 
soldered to the terminals. 

When the first -layer is com- 

694 

A near and handsome STioo sel 

made by Mr. Newman, 
a very capable exerimenler. 

to the proximity of the \vires and 
to the excellence of the dielectric 
pros ided by the sleeving, there 
may be a considerable amount of 
inter-lead capacity, which wiii 
make its presence felt when short'- 

ave reception i in progress. 
It is desirable, therefore, that 

the insulating material between 
vires should. have the lowest pos- 

sible dielectric coefficient, and for 
this we must rely upon air. \\ e 

can do so by using bare vire: 

SOL DER 

i 
.lig. 5.-S/lowing method of connecting. 

The '' bridge '' method of wir- 
ing with stiff bare w ire has every- 
thing to recommend it. It is 
thoroughly eliìcient, and, if well 
done, makes a neat workmanlike 
job of which the constructor.may 
be justly proud. 

Fig. 6-The wood former. 

the others. Lastly, wires which 
have to cross both the first and 
the second series are put in with 
a blue pencil; these will be f in. 
above the former and.4 in. above 
the latter. - - 

The rough drawing is then re- 

vised so that grid and plate leads 
in particular are as far apart, as 
possible, and, any wires at clif- 
ferent potentials are so arranged 
that they do not run parallel and 
close together. 

The actual wiring may nowbe 
proceeded with. We begin of 
course with the loesLlayer. Let 
us uppose that two terminals, as 
seen in Fig. 5 have to he joined. 
The distance between them is 
measured roughly, and a piece of 
stiff tinned-copper connecting 
\ire about i in. longer is snipped 

off. Its ends are bent on the 
hard wood former seen in Fig. 6. 
Square corners are avoided, since 
if wire is bent at right angles its 
skin is apt to crack, and it must 

between leads. At the same time, 
one wishes to make a neat job 
that pleases the eye, for the true 
wireless enthusiast is not satis- 
fied unless his panels are as well 
finished underneath as they arc 
upon the surface. 

By far the easiest system of 
\iring is to use insulated sleev- 
ing and to run the wires as 
directly as possible from tecminal 
io terminal. This, hoevcr, has 
the drafl back, especiall for high- 
frequency amplifiers, that, owing 

clone over again. 
One last point. Every connèc- 

tion niust be soldered. If you 
have ever seen a tightly-clamped 
join under high-power magnifi- 
cation you will realise that no 
matter how liard you screw dovn 
nuts on to wires the resulting 
connection is a very poor and 
patchy one. \Vhen solder is used 
there is an actual blending Of 
metals; hence perfect contact itli 
low-resistance results. -. 

WIRING YÒUR PANELS. 

ONE'S main objects when 
wiring up a panel should be 
to eliminate unnecessary 

resistance and to avoid so far as 
is. possible the effects of capacity 

roughly to scale should be made: 
One then drews in, first of all, all 
the leads that cán be on the same 
level, such as those of the fila- 
ment circuit, and others that are 
in different portions of the panel 
and do not have to cross them o 
each other. 

The fist series of crossing 
leads is then put in in broken 
lines'; these will rise in. above 

plete the second is tackfed, and' 
finally one Corne to the third. 
The fact 'that a drawing is made 
and that the wiring is planned 
out-a matter of a few minutes- 
mean that. the whole process is 
systematic. If one goes slap- 
dash at the job it may be found 
when it is.hàlf'done'that some- 
thing doès not wdrk oit properly, 
so that much' of the work must be 

r 
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:in vhic1 Ministeris, êx-Ministers 
and other well-known politicians 
are engaged. These announce- 
nients will be made from the Lori- 
don Studio at the conclusion öf 
the Musical Items by the Savoy 

:orphea.ns. In addition, the state 
of parties will be broadcast every 
hour/until midnight. 

D D D - 
In those towns whre a British 

Broadcasting Station is erected 
the local results vill be gi en. 

Theatre. Dance Music from the 
Savoy Hotel. 

-3oth (FRI.).-Special Scotch pre- 
gramme in recognition of Saint 
-Andrew's Day. Orchestra. Miss 
Carinen Hill, singer. - Mr. 
Andrew- Mcintosh, selections on 

- the Pipes. Mr. Willie -Cochrane, 
mystery " singer. . . . 

DECEM BER. 
Ist (SAT.).-Orhetra and Dance 

Programnle. Mis Linthi Brooks, 
comedienne. Mr. Charles Grant, 
baritone. . 

reason of its nearness. Hence 
those who tuned in SC recently, 
in hopes of liaring the siniul- 
taneous broadcasting of the - 

Besses. o' the Barn Band con- 
cert, experienced dissatisfaction 

- because of the breakdown, under 
weather conditions, of the Man.: 
chester-Glasgow land line.- How- 
'ever, those vhc tuned in Man-. 
chester direct were able, to re- 
ceive the music with every satis- 
faction, thus- proving that in re- 

We also thought Mr. Reith spoke 
exceedingly well, and the little 
prelude to these speakers was a - 

very, happy one. 
D D. D 

We really . must express our 
appreciation of the ever-improv- 
ing 2L0 Wireléss Orchestra. 
Mr. L. Stanton Jeifreys seems to 
believe in Couéisni, and to take 
for his motto, " better and 
better." 

D D D 
The General Electión vill proa 

vide another opportunity for 
broadcasting to perform an in.- 

teresting and popular service. 
-D D 

On the nights of Dccernbet 6 
and 7, between -io p.m. and- 22 
o'clock midnight, it has been 
arranged to broadcast the results- 

sii.'h nolitical contests as those 

TRANSMISSIONS 
Clt._q0, Worel.retVh. 

tARD1FF ........ SWA ...... 353 metre,. 
'LONDON ...... PLO ...... 303 
N.AttCESTFR . .2ZY ...... 370 
L000LESIOUTII 65M ...... 305 - 
5WCASflE . . . .5240 ...... p.00 
CIASGOW ...... INC ...... 415 
LII4MPNGBAM . SIT ...... 425 
AkERLEEN ...... 6BD ...... 455 

TIMES OF WOJZEJZVO. 

tçpkde,o ...... 3.20 lo 4.10 p.m. end 5.0 
to 102E p.m. GlItT. 

London 1130em to 12.30 p.m. 

1oodot ..... - .0. f.m to 5.5 f.m. Cod 
0.36 to 10.30 p.m. ONT. 

[VOTE -TSe ,een.teoothe pie,, e1oe, 
er. ottoe-e,frd fr,,,por.ere .,,d 
forlhor dUr,.,Uoo. ,re pmedb,j. 

forming in " Five Birds : in a 
Cage," by Gertrude Jennings. 
' Carmen "from the " Old Vie " 

5th (WED.).-Miss Florence Jenkins, -. 
soprano. Mr. Pollard Crowther, . . 

° Reminiscences of Japanese Cus- 
toms and Folklore." Canterbury 
Tales, by Mr. Leonard Badman.. 4 

Wireless Orchestra. Syncopated 
Songs, by Miss Margot D'Arvis 
and Mr. Fred Spencer as " Mrs. 
'Arris.'' 

6th (TIuRs.).-Musical Prograrnnse. 
Maritana " from the " Old 

Vie." Savoy Orpheans' Dance 
Music. Savoy Havanna Band. 

7th (FRL.).-Orchestra. Signor 
Silvio Sideli,' baritone. Mr. 
Ronald Gourlev, inimitable blind 
entertainer, pianist and siffteur. 

8th (StT.).-The Elite Concert . . 

£,apt; Peter. Chevney, 
etttertainer. - - 

0'. .:]. .... 

B ELF AST.-'Gkisgow is the -- 

favourite station . 'vith niost' 
Northern Ireland. listeners, by 

- 
-- 

LONDON-Wednesday, No- 
vember 14, marked the -first 

anniversary of 2L0 hroadcast- 
ing and the night's programme 
was excellent and well conceived. 
The talk by Senatore Marconi 
vas of great interest, and is re- 

produced elsewhere in this issue. 
We were charmed with the ex- 
cessively Canadian accent of Sir 
Patrick McGrath, and with his 
interesting and straightforward 
little chat about the beginning of 
wireless long-distance reception. 

Mr. C. B. Cochran has decided 
to allow the brcidcasting of his 
play " Little Nelly Kelly," now 
'running at the New Oxford 
.Theate. This will take place in 
the early days of December. DD D 
Frthcomng Events 
NOVEMBER. 
29th (Tiiuts.).-Musical Talk by 

" Auntie Hilda " and " Uncle 
Humpty Dumply "for Tiny Tots. 
i1r. Dettmar Dressel, iolinist. 
Milton Rosmer and Co., per- 

2nd (SuN.).-Balalaika Orchestra. 
- Miss Marguerita Davis, soprano. 

Miss Constance Izard, violinist. 
Miss Beatrice - Bellini, pianist. 

- Mr. David Opènshaw, baritone. 
Miss Cathrìne Aulsebrooke, con- 
tralto. . Mr. John Collinson, 
tenor. Orchestra. 

3rd (M0N.).-Performance. of "The 
Tales of Holfmann." -- - - - 

4th (Tuas.).-Mr. G. \Venger, Talk 
in French. Band of H.M. Grena- 
dier Guards. Selection from the 

Beggars. Opera." Mr. Tom 
Kennihurgli, baritone, and Mr. 
George Lumb, entertainer. 

Bioadcstjn* News 
L 

J7 

r - 

4! 

Yt 
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greatest credit, and t1ìe perforn- appeal.- It was not knowfl 9.30, ThTe GreysConcert Pirty: 

696 

Our p/iotograh shows Madame Tetrazsini, who is to sing at sLO in January, when her perJorna ncc 
will be simultaneously broadcast from all stations. . 

and his staff are always willing 
to oblige, Yas a result of which 
there has now grown up a close 
bond of friendship between the 

uncles '''1and their thousands 
of little '' nephews '' and 

nieces.'' 
D D D 

An enterprising " turn '' on 
the programme recently was the 
production of " A Midsummer 
Night's Dream," under the direc- 
torship of Mrs. R. E. Jeffrey, 
wife of the popular Aberdeen 
station director. The artistes 
acquitted themselves with tle 

with listeners, and Sir William 
Noble, a director of the B.B.C., 
made a happy speech towards the 
end of the evening. General Sir 
Jan Hamilton was also present, 
and made an appiopriate speech. 

D D D 

By way of i change from the 
usual kind of programme, 51T's 
Repertory Choir recently gave a 
recital of " songs of the past 
-a miscellany of some of the 
songs which have delighted 
generation after generation, and 
seem never to lessen in their 

Miss Isabel Tabbs, soprano. 945 
to io, Miss Alice Pardoe in 
Flumorous Recitals at the Piano. 

3oth (FRI.).-7.3o to 9.30, Station 
Orchestra in special request 
items. io to 10.15, Messrs. Joe 
Longmore and Neville Bosw orth 
in i5 Minutes' Mirth. 

DECEMBER. 

3rd (M0N.).-3.3o to 4.3ò, Miss 
Alice Vaughan, conti-alto, in a 
Song Recital; Selections by the 
Lozells Picture Hous Orchestrà. 
The Opera, " Tales of Hoffman." 

4th (TUEs.).-3.3o to 4.30, Mr. 
Alfred Richards, solo violinist 
Picture House Orchestra. 7.15 to 

'.3 

'-'i 

with the various competitions, or the.birthdy of the B.B.C., and NOVEMBER. 
requesting a particular item to a splendid programme was 

28th (WED.).-7.30 to 9.3oÇ Special be broadcast, or even desiring a arranged for that night, includ- repeat performance of the Opera, 
message to be radioed for the ing the names of Romano Ciaroff, "The Magic Flute." 
benefit of their guests at a chil- the distinguished tenor singer, 29th (TiIuRs.).-3.3o to 4.30, Miss 
dren's party. Mr. Carruthers who is now becoming so popular Lilian Clutterbuck, contralto; 

'h fi 

-- - 

4 t 

: 

1' 

L1 

f. .gard to, reliability wireless far 
'excels its predecessov, the ordi- 
nary telegraphic system. 

D D D 

G°F 
" Kiddies' 

Corner '' is one of the most 
interesting features of the work 
of the officials at 5 SC. On an 
average over 200 letters are re- 

ceivecl each week from youthful 
correspondents in connection 

ance ás a brilliant success alike 
from the technical and the artis- 
tic point of view. Anothei 
special treat is in store for 
December 6, this being the broad- 
casting of " Trilby,'' which will 
he relayel to all stations, 

D D D 
BIRMINGHAM. - Binning- 
ham had its own Station anni- 

versary on the Friday following 

ivhether such aprogramme would 
find wide iìpreciation, but the 
correspondence of the next few 
days soon dispelled what doubt 
there ma have been, and further 
programmes of a similar char- 
acter are to he given. Request 
items will, of course, be wel- 

comed. DD 0 

Forthcoming Events 

'8 
- 

s 
t 1% 
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- - ;.. --: -: - 

Mr. A . Porter, tènoi . 6.40, -- - - - storm. -- -- -. -. _.: --.- 
Spanish Talk. Scotch 

. 

- . 

DJCEMBEP. 
- .:-: :. :.-. :-: . 

Songs and Music (St. Andrew's -.---. .- . . . 

. 

.. ist (SAT.).---WireIess - Orchestra: -.. 

Dai), Miss Jeannie Copelind, Forth omrng Events Mi Dae Thompson, baritone 
soprano. 8.45, Talk on " Robert 

. :. - . 'The Empire Male \oic Quartette 
Burns.'.. . ----- ¿t Kilniàrnock.- Shoit Talk on. 

D1 - 

- 28th (WEn 
) -3 43 \lr W ' Modern Literature," b Mr wR. . ... Grosse, clarionet; Mr.- Jacobson,. -- J. . Peddie,- MA., of Glasgow 

ist (SIT) - 30, Ofoid Pictuie 'cello, Mr Geo Gibson baiitone Uniersity 
House Orchestra. 

. 

io, Talk on. 7.o, Orchestra; Miss Kathlvn - 2nd (SuN..-Balalaika Orchestré. :-- 
Flowering Plants -for Table- Birch; soprano; Mr. PhilipWil- : 3rd (M0N.).-Mr. John Strachy,.-; - 

Decoration." 6.3o, Organ Re- son, tenor,- illustrating music of.- -Literary Critic. -'Tales of 1-loff- 
cit il, Piccadilly Picture House the times of Elis-abeth ind mann," Acts i and 2 Mr A G 

7 5, Ketho-ìrd Kitty 8, Mr James I Haslam on " Hockey " ' 1 ales 

Foden Williams, - entertainer; 29th (THuRs.).-3..3.5; T4is :Mabel . of Hoffniann," Act 3 ......... . 

MISS Agnes Clarke, soprano Mr Offer, mezzo soprano, Miss 4th (luEs) -Gientidier Guaids 
-StevenWilliams,. baritone. 8.4,ç; - Rosina.Wal!, 'iolinist. 

. ....... Band.- - 
.... -- 

Mi Victor Sm the and ' A'gv ' 3pth (Fiï 
) -3 '1 he Herman 6th (li IURS 

) 
-" Ti ilby " S i ny 

2nd (SUN).-3, Organ - Reithl . Mc-Leod Quartette; Miss- Norli -- Opheans and Savoy Havanna 
Piccadilly Picture House; Mr. - Studl, mezzsoprano. 7.3o, - Bauds Election. Results. 

. -. - - 

28th (Wi.).-3o, Piccadilly - as ouf of the many who receive 
- Scholes, Music Critic. 'ralk by 

turc Orchestra.. - 6.30, Organ auditions only a small percënt-- the. -Radio Society. of Great 
Recital, P,ccadill3 Picture 1-louse age prove suitable foi broadcast 13i rtain Mr Detim-ir 1)recsel, 

7 45, Shal espeale's ' A Mid ing... .. - Short Violin Recital ' live 
summer Night s Dream ", Men o o o 

L,iids in i Cage " produced by 
- 

delssohn's Incidental Mtisi ------- - - - - -; Milton. 
: 

Rosnier. - ' Carmen," - 

'- 2ZY Augmented Orchestra. - '. Great regret was felt. -in- this.-.-'.Act .2,. from Ithe " Old . Vic ' 

: 29th (TIIURS.).-1T.30, - 2ZY Trio.---distrìct.thit what appeared to he Theatre. Mr. Anthony Bertram, 
6 .o Girl Cuides and Boy such an xcellcnt concert simul J ilk on " The Histoiy and Mean 

Scouts Bulletins. - Apollo taneìislv hròadcast from i1an- - ing of Modern Painting." 'Car-, - 

Glee-Club. Spanish-Talk. . 

- 

- - 
... - 

chester shoild have been 
men, Act -. Savoy Orpheans 

- Y . :- 3oth (Fi.).-3.o, Concert by Miss 
S0 and Savoy Ñavanna Bands. 

florence Holding soprano Mr marred in land line transmission 3oth (rRI ) -Mr G A Atkinson 
Wrn \\atson elocutionist, and as a icsult of the pievious (lay s Film Critic 

have to be reckoned with in . 
lalk. Mne Ethel Fovkes, soprano. 

ai r1ngin simultaneous ti insmis D D D 3rd (MoN 
) -3 45, Mr \m La s 

sions as a regular feature. - Trio. -- - - 
- 

- 
- N ASTLEAprppos of th (TuEs.).-3.45, 5N0 Bijoù 

D our rennrks last week Orchestra Miss Phyllis Rickard 
An interesting item in the are pleased to announce that the. - - - 7.30, Station Orchestra; Mssis. 

muical prograriime rendrd b' ircle fròm which artistes figui-T . Charlton . and Wright, 
the 2ZY augmentecl orchestrt ing in the çNO programme are - : 

-tainers; Mr. T. Heenan, - tenor; 

Ori \Veclnesda last ws . the drawn has been considerablr Miss Erica.-Kng,, soprano1 :, 

Russian symphony by Glieve, wideneI, and the changes will be D - D D 
which hâS never been perfrmed - 

- . 

evident in thè near future: The .. O 

. 

.- . . 
- : 

Simultaneous. Broadcasting 
in Manchester before,- and pro- desire to- present the greatest: - 

- Event ....... 
b-tblv not more than thrice in this possible vanity, compatible vith 
country. ..... .- -- a-high standrd has always been NOVEMBER 

- - - - 

o o o 
- 

felt by the St'tion directorate 
. O 

28th (%VED ) -Mr Archibld FIad 
don Dramatic A Mid- 

Forthcoming Events .. - 
-, - bit :it. is more difficult to carry . .Critic. 

- summer Night's Dream. 
EMBER this out than might be imìgined, 2th (llwRs)-Mr Percy 

)ñANCHESTER.-The - Man- 
chester station celebrated its 

first anniversary on 'hi.ii:sdpy, 
the i 5th Inst., with a musical pro- 
gramme by the famous Lan- 
cashirc band, the " Besses o' 
the Barn." It was much to be 
regretted hat the stormy 
weather prevailing at the time 
interfered with the land-line 
transmissions, to the other sta- 
tions. 'This is a factor which 
is difficult to guard against so 
long as overhead land-line are 
employed, and is one which wifl 

Fred Brough and. Miss . Daisy 
Shorrocks, violin solos and duets. 
8, Talk to Young People, by Mr. 
S.G. Honey. 8.3o, Talk by Rev: 
T. L. Parker, MA., of St. Bede's 
College. 8.45, ZY Orchestra. 

3rd (MON.)._3.3o, 2ZY Trio. 6.35, 
Boys' Brigade Bulltin., 6.4.3, 
Spanish Talk. 

4tlì (TuEs.).-3.3o, Concert by Miss 
Muriel Hargrea'es, solo pianist; 
ìWss Gladys l"ilchett, soprano 
Mr. A. Brough, bass-baritone; 
1'h'. S. Lomas, tenor. 7.45, 
Altrincham Primitive Methodist 
Choir: . 8.45,, Mr. Pecy Phlage 
and persiflage. 9.40, Spanish 

Scottish Night; Orchestra; Miss 
May Osborne, rnezzo-soprano 
Mr. Da id Macfadzean, baritone; 
Mr. Ernest 'Sharp, violin ; Mr. 
W. A. Crosse, clarionet. 

DECEMBER. 
ist (SAT.).-3.45, Mmé. Maùd 

Jaukes, violinist; Iliss Jennie 
Gardner, soprano. 7.30, St. 
Hilda's Colliery Band; Mr. C. A. 
Vincent . Jones, baritone; Mis 
Norah Wiggins, soprano; Mr. 
W. A. Bates, entertainer. 

2nd (SuN.).-8.3o,. Rev. H. G. 
Absalom, address; Mr. Ernest 
Sharue's Trio: Mr. Geo. Tindle; 
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.1 see are now being placed on the American 
market, are wound on a similar principle to 
the variometer, but instead of one winding, 
two wires are used. In this way we can 
obtain the advantages of a variometer in 
tun i ng without shunted capacity (other than 
that of the valve), together with the advan- 

'tages of the transformer. Welldesignecl 
high-frequency transformers certainly seem 
to give good results, and I can see a great 
future for the new type. 

the adaptors sold for fitting V24 valves in 
the ordinary 4-pin socket. - These valves aiï 
much more expensive-than the ordinary q-pin 
variety, and practically the only advantáge 
(an important one) jhev possess over the other 
type is the low capacity due to the absence. of 
any 'bunching' of wires in the base. Every 
adaptor I have seen lias been so-constructed 
that it possesse5 a large capacity between pins, 
thus èiïectively nullifying the virtues of the 
valve. ., - - . - 

to be despised in such, condensers is thir1Qw- 
mininnim. - 

- 

* 

Experimenters who have had a gìoçl. ea1 
of experiencé in winding their own high-fre. 
quen-cy transformers might try their: hind at 
making vario-transformers. These I heIieve 
were invented by Stuart Ballantine, the A«thor 
of the text book, " Radio Telephony for 
Amateurs.'' These vario-trarsformers, which 

To give another .exanle, a welhknòwn 
make of plug-in coil of excellent quality s 
fitted with plugs of first quality ebonite much 
superior to those of a rival maki: In 
securing the coils to this plug a strip of frbre 
is used, the teiminal screws pássing throtig!i 
this fibre in two places.- Now fibre has 
insulating qualities mUch inferior to that of 
ebonite and suffers from the disadvantage of 
íh5sorbing moisture. Again, take the case of 

slide inside the larger tube. I toiiglìt the 
capacity would be about o.000i tuF, but on 
testing it I found that it was no less than 
.0.0003 1zF-a particularly useful size for 
tuning anode coils. When it is remembered 
that such a rariable condenser can be nade'up 
for few pence, it is surprising that. ii'oi âie 
not used. Empire cloth is not. perhaps 'the', 
best material to use as the dielectriqbutiherè 
is ìio reason why thin mica should not e 
fastened to tle inner tube. An advantage not 

ctrcuits Signals are obtainable with this film 
in place, but they are only a fractionof'the 
strength they 'should. be. A remedy, of 
course, is tò rub the clips with emery' paper 
to remove the lacqtier, and I would recom- 
mend this course to any rea'der who is sing 
these clips in his own set. Several .readers 
of my Modern Wireless article on a 

Transatlantic '' Receiver have had' trouble 
vith this instrument until' they 'had rubbed 
the clips with emery. 

HE other day a young wireless. - It is surprising how . some of the bigger 
enthusiast brought to nie a home-made firms sometimes make stupid blunders with 
ariahle condenser consisting of two their components. A well-known flrm which 

tubes, sliding one-wIthin the other. He was sells clips for holding tubular valves of the 
interested to know-what its capacity might be, V24 and QX type lias recentl.y been sehling 
-and as I had the requisite facilities I measured theii \vith the metal covered with a thin, 
it The tube w's ab9ut 6 inches long and an practicall invisible, laver of i icquer The - 

:inch. in diameter, wbilst tle innei ttibe was of, -- result is that when the clips are mQunted and 
such a size that when one layer of Empire the vlves placçd between- them a high resist- 
cloth was wrapped around it, it-wouJd just ance S interposed in- the plate and grij 

RANDOM TECHNICALITIES 
By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assislani Editor. -. 

A few noies of wieresi (o home conslructo,s 

s 
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steadily and qiictly, and de- 
its full output of 5 

amperes vithout sparking at the 
-- 

- commutator or other signs of 
distress. It is started by impiy 
plugging an adapter into the 
nearest lamp-holder, and gives 
up to g .vQlts at the secondary 
terminais. The cost of charging 
a '6-volt 40 ampere-hour (actual) 
accumulator is given as approxi- 

The Ella home-cha?ger for.D.C. mains. 

A 9-Plate Variable Cófldenser 
with Vernier 

The Sterling Telepho:ne ' & 
Electric Co., Ltd., have submitted 
for test a 9-plate variable con- 
denser, for panel-mounting, pro- 
vided with a 2-plate '' vernier 
contolled by a small knob co- 

a spring friction device on' the 
moving spindle. - 

On test, the minimum capacity 
was approximately' o.0000i 
the ernier gave about 0.000007 

F for fine adjustment and the 
maximum total capacity was 
0.00028 F; though at 9D degrees 
of thé scale-apparently half-way 
-the capacity was only o.00008 
1F. ' 

 

. lighting-mains. This is a small 
machine weighing i lbs., which 
resembles very dosely a small 
fan-motor on which, indeed, the 
design and type of equipment of 
this converter are actually based. 
It should, accòrdingly, he just as 
easy to operate, and as trouble- 

- - proof as are those highly-deve- 
loped pieces of domestic machin- - 

cry. This instrument has ample 
plain 'hitemetal - bearings,' 
grease-lubricated; the two com 
muta-tors (one at each enti of the. 
armature. shaft) necessitated by 
the principle of the rotary con-S 
vertér ae of substantial design, 
and are fitted with standard 
types òf interchaneable arbon 
brushes. We understand that 

- spare parts are kept in stock and 
obtainable at a reasonable price 

- - 
when, after extensive use, - any 

-. . replacements may be necessary. 
The machine ran extremely 

prove a good investment to thòe 
who possess a valve set, and have 
access to a D.C. suply. 

44._r - - 

.--1' 
- YA 

a - . - 

snail-cam-form, so that the varia- 
tion of cñpacity for à given 
angular movement is much. 
gréater tbwárds the end o-f the 
scale. As wave-length (ith a 
given inductance) varies a the 
square-root of the capacity asso- 
ciated with the inductance, this 
device giyes a mere regular in- 
crease in wave-length, sc facilitat- 
ing setting to a particular wave- 
length desired arid making the - 

istrument particularly suitable 
for use in wave-metérs, etc. 

The condenser is arranged for' 
fixing behind the panel by three 
small screws; a high-class bevel 
scale and knobs being provided. 

The plates are of brass with 
sniall clearance and are rigidly 
fixed in a brass and moulded com- 
position frame, and on a stout 
spindle ro.tating in substantial 
metal bearings, respectively. 
Good si-lent contact is ensured by 

- : Cnth,cIedVby A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editqi. 

V An Accnu1ator-Charging Set 
for D.C. Mains. 

- Messrs. Lionel Robinson& Co. 
have afforded us an opportunity 
of closely eamining and vi ing 
in actual oeration in 

V 

accumu- 
lator-charging and on testload, 

- a VIotary converter, the " Ella," 
V 

for operating off the ordinary 
direct-current roo to 250-volt 

matel that of one unit,say 8d., 
Or according to locality. V 

V 

V It is also supplied with 
movable control panél,Vfitted with 
rheostat and voltmeter,: it 1e 
quired. 

V 

We are of thò opini&n, 
after close examinatiôn of this, 
sturdy little machine, that at the 
reasonable price asked for it, it 
represents good value, and will 

axaU with tfie máin -control knob 
and V haviig .a specially-shaed 
conteur for the movirg plates. V 

This has the effet Gf providing 
a mre nearly linear adjutment 
cif- wave-length .throúghout the: 
scale than is dbtaincd with Vthe 

ordinary type-when used as a 
parallel tùning-adjustment; thus 
the plates are given a spiral oi 
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s.gns begin with the letters 8A North of England group from ming. The French and British 
will transmit from 23.00 to 23.30 to 23.45; and the Scottish orgaisatious will in due course 
23. iç; those whose sign begins group from 23.45 to 24.00. The exchange reports regarding the 
with .8B from 23.15 to 23.30; text slioild consist merely of a successful receptions in the two. 
those whose sign begins with series cf Vs with the occasional countries. . 

A WAL 

For bröadcast reception six 
türns viil ie fouid satisfac- 
tory.. To remove all possibility 
of the wires slipping out of place 
when the frame is folded, thin 
strips of ebonite may be fastened 
over the slots when the wires are 
all in position. 

The next Item to receive atten- 
tion is the construction of the 
wall bracket itself. To make the 
part which is fixed to the wall, 
procure a piece of. hard wood 
12 in. x 6 in. x in. Next cut 
two furthrieces of wood 6 in. 
x in. x in.,- háving a hole 
drilled in the c,tre of each, as 
shown in the diagram (Fig. 4). 
This hole should he made tóclear 
a i-in. dowel rod. Scréw these 
pieces on to the back board in 
the positions hownby means of 
four stout screws. Make a 
further foùr holes iii th bck 

L BRACKET FRAME 
(Concluded from pag.e 686.) 

board in suitable positions for 
fixing to the wall. The making 
of the swivel bracket will now 
complete the frame. This is con- 
structed from two pieces of wood, 
6 i-n. x 6 in. x in., and one 
piece 3 i-i6 in. x 3 in. X 2 ifl. 

thick. In making the two side. 
pieces,- a hole is drilled in each, 
as shown in Fig. 3, to clear the 
bearing screws on the frame. 
These bearing screws may be in- 

serted through the swivel bracket 
into the frame after the swivel is 
completed. Next cut a slot in- 
each, s shown, to a depth of 
x in., of sufficient width to clear 
the other two screws in the 
frame. Four holes are now drilled 
to receive screws- to fix the two 
side-pieces to the back piece of 
the swivel. The construction of 
these two side-pieces may he 
quickly and accurately, done by 
clamping two pieces of WO to- 

AERIAL; 

gether and drilling and sl&tting' 
in one operation: The 'back piece - 

-has a hole drilled right through. 
the centre .of the -in side, to - - 

clear a i-in. dowel red», T.le - 

sides are then fixed to this picé, - 

as clesribed. Now fix the wivef - 

bracket into the wall bracket by;. 
passing a piece of i-in. dowel 
rod ( in. long) right through - 

the three pivot holes. Fix the . 

dowel rod by pinning through- 
the upper and lower pieces-of the- 
wall bracket. - 

- To wind 'the frame, pass' the 
- wire through the. holes in th - 

ebonite brackets in one direction, - - 

and finish by conneating the be- - 

ginning and the end of the wind- - 

ing to the -terminals, 'which -are 
mounted upon ebonite, on-e on 
each side of the swivel bracket.''W 
This frame will open and close 
without interfering with the wind- 
ing in-any way. - 

tion with - the President of 
the Joint Frenth Committee :- 

The tests will take place be- 
tween November 26 and Decem- 

- ber 9, 1923; French amateurs 
will transmit on Noember 26, 

. 

. 2.8, and 30, and December 2, 4, 

6, and 8. British amateurs will 
transmit on November 27 aod 29, 
and December i, , , 7, and 9; 
all between the hours of 23.00 

and 24.00. 

- French amateurs whose call 

8E- from 23.45 to 24.00. The 
text transmitted will consist of 
the letters R.S.G.B. repeated 
three times, followed by the word 

de." and by the call sign of 
the station calling, repeated three 
times; the whole being repeated 
throughout the fifteen minutes 
allotted. -. 

British amateurs will transmit 
as follows :-The Southern group 
from 23.00 to 23.15; the MiJland 
group from 23.15 to 23.30; the 

instructions will -hposted to-thé 
members of the T. &. R. Section. 

British amateurs who succeed 
in picking up any of the French - 

signals are requested to repoi't 
immediately to the -Hon. Secre- . 

tary of the T. & R. Section, Fins- - 

bury Technical College, Leonard H 

Street, Loodon, . E.C.. Other 
British amateurs who are not 
taking part in these tests are rè- 
quested to be so courteous as to - 

refrain from unnecessary jam- - 

he lRabío ocít ot Grcat..i&ftati. 
- FRA NCO-BRITISH TESTS ON ABOUT 200 METRES WA VELENGTH. - 

THE following airangement 8C From 23.30 to 23.45; those interpolation of the call sign ¿f j 
hïave been made in consulta- whose sign begins with 8D or the station calling. Precisé 
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-Assuming that the-two induct- 
nces are wound - in th same 

4irection, we can say that if the 
two-coils- are coupled end toerid 

Vf 

aiso .iiegatilve: this 'causes a 
decrese:of anode current of the 
second vah'e. A-deèrease in Cur- 
rent -frOth the right-hand side 0r 

VV 

' 7°'z - 
- V 

If reaction' is being- obtained,' - 
it is always possible;to-,reverse 
both sets of ka4s without' itter-'- - - 

fering. with - the :pheioiiiêñoii' ' ' V 

T 

- 
. : . . -. . Fig..i, and these provide a rough - ' 

.............. 
. 

. and ready explanation of the while the-left-hand side isposi 
There.is, however, rarely any phenomenon. It .will be seen, tive, and tliete is an elèctron flow' 

necessity for a trial and error that the first grid is positivé; from right to left. The connéc- 
method of connecting the leads to this causes an iiicrase of anode tions to the reaction coil L3 are . ' - 

the reaction coil, and such a current, which means that more :, also reversed so that we iiáv 
inetho(t is ften inconvenient electrons are flowing from tli - 

what. is equivlcnt to i flow of' - .. 

when a panel set is being. - left-hañd side 'of L2 to tile right-, electrons from :the right-hãnch' ' 

' cónstruçted,and may be obviated hand side. The left-hand side of side of L3 to the lef-hand ide: ' -, 

by noting thé following rul,çs L2 is therefore negative and -the Once' again the two Tariows - - -- - 

which are based on-the two coils right-hand sle positive. As the u-nderneathL2 and;L3. point'in'. 
--::: c-which are to je coupled being left-hand-side is connected to the- the same direction and the mag-' - - 

wound in tile same direction.. grid of' the secotid Naive, G is neic fkkls help eathother. - -- -. 

into the sockets again, we are 
exactly where we stood, because. 
although we have reversed the 
coil ve have also reversed the 
leads going to it, the leads, of 
course, being the pins and 
sockets-even though the leads 
going to the coil-holder terminals 
remain exactly as they were. 

arrangement. The coils L2 and 
L3 are wound in the same direc- 
tion, and the anode of the first 
valve is connected to the left- 
hand side of L2; this left-hand 
side is connected to the grid of 
the second valve which is provid- 
ing the reaction. This reaction, 
of cou çse, would be obtained even 
if the first valve were riot aliglit. 
The right-hand sidê of the coil 
1.3 is connected to the anode. 
By coûpling L3 to L2, a reaction 

- effect is introduced by the second 
valve into the tuned anode cir- 
cu.it L2 C2, which, is, in effect; 
reall' the tuned grid circuit of. 
the second valve. 

The potentials at different 
points.of the circuit are given in 

Fig. 2 shows another ñiethod 
of connecting the two inductance 
coils so that a reaction effect is 
still obtained. This time the 
aiode of the first valve is con-: 
nected to the right-hand side of 
the coil L2 instead of to the lefts 
hand side. The right-hand side. 
therefore now becomes qegative 

. ., '- 

- Our Weehy Caus.t,ie wr,tt.e;, by the EdiOr. 

PFHE_ 

gret majority of ex- the grid of the valve which is L3 to the left-hand side is 
perithenteis join up theii providing the reaction mai' be' equivalent tó a flòw òf eÍêtriis 
reaction coils by trial. connected to one extreme end of' from 'the left-hand side to the 

Either -the reaction coil may. be one of the coils and the other to. right-hand side, and the right. 
reversed, or the leads to the re-: the extreme end of the other: hand: side is therefore positive 
action coil máy be reversed; the. coil. ' Alternatively, the 'grid 'ind' while the left-hand side is nega-, 
latter process is necessary when anode may be connected to the': tive. The magnetic fields pro-. 
using plug-iù coils because if the. two inside ends òf the coils duced by the currents in L2 and - 

plug-in coil is taken out, turned, respectively. ' - . - ' L3 therefore assist each other 
the other- way round. and put . Fig...i. shows.thefirstpossiblc and a reaction effect is obtained. - - .. 

çMin y about 
VaIvès 

- 

k - - 
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well with Cossor, Ediswart or 
D.E. valves. Ediswan are per- 
haps the best, in that they give 
a better tone. The Brown MicroS 
phone Amplifier, when carefully 
adjusted and left alone, is a 
beautiful instrument, but it does 
not like being banged about. 

T find that the values of con- 
densers across the 'phones and 
secondary of the transformer 
are not at all critical, and. that 
one across the primary of the 

Cann6n Street, E.C.4. 

H. F. STAGE TO ST100. 
SIR,-Reading Mr. Cow per's 

article in Modern Wireless on 
" Adding a High-Frequency 
Stage to STioo," I found I 
could make the alteration to my 
previous circuit quite simply by 
purcha sing another variable con- 

By the abóve you will see 1'm 
very delighted with this circuit 
and recommend it to all I know 
who are interested.-! am, etc., 

j. F. SPARROw: 

Gravesend, Kent. 

The Editor regrets that -owing 
o the demands vpon our space 

a number of letters are unavoid- 
ably held over. 

not in my opinion worth listening 
to. I have an experimental 
licence and have connected up a 
great number of circuits, using up 
to four valves, but with the cir- 
cuit which is the subject of this 
letter I find that I get at Maiden- 
head a power of reception quite 
equal to three valves and singular 
freedom from distortion. 

I employ a multiple cats-whis- 
ker instead of the single wire, 
and find that the circuit works 

T/:e circuit referred to 1y 
Mr. Horsburgh. 

alteration of this coupling only 
appears to alter the tuning, 
doubtless clue to a change of 
mutual inductance between the 
coils and the circuit works equally 
well, and with practically the 
same signal strength, without 
any reaction at a1.-I am, etc., 

G. D. L. HORSBURGH. 

it IS no exaggeration when I say 
I can hear the orchestra down in 
the kitchen with my set upstairs 
(about 30 stairs) in the bedrom. 
All the other stations aretuiíd 
in comparatively easily rdBir- 
mingham comes in_)\,ith fine 
strength. Glasgow is qutegood 
providing the atmosptere is 
favourable. There is not much 
to choose between Birmingham 
and Newcastle as regards 
strength of signals. 

DUAL AMPLIFICATION. 
SIR,-! send you here itli a 

single-valve dual amplification 
circuit which I employ most 
satisfactorily for loud-speaker 
work, in the hope that it may be 
of interest to readers of your 
excellent paper. The circuit, as 
you see, is an extremely easy pne 
to connect up, and it is equally 
simple to handle, proving with 
me very stable, and not subject 
to howling or to influence by 
body capacity. 

My chief aim in wireless recep- 
tion is always to eliminate dis- 
tortion, and at the same time to 
ensure an adequate volume of 
sound. ." Thin " inusic, even 
thoue-h free from distortion. is 

transformer reduces signal 
strength with no compensating 
advantages. Potentiometer con- 
trol of the grid has so far failed 
to improve matters - rather the 
reverse. 

I show, a part of the anode 
tuning inductance loose coupled 
to the aerial circuit, but the 

denser 0.0005 F, and a smáll 
Vernier for capacity coupling 
between the anode of the first 
valve to the grid of the second. 
I might say I experienced a little 
difficulty at first due to the set 
oscillating, but overcame this by 
a little judicious use of a poten- 
tiometer controlling the grid of 
the first H.F. valve. For the 
choke coil I use a basket coil 
consisting of 200 turns. The 
aerial and tuned anode coils are 
all basket coils of suitable size 
tuned with variable condensers. 
I use about 70 volts on the 

'anodes of both valves. 
As to results, notluin' to my. 

mind could be l)etter; London 
cornes in at terrific strength, and 

'i- 

I SS 
- 

A' :1'1 ç_tÌ 
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regulations, and either aerial could consist, of a windings of your low-frequency transformer, 
sirgle wire, two or three wires upon spreader, (2) connecting the iron cores together, and () 
say 6 ft. in length, or even 4 or 6 wires arranged - connecting the iron cores either to eai-th or to the.. 
upon-circular hoops. - . . positive side of the high-tension battery. ' 

S. T. (BOURNEMOUTH) asks what F. D. (NEWCASTLE) inquires regarding 
meant by electro-static reaction, and how is the probable cause of his valve receiving 
it applied in a circuit. - - 

- - 
set beng noisy. . . - 

In the case of electro-sttic reaction, the desired - The crackling noises complained of may be due to 
result is obtained by the use of a variable con- faulty high- or low-tension batteries, to a faulty- 

-. '-7°3 -.', . 

 1 
: 

i 

D. P.. (CLAPTQN) asks what are the 
present regulations regarding the dimen- 
sons of an aerial. .. - 

The regulations permit the use ofan aeria, the 
ombined length and height of w hich must not 

exceed ioo ft, irrepective of the number of wires - 

employed. It is further understood tiat the 
height really refers to the length of the dow n- 
lead. An aeriál 8o ft. length with a down- 
lead of 20 ft., or öne having a length of 50 ft. 
and a 50-ft. down-lead, would comply with the 

grid potential of a valve produces a change in 
anode current equal to that which would be pro- 
duceci by increasing the anode voltage to io volts, 
the amplification fator. would he said to be io. 

J. G. G. (BIRMINGHAM) is e,periencing. 
trouble with his low-frequency amplifier, 
due to "howling" 
Space oût all the internal wiring of the set as 
much. as possible to reduce inductive effects, - 
placing the intervalve transformers as far from 
one another as possible and arranging their 
windings at right angles. Try also (i) reversing 

- the connections to one or more of the primary 

- -- F. L. E. (LONDON) asks- for a wiring denser, connected btween the anode and grid 
diagram of the " WIRELESS WEEKLY" Circuit, as shown in the accompanying diagram. 
-Reflex Receiver described in our issue of - This method is also commonly called " capacity 

ept. 12th. reaction.' - 

---We reproduce herewith an illustration of the coni- - - - -, 

- ponents with their individual connections. - - - - -- - 
- : - 

p. 

B. K. (GRAVESEÑD) asks what is mEant- 
-by the-amplification factor or a valve.- - - - 

- This is perhaps best illustrated by means of an - 
- - 

example. Suppose a change of i volt in the 

I SI L 

u -: iL I 

p hull L %!ffid - 

hi 
t4 I - 

y!' uhu - , ___ -__ 

November.2S,1923. 
: 

Wii'eless Wee}Iy 
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WIRELESS WEEKLY 
willbringyou 
BUSINESS . 

E 
-' It is as good ai advertising medium as 

E MODERN WIRELESS. E 
E Rates ir both ublIcaÜoñs on application - E 

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATIONI.LTD., 
E No. 2. 125, PaIl Mall, London, S.W. 1. E 

ThlIIIIIiUIIIIHUIlIIIII Ph Regent 244Q» Ii!IIIIIlIIIIlIflhIlIUì 

From the number of queries- we 
receive from readers it would 
seem that it is not known how 
adequately do Radio Press books 
deal with the subject of wÍreless. 
A full list of our Publications 
together with prices, etc.; may 

:.be found onthe.inSide.of the 
cover of this issue.. 

EcoNoMic ELECTRIC 
_ 

I L 
THL "EEC" "XTRAUOIUN" VALVE F 

Jkade is being used by tue leading Radio Experi- U 
menter fo detection, high and low ire- - 

' \J quency amplification, power amplifiers and 
- low power transmission. Price 15/- "' 

- USE "RECTARITE," the synthetic il 

h, ji crystal that makes Loud speakers talk. 
' 1/6 Large Specimen. 

-: 

- 
Write to-day for 40 page Radio il 

Catalogue mailed post free, 4d. L 

Head 015cc : 10, FITZROY i Showroons: I B4O5d. 05d Work,: 
SQUARE. LONDON, Wi. -I 303, EUSTON RD., N.W.l. I TWICKENHAM. 

- -- - ---- 

build a two-valve set, comprising a 'recti- 
fying valve and a low-frequency aMplifier, 
for the reception of 2L0. He wishes to 
know whether this would give satisthctory 
results in Folkestone. - -, 
Though you may expect to i-eceive 2L0 with faii 
streugth we suggest that the addition of a iigh_ 
frequency valve on the lines o ircúit ST4S 

Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," Radio -. - 

Press, Ltd., would greatly increase the range of 
your apparatus, adding considerably - to the i 
pleasure and interest of your proposed receiver. 

- BOOKS. -',, - 

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE 

TRADE MARK ON EVERY GRID LEAK. 

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
(Patent No. 206008). 

The Resistance is . Suitable for use in 
steadily Variable any circuit, and 
between to 5 improvesthework- 

- ing of any valve megohms. Only detector. (50.000 
requires a sin hole to 100 000 ohms for 
in panel for fitting PRICE 2/6 each. theST.100 Circuit. 

The bet Variable Grid LeaI made. Price 3/6.) 

WATMEL WIRELESS CO Connaught House, la, Edwate Road 
'i Marble Arch,W.2. Td.4575 Poddinglon. 

broadcasting stations. 
Urider average conditions, t1e followitig the 
results which may- be relied- upon--w'itli tk 
apparatus specified :- - 

Up to 20 miles-a crystal set. - - - 

From 20 to ço miles-one H.F. valye aicI 
detector, the latter being either crystal or valve. 
No reaction. V 

From 40 to 7omileS-pne H.F. valve and 
detector (valve) with reaction. i 

From 70 to joo miles-one H.F. valye aiL 
detector plus one L.F. valve, with reaction. 

Above roo miles-two H.F. valves, cletectoi 
and one L.F. valve, with reaction. -- 

- - 

W. M. F. (Shorncliffe Camp) proposes t 

 The three things are inseparable. Have the 
best quality and cut Out middle costs by buying direct. 

PARALLEL BENCH VICE 
Quality guaantéed, Covered Screw, Steel aws, Price 5/6 

- Capacity O-Jin. Complete HAND DRILL with three-jaw Chuck and 

Set of drills kin., ,in., ¡in., Jin., iin., iin. 10/6 
Money returned ¿J not satisfied. We pay carriage. 

1Ff E- BILLING TOOL CO. 
-. .... - T... '±'& - - -. - 

Remove the earth lead and again note the effect. 
If the noises now stop, they are probably due to 
induction from local electrical machinery, power 
lines, etc. If on examination all the foregoing 
points appear to be in ordér, a more serious break- 
down is indicated, such as the winding df the 
telephones or transformers, and it will be neces- 
srv to test the componénts separately. 

B:L: (CHESTÊR) aks what type o appa- 
ratus is recommended for good reliable 
reception in- telephones,- from the British 

a 

Wireless Weekly 

Góòd Tools- 
M Gòod Temper- and 

Gòod Work 

Növeinber 28,1923 

connectionn.side the set,tpoor contact at one 
of your tuning switches, condenser spindles or ': 

filament rheostats, or to a dirty or badly fitted 
valve pin. Discötnect the aerial lead from the 
set and- note whether the noises continue, as 
possibi) they may be due to atmoplìerics.-- 
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WECONOMY
incorporating the

WECOVALVE.
The WECOVALVE (Pea -nut Type)
is the most economical valve ex-
istent, requiring only 0.25 of an
ampere at o.8 to 1.r volts and having
more than twice the life of tungsten
and other dull -emitter valves.
It can be used eitier as a Detector or Am-
plifier and oper2tes off a single dry cell.

Filament Current 0.25 amps.
Filament Voltage o.8 to 1.1 volts.
Detector Plate Voltage 17-22 volts.
Amplifier Plate Voltage 22-45 volts.
Dimensions " diam. x 2r long.
Price : El 10s. Od.

SETS
The WECOVALVE (Pea -nut Type)
can be used with your existing receiv-
ing sets by the use of the Wecovalve
Adapter (No. 44092) which has
contact springs faced with gold and
silver alloy to ensure perfect con-
tact with the' base of the valve.

Dimensions ir x Ir. Price : 3s. 611.
The Wecovalve Socket is arranged for four
soldered connections. These connections
have contact points faced with a special
gold and silver alloy to ensure perfect
contact with the base of the" valve.

Dimensions Iv X I". Price : ls. 6d.
No. 44215-A.

Pafint Nos. 17580 (1915), 180090 (6641-1921).
THIS TWO VALVE WECONOMY SET (No. 44o81), fitted with
Wecovalves, is arranged for high frequency amplification and detection, and

- is complete with tuning inductance, filament resistance, etc., to cover the
Broadcast wave length band of 300 to 500 metres. That is, it will tune to any
of the B.B.C. Stations without additional coils. By adding Igranic Coils, for
which two holders are provided, the tuning can be increased up to 3,000 metre.
The power of this Set is such that with a standard aerial it will receive
B.B.C. Stations within a wide radius. This is accomplished by using a
tuned anode circuit and a certain degree of reaction. The Set gives a
purity of tone better than that of other reaction' sets on the market, and
is therefore suitable for use with Loud Speakers. Two dry cells are
required for the filaments, and a 45-iolt battery for the plate circuit.

THIS TWO VALVE,
TWO STAGE AM-
PLIFIER (No. 44012)
has a key or switch
which gives a " one
valve." circuit or the
" two valve " circuit.

No. 44081. Being fitted with We -
Two Valve Receiving Set with covalves,accumulators

Coil Attachments. are unnecessary, and
two dry cells are sufficient for the filaments, whilst a
High Tension Battery of 45 volts is recommended for the
plate. The characteristics of both the valves and trans-
formers are such that almost perfect amplification is se-
cured, and consequently this instrument can be used with
confidence wherever high grade reproduction is desired.
The power output of this Amplifier is comparable with
ordinary low freoue icy amplifiers, and will be found
sufficient for operating Loud Speaking Receivers of the
small variety. -The. No. .44011 Weconomy Amplifier is
a single stage Amplifier which, like the two stage Amplifier,
contains Western Electric special distortionless trans -

Two Stageensures the Most perfect reception. One or vi Frequency
Amplifier.

No. 44312.formers, whilst the silent operation of the WecovalvesNo.

COLUMBIA
RADIO "A"
CELLS for

WECOVALVES.

WRITE FOR BOOKLETS W.E.Co. 32 W. 528 and W. 529.

Western Electric,Compunq Limited;
(WHOLESALE ONLY)

Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : Central 7345 (9 lines).

Branches:-
Glasgow. Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Cardiff, Southampton, Dublin.

Connaught House,

COLUMBIA
RADIO "A"
CELLS for

WECOVALVES

Von CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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The B.T-H... IN

lej

On99

Crystal Receiver
G.P.O. Regd. No. 861

CHRISTMAS, 1923 will be a Radio Christmas, and
there can be no more appropriate gift than a
B.T=11. "Bijou" Crystal Receiver. Moderate in
price, but supreme in results, it is a worthy

example of B.T.H. design and workmanship.
The new B.T-H. " BL.Toli " Crystal Set has been spec-
ially designed to meet the demand for an efficient and
well -finished receiving instrument at a moderate
price. Tuning is effected by means of a variometer
which, apart from its ease of manipulation, is perfectly
silent in action. On the inside of the lid are pasted
full instructions for use, and
a list of approximate settings
to facilitate rapid tuning.Tele-
phony can be perfectly re-
ceived within a radius of 20
miles, and under favourable
conditions much longer dis-
tances can be covered. One set
of B.T-H. 4,000 ohm resist-
ance head telephones for use
with this receiver is supplied.
The 'phones are efficient and
comfortable and reproduce
both speech and music with-
out distortion.

The apparatus is enclosed in a polished
with hinged lid, the external dimensions being
7"x54"x41". All metal parts are brightly nickelled.

Price
with nne set of
TH Headphones

£3 . 10 . 0
B.B C. Tariff 1/- extra

walnut case

The British Thomson=Houston Co. Ltd
(Wholesale Only)

Works RUGBY London Office CROWN HOUSE, ALDWYCH
Sole Agents for the Music and Gramophone Trades :

THE MURDOCH TRADING COMPANY,59 Cr 61 Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.C,1

1967
I

mmiliset
you CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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WIRELESS VALVES.

Consider these points carefully, and
then order your Mullard Wecovalve

The filament is mechanically and electri-
cally strong and at the same time its
consumption of electrical power (watts)
is very low. No other valve combines
these two qualities to the same degree.

It is fitted with standard 4 -pin base
for use on your present set.

¶ Its life, with care, is 4,000 hours.

Its filament requires ONE ordinary dry
cell only (cost 2/6).

¶ It has a mechanically unbreakable
filament, due to its short stubby
construction.

Its current consumption has been
reduced to the lowest value
CONSISTENT WITH FILAMENT
STRENGTH AN I) LONG LIFE.

MULLARD

WECOVALVES

ARE

NOW AVAILABLE

WITH

STANDARD 4 -PIN

BASE.

NO

ADAPTOR

REQUIRED

PRICE :

Mullard
Advt. The Mallard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S.W.t2.
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Any Circuit assembled

No. II.
Tuned Anode and Reaction

Panel 12/6

No. 2.
Aerial Tuning Condenser Panel

211 -

No. r.
A. & E. Panel
with Lightning
Arrester 5;'9

No. 16.
Condenser

Panel
2/9

N-OVEIIBER 28TH, 1923

in 5 mins.
-don't buy or build your Set until you have
investigated the wonderful "Unette" principles
With such rapid developments now
taking place in the design and
manufacture of Broadcast Receiv-
ing Sets, and with the frequent
invention of circuits each one more
effective than its predecessor, it
must be obvious that the man who
buys a ready -built instrument runs
the risk of being badly out of date
in a short time.

With these facts uppermost in our
minds, we decided to tackle the
problem of providing the wireless
enthusiast with the means of
rapidly, economically and efficiently
assembling the widest possible
variety of Receiving Sets employ-
ing practically any circuit.
The result is now seen in the Unette
System-a few examples of which
are shown here.

How the System Works
The principles of the Unette System
are simple. Every one has been
designed on a standard base and each
Unette is numbered. All necessary
connections are brought out by means
of concealed wiring to terminals,
and these terminals are so arranged
as to be opposite one another on
adjacent Unettes. For instance,
according to Peto-Scott's Wireless
Book (1/5 post free), which includes
a full description of this System,
we see that for a 2 -Valve Receiver

Its Possibilities

the following Unettes are required.
Nos. 1, 14, 8, 5, 10, 5, 15.
If these Unettes are placed in this
order and all adjacent terminals
connected the circuit is complete
and the Receiver is ready for im-
mediate use.
But that is not all. Perhaps you
may find that one of your Valves
has broken down ; then remove
Unettes 8 and 5 and insert a new
Unette No. 13 and you have a
Crystal Detector followed by a Note
Magnifier.

There is no limit to what you can valve outfit for less than 50i- (bat -
do under this method, and the cost teries extra, of course). And at
is so small. You only pay for what any time at little more than the bare
you need-for instance, you can cost of the material you can steadily
commence with a complete single- increase the efficiency of your Set.

Use any Circuit you Choose
One of the special features of Unettes Remember this : It is not necessary
is that you are not hide -bound to work out circuit diagrams or to
in your choice of circuits. You study how to connect up corn -
can use practically any you choose. ponents ; you merely connect up the
In Peto-Scott's Wireless Book par- terminals on adjacent Unettes and
titulars are given of over 80 circuits your Set is completed. Half -a -
with full details as to the Unettes dozen or so of these Unettes will
required, together with the particular enable you to test out a score or
order in which they should be con- more Circuits-at a fraction of the
netted. cost of a finished Set.

And its Cost
There is no cheaper method of a start with only three or four, and add
building a Set than to use the Unette others later, as your Radio know -
System, as will be seen from prices ledge is increased.
given here ; of course, you can make

Full particulars, togetkr with over 80 Unette Circuit Diagrams, given
in Peto-Scat's Wireless Bcok, 1/3, at all Branches, or 1 5 past free.

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD. 64 HIGH I-
OFFICE :

H I-LOLEORN W.C.1
LONDON : 99, High Holborn, W.C.1

3, Wellington St., Strand, W.C.2Branches CARDIFF : 94, Queen Street,
LIVERPOOL : 4, Manchester Street.

No. 9.
Potentiometer

Panel
8/6

No. 13.
Crystal

Detector Panel
613

No. 15.
H.T. Battery and

Fuse Panel
6/6

No. LI.
V ariometer Panel

23,6

No. 3.
Secondary Tuning Condenser

Panel 17:6

Qtmuigspottg mtwart0

No. 4.
3 -Coil Tuning' Panel with

Switches 21/ -

No. so.
L.P. Amplifying

Panel 23/ -

No. 19.
Coil Holder
Panel 3/3

No. 8.
Grid Condenser
and Leak Panel
with Switch 6,6

No. 5.
Valve Panel with Rheostat

7; -

You CANNOT, be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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TRADE. Grelco MARK.

ADVERTISER. ENTS.

100 Pages + 24 = 124 Pages.
With the addition of our latest
-Supplementary List, our Catalogue
is wthout doubt the largest yet
published. Send for it now.

Post 3d. FREE.

gee =Ea OM
=-tegatt OMB ®Cet)

Teloltone, MYSEVIA

64, GRAFTON STREET,

LONDON. W.C.
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

Intervalve
Transformers

(Patent No. 205013
Correctly designed
for minimum dis-
tributed capacity.
Low core losses.
Coil wound by
patent cotton in.
terweave process.
Maximum amplifi-
cation without di,
tortion.
List No. 17182A Shrouded Type, Price 22/8

17182B Open Type 23/ -

The " B.B.L." Booklet of Wiring
Diagrams shows all the Components
required in their relative positions
for wiring up. Get a copy from your
Dealer .. .. PRICE

" LISSEN " VARIABLE GRID LEAK
" Lissen " one hole fixing

To obtain deter signals and the correct grid potential
providing maximum signal strength, this variable grid
leak is speciallV recommended. Occupying very little
space it can be fitted in any odd apace on the panel.
List No. 15741 eael 2/6

BrommBrother4
with which is amalgamated

Thomson & Brown Bros. Ltd.
Wholesale only. Head Offices & Warehouses:
Great Eastern St., London, E.C.2
118, George St., Edinburgh, and Branches

" WOODHALL" BASKET COIL
PLUG

Adaptable for any size Basket
Coil to enable fitting to standard
plug-in type Coil Holder.

List No. 15272 ... each 2/6

What "Service" Means !
1IN Wireless as in a'l the lines we handle-we

are thoro,h, efficient and helpful. Our

N.-
"Service " means offering you all that is New and
Good. Special Bargains-Easy Payment Terms-
Advice. This is a pleasant Centre in which you
can see, buy, or Just chat with an Expert. Call
in to -day if you can, and appreciate all that is

offered in goods and helpful Service.
We specialise in LISSEN, IGRANIC, DUBILIER,
POLAR, BURNDEPT, G.E.C. and other leading

apparatus.
Wrrte for Wireless Cat-
alogue C- to -day if
you cannot call I

Retailers should write
for Wholes le List.

Ii. A. Wireless Dept. 292-3, High Holborn, London, W.C.I

iiismaiNes----.....ygaw,,._
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'Radio dance time

is lion time

10
NLY an Amplion, associated with

a suitable receiving set, is capable
of reproducing in full volume the

harmony of Broadcast Dance Music.

With the use of an Amplion, speech, as
well as vocal and instrumental music,
is loud, clear and free from distortion
and objectionable resonance.

Prices from Two Guineas.

AM PL ION
LOUD SPEAKERS

allollome Sat Complete
Without an Amflion"

Write for Folders W.K.

Alfred Graham & Company,
(E. A. GRAHAM)

St. Andrew's Works,
Crofton Park London, S.E 4.
Telephone: Sydenharn 2820-1-2
Telegrams: Nayalhada. Catgreen, London."

West End Showrooms :25-26 Savile Row, W.1

W;,110
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THE Valve's the biggest little
thing on your set, because it's
the valve that can make or mar

your wireless reception.
MARcom v.AlvIS are not the product of
the Broadcasting era. They were
being made long before wireless
reached its present popularity - and
they have lost none of the lead they
thus obtained.
They become the life-long friends of
every user because they are dependatle.

Take one home to -day :
Try it out to -night I

.KAARCONk VALVEAi 1.1 AT THE&SRA1LAMP WORK

ii
BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY

Sold by all leading Wireless Dzalers,
Electrical Contractors, Stores, Etc.

the
ManufacluYers and Wholesale only,

The GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Ipatk-AAAT. Ia`
You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY

NOVEMBER 28TH, 1923

Broadcast Satisfaction
Gecophone " Listening -in " Sets literally
broadcast satisfaction. Their wonderful
clarity of reception - even in the most
remote corners of the kingdom-permits the
utmost enjoyment of the daily broadcasted
programmes.
Gecophones have become unquestionably
Britain's most popular " Listening -in " Sets,
mainly by the recommendations of enthusi-
astic users.
To ensure reception at its best, regularly,
use a Gecophone. The centre of the family
circle in thousands of British homes.

Two -Valve Set a3 illus-
trated, complete with

va'ves, batteries, and cm set double head-
phones. Approximate range (with Standard
P.O. Aerial) Ioo mil( s.

Price : £20 0 0. Plus B.B.C. Tariff 15/-

( ;EC( >PH NEI

F6EC0PHONEI
Single Circuit Cry-
stal Receiving Set,
complete with one
set double head-
phones. Approxi-
mate range (with
Standard P.O.
Aerial) 25 miles.
Price Z4 10 0, plus
B.B.C. Tariff 1 -

Cif (_( )1)H( >NI

Crystal Set No. 2,
complete with one
set double head-
phones. Approxi-
mate range (with
Standard P.O Aerial)
3o miles.
Price 2 7 10 0, plus
B.B.C: Tariff z/-.

°PHONE'
Britain's Best Broadcasting Set.

Sold by Principal Wireless Dealers.
Sole Selling Agents for the Music Trades in Great Britain and Inland:
Columbia Gni:Imp/rose Co., Ltd., 102-108 Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.C.1.

BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY.
Manufacturer: and Wholesale only : The General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Magnet House, Kingsway. London, W.C.2.

because it brings BIG Business.
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The World's Best
Condenser.

THIS is a big claim to make-but it is backed by the
largest world -sale of any British Condenser-and it is
backed by the Polar Guarantee to every buyer.

The chief reason why the accepted best Marine and Broadcast
Receivers are exclusively POLAR - Equipped is that this
Condenser offers better operating principle. It works on an
open scale, the first f of which contains only 1 /10th of the
condenser's capacity, thus permitting an absolute vernier
over the section of scale mainly used.
Compared with the ordinary vane type of condenser, therefore,
in which HALF the capacity is cramped and crowded into
the first 1/5th of the scale, the superiority of the POLAR is
obvious to every thoughtful amateur.
POLAR condensers are supplied by ail POLAR STOCKISTS in the
following capacities :-.00I ; .0002 ; .0003 and .0005.

Unmounted, price 14/- Mounted, price 20f -

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.,
A/35, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.2.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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-thicutuspoto tru. aittuttkrkekt!
Yes !-the Cossor P.2 (with red top) is
truly magical in the way it brings in long
distance stations. And none appreciate
it more than those who have previously
used Valves with the ordinary type of
tubular Anode.
The reason for its success in long distance
work lies in its design. Special jobs need
special tools, and naturally you would not
expect a Valve designed to operate as a
Note Magnifier, for instance, to give just
as good results when' used on the high
frequency side of your set.
In appearance, the P.2 is a
typical Cossor Valve with curved
filament and hood shaped Grid
and Anode.
Due to this well proved design
practically the whole of the
filament emission is caught by

- - ecs. ma BIM Mi

TYPES :
P1.-For Detector and

Low Frequency use. r / I
I P2.-With Red Top, for j J. I

Wunc ell-the improved 30/
Dull Emitter . .

 i
FROM ALL DEALERS'

PASII am sr lomm vow Ns her leasc IN J.

the Grid and Anode and none can escape
to the sides of the glass.
If your Set uses a tuned Anode circuit you
will find that a Cossor P.2 will give you
a very definite improvement over the ordinary
type of Valve. It will enable you to pick up
Stations which were previously out of your
reach. Your Set will be more stable and
less liable to self -oscillation, and you will
notice a marked absence of distortion and
microphonic noises.
This is principally due to its peculiar Grid
formation-an immensely strong network

of wiring securely anchored in
three positions to every turn,
and built up on a substantial
metal band.
Yet for all these advantages; the
P.2 (and the P.1) cosi: no more
than ordinary Valves.

COSSOR VALVE CO. Ltd. Highbury Grove, N.5
Gilbert 4d.

You CANNOT be out of Wit: ELEs s because it brings BIG Buyiness.
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`ASTRA' COMPONENTS
The remarkable success which has attended the introduction of `ASTRA' Components testifies alike to the
enthusiasm and discernment of the buying public, and to the fact that `ASTRA' already stands far everything
that is sound and reliable in Wireless components.
We again un-,
represent the
ducts, sub-

Pro.pat.

reservedly assure our readers that in every case ASTRA' components
result of the specialists' research, and are positively sound engineering pica.
stantially ma de for lifelong service, with one -ht 12 attachments for rapid asset/ally.

Yllremormi# 01,1.-
Pro .p..1 t..

`ASTRA' VariomEter
This new type of Variometer is super -sensitive to a
degree, and is particularly sharp on tuning. Wound
basket coils are employed, and the construction is such
as enables it to be used with crystal Price for 12.6or valve sets ; fitted with one -hole fixing Varierneler ;

for panel, or can be mounted on Ditto as
horizontal base board. Range 0-600 Varicoupler 14/6
metres. POST FREE.

ASTRA' Valve Amplifier
A new unit that gives remarkable results, and
literally adds a hundred miles or five volumes to
your valve set without extra wiring, or enables you
to add a loud speaker to your one -valve set.
Completely wired with valve -holders, grid leak and
djustable condenser. Can be plugged in to any

valve holder, either on the L.T. side (which will in-
crease the volume five times), or
on the H.T. side (which will bring Price in

Ebonite 21 6in that distant station and greatly
increase the range of your set). POST FREE.

ASTRA' Vernier Condenser
Cut out the howl ! Brillg in that station that has
teased you so long ! Disdain that interference ! The
Astra Vernier Condenser will ensure you all

these achievements and can be fitted to existing con-
denser without alteration or used as a separate unit for
fine tuning. A real condenser
with plates-not an adjuster knob. Price 7 6
In polished Ebonite with anti - POST FREE.
capacity handle.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
Dept. 7,

GEORGE MANUFACTURING CO. Nelson C"ttiarnielbesesesSPHiegiha;Sisttreet, BI8MING114M

You C.-1NNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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REFTY
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPRING TERMINALS & CUPS
are stocked by all
Wireless Dealers
including the following

NOTE: If you live in the Country, see list of REFTY
dealers in this week's Wireless World.

E.'s. Stratford Wireless Co., 26, Martin Street.
E.C.I. H. Osman & Co., Ltd., 265/6, Aidersgate Street.
E.C.2. T. Gunn, Ltd., 3o, Fore Street.
E.C.z. Meyers of Moorgale' Finsbury Pavement.
E.C.z. Spencer's Stores-, 4,' Mason's. Avenue.

Varoto, Ltd., 6, Eldon Street.
E.C.2. Piggott Bros.' 22o/6, Bishopsgate.
E.C.4. Fleet Radio Stores, 142, Fleet Street.
E.C.4. Mather Bros., Farringdon Street.
E.C.4. R. Melhuish, Ltd., Fetter Lane.
E.C.4. A. Munday, Ltd., 59, Watling Street.
E.C.4. W. Parton, Ltd., 94, Queen Street.
E.C.4. Richford & Co., x56, Fleet Street.
E.C.4. ,E. G. Wood, 212, Queen Street, Cheapside.
E.C.4. L. E. Bland, -82a, Queen Street, Cheapside.

E. Griffin & Co., 8o, Newington Causeway.
S.E.S. Freeman's Garage, 92/4, Camberwell Road.
S.E.x3. H. W. Ryan, 302, High Street, Lewisham.
S.E.x4. A. J. Gordan, 395, New Cross Road.
S.E.x8. Buchanan & Curwen, 9, Rectory Road, Beckenham.
S.E.23. W. L. Andrewartba, 6,, Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill.
S.E.23. R. Mansell -Jones, 40, Lordship Lane, E. Dulwich.
S.E.23. T. A. Hobbs, 197, Stanstead Road.
S.E.23. Kirkdale Electrical Co., tor, Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill.
S.E.23. London Supplies Co., 14, Devonshire Road, Forest Hill.
W.x. E. Shipton & CQ.,-.40, King Street, -Covent Garden- -

W.2. Radio Stocks, Ltd., 89, Newman Street, Oxford Street.
W.'. George Palmer, Ltd., 47, Gerrard Street.
W.x. Calipe Dettmer & Co., Ltd., 21/2, Poland Street.
W .x. B. Apple, 87, Tottenham Court Road. - -

W.2. Lister & Sons, 246, Harrow Road.
W.2. A. E. Person & Son, 414, Edgware Road.
\V.4. Electric & Wireless Supplies Co., 493, High Road, Chiswick.
W.4. Lucas & Son, 39o, High Road, Chiswick.
\V.4. H. Elsce, 137/43, High Road, Chiswick.
W.5. W. F. Landon, 24, Richmond Road, Kingston.
W.5. E. E. Squire, 9, New Broadway, Ealing.
W.5. H. S. Timpson, 29/3o, High Street, Ealing.
W.6. W. Bird & Sons, 33, Fulham Palace Road, Hammersmith.
W.1 r. J. C. Sharp & Sons, Notting Hill Gate.
W.Ix. Lucas & Hudson, I,td., 159, Notting Hill Gate.
W.xi. H. E. Hull, 136, Holland Park Avenue.
W.C.i. The Service CO.' 273/93, High Holborn.
W .C.2. C. F. Harris, 5, High Street, Bloomsbury.
W.C.2. Will Day, Ltd., x9, Lisle Street, Leicester Square.
W.C.2. The NeophoneCo., Little Andrew Street.
S.W.x. Army & Navy. Stores, xo5, Victoria Street.
S.W.4. H. Edwards & Sons, 171, Clapham Park Road.
S.W.4. C. -A: Walker, 37, Old Town, Clapham.
S.W.5. Atlas Wireless Co., 78, Richmond Road, Kingston.
S.W.6. C. S. & R. -Grose, 5x, New Kings Road, Fulham.
SW :11. Clapham Furniture Mart, High Street, Clapham.
S.W.Ix. J. E. Jones, 33, Stormont Road, Lavender Hill.
S.W.x 1. G. Smith (London), z68, Lavender Hill, Clapham.
S.W.I2. J. Jarvis, 18, Ravenwood Road, Balham.
S.W.14. Edwards & Fordyce, Tipper Richmond Road.
S.W.I5. R. Russell, 173, Upper Richmond Road, Putney.
S.W.46. Brown & Russell, 45, Mitcham Road, Tooting.
S.\V.x7. Messrs. Russell, 46, Upper Tooting Road.
S.W.-t7. E. Wistow, 79, Upper Tooting Road.
S.W.x7. Pearl's Bargain Stores, x r, High Street, Tooting.
N.I2. North Finchley Motor Works, x5, Woodhouse Park.
N. x3. Messrs. Ashwell, 28, The Market, Palmer's Green.
N. x5. Savill's Pianos, Ltd., High Road, Tottenham.
N.17. Direct Advertising Association, Ltd., 12, Station Road, Wood Green.
N.22. Wood Green Radio Service, 12, Station Road, Wood Green.
N.W.I. M. Coles, 7o, Park Road.
N.W.3. Crystal Engineering Co. IA, Adelaide Road.
N.W.3. W. E. Wilson, 558, Finchley Road.
N.W.3. Mr. Skholes, 72, High Street, Hampstead.
N.W.3. J. Richardson, 32, Heath Street, Hampstead.
N:W.3. S. Porter, x73, Finchley Road, S. Hampstead.
N.W.3. Downshire Motor Co., 28, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead.
N.W13. W. J. A. Keene;Ltd., to, North End, Golder's Green.
N.W.x x. E. W. Booker, 26, The Parade, Golder's Green.

REFTY Z-ZETINIVIL LIMITED
2, FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS. HOLBORN. LONDON, CID

Phone: Chcneery 8264.

NOVEMBER 28TH, I923

BUTTLO NINE -FOUR
HIGH FREQUENCY PIN 'I RANSFOR VIER.

RANGE 120-9,600. REQUIRING NO TUNING CONDENSER.

27/6 POSTAGE FREE FOR
CASH WITH ORDER,

UNITED KINGDOM.

FOUR STAGE. SIMILAR DESIGN. RANGE 120-2,600 metres.
REQUIRING '0102 TUNING CONDENSER.

SlIt POSTAGE FREE FOR
CASH WITH ORDER, U.K.

NEil' FULLY ILLUSTRATED LISTS. POST FREE 6d.

H. D. BUTLER, & Co., Ltd., Barclays Bank Buildings,
222, GREAT DOVER STREET, BOROUGH, LONDON, S.E.1.

Telephone: 1-10P :1029 f,,ao LONDON 131;IDC.

,,REsULTS

WIRELESS WEEKLY
will bring you
BUSINESS

It is as good an ad-
vertising medium as
MODERN WIRELESS.

Rates for both publications on application to--

Scheff Publicitu Organisation
= Ltd. =
= - 125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1. -=7
=
= - =
----E No. 2. 'Phone : Regent 2440. =---

= ' =_ -
7T(11111111111111111111111illifilli1111111111i1111111111i111111111111111iiiiiiiiiiIiiniiigir

Yon CANNOT be out of WIRELESS EKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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Board Mounting Components
made to FIT

SALES DEPT.

The Success of the Exhibition.
CONSTRUCTORS of Wireless apparatus

will save expense and trouble, while
increasing the neatness and efficiency of

their sets, by using Bowyer -Lowe Components-
male on a new principle. . -

Each component is mounted on a circular,
ebonite panel flanged to fit flush in a 'circular
hole, bored to receive it, in the experimenter's
own panel, which may be of wocd.
Using these components., excellent sets may be
assembled without trouble. We supply for 2/-
a tool which Will cut circular holes to take
any component. '

No. 96. Valve Holder ... ... 1'R
 59. Valve Panel, with plain Rheostat 8 6
 60. Valve Panel, with Vernier Rheostat ... It -

53. Eer.es Parallel Switch 5 3
 42. Two way Switch ... ... 2.9

3d. extra for each two ways up to
Twelve way ... 5 3

 32. Graduated Shielding Dial ... 4.. 2 (3

Drcp us a line to -night for illustrated descriptive
list of these trustworthy parts of registered design.

The Bowyer -Lowe Co., Ltd
LETCHWORTH

I,

Wholesale Distributors. SC OT LAND : Messrs. Robb Br, s., Ltd., 69, We./
Nile Sleet, Glasgow, and North .Streel, Dundee. NORTH OF EA GLA ND
Messrs. Wadsworth Sellers & Co., Standard Buildings, Leeds. MIDLANDS :

Messrs. Robb Bros., LId., 9, Barnsione Real, Nottingham.

,._,11111111111,,,,1111111

:CHEAPEST AERIAL'
AND THE BEST

-F-_,IN THE WORLD !
- 100 FEET 1 / PAID.

CARRIAGE

- P e will send 100 feet of the finest Insulated Aerial
for 1:8, carriage paid.

CASH' REFUNDED IF NOT
ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.

Read this Convincing Unsolicited Testimonial.
Darnall, Sheffield.

Dear Sirs,
NU doubt yon remember me purchasing 100 ft. of your rubber covered

telephone cable three weeks bark.
I must say that the said wire gives splendid results an an aerial, and

Mends who have listened in are surprised at the regalia, and the ease with
which the wire N put ,,p. that two of them have asked me to purchase them
a 100 -ft. length from you.

So would you kindly forward me 200 ft. of the same wire ; I enclose
P.O. for 314 for same.

Thanking you in anticipation,
I remain, yours faithfully.

T. ELLIOTT.
P'ffWould you kindly enclose the wire in two 100 -ft. lengths, and oblige.

= 
.7.-- - Prices for larger quantities upon application. _-_--

=
f---1---- NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD. ki
F----= 65, REGENT'S DOCK, LONDON, E.14. _E

.11iiIIIIIIIIIIH111111111141i11111111i1111[11n1111111111111111MilliikkilFilillififilili.
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Buy British Goods Only

THE LATEST

DULL EMITTER
VALVE

TYPE AR.06
30f-

This valve can be run off dry cells, thus banishing
accumulator troubles and reducing the upkeep cost to
a minimum. The current consumption at a filament
voltage of 2.5 to 3 volts is only .06 to .07 of an ampere.
Another feature of this valve is the special safety cap.
The filament pins are shorter in length than the plate
and grid pins. It is therefore impossible for the
filament pins to make surface contacts on the wrong
sockets. This, however, does not prevent the valve
being used in a standard holder.

SPECIFI:ATION :
Filament voltage - 2.5-3 volts.
Filament current .06-.07 amps.

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.
123135, Queen is St., E.C.4 & 71, Victoria St., S.W.1

contractors toBranches in all
principal Towns.
Works: Ponders
End, Middleae-x.

and Parts. If your dealer does not stock, send us his
Write tc 'ay for leaflets fully describing our range of Sets

rome and adress. We'll see that you get u hat you tom!.
'st. Just send a postcard for our
ooklet " The Thermionic Valve."

Free on requ
Illustrated B

Overail length
Bulb diameter

4 -pin safety

20-53 volts.
31 rn/m.
HO mien.

H.M. Admiralty,
- War Office, -

Plate voltage

totASW414 Royal Air Force
I EVERYTHINCII
. ELECTPtCAl.,

because it brings BIG Business.
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You'll need a
Diary anyway,
so why not have
a Wireless one?

FOR your appointments - to
chronicle your doings-for the
thousand and one things

intimately connected with your life,
you need a Diary.

This year, purchase a Wireless
Diary and get some useful information
without extra cost.

These two MIN° press Diaries are
both extremely neat and well -produced
little Books. They do everything
that a Diary should do-they are
convenient in size and shape-do not
bulge the pccket-strongly bound
to give a whole year's service, and
more besides, if needed. Just the
Diary, in fact, to suit the most critical.

The Handbook and Diary contains
data of a more technical nature than
that in the Popular Diary.

Radio Press Handbook
and Diary for 1924.

Size 51 in. by 34 in., solidly bound
in grained leather cloth, fitted with
pencil. Diary portion shows a whole
week at an opening. Large number
of pages of technical data, including
several pages of electrical formula,
which will prove invaluable to the
serious worker.

NOW
READY

On sale at all Booksellers,
Post free 2/8 2/6

Radio Press Popular
!

Wireless Diary for 1924.
JUST OUT

Size 21 in. by 44 in. Strongly bound
in pluviusin with rounded corners.
One compldte week shown at each
opening. Wireless pages include
information on call signs, circuit
Diagrams, Morse Code, electrical diata,
full instructions for building a com-
plete Receiving Set, etc., etc.
On sale at all Booksellers, 1

Post free 1/14
In leather, with pencil,

Post free 1/8 1/6

Published in conjunction with
CHAS. LETTS & CO.

NOVEMBER 28TII. 1923

JUST OUT !

but I don't
understand
Circuit diagrams

WHEN a wireless enthusiast
decides to build his own Set,
his first job is to study the

necessary wiring diagram. And that
is where quite a number meet their
Waterloo,'

. Those of us who can read circuit
diagrams as easily as we can our
morning paper are apt to show but
little sympathy for the extreme
novice making his first flounders into
Wireless.

Radio Press, however, appreciate
that the correct reading of circuit
diagrams is the first essential to the
successful building of a Set, and are
publishing an entirely new Book which
completely cuts out this difficulty.

Every circuit diagram in "Pictorial
Wireless Circuits"

Pictorial
Wireless
Circuits

OSWALD J. RANKIN

Front
all

Book-
sellers

116
1/7.i
post
free

is shown pictorially-
that is to say, the
actual components
used are drawn in-
stead of conventional
signs for them. Thus
there will be no ex-
cuse, for example, for
any enthusiast not
knowing the correct
position for his fila-
ment rheostat.

Altogether over 7o
circuits are shown,
ranging from simple
Crystal Receivers to
more elaborate Multi -
valve Sets.

If difficulty in reading Circuit
diagrams has' hitherto prevented you
from building or impro ing your°
Set-get a copy of this Book to -day.
It will be eighteenpence well spent.

Published by
RADIO PRESS, LTD.
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2

Iaabto pretz t trios 112o. 8.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY 'because it brings BIG Business.
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MORSE
TAPPING KEYS.

Well finished and accurate working. Mounted
on I °fished wooden base. Length of tapping
key base 31 in. x 2l in- Price 3,6Post Gd.
Larger key, similar type to Illustration. Mounted
on polished walnut base in. e 2 in. x Ins.
with two terminals. .. 4Post

Gd,
/6

For utmost results use"PERMANITE"
(Regd. Trade Mark No. 438341)
CRYSTAL.

Clear powerful results. Highly semelve and remains
in adjustment longest.

Price per large specimen .. 1/6 Post free.

ADVERTISEMENTS. NOVEMBER 28TH, 1923 Xiii

GAMAGES

The Koobee " Multiple Crystal Detector.
The Det,etor with many good points. Gives you the choice
of six different whiskers. Solid Gold, pram, Solid Silver.
Copper, Phosphor Bronze, Special Alloy.

Price with three Crystal cups .. 49
A whisker for every crystal; arm only with six whiskers, 9/6.

Always come to Gamages first. Here, no matter how small or how large
your requirements, you can always get EXACTLY what you want. The
reason is simple-we stock EVERYTHING FROM A COMPLETE SET
TO THE SMALLEST ACCESSORY."

Write for your coPv
of the pew Illustrated
Wire'ess Catalogue.
A card will bring it
to you per reurn

post free.

The Ideal
Xmas Gift.

box, with full instructions. Price
Brown's Featherweight Phones.

4,000 ohms. . 25/-
Sterling Phones, "4,000 'elms. .. 25/-
Highly Sensitive Headphones.

4,000 ohms, or 6,000 ohms. Pair 18/8
Aerial Wire 3/- 100 ft. Insulators, 2d. each.

Postage, 9d, extra.

This is a real Crystal Set supplied in parts
ready for you to assemble so that you are
able to make your own Wireless Set and
receive the Concerts from within 90 Mika of
any of the British Broadcasting Stations.
The Set is simple and instructive and some-
thing more than a toy when finished.
Included with this Set is a piece of our
famous Permanite, the most sensitive Cristol
in the world. Supplied complete in 12 6

Watch - Type Combined
Dead Beat

VOLT -AMMETER.
In Nickelled Brass ('see.

Reading 0-10 volts -0-35 amps.
Price 7:6 Post

Pneumatic Ear Pads.
To fit Standard Receiver,. En-
sures maximum comfort. AIDPrice, pair (post 6d.) ..

Fuller's Block Wireless Accumulators.
Special offer of ex-Governmen' Stock,

but absolutely unused.
210 volt,am. 10/6 Posti

:110

volt,t,
21 /-

Post1- 6 volt, °Ill ta Post
40 amp. / 1/li

Boxes to hold 5 of these,fittel with lid and carrying strap. each 1/6
Postage extra. Five Accumulators and box sent post free.

A. W. GAMAGE9 LID, HOLBORN, LONDON,
Cheapside Branch BENETF1NKS.

Zvi- - '2i8

nyficoVroackahlig

Tire Fellophone "Super 2."

Complete with H.T. Battery, Accumulator,
100 ft. 7,22 strande.i copper aerial, 2 insulators.
1 pair 4,000 ohms Headphones.

Valves, B.B.C. and Marconi Tax Extra.

The " Super 2 " Amplifier, specially designed
for Loud Speaker Work with this set.

Valves, anti Marconi Tax Extra.

Price
19 0 0

Price
FL 10 0

received with a standard

Fellophone Super 2.
Extract from letter.

Long Mellon!,
Suffolk, September 22, 1923.

" This mooring from I a.m., / received the whole
programme trananitted from W.C.Y. General Electric
Coy., Nex York, with the addition of your 2 -Valve
amplifirr. One or two of the items were coming
through so madly that I remov:d the amplifier, and
received one or two songs, a/c., on the 2 -Valve Fella-
p'sone only. one song te-n transmitted, Asleep in the
Deep' being perfectly culible. I have received
American telep'iony on several occasions, and can
always get then when I get up for the turpose, so that
it is not a freak recsption."

(Signed) ALFRED WOOD.

Theoriginalof this letter may be seen at

Advt. The Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings 1316 Business.
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WIRELESS WEEKLY SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS.

PREPAID Advertisements are accepted under this heading for Wire-
less Apparatus and Parts WANTED or FOR SALE, etc., at the rate of
I s. 6d. per line, MINIMUM THREE LINES,
Advertisements should reach Schell Publicity Organisation, 125 Pall
Mall, London, S W.1, LATEST by first post FRIDAY preceding date
of publication.
The publishers are not responsible for clerical or printers' errors,
but every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

P ICKETT Cabinets.-They're good value. 1,6 each, highly polished.-
Write for lists (W.L.). Works : Albion Road, Bexleyheath.

VV/IRELESS HEAD -PHONES re -wound, re -magnetised and re-
adjusted ; lowest prices quoted on receipt of phones, delivery

three days.-The Varley Magnet Co., Woolwich, S.E.18.

0 to Mica & Micanite Supplies, Ltd., Mica House, Offord Street,
Caledonian Road, N.l, for mica and all insulating materials.

AMPONITE Crystal Intensifying Solution, clarifies crystals, makes
them highly sensitive. 4' Don't Scratch," 9d. per bottle, post

paid.-Sole proprietors, Homan Bros., 8, Mansfield Road, Hampstead,
London, N.W.3.

ADVERTISERS having First and Second Floor Offices would like to
hear of representation to utilise offices and services. Small

retaining fee and Commission. First class references given.- Older -
show, 5, Southwark Street, S.E.1.

t c It " VALVE ALL STEEL TEMPLATE. -Registered design
No. 698970. An efficient tool which enables the holes for valve

sockets or legs to be marked out with accuracy and precision In one
operation by the most inexperienced amateur. Retail, 9d ; post-free,
101d.(stamps .-J. 0. Nichol & Co.,"46, Lancaster Avenue, Fennel Street,
Manchester.

-VALVE Inductively Coupled Set, 4 Burndept Concert Coils, 3 Polar
Condensers, and Marconi-Osram Valves. - Price £15 in sloping

cabinet.-Wright, Russington, Shepperton.

BARGAIN. -3 -Valve Set, HF-D-LF, complete with tuner, phones,
batteries ; noted make components ; trial on aerial.-Rathcoole,

Ferndale Road, Clapham, London.

42/-
Post Free.

42/ -
Post Free.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER-" Excellent results, a considerable
volume without distortion using a detector. valve and one note
amplifier only. Decidedly good value at the price as a loud-
speaker, quite apart from its distinctive and attractive appearance...

Come and hear this wonderful land -speaker, no larger than a wine glass.
CONDUIT WIRELESS CO., 47, CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W.1.

'Phone : Regent 5475.

'I1ZaOio 11 rus information Sept.

2/6 QUERY COUPON 2/6
WIRELESS WEEKLY. V01. 2. No: 2o. November 28, 1923.

(This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 2/6 for each
question, and a stamped addressed envelope.)
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CONDENSER

PLATES

INSULATING MATERIALS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MICA & MIIANITE SUPPLIES, Ltd.,
MICA HOUSE, OFFORD STREET
CALEDONIAN RD., LONDON, N.1

'Phone :
North 805

" EL -BE " ANTI -CAPACITY HANDLES.

No Screws. No Clamps.

Fixed by Suction-Removed in a second.
A Type for Horizontal working. Price 2/2 eachC Type for Vertical working. Post free.
A perfect combination with the " EL -BE" Coil Holder.

Ask your DEALER for them.

ELBE COIL HOLDERS
USE SINGLE COIL HOLDERS FOR 5IA SIMU51
EFFICIENCY. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

Ebonite Basket Coil Mounts to plug iu above,
2/- each.

Ask VOW Dealer for them.

LEIGH BROS., Tel. Mus. 4547.
37, Sidmonth Street & Ia. Prospect Terrace.

Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W.C.1.
Price 1/9 each. Post
5/- Set of three. Free.

EBONITE PANELS
cut to any size, in high grade, easily worked mater;a1. ; in. thick,
;d. per sq. in. ; ,! in. thick, ",cl. sq. in. Mail orders :-Add 6d.
towards coat of packing and post.

Panels drilled and engraved to your own paper template.
It's cheaper than buying the drills. Estimates free.

Phone: Recent 3335.20 ad, from OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO.,Regent St.. between Maison
Lewis and Robinson & Clearer. 24, Warwick St., Regent St.,Lrodon,W.1.

FINEST WORK & PROMPTITUDE.

FnLING. HAND A
MACHIHE

INCOMPARABLE
WHITE

- Awl HINTER'
V /
MANCHESTER.
51, Arcade Chambers, St. Mary's Gate.

CLI FFT & COGK LE
Central 1137.

'Phone

VIMSBIMI10.11111.1

NG

for your
Unskilled chargers will only ruin them. For I5'- a quarter

ONLY 1/3 A WEEK INCLUSIVE we will supply yot
continuously with reliable charged L.T. Batteries, replaced
at time of collection by motor anywhere in London.
Phone East 5655. British Battery Supply Service,
Write NOW for Pamphlet C Free. Carr St., London, E.14

(Originators of the Battery Supply Service.)

Turn your Wireless knowledge
into cash
We are always pleased to receive interesting articles for
our various publications, and those accepted will be pur-
chased at good rates. Articles can he submitted with or
without diagrams or photographs. Where constructional
articles are submitted, evidence of the actual working of
the apparatus described must be forwarded if required.
RADIO PRESS, LTD., Devereux Court STRAND, W.C.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.
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-TINGEY SUPERFIVE-
CABINET RECEIVER
The last word in PERFECT REPRODUCTION,
SELECTIVITY and STRENGTH OF SIGNALS.

Enclosed in Lock -up Oak Cabinets, complete with High
Tension Battery of 120 volts.

Composed of TWO HIGH FREQUENCY, one H.F. Rect.
and two L.F. Power Valves. By means of two simple
wander plugs any combination or number of valves may be
employed.

Each set is supplied with a set of Coils covering the
waveengths of British Broadcasting Stations. Other
sets of Coils may be supplied at extra charge.
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PRICE, as illustrated, includin3
Special Valves and High Tension
Battery - - £56 : 5 : 0

Ask for Superfive pamphlet.

We manufacture Vali e Sets 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Vali es, also an excellent Crystal Set.
Send for our new Components List free on request.

(FEW AGENCIES STILL OPEN.) Offices and Showrooms : (OPEN 8 to 7. SATURDAYS 8 to I.)

92, Queen St., Hammersmith, London, W.6.
'Phone Hammersmith 1916. 'Gram.: Tingoidar,

2003000 MAGNET LETTERS
have been supplied by us to

WONDERSIGNS of HOLBORN. Each letter is a perfect Magnet.
Hence our knowledge of whit a Magnet should ter and our ability
to produce the BONTONE PHONE under mass production;

Points to Consider.
Every Phone is sold under
guarantee.
Every Phone is tested before leav-
ing Factory.
We are Old -Established British
Manufacturers, whose object is to
dye complete satisfaction.
Why saddle yourself with Conti-
nental Phones distributed by
unscrupulous Importers, with small
offices and elaborate note -paper,
and NO GUARANTEE or hope of
redress it found faulty.
Originals of upwards of too un-
solicited testimonials and letters -of
appreciation can be seen at our
offices.
GUARANTEE.-We agree to re-
place or return cash if Phones do

' not give complete satisfaction, sub-
ject to Phones being returned to us
within 7 days of purchase un-
damaged.

BONTONE PHONES (4,000 ohms)
BRITAIN'S BEST.

14,6 per pair. Cirttriage paid United Kingdom.
SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, AND

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by BRITISH labour.
LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

B. D. & CO. (Edward A. Boynton).
WORKS : GOSWELL ROAD AND CITY ROAD.
OFFICES: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD.

ADMIRALTY, R OFFICE, AND INDIA OFFICE CONTRACTORS.

I'IlE

"ATLAS " SUPER COIL.
P.P. No.
2250,23.

MAXIMUM r
AIR -SPACE

ONCE
TRIED

All
Wave -lengths

Covered.

MINIMUM
SELF -

CAPACITY-

ALWAYS
USED.

Prices on Ask for Catalogue of

Application. Radio Components.

Manufactured only by

H. CLARKE & Co. (M/cr.) Ltd.
Radio Engineers, ATLAS WORKS,
OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.

Telephone Nos.: Telegrams:
6S3 & 793 Trafford Park. PIRTOID, Manchester.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY because it brings BIG Business.



ELKAY Lightweight Headphones,
4,000 ohms. All guaranteed. per pair

FELLOW'S New Lightweight phones
4,000 ohms. Stamped B.B.C.
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OVER A MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

ELKAY WIRELESS Co.
GREAT BRITAIN'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE WIRELESS STORES.

Quality, Quantity and Consistency Our Motto. See Our Six -Window Display of Bargains.

PIONEERS OF CHEAP PRICES. WIRELESS & EVERYTHING FOR IT.

12/9
18/8

STERLING'S Latest Model Head- 1 9 3
phones, 4,000 ohms. Stamped B.B.C.
N & K (The genuine article) 4,000 .1 2 /9
ohms. All guaranteed. per pair I

ALSO BROWNS, BRUNET, THOMSON-HOUSTON t French etc., AT SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES.

VALVES EDISWA
MARCONI R

MULLARD ORA
ALL ONE PRICE

Soecial Packing and Postage 1/. extra.
CCSSOR (Red or Plain Top)

N

Bankrupt Stock and of limited quantity.

each 1 1 / 1 0
DULL EMiTTER VALVES : Marconi, Ediswan, Mullard. All One Price. ,,,,Zrsta,V.Viaii'mtr:"..;,tit, 24 9

LOUD SPEAKERS. Say What Make You Require. 10% Reduction of STANDARD PRICES.

DUTCH VALVES 6/11 & 7:11
L.F. TRANSFORMERS Ratio 5 to 1. AU

guaranteed (postage 1/-) .. each 11/3
CRYSTAL DETECTORS .. 1'9, 1/3, and 104d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glass

case 2/6, 2/3, 1,16
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22, guaranteed hard -

drawn copper, 100 ft. (postage 1)-) 1/10/
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving,

per doz. 3id.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS each 2d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 1,5
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS each ld.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 7d.
CONDENSER SCALES, 0 to 180 each 3461.
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles,

the set 6(d.
BASKET COILS, set of 6, up to 3,000

metres 2/4
SLEEVING, a yds., assorted colours, for 114d.
NUTS, 2 B.A. .. ..peg doz. 2)d.
NUTS, 4, 5, 6, and B.A. .. per doz. 2d.
WASHERS, 4 B.A. ...per doz. ld.
WASHERS, 2 B.A. .. -per foe. 14d
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers,

per doz. 4d.
TERMINALS, with nut and washers,

each, ld., 11d.,& 2d.
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A. ..each 2d.& 3d.
SPACING WASHERS, large ..per doz. 21d.
SPACING WASHERS, small ..per doz. 1 )d.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw... . each id.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw.. .. each 2d.
FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities eachlOid.
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery

while you wait . .. per lb. 3/8
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and

washer, each 14d... .. per doz. 1,'3
W. 0. TERMINALS, nuts and washers

each 2d.
..per doz. 1/7

PANEL BUSHES, drilled .. .. each lid.
..per dot 1/3

TOP CONDENSER bushes .. each Id.
..per doz. 9d.

BOTTOM CONDENSER bushes .. each 1d.

If ..per doz. 7d.
SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite

knob, complete with panel, bush, nuts,
and spring washer .. 8!.d.

STOPS, with nuts ..per doz. 6d.

FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth
action, marvellous value .. 1 9

With engraved dials .. , 2 6
FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RE-

SISTANCE SCALES, 0 to 300 each 6d.
BELL WIRE, tinned copper, 12 yds. . . 6d.
VALVE LEGS, nut and washer .. each ld.

VALVE PINS, nut and washer ..Per each 1°11

Pi:UNGER0 SPRINGii, coMPlete ....Perea"chz.
9d
1d..

1

SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 ins. long, }in.
square, drilled .. .. .. each 34d.

SLIDER KNOB .. . . each 2d.
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.S.T.

(quality the best) . each 1,6

SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T.
(quality the best) .. each 1'11

SWITCHES ON EBONITE, D.P.D.T.
(quality the best) .. .. each 2/9

CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in stock,from.. .. each lid.
SCREWED 'HOD, '2. B.A., 12 ins long

SCREWED ROD, 4 B.A., 12 ins,
elongach3d.

each 21(1.
RUBBER INSULATED LEADING -IN

WIRE .. .. .. .. per yd. 1 A d.
VARIABLE GRID LEAK, Pencil type, I/II
INSULATORS, white reel, 2.1n., each Id.

per doz. 11d.
INSULATORS, white egg, each 2d.

per doz. 1,'8
WOUND INDUCTION COILS (postage 9d ):

12 x 4 9x4 ' 8x2) 6x3 6x2
2/5 2/3 1/11 1/8 1/6

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings
wound to 1,600 metres..each 2/6

VARIOMETERS (Tube type), complete
with knob , .. .. .. 3/11 & 2/11

DOIJBLE.'PHONE CORDS, full length llid.
HERTZITE, gentfirie, nbox .. 8d.

e . ',' box
.

.. 81.
PERMAHITE, genuine; in box .. 82.
ZINCITE, genuine, in box . . 82.
BORNITE, genuine, in box ... 6d.
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds) .. .. 9d.
CARBORUNDUM .. .. .5.d.
ZINCITE and BORNITE, .both in box .. 1/ -
COIL PLUGS, real ebonite 1/3, 101d., ei: 914.
EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND

DIAL .. .. .. .. .. 1 6
FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS ' .. 11/d.

H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER : .

1 .. .. 2 A/ to _WO_ metres .. 3/9
2 .. .. :3-,0 to 700 .. 4/-
3 .. .. r.00 ,to 900 .. 4/3
4 .. .. 800 to 1350 ,, .. 4/6
5 .. .. 1600 ..to -3200 .. 4/9
6 .. .. 2200 to 5600 - - 5/-

VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high
quality. With aluminium top and
bottom plates z Complete with knob
and -dial, guaranteed accurate :

Vernier .. .. 3/-
.002 .. 4/6
.003 - .. .. 5/8
.00(15 6/-
.00075 .. .. 7/-
.001 . . 2 .. .. .. 8/ -

SUPER -QUALITY 2 -WAY COIL HOLDER 5/3
REAL EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER 7/9
O.B.A. NUTS ..' . .. . :. per doz. 4d.
DETECTOR ARMS, Ball Joints, Ebonite

Handle and Whisker Holder .. .. 3?,d.
WOOD SCREW TERMINALS - each ltd.
SHELLAC .. .. per hot., 104d. A' id.
AERIAL PULLEYS et WA,- 8)d., 6d. & 4'd
TINFOIL . .. ..large sheet 44.
COPPER FOIL, bin. wide ..per ft. 5d.
GRID LEAKS, 21 and 2 meg. each 10A.
FLEX (Twin), various colours per yd. 2d.
CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper, 20

gauge .. .. .. ..3 yds. 2d.
ENAMEL WIRE in }, i, and 1 lb. reels :

22 24 26 2,.:
per lb. 2/4 2/8 3/2 3 6

Note. -Bobbins 2d. each extra.
POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up to

000 metres, superior make, compact
size .. .. .. .. 7/3

CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed,
fitted on 4 x 2 ebonite panel with ter-
minals for aerial, earth, and 'phones,
already wired and beautifully finished 4/9

VALVE HOLDERS each lO)d. & 1/3,
BATTERIES, ILL, dry :

30 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 5/9
00 volts, including Wander Plugs .. 9,6

AMALGO=PLArrIC,METAL, for fixing
Crystals. No Wood's metal necessary 6d.

GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
crystals .. .. .. 6d.

IVORINE NAME PLATES, all readings.
each ld. per doz. 9d.

EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable, each 54d.

MAKE NO
MISTI KE

When calling
SEE THAT
YOU ARE AT

ELKAY'S

IMPORTANT : Mail Order Dept.: Orders Despatched Same Day as Received- NO WAITING. Goods Sent to all Parts
of the World. Don't Pay More and Get Junk, Pay LESS and get the GOOPS AT" ELKAY " WIRELESS CO.,

225 & 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.c.2,
Open Saturday all day. (To the Trade -New Trade Counter now open.) We open Sundays 11 to 2-30.
Stlecial Terms to Radio Cluhs. Mr -Note our Telephone Nos.: Wholesale, Brshoosgate 2313. Retail. Central 8544.
PLEASE REMIT AMPLE POSTAGE. Telegrams: " ELKAYWIRY, AVE."

SAVE MONEY BY. STUDYING OUR ADVERTS.
41111111M1111MINS.

You CANNOT be out of WIRELESS WEEKLY becaitse it brings BIG Business.



Good Books are more 
than half 'the battle 
Choose your Books 
from this List: 

Price. 
I. Wi,eiesn for All ...... 60. 

By JOHN Scorr-TAOG.tRT, S .lisst.P. 
Simplified Wireless ...... . 1/- 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnet.P. 
3. How to Make Your Own Broadcast 

Receiver ........ 1/6 
fly JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnst.P. 

4. 110w to Erect Your Wireless Aerial 1/- 
By B. MITTELs,, A.M.I.E.E. 

5. The Construction nl Wireless Re- 
ceiving Apparatus ...... 1/6 

By P. D. TyRs. 
6. The Construction of Crystal Receivers j/6 

By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS. 
7. How to Make a " Unit " Wireless 

Receiver ........ 2/6 
By E. REDPATII. 

8. Pictorial Wireless Circuits .... 1/6 
By OSWALD J. RANKIN. 

9. Wirelens Valves Simply Explained . 2/6 
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, 1 .Inst.P. 

IO. Practical Wireless Valve Circuits . . 2/6 
Dy JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inet.P. 

22. Radio Valves and How to Use Thom 2/6 
By JOHN Scorr-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 

13. 500 Wireleon Questions Answered 2/6 
By O. P. KENDALL E. REDPATH. 

14. 12 Tested Wireless Sets .... 2/6 
By P. W. HARRIS. 

5. More Practical Valve Circuits .. 3/6 
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inet.P. 

IT is oniy when you begin to take keen 
interest in Wireless that you feel the need 
for a guiding hand. There are two ways 

in which you can pick up reliable Radto 
knowledge-one is to join your local Radio 
Society and the other is to read helpful and 
interesting books.I 

Both of these methods should be adopted. 
The Books issued by Radio Preis Ltd. and 
shown in the adjoining columns are recognised 
as forming a complete Wireless Library. Each 
is part of a definite series and none overlap. 

Make a start. with your Library to-day by 
buying the first three or four books-the extra 
information you will gain about Wireless will 
more than recompense you for the small outlay. 

From all Booksellers or sent direct from 
publishers (postage 2d. per book extra). 

I.. 
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6. Home-Built Wireless Componentu . . 2/6 
Elementary Text-book on Wireleus 

Vacuum Tubes ...... 10/- 
By JOHN SCOTT-T.AGOART, F.Inst.P. Devereux Court, Strand, W.Ca. 

i (post 1ree. 

i e 

4 
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CENTRAL Niws AGENCY, LTD. 

it is tuned with a single control and can be erected 
The ' STERLING" THREEFLEX 

ANYWHERE, ready to receive, in a few seconds. Ready io Receive. 

The D.E. 3 Valves enployed in this set consume less than one-quarter the current required by 
other types, and will run six months, with average use from the battery supplied. 

Complete in highly finished walnut cabinet with loop aerial, one 
pair of "Sterling super quality headphones, high and low tension 
dry batteries, a small grid battery, and plug 
and lead fora loud speaker ...... Price £31 10 0 

-. 
EXTRAS: 

(L.) 

Three 

D ÊÉ84 
l° ,. 

kjf !. ! & ELECTRIC CO LTD. 'i 

L 

L ilanufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus etc 

Telephone House, 210 212, Tottenhain Court Rd, 
Lfí . LONDON, W.1 

i t. - - i Tdej,am,: "Cucumi,. Wendo. London.' Tc1ep1ooe: Mu,eurn 4144(7 lin). 

WHOLLY BRITISH 
MANUFACTURE. 

THIS sTuper reflex instrument reuires NO 

OUTDOOR AERIAL or EARTH and WILL 

RECEIVE ALL B.B.C. STATIONS It will 

give AMPLE LOUD SPEAKER VOLUME for 

average requirements within 25 miles of a station. 

The THREEFLEX reproduces with remarkable clarity; 

THREEFLEX 
Radió Receiving Set 

. 
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